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Introduction

Ourgoal in thisbook is tohelpyou learnaboutEnglishgrammar inas simple and straight-
forward a way as possible. The book was inspired by our students, most of whom panic
when we say words like adjective, subject, and passive. We believe that panic will be
replaced by knowledge and con¢dence as readers work their way through this user-
friendly book.

Who is this book for? It’s for anyone who needs or wants to understand English gram-
mar.That includes readers who: (1) want to improve their writing; (2) are studying a for-
eign language; (3) are or want to be teachers; (4) are learning English as a second
language; (5) are or want to be professionals such as speech^language pathologists and
attorneys; (6) are interested in how English works. The book is self-guided and self-
paced; it can be used alone or as part of a course.

The workbook approach used here will move you beyond simply labeling words to an
understanding of how the di¡erent pieces of a sentence ¢t together. To help you achieve
this understanding, we present information in small steps, with many opportunities to
apply each new piece of information in exercises before youmove on to the next step.

Like all languages, English is a collection of dialects.While society views some of these
dialects as having more social prestige than others, whenwe look at them objectively we
¢nd that all dialects are equal linguistically.Thatmeans that all dialects have grammati-
cal rules, and the grammatical rules of one dialect are no more precise, pure, or logical
than the grammatical rules of another dialect. Nonetheless, in this book we focus on the
grammar of Standard American English because it is widely known and because writing
requires a knowledge of formal, standardEnglish.

We deliberately limit this introductory book in both content and complexity.Wherever
possible, we provide you with a simple rule of thumb to use. However, we don’t claim to
cover all of English sentence structure. A clear understanding of what usually works
will give you a foundation for recognizing and understanding the exceptions. Our aim is
to provide youwith the basics.

This book will clarify English sentence structure and provide you with a useful refer-
ence book that you can turn to long after you’ve completed the exercises. It will also pro-
vide youwith a solid foundation formore advanced study.

So take a deep breath and turn the page.We predict that it won’t hurt a bit. In fact, you
maybe surprised to ¢nd out howeasyEnglishGrammar canbe.
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How to use this book

What are the features of this book that will help you use it effectively?

* We assume no prior knowledge of English grammar. Depending on your background
and interest, you can either work the book through from cover to cover or just read
about selected topics.

* We utilize user-friendly, easy-to-understand language, avoiding excessive technical
terminology.

* Information is presented in lesson format; most lessons are short, helping tomake the
materialmanageable.

* Numerous exercises allow you to test yourself after new information is presented; the
exercises gradually incorporatemore knowledgewhile building on prior information.

* Each exercise has a sample itemdone for you, to help youwith the exercise.
* Each exercise is separated into two parts: Getting started andMore practice.With each

Getting started part, we provide a page reference to the answers, so you’ll immediately
knowwhether or not you’re on the right track. ForMore practice items, answers are pro-
vided on the accompanyingwebsite.

* In addition to exercises, each lesson contains easy to ¢ndQuick tips.These provide con-
venient ‘‘tricks’’ to help youmaster thematerial or highlight themain concepts in each
lesson.

* We’ve also included short sections called To enhance your understanding. These sec-
tions are intended for those of youwho are interested in more than basic information.
These sections can easily be skipped by beginners; they’re not necessary for under-
standing anymaterial later on in the book.

* Throughout the text, ungrammatical sentences are identi¢edwith anasterisk (*) at the
beginning.

How is this book organized?

* The book has three parts: Part I dealswith types of words, Part II with types of phrases,
andPart IIIwith types of sentences.

* Eachpart is divided intounits and eachunit is subdivided into related lessons.
* Each lesson contains ample Test yourself exercises. Each exercise has ten questions,

with answer keys provided at the end of eachunit and on the accompanyingwebsite.
* A reviewmatching exercisewith an answer key is included at the end of each part.
* Additional reviewexercises for eachunit are provided on the companionwebsite.
* For easy reference, the end of the book contains a list of all Quick tips, a detailed glos-

sary, and an index.

Website:www.cambridge.org/altenberg-vago
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PART I: KINDS OF WORDS

Doyoushudderwhenyouhear thewordsnounor verb?Don’tworry ^ youalreadyknowall
about word categories, also known as parts of speech, though you may not think you do.
You know, for example, that you can say the idea and the boy but not *the about or *happy
the. (As stated in the How to use this book section, an asterisk [*] is used to indicate that
something is ungrammatical.) That is, you know that some words can go in some places
in a sentence and others can’t. Aword category, or part of speech, is just a name given to a
group of words that have something in common, such as where they can go in a sentence.
Part I gives you a quick and easy guide to basicword categories.





UNIT 1: NOUNS

Lesson 1: Identifying nouns

Nouns are commonly de¢ned aswords that refer to a person, place, thing, or idea.
Howcanyou identify a noun?

Quick tip 1.1

If you can put the word the in front of a word and it sounds like a unit, the word

is a noun.

For example, the boy sounds like a unit, so boy is a noun.The chair sounds like a unit, so
chair is a noun. Compare these nouns to *the very, *the walked, *the because.Very,walked,
and because are not nouns.While you can easily put the and very together (for example,
the very tall boy), the very, by itself, does notwork as a unit while the chair does. So, chair is
a noun; very is not. (There is one kind of noun that cannot always have the in front of it;
see Lesson 6 later in this unit.)

Test yourself 1.1

Which of the following words are nouns? See if they sound like a unit when you put them here:
the . Check the appropriate column.

Noun Not anoun
Sample: always .............

Getting started (answers onp. 20)

1. tree ................... ...................

2. when ................... ...................

3. beds ................... ...................

4. glass ................... ...................

5. said ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. slowly ................... ...................

7. factory ................... ...................

8. ticket ................... ...................

9. boxes ................... ...................

10. almost ................... ...................

Test yourself 1.2

Underline the nouns in these phrases.Test each word to see if it sounds like a unit when you put it
here: the .
Sample: allmy friends

Getting started (answers onp. 20)

1. your red sweater

2. those boxes

3. a fewmen

4. manydigital photos

5. his very interesting article

3



More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. their carpets

7. a hand-painted plate

8. the court stenographer

9. our psychology professor

10. two interestingmuseums

4
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Lesson 2: Concrete and abstract nouns

Here’s an unusual sentence: He smelled the marriage.What makes this sentence unusual is
that we don’t generally think of the nounmarriage as something that can be smelled. Some
nouns are concrete: they can be perceived by our senses ^ they are things that we can see,
hear, smell, taste,or touch.Thosenounsthatarenotconcreteareabstract.Marriage is some-
thingabstract, so it’soddtosay it’sbeingperceivedbyoneofoursenses,oursenseof smell.

The nouns in Lesson 1 were all concrete nouns. Other nouns, such as marriage, are
abstract; this means that they refer to things that you cannot perceive with your senses,
things you cannot see, smell, feel, taste, or touch. Here are some more concrete and
abstract nouns:

Concrete Abstract
newspaper love
heel honesty
glass culture
jewelry mind

Quick tip 2.1

Concrete nouns refer to things we can perceive with one of our senses. Abstract nouns

cannot be perceived by our senses.

Test yourself 2.1

Decide if each noun is concrete or abstract.
Sample: discussion abstract

Getting started (answers onp. 20)

1. mu⁄n ....................................................

2. violin ....................................................

3. freedom ....................................................

4. elegance ....................................................

5. train ....................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. friend ......................................................

7. friendliness ......................................................

8. economics ......................................................

9. dormitory ......................................................

10. capitalism ......................................................

Test yourself 2.2

Which of the following words are nouns? See if they sound like a unit when you put them here:
the .The nounswill all be abstract nouns. Check the appropriate column.

Noun Not anoun
Sample: confusion ...................
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Getting started (answers onp. 20)

1. concept ................... ...................

2. shockingly ................... ...................

3. wrote ................... ...................

4. conversation ................... ...................

5. interview ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. ran ................... ...................

7. secret ................... ...................

8. her ................... ...................

9. death ................... ...................

10. job ................... ...................

Anabstractnoun is sometimes easier to identify if youcreatea sentencewith it.Forexample,
the happiness is a unit, as can be seen inThehappiness onher face delighted him.Thus, happi-
ness is anoun.Here are someotherabstract nouns in sentences; thenounsareunderlined.

1. It was not the complaintwhichbothered him.
2. Theywere attempting to stop the abuse.
3. The joywhich they felt was obvious.

Another easy way to identify a noun, especially an abstract noun, is to put the word his
(orotherwords like it ^ seeLesson21) in frontof it and see if it sounds likeaunit. Forexam-
ple,his complaint,hishappiness,his concern all are units; therefore, complaint,happiness,
and concern are nouns.

Quick tip 2.2

If you can put his in front of a word and it sounds like a unit, the word is a noun.

Test yourself 2.3

Which of the following words are nouns? See if they sound like a unit when you put them here:
his .The nounswill all be abstract nouns. Check the appropriate column.

Noun Not anoun
Sample: obligation ...................

Getting started (answers onp. 20)

1. jumped ................... ...................

2. appropriate ................... ...................

3. popularity ................... ...................

4. emotions ................... ...................

5. real ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. closed ................... ...................

7. celebration ................... ...................

8. their ................... ...................

9. news ................... ...................

10. spoken ................... ...................

Test yourself 2.4

Whichof the followingwords arenouns?These are amixof concrete andabstract nouns. Check the
appropriate column.

Noun Not anoun
Sample: while ...................

UN I T 1 : N O UN S
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Getting started (answers onp. 21)

1. repair ................... ...................

2. intelligence ................... ...................

3. a ................... ...................

4. skis ................... ...................

5. us ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. obstruction ................... ...................

7. pounds ................... ...................

8. disgraceful ................... ...................

9. complicated ................... ...................

10. since ................... ...................

Test yourself 2.5

Underline thenouns in the sentencesbelow. In this exercise, thenounswill all have the orhis in front
of them. Somewill be concrete and somewill be abstract. Some sentenceshavemore thanonenoun.
Sample: His answerwasn’t helpful.

Getting started (answers onp. 21)

1. She read the playover again.

2. The actions becamemonotonous.

3. He felt that hismarriage, his relationship
with her, was strong.

4. The timehad ¢nally come to confess the
truth.

5. He’s the boywho delivers the paper.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The glitterati always like to follow the
fashion of the day.

7. Theywill repair his stove.

8. The arrangementwas good for all of them.

9. The audience stared at the screen,
fascinated by the action theywere seeing.

10. The de¢nitionwas in his dictionary.

The nouns are underlined in the following sentences:
4. This author liveswith herhusband.
5. Domost people proceed contentedly through life?
6. Your photographof that child sleepingwonyou a prize.

As you can see fromthese sentences, while the orhis areways to test aword to
see if it’s a noun, a noun doesn’t necessarily have the orhis in front of it in every sentence.
Since we can say the author, the husband, the people, his life, the photograph, his child, and
his prize, the underlinedwords in sentences 4^6 are each nouns.

Test yourself 2.6

Underline the nouns in the sentences below. In this exercise, the nouns will not all have the orhis
in front of them. Just test eachword to see if it canbe a noun.
Sample:The repair ofmycamerawent smoothly.

Getting started (answers onp. 21)

1. Iwrote everyword of the letter.

2. Thehousewas near the city.

3. Whydid he get on an elevator?

4. Shehasmy phone.

5. Your younger brotherwas busy.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. A group of three generals sent the troops away.

7. The £agwas near your desk.

8. Mymother acted in aplay.

9. He called the house every day.

10. You have to give her salary and bene¢ts.

7
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It’s important to realize that the same word can often be used as more than one part of
speech. For example, repair can be used as a noun (example:The repairwas relatively inex-
pensive), as an adjective (example: The repair manual was not very helpful), or as a verb
(example:He needs to repair thewashingmachine).We’ll talk about verbs and adjectives in
Units 2 and 4, respectively.

8
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Lesson 3: Singular and plural nouns

What’s the di¡erence between cat and cats? The noun cat is usedwhen it refers to only one
cat; its form is singular. The noun cats is used when it represents more than one cat; its
form isplural.Thus, the singular and plural forms tell us aboutnumber. Below are some
nouns in their singular andplural forms.

Singular Plural
box boxes
bed beds
kite kites
day days
country countries
man men
child children

Test yourself 3.1

Underline each noun in the sentences below and indicatewhether it is singular (SG) or plural (PL).
Theremaybemore thanone noun in a sentence.
Sample:They used her computer (SG) to download the ¢les (PL).

Getting started (answers onp. 21)

1. He had a fewgood ideas.

2. The boys spoke in a quietwhisper.

3. The tourists greeted the queenwith attitudes
of respect.

4. My neighbor is a neurologist.

5. The exterminator found bugs in the o⁄ce.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Sharks live inwater.

7. Yesterday, I caught a big trout.

8. There aremanybeautiful homes on thisblock.

9. Visitors to this countrymust obtainvisas.

10. His cousin fought in a brutal battle to free
ninety hostages.

Regular and irregular plurals

Usually,wepluralize anounbyadding an‘‘s’’ to it, as inbooks; thesenouns are called regu-
lar.There are a handful of nouns that are pluralized in otherways; these nouns are called
irregular.

Irregular nouns form their plural in di¡erentways. Here are some commonpatterns:
1. changing avowel:man/men, for example
2. adding ‘‘ren’’or ‘‘en’’: child/children, for example
3. adding nothing:¢sh/¢sh, for example
4. changing ‘‘f ’’ to‘‘v’’and then adding ‘‘s’’: knife/knives, for example

Test yourself 3.2

Underline each plural noun in the sentences below and indicate if it is regular (REG) or irregular
(IRREG) in terms of how it is pluralized.
Sample:Thewomen (IRREG) received their education at some exclusive schools (REG).

9



Getting started (answers onp. 21)

1. The doctor treatedmost of the patientswho
werewaiting.

2. The geese crossed the road nearmycar.

3. She set a trap to catch themice that had
invadedher kitchen.

4. Youwill have to feed the oxenmost
afternoons.

5. Whenever I travel to the countryside,
I seemany sheep, ducks, deer, and
cows.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Those husbands andwives lead interesting
lives.

7. Her feet have grown since last year.

8. The backwindowofmyapartment
overlooks about a dozen roofs.

9. The salesmen surroundedme in the
showroom.

10. Kenneth had to buy two bottles of
disinfectant to get rid of the lice in his
bathroom.

To enhance your understanding
What is the plural of the ‘‘word’’ blun? Even though you’ve probably never seen this

nonsense word, you’re likely to say its plural is bluns. That’s because we don’t have to

memorize the ending of regular plurals; we simply use our plural formation rule: ‘‘add s.’’

But the forms for irregular plural words, like children andmen, need to bememorized since

they don’t follow a consistent pattern.

To further enhance your understanding
Earlier we said that we usually pluralize a noun in English by adding an ‘‘s’’ to it. There’s

actually more to it than that, when one examines the pronunciation of regular nouns more

closely.

Here are some regular English nouns:

A B

cat dog

lip bee

myth car

laugh deal

Say each word in column A out loud, adding its plural ending. (Don’t whisper, or this

won’t work.) You’ll notice that, as you expect, you’re adding an [s] sound to each word.

(Symbols in square brackets [ ] indicate sounds rather than letters.) Now say each word in

column B out loud, adding its plural ending. If you listen carefully, you’ll notice that you’re

not adding an [s] sound to each word to make it plural. You’re actually adding a [z] sound!

(If English is not your native language, you may not be doing this.)

It turns out that we learned, whenwewere acquiring English as children, that it is the last

sound, and not letter, of a regular noun that determines whether we add [s] or [z]. Some

sounds (voiced sounds) are made with our vocal cords vibrating, like the strings of a guitar.

Try this: hold your hand touching your throat, about where a man’s Adam’s apple is, while

you say and hold a [v] sound ([v v v v v . . . ]). You’ll feel the vibration of your vocal cords.

U N I T 1 : N O UN S
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Other sounds (voiceless sounds) are made with our vocal cords not vibrating. Now touch

your hand to your throat again and this time say and hold an [f] sound ([f f f f f . . . ]); youwill

notice the lack of vibration.

So how dowe knowwhether to say the plural with an [s] or [z] sound? If the last sound of

aword is a voiceless sound, we add an [s] sound tomake it plural. If the last sound of aword

is a voiced sound, we add a [z] sound to make it plural. This is not a rule that someone has

ever taught us, but part of our unconscious knowledge of English.

Notice that having an [s] sound after voiceless sounds makes sense: [s] itself is voiceless.

By the same reasoning, having a [z] after voiced sounds also makes sense: [z] itself is

voiced. So what you can see is that the last sound of the noun and the sound of the regular

plural share the same voicing characteristic: either the vocal cords vibrate for both sounds,

or they don’t.

Youmay have noticed that there’s actually a third type of regular noun. Say the following

words out loud, adding the plural ending to each:

glass garage

maze church

wish judge

These words all already end in sounds (again, not letters) that are either [s] or [z] or sounds

very similar to them. They are all ‘‘noisy’’ sounds. For the plural forms of these words, we

add a vowel sound (written with the letter e) followed by a [z] sound (but written with the

letter s): glasses, mazes, wishes, garages, churches, judges. If you think about it, pronounc-

ing a vowel between the noisy sound at the end of the noun and the noisy sound [z] of the

plural makes sense: without that vowel, we would have two noisy sounds in a row,

something that would be harder for the listener to hear clearly.

Wow! Youmaywant to just pause for a moment here and contemplate the complexity of

what you know about your language. And you knew how to do this before you even went

to kindergarten! You just haven’t known that you know it.

Lesson 3: Singular and plural nouns
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Lesson 4: Animate and inanimate nouns

Take a look at the following sentence:
1. The postcard saw themailman.

What’s strange about this sentence? What’s strange is that we don’t expect a postcard,
which is not alive, to be able to see something; only things that are alive have the ability
to see. Nouns that refer to things that are alive are called animate, while nouns that refer
to things that are not alive are called inanimate. Postcard is an inanimate noun and
using it as an animate onemakes for avery unusual sentence.

Quick tip 4.1

Animate nouns refer to things that are alive; inanimate nouns refer to things that are

not alive.

Test yourself 4.1

Decide if each noun is animate or inanimate.
Sample: apple inanimate

Getting started (answers onp. 21)

1. word ..................................................

2. lizard ..................................................

3. glasses ..................................................

4. calendar ..................................................

5. baby ..................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. criminal ......................................................

7. furniture ......................................................

8. doctor ......................................................

9. mouse
......................................................

10. truck ......................................................

Now take a look at the following sentence:
2. The dogwrote a best-selling novel.

Again, there’s something strange here.We know that dog is animate. However, only a special
type of animate noun has the ability towrite a best-selling novel: ahuman noun.The follow-
ing sentence is ¢ne, since teacher is a human animate noun: My teacher wrote a best-selling
novel. On the other hand, since dog is anonhuman animate noun, sentence 2 does not sound
right.

To summarize: nouns may be human animate (teacher), nonhuman animate (dog), or
inanimate (postcard).

Test yourself 4.2

Decide if eachnoun is animate or inanimate. If anoun is animate, decide if it ishumanor nonhuman.
Sample: chair inanimate

12



Getting started (answers onp. 21)

1. dinner ..........................................................

2. pet ..........................................................

3. friend ..........................................................

4. child ..........................................................

5. spider ..........................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. tablecloth ..............................................................

7. recipes ..............................................................

8. assassin ..............................................................

9. shark ..............................................................

10. freedom ..............................................................

Lesson 4: Animate and inanimate nouns
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Lesson 5: Count and noncount nouns

Let’s take a closer look at the nounhand. Notice that you can say the following:

the hand a hand hands

Here are some other nounswhich demonstrate the same pattern:

the store a store stores
the idea an idea ideas
the tissue a tissue tissues

Let’s comparehand to the noun furniture. Aswithhand, we can say the furniture. Butwe
can’t say *a furniture or *furnitures. Here are some other nouns which demonstrate the
same pattern as furniture:

the dust *a dust *dusts
the energy *an energy *energies
the biology *a biology *biologies

Thus, there are somenouns that canbe counted, and sowe canuse aoranwith themand
can alsomake themplural.These nouns are called, appropriately, count nouns.Hand is a
count noun. So are store, idea, and tissue.

There are other nouns that typically are not counted, and so we do not use a or anwith
them and do not typically make them plural.These nouns are called, also appropriately,
noncountnouns. (Another name for a noncount noun is amass noun.)Furniture is a non-
count noun. So are dust, energy, andbiology.

Youmaywell be saying toyourself,‘‘Wait aminute. I can count furniture. I can say some-
thing like: three couches and three chairs make six pieces of furniture.’’And of course,
you’d be right. But notice that in this sentence, thewords couch and chair canbemade plu-
ral, but not the word furniture. And the word piece can be made plural, but, again, not the
word furniture.

Quick tip 5.1

If you can pluralize a noun in a sentence, it is functioning as a count noun.

Note that a noun is considered to be a count noun if it can be made plural, even if
it’s not plural in a particular sentence. Thus, in the sentence I ate a cookie, cookie is
a count noun because one could pluralize it to cookies without changing its basic
meaning.

Test yourself 5.1

For each underlined noun in the sentences below, indicate if it is count (C) or noncount (NC). Use
the plural test to helpyou.

14



Sample: Her hairstyle (C) clearly revealed her face.

Getting started (answers onp. 22)

1. The lights ( ) of the city ( )
twinkled.

2. I love eating rice ( ).

3. His anger ( ) was barely under
control.

4. Her job ( ) was rather demanding.

5. Many types of information ( ) are
available at the library ( ).

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Thepolice ( )willbehere inamoment.

7. He leanedonthehandle ( ) andcursed.

8. Iwas so thirsty, I needed three glasses
( ) of water ( ).

9. Howmuchmoney ( ) doyoumake in
an hour ( )?

10. By11P.M., the train-station ( ) was
nearly empty.

There is also another goodway to decide if a noun is count or noncount.Take a look at the
use of thewordsmuch andmany in the following sentences.

1. He hasmany children.
2. Thatmanhasmany interests.
3. Thatwill take toomuch time.
4. Theyhavemany lights on in the house.
5. Wehavemuch furniture in our store.
6. Iwonder howmuchwealth is in SiliconValley.

As you may have noticed, many is used with count nouns, much is used with noncount
nouns.

Quick tip 5.2

If you can use many with a noun (when it is pluralized), it’s a count noun. If you can use

much with a noun, it’s a noncount noun.

Andwehave still anotherway to distinguish count fromnoncount nouns:
7. He has fewer children than Ido.
8. Thatmanhas fewer interests than he used to.
9. Thatwill take less time than I thought.
10. Theyhave fewer lights on in thehouse.
11. Wehave less furniture in our store.
12. I don’t have lessmoney inmy purse thanyouhave.

As you’ve probably ¢gured out from these examples, we use fewer with count nouns and
lesswithnoncount nouns.

Quick tip 5.3

If you can use fewerwith a noun (when it is pluralized), it’s a count noun. If you can use less

with a noun, it’s a noncount noun.

Lesson 5: Count and noncount nouns
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Test yourself 5.2

For each underlined noun in the sentences below, indicate if it is being used as a count (C) or
noncount (NC) noun in that sentence. Use the plural,much/many, or fewer/less tests to help you.
Sample:Their newalbum (C)was a hugehit.

Getting started (answers onp. 22)

1. Algebra ( ) was one ofmyworst
subjects ( ) in high school ( ).

2. I had no idea that therewere various
theories ( ), such asEuclidean
and fractal.

3. The smoke ( ) rose through the
chimney ( ).

4. Bread ( ) is a staple inmany
societies ( ).

5. She decided to push the issue ( )
further.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. People ( ) are funny sometimes.

7. The government ( ) of theUnited
States has three branches ( ).

8. Senators ( ) can spendmoney
( ) unnecessarily.

9. It takes e¡ort ( ) to get a good
grade ( ) inMr.Goodman’s
class ( ).

10. The reporters ( ) wrote the story
( ).

To enhance your understanding
Many nouns can be used as either count nouns or as noncount nouns, depending on how

they are being used in a specific sentence. Let’s look at the following sentence containing

the word sugar:

13. The sugar is spilling onto the floor.

In this sentence, is sugar being used as a count or noncount noun? Would you say: The

sugars are spilling onto the floor? or Many sugars are spilling onto the floor? Probably not.

So sugar, in sentence 13, is a noncount noun.

Now take a look at another sentence with sugar:

14. This gourmet shop has sugars I’ve never even heard of.

In this sentence, is sugar being used as a count or noncount noun? First, notice that sugar

here is pluralized. Second, notice that you can say This gourmet shop has many sugars I’ve

never even heard of. So sugar, in sentence 14, is a count noun. In terms of meaning, what is

important here is that the sentence is talking about different types of sugars, say, brown

sugar, white sugar, confectioners’ sugar, etc.

And one more sentence type with sugar:

15. The sugar that works best in this recipe is brown sugar.

Here, sugar, while not pluralized, could be pluralized and refers, in fact, to a kind

of sugar. For example, you could say: The sugars that work best in this recipe

are brown sugar and white sugar. For these reasons, sugar is being used here as a count

noun.

Here are some more examples of sentences with nouns which, like sugar, are typically

used as noncount nouns but can also be used as count nouns.

16a. I like to drink milk. (milk used as noncount noun)

16b. That store has milks with different kinds of flavoring: chocolate, vanilla, mocha,

and strawberry. (milks used as count noun)

U N I T 1 : N O UN S
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16c. The milk that is the healthiest is nonfat milk. (milk used as count noun)

17a. A plentiful supply of water is important for a community’s survival. (water used

as noncount noun)

17b. There are different kinds of gourmet waters on the market these days. (waters

used as count noun)

17c. The water I usually order in restaurants is imported. (water used as count noun)

17
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Lesson 6: Proper and common nouns

Do the following sentences look a little strange?
1. Mrs. smith took the10th grade class of lincoln high school to france for a trip.
2. The class visited paris andwas thrilled to see the ei¡el tower.

Normally, we capitalize the ¢rst letter of nouns that are actual names, no matter where
they are in a sentence. Let’s look at the same sentenceswith the names capitalized:

3. Mrs. Smith took the10th grade class of LincolnHighSchool to France for a trip.
4. The class visited Paris andwas thrilled to see theEi¡elTower.

Nouns that are actual names are called proper nouns; nouns that are not names are
called commonnouns.Notice that not only people have names: places (Rome), companies
(IBM), and books (GoneWith theWind), among others, can have names, too.

Quick tip 6.1

Nouns that are actual names, for example Mary, are called proper nouns. Nouns that are

not names are called common nouns, e.g. girl.

Quick tip 6.2

One way to identify a proper noun is to ask yourself: is this a noun I would capitalize, no

matter where it is in a sentence? If so, it’s a proper noun.

Test yourself 6.1

For eachnounbelow, determine if it is a proper nounor commonnoun. For this exercise, the proper
nouns are not capitalized.
Sample: england proper

Getting started (answers onp. 22)

1. seattle ...............................

2. crater lake national park ...............................

3. tissues ...............................

4. sofa ...............................

5. pepsi cola ...............................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. mediterranean sea ...............................

7. disneyland ...............................

8. company ...............................

9. britishbroadcasting company ...............................

10. television ...............................
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To enhance your understanding
In Lesson 1 we said that words that can have the in front of them and sound like a complete

unit are nouns. That still works. The reverse, however, is not true: not all proper nouns can

have the in front of them. Compare the following proper nouns. Those on the left use the;

those on the right do not.

5. a. The United States Great Britain

The Netherlands France

b. The Holy See Holy Cross University

c. The Jolly Green Giant Big Foot

d. The Bronx Manhattan

Most proper nouns don’t use the – just think of the names of people you know. Those few

cases where a proper noun does use the are exceptions; we memorize those.

Lesson 6: Proper and common nouns
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Answer keys: Test yourself, Getting started

questions – Unit 1

Test yourself 1.1

Noun Not anoun
1. tree ...................

2. when ...................

3. beds ...................

4. glass ...................

5. said ...................

Test yourself 1.2

1. your red sweater
2. those boxes
3. a fewmen
4. manydigital photos
5. his very interesting article

Test yourself 2.1

1. mu⁄n concrete
2. violin concrete
3. freedom abstract
4. elegance abstract
5. train concrete

Test yourself 2.2

Noun Not anoun
1. concept ...................

2. shockingly ...................

3. wrote ...................

4. conversation ...................

5. interview ...................

Test yourself 2.3

Noun Not anoun
1. jumped ...................

2. appropriate ...................

3. popularity ...................

4. emotions ...................

5. real ...................
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Test yourself 2.4

Noun Not anoun
1. repair ...................

2. intelligence ...................

3. a ...................

4. skis ...................

5. us ...................

Test yourself 2.5

1. She read the playover again.
2. The actions becamemonotonous.
3. He felt that hismarriage, his relationshipwith her, was strong.
4. The timehad ¢nally come to confess the truth.
5. He’s the boywho delivers the paper.

Test yourself 2.6

1. Iwrote everyword of the letter.
2. Thehousewas near the city.
3. Whydid he get on an elevator?
4. Shehasmy phone.
5. Your younger brotherwas busy.

Test yourself 3.1

1. He had a fewgood ideas (PL).
2. The boys (PL) spoke in a quietwhisper (SG).
3. The tourists (PL) greeted the queen (SG)with attitudes (PL) of respect (SG).
4. My neighbor (SG) is a neurologist (SG).
5. The exterminator (SG) found bugs (PL) in the o⁄ce (SG).

Test yourself 3.2

1. The doctor treatedmost of the patients (REG)whowerewaiting.
2. The geese (IRREG) crossed the road nearmycar.
3. She set a trap to catch themice (IRREG) that had invadedher kitchen.
4. Youwill have to feed the oxen (IRREG)most afternoons (REG).
5. Whenever I travel to the countryside, I seemany sheep (IRREG), ducks (REG), deer (IRREG), and

cows (REG).

Test yourself 4.1

1. word inanimate
2. lizard animate
3. glasses inanimate
4. calendar inanimate
5. baby animate

Test yourself 4.2

1. dinner inanimate
2. pet nonhuman animate

Answer keys: Unit 1
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3. friend human animate
4. child human animate
5. spider nonhumananimate

Test yourself 5.1

1. The lights (C) of the city (C) twinkled.
2. I love eating rice (NC).
3. His anger (NC)wasbarely under control.
4. Her job (C)was rather demanding.
5. Many types of information (NC) are available at the library (C).

Test yourself 5.2

1. Algebra (NC)was one ofmyworst subjects (C) in high school (C).
2. I had no idea that therewere various theories (C), such asEuclidean and fractal.
3. The smoke (NC) rose through the chimney (C).
4. Bread (NC) is a staple inmany societies (C).
5. She decided to push the issue (C) further.

Test yourself 6.1

1. seattle proper
2. crater lake national park proper
3. tissues common
4. sofa common
5. pepsi cola proper

☞ FOR A REVIEW EXERCISE OF THIS UNIT, SEE THE WEBSITE.

UN I T 1 : N O UN S
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UNIT 2: VERBS

Lesson 7: Identifying verbs

What’s a verb?Verbs are words that usually express an action. Here are two easy ways to
identify averb; you canuse either one.

Quick tip 7.1

If a word can have should in front of it and the phrase sounds complete, the word is a

verb. Examples: should leave, should sail, should discover, should complain. Leave, sail,

discover, and complain are all verbs.

Quick tip 7.2

If a word can have to in front of it and the phrase sounds complete, it’s a verb. Examples: to

leave, to sail, to discover, to complain. Leave, sail, discover, and complain are all verbs.

(Note that we’re not talking here about two, too, or the to that indicates direction, as in

Let’s go to the park.)

Here are some examples of verbs.You can see that they all meet the test with should and
the testwith to.

go: should go to go
tell: should tell to tell
disagree: should disagree to disagree
spell: should spell to spell

In contrast, the followingwords do not pass the should or to test:

co¡ee: *should co¡ee *to co¡ee
beautiful: *should beautiful *to beautiful
hardly: *should hardly *to hardly
under: *should under *to under

Thus, co¡ee, beautiful,hardly, andunder are not verbs.

Test yourself 7.1

Which of the following words are verbs? See if they sound like a complete unit when you put the
wordhere: should or to . Check the appropriate column.

Verb Not a verb
Sample: characteristic ...................
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Getting started (answers onp. 41)

1. defend ................... ...................

2. include ................... ...................

3. largest ................... ...................

4. how ................... ...................

5. learn ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. sightsee ................... ...................

7. unbelievably ................... ...................

8. look ................... ...................

9. grow ................... ...................

10. ambitious ................... ...................

Test yourself 7.2

Underline the verbs in these phrases. Test each word to see if it sounds like a complete unit when
youput theword here: should or to .
Sample: should really think

Getting started (answers onp. 41)

1. must notworry

2. might keep

3. wish for peace

4. may sometimes cook

5. will travel

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. canusually sleep late

7. won’t go home

8. would like guidance

9. could never build

10. shall do

UN I T 2 : V E R B S
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Lesson 8: The verb base

Sometimes a verb changes its form. Let’s look at the following sentences. The verb is
underlined in each one.

1. John should study.
2. John studied.
3. John is studying.
4. John studies.

You certainly can’t say, *John should studied, or John to studied, so how do we know that
studied is a verb? To test theword, you have to see if it can follow should or to in a di¡erent
form, not necessarily in the form that you see in a particular sentence. For example, if
you see John studied, ask yourself if there’s a di¡erent form of studied that can follow
should or to. In this case there is: John should study orJohn decided to study. So study and
all its forms are verbs. The form of the verb that follows should or to is called the base
form or in¢nitive form.The term in¢nitive is used to refer either to the base form alone
(for example, study), or to the to+base form (for example, to study).

Let’s put each of these verbs into its base form.The base form is underlined.
5. working: (should, to) work
6. believed: (should, to) believe
7. written: (should, to) write
8. wore: (should, to)wear
9. throws: (should, to) throw

Test yourself 8.1

Put each of the verbsbelow into its base form. Simply ¢nd the form that follows should or to.
Sample: grew: grow

Getting started (answers onp. 41)

1. wrote: .....................................................

2. talking: .....................................................

3. thought: .....................................................

4. considered: .....................................................

5. seen: .....................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. investigates: ......................................................

7. spoken: ......................................................

8. married: ......................................................

9. decides: ......................................................

10. found: ......................................................

Test yourself 8.2

Whichof the followingwordsareverbs?Youmayhave toput some into theirbase forminorder tobe
sure. Remember also that averbusually indicates an action.

Verb Not a verb
Sample: £ew ...................
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Getting started (answers onp. 41)

1. danced ................... ...................

2. sofa ................... ...................

3. large ................... ...................

4. gave ................... ...................

5. stares ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. pushed ................... ...................

7. goodness ................... ...................

8. at ................... ...................

9. carries ................... ...................

10. them ................... ...................

Test yourself 8.3

Underline the verbs in each of the sentences below, using the should or to tests to help you.Youmay
have to put some verbs into their base forms in order to be sure. Remember also that a verb usually
indicates an action.
Sample: She grabbed his arm.

Getting started (answers onp. 41)

1. Thehost greetedus cordially.

2. She should say that again.

3. Jonathan walked over to the
car.

4. Hewashes dishes every evening.

5. You can’t speakVietnamese.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. My neighbor £ew toChicago.

7. The childrenwanted some candy.

8. Tomorrowwemight go to themuseum.

9. The censorusuallyobjects to the sameseven
words.

10. In theafternoon Iboughtapresent formyson.

UN I T 2 : V E R B S
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Lesson 9: Action verbs and linking verbs

The verbswehave looked at so far, such as go, sing, and revise, all indicate actions. In fact,
they’re called actionverbs. However, there are other verbswhich don’t indicate actions.
These are most commonly called linking verbs. One example of such a verb is the word
seem, as in the sentences,You seem tired,They’ve seemed busy lately. Don’t worry, though:
seem still follows our should or to rules: Harry should seem surprised at times;You don’t
want to seem arrogant, do you? So even though seem isn’t indicating an action, it’s easy to
identify it as a verb. Other examples of linking verbs are resemble and become. Linking
verbs express a relationship between the noun or pronoun that comes before the linking
verb andwhatever follows it. (For pronouns, seeUnit 7.)

Test yourself 9.1

Which of the following words are verbs? See if each sounds like a complete unit when you put the
word here: should or to . Check the appropriate column. All the verbs will be linking
verbs.Youmayhave to put some in their base form to be sure.

Verb Not a verb
Sample: appear ...................

Getting started (answers onp. 42)

1. tasted ................... ...................

2. friendly ................... ...................

3. shady ................... ...................

4. be ................... ...................

5. got ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. look ................... ...................

7. huge ................... ...................

8. seven ................... ...................

9. ocean ................... ...................

10. sound ................... ...................

Test yourself 9.2

Underline the verbs in these sentences.Test eachword to see if it sounds like a complete unit when
youput theword here: should or to . All the verbswill be linking verbs.Youmayhave to
put some in their base form to be sure.
Sample: She looked happy.

Getting started (answers onp. 42)

1. Barrywill feel awful about it.

2. Melissa resembles hermother.

3. Zack sounded extremely
angry.

4. The ¢sh tastedundercooked.

5. Youwere not home early.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The ¢nal examproved di⁄cult.

7. That dinner smells so good!

8. The ¢re¢ghters remain at the station all
night long.

9. They stayed indoors throughout their ordeal.

10. By noon theweather turnednice.
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Themost common linking verb is theverbbe, oftencalled the copula.Youcanseedi¡erent
forms of the verbbe in the following sentences.

1. I amhappy.
2. You are happy.
3. He is happy.
4. Iwas happy.
5. Youwerehappy.
6. I have been happy.
7. He is being happy.

Notice how di¡erent these forms are from the base form of be. In fact, be is the most
irregular verb in the English language: it has more forms than any other verb. But you
can still use the should or to test to identify be as a verb:You should be happy,They decided
to behappy. For convenience, the forms ofbe are indicated inQuick tip 9.1.

Quick tip 9.1

The forms of the irregular verb be are: am, are, is, was, were, be, been, being.

Note that be and become are two di¡erent verbs. Here are the forms of become: become,
becomes, became, becoming.

Test yourself 9.3

Underline the forms of be in each of the sentences below. Some sentences may contain more than
one formofbe.
Sample: It is a privilege tomeet you.

Getting started (answers onp. 42)

1. Paulwas in power at thatmoment.

2. Theyare absolutely correct in their thinking.

3. Your suitcaseswere in the overhead
compartment during the £ight.

4. Christina has beenwanting to go to Europe
for a long time.

5. What iswrongwithbeing a good student?

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The situation is getting out of hand.

7. My niecewants to be a psychiatrist when
she grows up.

8. The problem is being corrected as we
speak.

9. Historymight be beingmade right now.

10. I amhappy to show you around town.

Often, forms of the verbbe are said andwritten as contractions, as in these sentences:
8. I’mhappy. (verb = am)
9. He’s happy. (verb = is)
10. We’re happy. (verb = are)
11. He’s being happy. (verb = is)

These are all still sentenceswithbe.
Formore on the verbbe, see Lessons 34 and 35.

Test yourself 9.4

Underline the forms ofbe in each of the sentences below. Somewill bewritten as contractions.
Sample: It’s unusual to see rain at this time of the year.

UN I T 2 : V E R B S
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Getting started (answers onp. 42)

1. They’re usually homeby now.

2. Are you worried about
anything?

3. I heard that the £ightwas late.

4. We’re honored by your presence.

5. It’s too bad that the Yankees lost last
night.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. I think she’smyhusband’s newboss.

7. The tyrantwill certainly be accused of
crimes against humanity.

8. You’re a real good friend.

9. I’m afraid to tell you the truth.

10. It has been far too long sincewe last saw
each other.

Test yourself 9.5

Which of these words is a verb? See if it sounds like a complete unit when you put the word here:
should or to . Check the appropriate column. Some of the verbs are linking verbs and
some are actionverbs. All the verbswill be in their base forms.

Verb Not a verb
Sample: run ...................

Getting started (answers onp. 42)

1. resemble ................... ...................

2. become ................... ...................

3. this ................... ...................

4. be ................... ...................

5. new ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. although ................... ...................

7. search ................... ...................

8. grow ................... ...................

9. without ................... ...................

10. really ................... ...................

Test yourself 9.6

Which of these words is a verb? You may have to put some in their base forms in order to be sure.
Some are linking verbs.

Verb Not a verb
Sample: orange ...................

Getting started (answers onp. 42)

1. appeared ................... ...................

2. attends ................... ...................

3. whenever ................... ...................

4. was ................... ...................

5. heard ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. did ................... ...................

7. you ................... ...................

8. living ................... ...................

9. completes ................... ...................

10. eraser ................... ...................

Test yourself 9.7

Underline the verb in each of the following sentences.Youmayhave to put some in their base forms
and test eachwordwith should or to in order to be sure of your answer. Each sentence has only one
verb.The verbs in this exercise are all actionverbs.
Sample: He bakes cookies for his son’s birthday.

Lesson 9: Action verbs and linking verbs
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Getting started (answers onp. 43)

1. The car spun out of control.

2. Don’t talkduring themovie.

3. The doctor tied a strip of gauze around her
hand.

4. Maxine spent toomuchmoney.

5. They saw the play last Sunday.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Molly received a reply to her letter.

7. He ate on the stoop of the front porch.

8. Grandmaheld the kitten in her lap.

9. She never says anything.

10. Theywash thewindows regularly.

Test yourself 9.8

Identify the verb in each of the following sentences.You may have to put some in their base forms
and test eachwordwith should or to in order to be sure of your answer. Each sentence has only one
verb.The verbs in this exercisewill be either action or linking verbs.
Sample: Bridget spent hours in the dusty old bookstore.

Getting started (answers onp. 43)

1. Thatwas the bestmeal in theworld.

2. I understand your point.

3. Maybe theyknoweachotherwell.

4. She is fromWisconsin.

5. Those £owers smell heavenly.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. It seemed late.

7. Johnny packed all our things.

8. Mother is always right about that.

9. Shewent down to the basement.

10. I felt wonderful aboutmydecision.

How canyoudetermine if a verb is being used as an actionverb or a linking verb? There
are a number of di¡erences between them. One way is to think of a linking verb as an
equal sign (=). For example:

12. Harry resembles his brother.
Harry = his brother.

13. You are bored.
You=bored.

14. That strange looking vegetable tastes awful.
That strange looking vegetable = awful.

Resembles, are, and tastes are eachbeing used here as linking verbs.
Another way to identify a linking verb is to see if you can substitute a form of be for it,

and leave the meaning basically the same. For example, take the sentence John seems
interested in the conversation.We can substitute a form of be, speci¢cally, is, for seems:
John is interested in the conversation. Thus, seems is a linking verb in the sentence John
seems interested in the conversation.Take a look at somemore examples.

15. After awhile, the hotel became dingy.
After awhile, the hotelwas dingy.

16. Annie andJanine look surprised.
Annie andJanine are surprised.

UN I T 2 : V E R B S
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17. Although in his eighties, he remains youthful-looking.
Although in his eighties, he is youthful-looking.

Thus, became, look, and remains are being used as linking verbs in these sentences.
Remember that be and its forms can also be used as linking verbs.While Quick tip 9.2
below isn’t foolproof, it will usually help you identify whether a verb is an action or link-
ing verb.

Quick tip 9.2

If you can substitute a form of be for a verb and the meaning of the sentence is basically

the same, the verb is probably being used as a linking verb. The verb be and its forms

are also linking verbs.

Another way to identify a linking verb is to see if you can substitute a form of the word
seem for it, and leave the meaning basically the same. For example, in the sentence,The
hot shower felt soothing, we can substitute a form of seem for felt, and leave the sentence
largely unchanged:Thehot shower seemed soothing. Note the following examples:

18a. After awhile, the hotel became dingy.
18b. After awhile, the hotel seemeddingy.
19a. Annie andJanine look surprised.
19b. Annie andJanine seem surprised.
20a. Although inhis eighties, he remains youthful-looking.
20b. Although in his eighties, he seems youthful-looking.

Thus,became, look, and remainsarebeingusedas linking verbs in these sentences.Again,
whileQuick tip 9.3 below also isn’t foolproof, it will help you identify whether a verb is an
action or linking verb.

Quick tip 9.3

If you can substitute a form of seem for a verb and the meaning of the sentence is basically

the same, the verb is probably being used as a linking verb.

Test yourself 9.9

Decide if the underlinedverbs in the sentencesbeloware actionor linking verbs. In this exercise, if
it’s a formofbe, it’s being usedas a linking verb. If it’s not a formofbe, use thebe or seem substitution
tests to see if the verb is being used as a linking verb.

Action Linking
Sample: She laughed at all his jokes. ...................

Getting started (answers onp. 43)

1. The Czarwas a person of high rank. ................... ...................

2. That dog barks a lot. ................... ...................

3. Mr. Kellywatched the tra⁄cbelowhiswindow. ................... ...................

4. You have been a terri¢c friend tome over the years. ................... ...................

5. I love theway the pillows feel so cozy in this hotel. ................... ...................

Lesson 9: Action verbs and linking verbs
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More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Jimmy is always eager to answer anyquestions. ................... ...................

7. Finding a healthymeal on themenuproved easy. ................... ...................

8. He’s not as smart as he ledme to believe. ................... ...................

9. We could hear the neighbors arguing for hours. ................... ...................

10. That sounds good tome. ................... ...................

Test yourself 9.10

Underline the verb in each sentence below and decide if it’s being used as an action or linking verb.
In this exercise, if the verb is a formofbe, it’s being used as a linking verb. If it’s not a formofbe, use
thebe or seem substitution tests to see if the verb is being used as a linking verb.

Action Linking
Sample:The policeman gavehima ticket. ...................

Getting started (answers onp. 43)

1. They became best friends. ................... ...................

2. It is not nearly the same asmine. ................... ...................

3. Unfortunately, I forgot your birthday this year. ................... ...................

4. Iwent to the corner bakery. ................... ...................

5. Mark remains a legend to this day. ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Trigonometry bores me. ................... ...................

7. Babies often get hungry. ................... ...................

8. No one got aC on themidtermexam. ................... ...................

9. It’smuch ado about nothing. ................... ...................

10. Hemade such a fuss over aminormistake. ................... ...................

Hopefully you now have a good sense of the di¡erence between action and linking
verbs.However, there are someverbs that canbe used as either an actionverb or a linking
verb, depending on the sentence that it’s in. Compare, for example, the following two sen-
tenceswith feel:

21. Mary felt tired.
22. Mary felt the softness of thematerial.

In sentence 21, felt is being used as a linking verb. Note that Mary = tired;Mary is tired,
Mary seems tired all make sense here. In sentence 22, Mary is doing an action. Also, one
can’t think of it as: *Mary = the softness of the material, *Marywas the softness of the mate-
rial, or *Mary seemed the softness of the material.That is, thinking of felt as an equal sign
or substituting a form ofbe or seem for felt clearly doesn’t work here.Thus, in sentence 22,
felt is being used as an actionverb.

UN I T 2 : V E R B S
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Here are a fewmore examples:
23. The dinner at that restaurant tasted delicious. (linking verb)

(The dinner at that restaurantwas delicious.)
24. I tasted the soup. (actionverb)

(*Iwas the soup.)
25. The £owers smelled heavenly. (linking verb)

(The £owers are heavenly.)
26. She smelled the ¢re before she saw it. (actionverb)

(*Shewas the ¢re before she saw it.)

Test yourself 9.11

Underline the verb in each sentence belowanddecide if it’s being used as an action or linking verb.

Action Linking
Sample:The crowd grewangry. ...................

Getting started (answers onp. 43)

1. He grew potatoes on his farm. ................... ...................

2. I looked at themess all aroundme. ................... ...................

3. Stephen looks happy today. ................... ...................

4. In reality, exceptions rarely prove the rule. ................... ...................

5. Learning the rule proved di⁄cult. ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. I got nervous beforemyblood test. ................... ...................

7. I got a spasm inmyarm. ................... ...................

8. The idea of having apizza sounds real good. ................... ...................

9. Last night a burglar sounded the alarm. ................... ...................

10. You rarely become a star overnight. ................... ...................

To enhance your understanding
Another important difference between action and linking verbs is that a linking verb can be

followed by just an adjective, while an action verb cannot:

27. She is tired. (TIred is an adjective.)

28. The mayor looked victorious. (Victorious is an adjective.)

29. *She washed tired.

30. *The mayor voted victorious.

As you can see, is and looked are linking verbs in these sentences; washed and voted are

action verbs. However, since we haven’t yet talked about adjectives (see Lesson 16), just

keep this in mind as another difference between the two types of verbs.

Lesson 9: Action verbs and linking verbs
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Quick tip 9.4

Linking verbs are followed or modified by adjectives, while action verbs are followed or

modified by adverbs.

Test yourself 9.12 – Grand finale

If you cando this exercise, you’ve achieved a basic understanding of nouns and verbs.
In each sentence below, underline the nouns and put a squiggly line under each verb. Each

sentence has only one verbbutmayhavemore than one noun.
Sample:The judgeswereunanimous in their decision.

Getting started (answers onp. 43)

1. Their daughter announced her engagement
later.

2. The surgeonwashedhis hands.

3. The pianistwas diligent.

4. The young boy gritted his teeth.

5. Her assistant is always late.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Themayor explained his position.

7. The train came early.

8. Three other customers placed orders that
day.

9. Her friendwas helpful.

10. That hotmeal tastes great.

To further enhance your understanding
Compare the following two sentences:

31a. She looked careful. (careful is an adjective)

31b. She looked carefully. (carefully is an adverb)

Can you sense the difference? In sentence 31a the verb looked is a linking verb, followed

by the adjective careful; the basic meaning of the sentence is She looked like she was a

careful person. In contrast, in sentence 31b looked is an action verb, followed by the adverb

carefully (adverbs will be discussed in Lesson 27); the basic meaning of this sentence

is She looked around in a careful manner. Quick tip 9.4 identifies yet another difference

between linking verbs and action verbs.

U N I T 2 : V E R B S
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Lesson 10: Transitive and intransitive verbs

Take a look at the following questions, eachwith an actionverb.
1. What did youwrite?
2. Who did you annoy?
3. What did you throw?

These are all perfectly ¢ne questions and easy to answer, e.g. I wrote a letter, I annoyedmy
neighbor, I threw aball.

Now compare the ¢rst group of questions to the next group, each of which also has an
actionverb.

4. *What did you sleep?
5. *What did you die?
6. *Who did you arrive?

These questions are all strange and can’t really be answered.That’s because the verbs in
this second group are verbs that do not act on anything.

Thus, you can see that there are two kinds of verbs. One kind, such as write, annoy, and
throw, acts upon something. The noun (or noun phrase; see Lesson 28) that the verb acts
upon is called the direct object of the sentence. (You’ll learn more about direct objects in
Lesson 39.) Those verbs that act on something are called transitive verbs. Typically, in
statements, a transitive verb is followedby thenoun (or nounphrase) that it is acting upon.

Other verbs, suchas sleep,die, andarrive, donot act upon something. In fact, theseverbs
can’t have a direct object. Notice that you can’t say, for example: *I usually sleep the dog,
*They’ll arrive the book.Those verbs that do not act on something and appear in sentences
that do not have adirect object are called intransitiveverbs.

Quick tip 10.1

Action verbs that act upon something are called transitive verbs. Action verbs that do not

act upon something are called intransitive verbs.

Quick tip 10.2

If a verb (in any of its forms) can be put in one of the following slots, it is transitive: (a) What

did you ? (b) Who did you ? If a verb cannot be put in one of these slots, it is

intransitive.

So,which of the following verbs are transitive andwhich intransitive?
7. What did you discover?
8. *What did you struggle?
9. Who did youmeet?
10. *What did you laugh?

Since sentences 7 and 9 are ¢ne questions, discover andmeet are transitive verbs. Since sen-
tences 8 and 10 are not acceptable questions, struggle and laugh are intransitive verbs. Note
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that although you can say something like,What did you struggle with? or,What did you laugh
at?, youcan’t ask thequestions as they are stated above, and so theverbs are intransitive.

There’s also anotherway to decide if averb is transitive or intransitive:

Quick tip 10.3

If a verb (in one of its forms) can be put in one of the following slots, it is transitive:

(a) He something. (b) He someone.

Quick tip 10.4

If a verb (in one of its forms) can be put in the following slot, it is intransitive:

He .

Let’s use these Quick tips to decide which of the following verbs are transitive and
which are intransitive:

11. He discovered something.
12. Hemet someone.
13. He struggled.
14. He laughed.

Quick tip10.3 helps identify the verb discovered in sentence11and theverbmet in sentence
12 as transitive.Quick tip 10.4 helps identify the verb struggled in sentence 13 and the verb
laughed in sentence14 as intranstive.

Test yourself 10.1

Decide if each of the verbs below is transitive or intransitive. Use Quick tips 9.2, 9.3 and 9.4 to help
you decide.

Transitive Intransitive
Sample:mention ...................

Getting started (answers onp. 44)

1. tell ................... ...................

2. rise ................... ...................

3. raise ................... ...................

4. fall ................... ...................

5. publish ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. proclaim ................... ...................

7. vanish ................... ...................

8. omit ................... ...................

9. cry ................... ...................

10. remove ................... ...................

Now take a look at a fewmore sentences:
15a. I ate.
15b. I ate dinner.
16a. She danceswell.
16b. She dances the tangowell.
17a. The audience left.
17b. The audience left the theater.

UN I T 2 : V E R B S
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You can see that there are verbs, such as eat, dance, and leave, that can be used as either
transitive or intransitive verbs.

Quick tip 10.5

Some verbs can be either transitive or transitive. These can occur in both of the following

slots: (a) He something / someone. (b) He .

Test yourself 10.2

Decide if each of the verbs below is transitive, intransitive, or either. Use Quick tips 10.2, 10.3, 10.4,
and10.5 to help you decide.

Transitive Intransitive Either
Sample: play ................... ...................

Getting started (answers onp. 44)

1. beat ................... ................... ...................

2. cough ................... ................... ...................

3. relax ................... ................... ...................

4. drive ................... ................... ...................

5. entertain ................... ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. seek ................... ................... ...................

7. ¢ght ................... ................... ...................

8. pro¢t ................... ................... ...................

9. mention ................... ................... ...................

10. paint ................... ................... ...................

Test yourself 10.3

In the sentences below, decide if the underlined verb is being used as a transitive or intransitive
verb. UseQuick tips 9.2 and 9.3 to help you decide.

Transitive Intransitive
Sample:They played in the park. ...................

Getting started (answers onp. 44)

1. Greg opened the newspaper. ................... ...................

2. I can read it later. ................... ...................

3. Don’tworry! ................... ...................

4. OnSundays, Iusually stay at home. ................... ...................

5. It’s advisable towashyourhandsbefore eating. ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Samantha can bake at any time of the day. ................... ...................

7. When I’m tired, I complain. ................... ...................

8. She ended the conversation. ................... ...................

9. The athlete hit the ball. ................... ...................

10. My dog lickedmy face playfully. ................... ...................
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Lesson 11: Phrasal verbs

Whilemost verbs are single words, some arephrasal: they contain twowords. In phrasal
verbs, the ¢rst word is a verb and the second word is called a particle. Here are some
examples, with the phrasal verbs underlined:

1. She lookedup the answer.
2. Wewill just drop o¡ the ¢les.
3. The professor pointed out the correct answer.

Notice that themeaningof aphrasalverb is often similar to themeaningof a singleverb:
4. She lookedup the answer.

She researched the answer.
5. Wewill just drop o¡ the ¢les.

Wewill just deliver the ¢les.
6. The professor pointed out the correct answer.

The professor identi¢ed the correct answer.

Quick tip 11.1

If you can substitute a single verb for a verb and the word following it, you probably have a

phrasal verb. For example, you can say, She pointed out the truth to us or She showed the

truth to us. Point out is a phrasal verb.

We can also still identify phrasal verbs using our to or should Quick
tips:

to lookup should lookup
towarmup shouldwarmup
to point out should point out

Test yourself 11.1

Each of the sentences below contains a phrasal verb. Underline the phrasal verb, using the verb
substitution tip and the to and should tips to helpyou.
Sample:The lecturer summeduphismainpoints.

Getting started (answers onp. 44)

1. He ¢xedup the lighting in thehall.

2. They read over the documentmany times.

3. Youdreamup themost amazing things.

4. Rontakesout thegarbageeveryMondaynight.

5. Iwill pay o¡mymortgage in ¢fteenyears.
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More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Yesterday, the company’s president handed
in her resignation.

7. She tookover the entire operation.

8. Unfortunately, the buyer ofmy property
blewo¡ the deal.

9. It is obvious that she cookedup thewhole
story.

10. You bring up an interesting point.

In many cases, the two parts of a phrasal verb, the verb and its particle, can be
separated:

7. She looked the answer up.
8. Wewill just drop the ¢les o¡.
9. The professor pointed the correct answer out.

Evenwhen the two parts are separated, it’s still a phrasal, or multi-word, verb.When you
can separate the twoparts in thisway, you know that you’ve got a phrasal verb.

Quick tip 11.2

If you can move a particle away from its verb, you have a phrasal verb. For example, since

you can say both She looked up the answer and She looked the answer up, look up is a

phrasal verb.

Test yourself 11.2

Underline the phrasalverbs ineachof the sentencesbelow.Theparticlewill notnecessarilybenext
to its verb.
Sample:The studentswill hand their assignment in tomorrow.

Getting started (answers onp. 44)

1. Mr. Parker helped out his neighbors.

2. You should call the agency up.

3. Those childrenput on a show.

4. What brought this reaction about?

5. Thehurricane tore the roofs ofmany
houses o¡.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The ¢rstmember of the relay teampassed
o¡ the baton successfully.

7. Theherdsman gathered all his sheep in.

8. Debbie kept upher grades in graduate
school.

9. I tookmyglasses o¡ quickly.

10. Last month the bank signed the deed over
to me.

In some cases, a particle cannot be separated from its verb:
10. She asked for the receptionist.
11. The lawyer objected to the defendant’s statement.
12. Hewill look into the judge’s decision.

Lesson 11: Phrasal verbs
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In these cases, you cannot say:
13. *She asked the receptionist for.
14. *The lawyer objected the defendant’s statement to.
15. *Hewill look the judge’s decision into.

SoQuick tip 11.2 is not useful in these cases; you have to rely on the verb substitution test
and the to and should tests.

Test yourself 11.3

Some of the sentences below contain a one word verb and some contain a phrasal verb. Underline
the oneword verb or phrasal verb in each sentence.
Sample:Theyowedher a lot ofmoney.

Getting started (answers onp. 44)

1. Eat upyour dinner!

2. The girlswill put the puzzles away.

3. I understand that concept.

4. Birds £y south for thewinter.

5. The elderlywomangot o¡ the buswith great
di⁄culty.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. We ate out last night.

7. The show ran far too long.

8. They checked out the scenery around their
hotel.

9. The pitcher threw the batter out in the
eighth inning.

10. The butcher opened his store up at 7 A.M.

To enhance your understanding
Take a look at these groups of sentences:

16. She looked up the answer. She looked the answer up.

*She looked up it. She looked it up.

17. We will just drop off the children. We will just drop the children off.

*We will just drop off them. We will just drop them off.

18. He pointed out the other girl. He pointed the other girl out.

*He pointed out her. He pointed her out.

As you can see, in some cases (those with an asterisk), a particle cannot be next to its

verb; the two parts must be separated. As a matter of fact, this is true in all of those cases

where the direct object of the verb (what the verb is acting upon) is one of the following

words:me, you, him, her, it, us, them. You might recognize these words as pronouns. You’ll

learn about these pronouns in Lesson 21, about direct objects in Lesson 39, and more about

verbs and their particles in Lesson 30.

U N I T 2 : V E R B S
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Answer keys: Test yourself, Getting started

questions – Unit 2

Test yourself 7.1

Verb Not a verb
1. defend ...................

2. include ...................

3. largest ...................

4. how ...................

5. learn ...................

Test yourself 7.2

1. must notworry
2. might keep
3. wish for peace
4. may sometimes cook
5. will travel

Test yourself 8.1

1. wrote: write
2. talking: talk
3. thought: think
4. considered: consider
5. seen: see

Test yourself 8.2

Verb Not a verb
1. danced ...................

2. sofa ...................

3. large ...................

4. gave ...................

5. stares ...................

Test yourself 8.3

1. Thehost greetedus cordially.
2. She should say that again.
3. Jonathanwalked over to the car.
4. Hewashes dishes every evening.
5. You can’t speakVietnamese.
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Test yourself 9.1

Verb Not a verb
1. tasted ...................

2. friendly ...................

3. shady ...................

4. be ...................

5. got ...................

Test yourself 9.2

1. Barrywill feel awful about it.
2. Melissa resembles hermother.
3. Zack sounded extremely angry.
4. The ¢sh tastedundercooked.
5. Youwere not home early.

Test yourself 9.3

1. Paulwas in power at thatmoment.
2. They are absolutely correct in their thinking.
3. Your suitcaseswere in the overhead compartment during the £ight.
4. Christina has beenwanting to go to Europe for a long time.
5. What iswrongwithbeing a good student?

Test yourself 9.4

1. They’re usually homeby now.
2. Are youworried about anything?
3. I heard that the £ightwas late.
4. We’re honored by your presence.
5. It’s too bad that theYankees lost last night.

Test yourself 9.5

Verb Not a verb
1. resemble ...................

2. become ...................

3. this ...................

4. be ...................

5. new ...................

Test yourself 9.6

Verb Not a verb
1. appeared ...................

2. attends ...................

3. whenever ...................

4. was ...................

5. heard ...................

UN I T 2 : V E R B S
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Test yourself 9.7

1. The car spun out of control.
2. Don’t talkduring themovie.
3. The doctor tied a strip of gauze around her hand.
4. Maxine spent toomuchmoney.
5. They saw the play last Sunday.

Test yourself 9.8

1. Thatwas the bestmeal in theworld.
2. I understand your point.
3. Maybe theyknoweachotherwell.
4. She is fromWisconsin.
5. Those £owers smell heavenly.

Test yourself 9.9

Action Linking
1. The Czarwas a person of high rank. ...................

2. That dog barks a lot. ...................

3. Mr. Kellywatched the tra⁄cbelowhiswindow. ...................

4. Youhavebeena terri¢c friend tomeover the years. ...................

5. I love theway the pillows feel so cozy in this hotel. ...................

Test yourself 9.10

Action Linking
1. They becamebest friends. ...................

2. It is not nearly the same asmine. ...................

3. Unfortunately, I forgot your birthday this year. ...................

4. I went to the corner bakery. ...................

5. Mark remains a legend to this day. ...................

Test yourself 9.11

Action Linking
1. He grew potatoes on his farm. ...................

2. I looked at themess all aroundme. ...................

3. Stephen looks happy today. ...................

4. In reality, exceptions rarely prove the rule. ...................

5. Learning the rule proved di⁄cult. ...................

Test yourself 9.12

1. Their daughter announced her engagement later.
2. The surgeonwashed his hands.
3. The pianistwasdiligent.
4. The young boy grittedhis teeth.
5. Her assistant is always late.

Anwser keys: Unit 2
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Test yourself 10.1

Transitive Intransitive
1. tell ...................

2. rise ...................

3. raise ...................

4. fall ...................

5. publish ...................

Test yourself 10.2

Transitive Intransitive Either
1. beat ................... ...................

2. cough ................... ...................

3. relax ................... ...................

4. drive ................... ...................

5. entertain ................... ...................

Test yourself 10.3

Transitive Intransitive
1. Greg opened the newspaper. ...................

2. I can read it later. ...................

3. Don’tworry! ...................

4. OnSundays, Iusually stay at home. ...................

5. It’s advisable towashyour handsbefore eating. ...................

Test yourself 11.1

1. He ¢xedup the lighting in thehall.
2. They read over the documentmany times.
3. Youdreamup themost amazing things.
4. Ron takes out the garbage everyMonday night.
5. Iwill payo¡mymortgage in ¢fteenyears.

Test yourself 11.2

1. Mr. Parker helped out his neighbors.
2. You should call the agency up.
3. Those childrenput on a show.
4. What brought this reaction about?
5. Thehurricane tore the roofs ofmanyhouses o¡.

Test yourself 11.3

1. Eat upyour dinner!
2. The girlswill put the puzzles away.
3. I understand that concept.
4. Birds £y south for thewinter.
5. The elderlywomangot o¡ the buswith great di⁄culty.

☞ FOR A REVIEW EXERCISE OF THIS UNIT, SEE THE WEBSITE.

UN I T 2 : V E R B S
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UNIT 3: DETERMINERS

Determiners are words that can occur directly before a noun, tell us a bitmore about that
noun, and introduce it.The determiners are underlined in the sentences below, with the
following noun in bold:

1. Imilked the cow.
2. It isHarry’s turn.
3. They bought thathouse.
4. Johnhasmoremoney.

These sentences have examples of the four major types of determiners: articles, posses-
sives, demonstratives, and quantifiers. Generally, a noun will have only one of these
determiner types in front of it.We’ll be discussing each of these four types in this unit,
startingwith articles, the easiest andmost common.
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Lesson 12: Articles

Howcanyou identify an article?
It doesn’t get any easier than this!

Quick tip 12.1

There are only three articles in English: the, a and an.

Articles give us information about a noun; they indicate whether or not the noun is a
specific one known to both the speaker and listener.Take a look at these examples to see
whatwemean:

1. I bought a red car. (The listener doesn’t knowanything about the red car.)
2. The red car was on sale. (The listener knows which car the speaker is talking

about.)
The is commonly called the definite article; a and an are called indefinite articles.

The definite article may be used with both singular and plural nouns, but the indefinite
articles onlywith singular nouns, aswe can see in the following examples:

the idea the ideas
an apple * an apples
a revolution * a revolutions

Test yourself 12.1

Underline the articles in each of the sentences below.A sentencemayhavemore than one article.
Sample:Wewatched avideo last night.

Getting started (answers onp. 55)

1. The lastweekof themonthwas a busyone in
the store.

2. Summerwas a special time for
Melissa.

3. There’s anunusual idea floating
around.

4. I turned a corner in the long hall.

5. Adirty spoon had fallen to the
floor.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. In themiddle of the night, I heard a strange
noise.

7. Jackie turned off the road too soon.

8. Yourmother’s favorite actor appeared in the
showwe saw last night.

9. Apear is just as tasty as an apple, as far as
I amconcerned.

10. The guysbought two cans of paint: an
orange one and a beige one.
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What’s the difference between a and an? See if you notice a pattern when you look
at these examples:

a red tablecloth an ancient right
a situation an interestingmessage
a boring lecture an intruder

Thearticles aandanhave the samemeaning anduse.Theonlydifferencebetween them is
that a is used when the next word begins with a consonant sound, while an is used when
the nextword beginswith avowel sound.

Test yourself 12.2

For each sentence, underline each article with a solid line, each nounwith a double underline, and
each verbwith a squiggly line. Some sentences havemore than one article and noun; some have no
article. If you can answer these questions, you have achieved a solid understanding of how to
identify articles, nouns, and verbs, three of themost commonparts of speech!
Sample: Apilot spoke to the crew.

Getting started (answers onp. 55)

1. Awaiterwalked to the table.

2. The trainer calmed the dog down.

3. He argued about the bill for hours.

4. I usually eat a sandwich and a cookie
for lunch.

5. ShewatchesTVevery night.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The train appeared suddenly.

7. Diane put the chicken in the salad.

8. The repairmandid not finish his job.

9. Children like cake.

10. NowadaysElena takes skiing lessons at
least once aweek.

To enhance your understanding
What about a uniform and an hour? Do these contradict what we’ve said about when to use

a and an? It certainly looks like a is being used before a vowel, and an is being used before a

consonant. But in fact, that’s not the case. These phrases follow the rule perfectly.

Remember that a is used when the next word begins with a consonant sound. The first

letter of the next word doesn’t matter; only its first sound matters.

So what’s the first sound of the word uniform? Say it out loud and listen carefully. You will

hear that the first sound of the word is the sound [y], as in yes. We really say ‘‘y-uniform’’

(and also ‘‘y-unicorn,’’ ‘‘y-usual,’’ etc.). Since ‘‘y,’’ a consonant, is the first sound, we use a

before uniform.

What’s the first sound of the word hour? Say theword out loud, and youwill notice that in

fact we don’t pronounce the letter ‘‘h.’’ Rather, hour begins with a vowel sound, as in the

word our, and so we say an hour.

Thus, apparent exceptions, like a uniform and an hour, are not exceptions at all.

Lesson 12: Articles
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Lesson 13: Demonstratives

Here’s another easy category. There are only four demonstratives: this, that, these,
and those.

Quick tip 13.1

There are only four demonstratives in English: this, that, these, and those.

Notice again that, just like articles, each of these can occur directly before a noun: this
table, these tables, that idea, those ideas. Demonstratives are words that ‘‘point’’ to some-
thing or someone.

Test yourself 13.1

Underline the demonstrative in each of the sentences below.
Sample:Those performerswere all also composers.

Getting started (answers onp. 55)

1. You canuse this book.

2. Those speecheshe gavewere impressive.

3. They don’t speak that language.

4. Kirsten sold all these items.

5. This side of theAtlantic Ocean ismore
familiar tome.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. She likes to listen to that song.

7. Thosemistakeswill catchupwith Andrew
one day.

8. I don’t like these pictures.

9. Thatman is a technician.

10. Lotsofpeopleliketopatronizethisrestaurant.

Test yourself 13.2

Underline the determiners in the sentences below.Theywill be either articles or demonstratives.
Sample:Therewere shops selling avariety of those handmade items.

Getting started (answers onp. 55)

1. On topof the pile of fabricswas a sleeping cat.

2. That leadermetwith the residents of the
village.

3. This taxi is heading toward a large shopping
mall.

4. The instructor chose avery informative
textbook.

5. These pantswon’t fit in those drawers.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The audience is tired of all those lame jokes.

7. Once in awhile I thinkofmychildhood
friends.

8. Those pedestriansbetter keep to the right
of themain road.

9. Thiswork is the brainchild of amadman.

10. We found this piece of paper on the top shelf
of a dusty bookcase.
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Test yourself 13.3

Identify each determiner in the sentences below by underlining it with a solid line if it is a
demonstrative andwith a squiggly line if it is an article.
Sample: Larry is holding thismeeting at the hotel.

Getting started (answers onp. 55)

1. Are you looking for a better job?

2. Thatmovie follows ayoung family after they
immigrate to this country.

3. Janemet anEnglishman therewhomshe
latermarried.

4. Theweatherwas sowonderful at the beach.

5. All those cups of coffeewon’t help you get
a good night’s rest.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. I recognize this soccer player as a big star
from Italy.

7. Playing a game of chess in this park always
interestsme.

8. Those studentswho did the exercises in the
textwill likely pass the final.

9. The garbage is piling up on the sidewalk.

10. This lesson is a piece of cake, isn’t it?

Lesson 13: Demonstratives
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Lesson 14: Possessives

Possessives are words that indicate ownership or belonging.The possessives are under-
lined in the sentences below.

1. I soldmycar.
2. Betty’s neighbor is an architect.

The possessive in sentence 1 is called apossessive pronoun; the possessive in sentence 2
is called a possessive proper noun. Notice that, just like articles and demonstratives,
possessive pronouns and possessive proper nouns can appear directly before a noun.
We’ll discuss each of these separately.

Possessive pronouns

There are just a few possessive pronouns that function as determiners. These are com-
monly referred to as possessive pronouns with determiner function or possessive
adjectives. We will call them simply determiner possessive pronouns. (For another
function of possessive pronouns, see Lesson 24.)

Quick tip 14.1

The determiner possessive pronouns are: my, your, his, her, its, our, their.

Test yourself 14.1

Underline the determiner possessive pronoun in each of the sentences below.
Sample:My schoolwon the state championship last year.

Getting started (answers onp. 55)

1. His face always showswhat he’s thinking.

2. They go to their house in themountains
every summer.

3. It took three days for your letter to get here.

4. We liked hermother.

5. Our product is superior towhat you have
to offer.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The price of the stock I amconsidering
buying does not reflect its trueworth.

7. Wouldyou like to takea ride inyournewcar?

8. Friends, Iwill be counting onyour votes.

9. The childrenwent to themovies together
with their father.

10. Matt does not share his feelings easily.

Possessive proper nouns

The possessive proper nouns are underlined in this next sentence:
3. I sawMary’s cat chaseMrs. Smith’s dog,which ran across Jim’s yard.
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Remember, namesdonothave tobenamesof just people. For example,London’s,America’s,
and IBM’s are each possessive proper nouns: London’s bridges,America’s highways, IBM’s
products. (SeeLesson 6 to remindyourself about proper nouns.)

Test yourself 14.2

Underline the possessive proper noun in each of the sentences below.
Sample:GoneWith theWind’s castwas amazing.

Getting started (answers onp. 56)

1. Leah’s eyesmet those of theman at the
counter.

2. It wasHarry’s turn to say something.

3. Theywere impressed byRome’s restaurants.

4. MickeyMouse’s picture is hanging on
mywall.

5. JohnalwayswantedtovisitHarvard’s campus.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. France’s soccer team lost to another team.

7. Macy’swomen’s department is on the third
floor.

8. Mrs. Johnson’s office is located directly
abovemine.

9. Afterdinner,wewentuptoBeth’s apartment.

10. I never get tired of TheBeatles’songs.

Test yourself 14.3

Underline the possessive determiner in each of the sentences below. The determiner will either
be a possessive pronoun or a possessive proper noun.
Sample:Your committee ismeeting tomorrow.

Getting started (answers onp. 56)

1. She suggested that it was allMartin’s fault.

2. Whydon’t you give it to your daughter?

3. Thatwas a breathtaking viewof NewYork’s
skyline.

4. He bought a souvenir for his son.

5. TheAdamses did not care for their new
neighbors.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The publicwas eagerly awaiting Congress’s
newenergy policy.

7. My apartment is either too hot or too cold.

8. AbrahamLincoln’s life was interesting.

9. Our crew prepared to dock.

10. OnThursday afternoon, the actorwas
practicing his lines.

To enhance your understanding
While possessive proper nouns can function as determiners, possessive common nouns

(see Lesson 6), for example the girl’s hat, are considered to be adjectives. (See Lesson 16

for more about adjectives.) This is because possessive common nouns, but not possessive

proper nouns, can have a determiner in front of them – keeping in mind that a noun will

generally have just one determiner introducing it. See the following examples:

4. The girl’s hat is new. (girl’s = possessive common noun)

5. *The Mary’s hat is new. (Mary’s = possessive proper noun)

Lesson 14: Possessives
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Test yourself 14.4

For each determiner below, indicate if it is an article (e.g. the, an), demonstrative (e.g. this, those),
possessive pronoun (e.g. your, our), or possessive proper noun (e.g.Mary’s,London’s).
Sample: LawandOrder’s possessive proper noun

Getting started (answers onp. 56)

1. their ....................................................

2. an ....................................................

3. George’s ....................................................

4. those ....................................................

5. its ....................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. the ..............................................

7. San Francisco’s ..............................................

8. this ..............................................

9. my ..............................................

10. a ..............................................

Test yourself 14.5

Underline the determiner in eachof the sentencesbelow. Itwill eitherbe anarticle, demonstrative,
possessive pronoun, or possessive proper noun. Some sentences may contain more than one
determiner.
Sample:The roomcontained a sofa, a chair, and, on thewall,Melinda’s portrait.

Getting started (answers onp. 56)

1. She knewwhat hermother had done for
the family.

2. Therewasn’tmuch information in his
letters.

3. These books are clearly the best.

4. Rosa’s husband put a surprise in her lunch
box.

5. Jerry’s uncle likes to drink a glass ofwine
with his dinner.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. This actress should get anOscar for her
performance in thatmovie.

7. The doctor’s secretary usuallywalks amile
on her lunchbreak.

8. Those children love to take a dip in their
new pool in the backyard.

9. Onherwaytowork,Maggie’s carbrokedown.

10. Jet Blue’s crew served dinnerwhile Iwas
sleeping.

UN I T 3 : D E T E RM I N E R S
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Lesson 15: Quantifiers

There are words, such as every and several, that indicate amount, or quantity, and these
are called quantifiers. Quantifiers can act as determiners; that is, they can come before
and introduce a noun.The determiners are underlined in the following sentences:

1. All businesses need to have a budget.
2. Some people like eating eel.
3. She enjoyed few things asmuch as food.

Some commonquantifiers are listed below:

all enough much
any every neither
both few no
each little several
either most some

Quick tip 15.1

Words of quantity, quantifiers, can act as determiners and precede a noun. Some examples

are: all, some, several, and much.

Test yourself 15.1

Underline the quantifier in eachof the sentencesbelow.Thequantifierswill all be fromthe list above.
Sample: Imet several chefs at that school.

Getting started (answers onp. 56)

1. There is nowriterwho is as famous as
Shakespeare.

2. Enoughmoneywas raised to build a new
wing on thehospital.

3. I don’t takemuch sugar inmycoffee.

4. With little effort, I solved the crossword
puzzle.

5. All experiments test hypotheses.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Most professors have earned a
doctorate.

7. Every noun that is human is also
animate.

8. Neither option is particularly good.

9. Anymanwho drinks anddrives puts his life
in danger.

10. You leavemewith fewalternatives.

Test yourself 15.2

For each determiner below, indicate if it is an article (e.g. the, an), demonstrative (e.g. this, those),
possessive pronoun (e.g. your, our), possessive proper noun (e.g. Mary’s, London’s), or quantifier
(e.g. every, some).
Sample: that demonstrative
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Getting started (answers onp. 56)

1. MainStreet’s ......................................

2. your ......................................

3. few ......................................

4. those ......................................

5. the ......................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. its ......................................

7. both ......................................

8. Madrid’s ......................................

9. several ......................................

10. an ......................................

Test yourself 15.3

Underline the determiner in each of the sentences below. It will either be an article (e.g. the, an),
demonstrative (e.g. this, those), possessive pronoun (e.g. your, our), possessive proper noun
(e.g. Mary’s, London’s), or quantifier (e.g. few, most). Some sentences may contain more than one
determiner.
Sample: Joan’smother valued her efforts.

Getting started (answers onp. 57)

1. Chicago’s architecture is diverse.

2. I know thatman andhiswife.

3. She packed several dresses intoher
suitcase.

4. He had traveled to few places over
the years.

5. Each child at the party brought
a gift.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Let’s not forget thosemessages.

7. Every timewe eat out, you order several
appetizers.

8. Anymanwho ismy friend’s enemy is no
friend ofmine.

9. I bought these strawberries at her uncle’s
grocery store.

10. This eventwasn’tmuch fun.

UN I T 3 : D E T E RM I N E R S
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Answer keys: Test yourself, Getting started

questions – Unit 3

Test yourself 12.1

1. The lastweekof themonthwas a busyone in the store.
2. Summerwas a special time forMelissa.
3. There’s anunusual idea floating around.
4. I turned a corner in the long hall.
5. Adirty spoon had fallen to the floor.

Test yourself 12.2

1. Awaiter walked to the table.
2. The trainer calmed the dog down.
3. He argued about the bill for hours.
4. I usually eat a sandwich and a cookie for lunch.
5. She watchesTVevery night.

Test yourself 13.1

1. You canuse this book.
2. Those speecheshe gavewere impressive.
3. They don’t speak that language.
4. Kirsten sold all these items.
5. This side of theAtlantic Ocean ismore familiar tome.

Test yourself 13.2

1. On top of the pile of fabricswas a sleeping cat.
2. That leadermetwith the residents of the village.
3. This taxi is heading toward a large shoppingmall.
4. The instructor chose avery informative textbook.
5. These pantswon’t fit in those drawers.

Test yourself 13.3

1. Are you looking for a better job?
2. Thatmovie follows a young family after they immigrate to this country.
3. Janemet an Englishman therewhom she latermarried.
4. Theweatherwas sowonderful at the beach.
5. All those cups of coffeewon’t help you get a good night’s rest.

Test yourself 14.1

1. His face always showswhat he’s thinking.
2. They go to their house in themountains every summer.
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3. It took three days for your letter to get here.
4. We liked hermother.
5. Our product is superior towhat you have to offer.

Test yourself 14.2

1. Leah’s eyesmet those of theman at the counter.
2. It wasHarry’s turn to say something.
3. Theywere impressed byRome’s restaurants.
4. MickeyMouse’s picture is hanging onmywall.
5. John alwayswanted to visit Harvard’s campus.

Test yourself 14.3

1. She suggested that it was allMartin’s fault.
2. Whydon’t you give it to your daughter?
3. Thatwas a breathtaking viewof NewYork’s skyline.
4. He bought a souvenir for his son.
5. TheAdamses did not care for their newneighbors.

Test yourself 14.4

1. their possessive pronoun
2. an article
3. George’s possessive proper noun
4. those demonstrative
5. its possessive pronoun

Test yourself 14.5

1. She knewwhat hermother had done for the family.
2. Therewasn’tmuch information in his letters.
3. These books are clearly the best.
4. Rosa’s husband put a surprise in her lunchbox.
5. Jerry’s uncle likes to drink a glass ofwinewith his dinner.

Test yourself 15.1

1. There is nowriterwho is as famous as Shakespeare.
2. Enoughmoneywas raised to build a newwing on thehospital.
3. I don’t takemuch sugar inmycoffee.
4. With little effort, I solved the crossword puzzle.
5. All experiments test hypotheses.

Test yourself 15.2

1. MainStreet’s possessive proper noun
2. your possessive pronoun
3. few quantifier
4. those demonstrative
5. the article

UN I T 3 : D E T E RM I N E R S
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Test yourself 15.3

1. Chicago’s architecture is diverse.
2. I know thatman andhiswife.
3. She packed several dresses intoher suitcase.
4. He had traveled to few places over the years.
5. Each child at the party brought a gift.

☞ FOR A REVIEW EXERCISE OF THIS UNIT, SEE THE WEBSITE.

Answer keys: Unit 3
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UNIT 4: ADJECTIVES

Lesson 16: Identifying adjectives

An adjective is a word that refers to a characteristic of a noun. How can you identify an
adjective?

If you can put a word between the and a noun (like boy, or idea), then that word is an
adjective.

Quick tip 16.1

If you can put a word between the and a noun (for example, the boy), then that

word is an adjective.

For example, since we can say the tall boy, tall is an adjective. Similarly, we can say the
silly boy, the interesting boy, and the young boy.Therefore, silly, interesting, and young are
all adjectives.

A number of adjectives, all used in the phrase the boy are listed below. The
adjectives are underlined:

1. the brilliant boy
2. the embarrassed boy
3. the blonde boy
4. the hungry boy
5. the delightful boy

Compare these phrases to *the very boy, *the a boy, and *the talk boy.Very, a, and talk are
not adjectives.

What do adjectives actually do? Adjectives always tell us something about a noun.
Anotherway of saying this is that theymodify a noun. In the phraseswe’ve just looked at,
the underlined adjectives tell us something about, ormodify, the noun boy.

Test yourself 16.1

Which of the following words are adjectives? See if they sound right when you put them here:
the thing. Check the appropriate column.

Adjective Not an adjective
Sample: have ...................

Getting started (answers onp. 63)

1. yellow ................... ...................

2. wonderful ................... ...................

3. these ................... ...................

4. quickly ................... ...................

5. unreliable ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. is ................... ...................

7. pure ................... ...................

8. on ................... ...................

9. creative ................... ...................

10. almost ................... ...................
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Test yourself 16.2

Underline theadjectives in the sentencesbelow. Ineachcase, the adjectivewill bebetween theanda
noun.A sentencemayhavemore thanone adjective.
Sample: Shehas been the strong leader of this company for years.

Getting started (answers onp. 63)

1. The strange robotsmarched towards
the city.

2. It was the last dayof school.

3. We tugged at the enormous gate.

4. Thebillowingsmokealertedus to
the fire.

5. The sudden sandstorm forced
the surprised bathers to flee the
beach.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. She received the exciting news in the noisy
restaurant.

7. Theblindbeggarwassittingat thebusy
corner.

8. Jeremydid not get the subtle humor of
the play.

9. The poor people of theworld outnumber the
rich ones.

10. Keepyourhands off the hot stove!

As we’ve said, a good way to decide if a word is an adjective is to see if it can be placed
between the and a noun. But that doesn’t mean that that’s the only place where an adjec-
tive can occur; it’s just away to test aword to see if it’s an adjective.

Here are some sentences where the adjective is in a different place. In each case, the
adjective is underlined.

6. He is a tall boy.
7. Mybest friend loves chocolate cake.
8. Thehouse had a low roof.
9. Large cars are harder to drive than small cars.

Let’s make sure that each of the underlined words above passes the adjective test, that is,
that it can appear between the and a noun.

10. tall: the tall boy
11. best: the bestmovie
12. chocolate: the chocolate bar
13. low: the low ceiling
14. large: the largewindow
15. small: the smallwindow.

As you can see, each of thesewords passes the adjective test. Notice also that each of these
words describes a characteristic of a noun.

Test yourself 16.3

Use the adjective test to find the adjectives in each of the sentences below. A sentence may have
more thanone adjective.
Sample: It took a long time to arrive at our next destination.

Lesson 16: Identifying adjectives
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Getting started (answers onp. 63)

1. Eveningswere a special time for
the family.

2. The nextweekwas a busyone in
the store.

3. There’s anunusual idea floating
around.

4. I turned a corner in the long hall.

5. Adirty fork had fallen to the floor.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Iwrote a boring letter.

7. Mary’s younger brotherwas already there.

8. TheAmerican flagwasbehindEdward’s
desk.

9. I could see his face in the red light from the
exit sign.

10. We gathered the important facts from those
dusty books.

What doyounotice about the underlined adjectives in the phrases below?
16. the delicious rich cake
17. my tall, red-haired, entertaining friend
18. a bright, colorful, blue, striped pattern

As you can see, a noun can have more than one adjective modifying it. In fact, there is no
limit to the number of adjectives that can modify a noun (except the patience and toler-
ance of the listener!).

Test yourself 16.4

Underline the adjectives in eachof the sentencesbelow. Someof thenounswill bemodified bymore
thanone adjective.
Sample: She ate all the crisp, crunchy chips.

Getting started (answers onp. 63)

1. Theywent off to see an old, gloomy, historic
mansion in southernEngland.

2. Shehad anticipated his sudden arrival.

3. Angela ignored his annoying, persistent
questions.

4. Imust get rid ofmydecrepit, banged-up little
old car.

5. Wewouldn’t want to cross thiswide, busy
street, wouldwe?

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. You should heed the advice ofwisemen and
women.

7. Wild animals canbe dangerous.

8. The lovely young lady read one of her
favorite novels on her comfortable sofa.

9. Whydid youbuy this outdated computer in
the first place?

10. TheDodgers’ frustratedmanager benched
his brashyoung pitcher.

Remember that sometimesawordcan functionas onewordcategory, or part of speech, in
one sentence, and as another word category in another sentence (see Lesson 2). For
example, let’s look at the word cream. In the sentence I brought the cream, cream is a noun.
But in the sentence That’s a cream cake, cream is an adjective, telling us more about the
noun cake.

Test yourself 16.5

Ineachof the sentencesbelow, decide if theunderlinedwords are functioningasnounsoradjectives.
Sample:That copy isn’t legible. adjective

UN I T 4 : A D J E C T I V E S
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Getting started (answers onp. 63)

1. Thewindow ledge is too narrow for a plant. ......................................

2. Thatwindow is stuck shut. ......................................

3. This hasbeen a chilly spring. ......................................

4. I’m enjoying this springweather. ......................................

5. Themorning hours are notmybest. ......................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. I drink two cups of coffee eachmorning. ......................................

7. Inmost public restaurants, it is forbidden to smoke a cigarette. ......................................

8. Cigarette smokersmust go forX-ray tests regularly. ......................................

9. My nephewwas looking for travel companions. ......................................

10. Foreign travel can be both exhausting and exhilarating. ......................................

Test yourself 16.6

In each of the sentences below, decide if the underlined words are functioning as nouns, verbs, or
adjectives.
Sample:That’s a jail cell. adjective

Getting started (answers onp. 63)

1. He goes to a day school. ......................................

2. Iworkduring the day. .......................................

3. The defendantwill shock themwhen theyhear his response. .......................................

4. It was a terrible shock. .......................................

5. Iwill voicemyopinion if Iwant to. .......................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The singer had awonderful voice. .......................................

7. Some people call the larynx avoice box. .......................................

8. Some languages have both formal and informal terms of address. .......................................

9. I don’t wish to address this question at this time. .......................................

10. Did youputmy information inyour address book? .......................................

Test yourself 16.7

In each of the sentences below, identify theword category of eachword in each sentence.
Sample:The instructor answered her unspoken question.

determiner ^ noun ^ verb ^ determiner ^ adjective ^ noun

Lesson 16: Identifying adjectives
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Getting started (answers onp. 64)

1. A light rain fell.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. Ernie’s friend likes a good argument.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. His employee received that small bonus.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4. Somebig cars take premiumgasoline.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5. This question deserves a serious answer.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The policeman’swarning scaredmy passengers.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

7. Most guests enjoyed the lavish party.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

8. Your best friend had a soda.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

9. Goodmarriages havemany joyousmoments.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

10. His daughter bought a stunning Italian dress.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

UN I T 4 : A D J E C T I V E S
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Answer keys: Test yourself, Getting started

questions – Unit 4

Test yourself 16.1

Adjective Not an adjective
1. yellow ...................

2. wonderful ...................

3. these ...................

4. quickly ...................

5. unreliable ...................

Test yourself 16.2

1. The strange robotsmarched towards the city.
2. It was the last dayof school.
3. We tugged at the enormous gate.
4. The billowing smoke alertedus to the fire.
5. The sudden sandstorm forced the surprised bathers to flee the beach.

Test yourself 16.3

1. Eveningswere a special time for the family.
2. The nextweekwas a busyone in the store.
3. There’s anunusual idea floating around.
4. I turned a corner in the long hall.
5. Adirty fork had fallen to the floor.

Test yourself 16.4

1. Theywent off to see an old, gloomy, historicmansion in southernEngland.
2. Shehad anticipated his sudden arrival.
3. Angela ignored his annoying, persistent questions.
4. Imust get rid ofmydecrepit, banged-up little old car.
5. Wewouldn’t want to cross thiswide, busy street, wouldwe?

Test yourself 16.5

1. Thewindow ledge is too narrow for a plant. adjective
2. Thatwindow is stuck shut. noun
3. This has been a chilly spring. noun
4. I’m enjoying this springweather. adjective
5. Themorning hours are notmybest. adjective

Test yourself 16.6

1. He goes to a day school. adjective
2. Iworkduring the day. noun
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3. The defendantwill shock themwhen theyhear his response. verb
4. It was a terrible shock. noun
5. Iwill voicemyopinion if Iwant to. verb

Test yourself 16.7

1. A light rain fell.
determiner ^ adjective ^ noun ^ verb

2. Ernie’s friend likes a good argument.
determiner ^ noun ^ verb ^ determiner ^ adjective ^ noun

3. His employee received that small bonus.
determiner ^ noun ^ verb ^ determiner ^ adjective ^ noun

4. Somebig cars take premiumgasoline.
determiner ^ adjective ^ noun ^ verb ^ adjective ^ noun

5. This question deserves a serious answer.
determiner ^ noun ^ verb ^ determiner ^ adjective ^ noun

☞ FOR A REVIEW EXERCISE OF THIS UNIT, SEE THE WEBSITE.

UN I T 4 : A D J E C T I V E S
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UNIT 5: PREPOSITIONS

Lesson 17: Identifying prepositions

What is apreposition? The prepositions are underlined in the following sentences.
1. Shemade notes on the paper.
2. Myoffice is between the post office and the laundromat.
3. I’llmeet you afterwork.

Quick tip 17.1

Prepositions are words, usually small, that typically indicate information about direction,

location, or time. There is only a small number of prepositions in English. Some commonly

used examples are at, from, in, on, and to.

The following are commonprepositions:

about beneath into throughout
above beside like till
across between near to
after beyond of toward(s)
against by off under
along despite on until
among down onto up
around during out upon
at for over with
before from since within
behind in through without
below

Quick tip 17.2

If you can put aword in one of the empty slots in one of the following sentences, theword is

a preposition: I walked the table. It happened that time.

This tipwill helpyou identifymany, thoughnot all, prepositions.

Test yourself 17.1

Underline the prepositions in the sentences below. There may be more than one. Use the Quick
tips and the list of prepositions to helpyou.
Sample:My friends are goingwithme.
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Getting started (answers onp. 68)

1. Let’s go into the dining room.

2. It was the dumbest thing he did in his
entire life.

3. Felicewas having dinner on the patio.

4. She ran to the candy store.

5. I looked for you during the intermission.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Wewere flying overEurope.

7. Lenore looked beneath the rock.

8. She found the pot of gold.

9. Is it over the rainbow?

10. He appeared at the right place at the right
time.

Test yourself 17.2

Underline theprepositionswith a solid line and thenounswitha squiggly line ineachof the senten-
ces below.
Sample:There’s a small house near the field .

Getting started (answers onp. 68)

1. Auniformed guard stood near themassive
entryway.

2. She leaned out thewindowandwaved to the
large crowd.

3. The olderwoman fromChicagohad already
left.

4. She staggered into the store.

5. Carissa sat at the computer in a large room.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Are you going to the promwith Stan?

7. Mike always gives a nice present to hiswife
on her birthday.

8. Please don’t ask howmyday at the office
was!

9. I couldn’t open the door ofmycarwithout
mykey.

10. Let’smeet at or nearmidnight.

Test yourself 17.3

Underline the prepositions with a solid line, the verbs with a double underline, and the adjectives
with a squiggly line in the sentences below.
Sample: I’ll buy us a large bucket of chicken.

Getting started (answers onp. 68)

1. Jeanwalked around the grounds of the
magnificent estate.

2. His friend pounded himon the
back.

3. The puppy gazed at himexpectantly.

4. The loudmusic in that store botheredJamie.

5. Hehas hot coffee before class.

To enhance your understanding
Don’t confuse the two types of to:

4. I want to go home. (infinitive: to + verb)

5. I went to Chicago. (preposition: to + noun)

U N I T 5 : P R E P O S I T I O N S
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More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Jos�ebuys freshbread for his family every
week.

7. Doyouwant tickets to the new play?

8. The young bride’smother seemed happy
amongher friends.

9. The tireless teenager ran across the park
with his new running shoes.

10. I placed some small apples near the sink.

Formore about prepositions, see Lesson 29.

To further enhance your understanding
Take a look at the following sentences.

6. I’m standing in front of my house.

7. That man was ahead of her.

8. Please get out of his way.

Each of these sentences contains a multiword preposition, that is, a preposition consisting

ofmore than oneword. Below is a list of commonmultiword prepositions, commonly called

compound or phrasal prepositions.

across from inside of

ahead of in spite of

along with instead of

because of on account of

by means of on top of

due to out of

for the sake of over to

in addition to together with

in front of up to

Lesson 17: Identifying prepositions
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Answer keys: Test yourself, Getting started

questions – Unit 5

Test yourself 17.1

1. Let’s go into the dining room.
2. It was the dumbest thing he did in his entire life.
3. Felicewas having dinner on the patio.
4. She ran to the candy store.
5. I looked for you during the intermission.

Test yourself 17.2

1. Auniformed guard stood near themassive entryway.
2. She leaned out thewindowandwaved to the large crowd.
3. The olderwoman from Chicagohad already left.
4. She staggered into the store.
5. Carissa sat at the computer in a large room.

Test yourself 17.3

1. Jeanwalked around the grounds of themagnificient state.
2. His friend pounded himon the back.
3. The puppy gazed at himexpectantly.
4. The loud music in that store botheredJamie.
5. He has hotcoffee before class.

☞ FOR A REVIEW EXERCISE OF THIS UNIT, SEE THE WEBSITE.
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UNIT 6: CONJUNCTIONS

1. I sawMary at the store.
2. I sawMary andJohn at the store.
3. I sawMary andJohn andHarry at the store.
4. I sawMary andJohn andHarry andMelissa at the store.
5. I sawMary andJohn andHarry andMelissa and ten other people at the store.
6. I saw . . .

Well, you get the idea.
What are conjunctions?Conjunctions are connectors.Theyarewords, such as and, that

join words, phrases and sentences together. Some other conjunctions are underlined in
the sentences below.

7. He didn’t respondmuch, just occasionally said ‘‘yes’’or ‘‘no.’’
8. They take life seriously but are still fun to be around.
9. I thought that hewas crazy.
10. Adam left the roombeforeTabitha could say another thing.
11. Just turn rightwhenyou get to the corner.

There are di¡erent kinds of conjunctions.We’ll look at coordinating conjunctions ¢rst.
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Lesson 18: Coordinating conjunctions

Coordinating conjunctions connect any two units that are the same type. For example,
they can connect two sentences, two nouns, two verbs, two determiners, two preposi-
tions, or two adjectives.

Quick tip 18.1

There are three common coordinating conjunctions in English. They are: and, or, and but.

Four less common ones are for, so, yet, and nor.

Quick tip 18.2

A commonly used way to remember the coordinating conjunctions is to think of FANBOYS:

F (for), A (and), N (nor), B (but), O (or), Y (yet), S (so).

But given that and, or, and but are the most common, you’ll be in good shape if you just
remember those.

The coordinating conjunctions in the sentences beloware underlined.
1. You askedmy friend, and thenthe other two came aswell.
2. I go orhe goes.
3. Itwasn’t dark but themoonwas out.

In these sentences, youcan see that the coordinating conjunctionhas acomplete sentence
on either side of it. (The sentences on either side are in bold.) Thus, the conjunction in
these examples is connecting two sentences.

In the next group of sentences, you can see that the coordinating conjunction has
a noun on either side of it. Thus, the conjunction is joining two nouns. The nouns are
in bold.

4. The children hadmilk and cookies.
5. People studymedicine ordentistrywhen they enroll at that institution.

In thenext sentences, the coordinating conjunction is joining two adjectives.The adjec-
tives are in bold.

6. That restaurant is known forhealthy andnutritious food.
7. I’mbuying either the striped orpaisleywallpaper.

Test yourself 18.1

Underline the coordinating conjunction in each sentence below. Remember that the coordinating
conjunctions are: and, or, but, for, so, yet,nor.
Sample:The old carpetwasworn out but the furniture looked relatively new.
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Getting started (answers onp.79)

1. You can hide between trips andmake believe
you’re innocent.

2. Was it near here or over there?

3. Roger looked around but he didn’t see
anything.

4. They’ll eat chicken or turkey for
dinner.

5. Mr. Joseph pulled out three letters and
handed one to each of themen.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Hewants towork through the night but I
don’t.

7. The general sent the dispatch to the army
and the navy.

8. Hewent to the cloister or to the small chapel
nearby.

9. Maud is not hungry, nor is her sister
thirsty.

10. He’ll come over or he’ll call.

Test yourself 18.2

Underline the coordinating conjunction in each sentence below.Then decide if the conjunction is
joining two sentences or two nouns. In this exercise, if there is not a complete sentence on either
side of the conjunction, it is joining twonouns.
Sample:Mary decided to have either soup or salad. nouns

Getting started (answers onp.79)

1. Mr. Eaglewas called awayonbusiness, so
Mrs. Broxton took his place at the
meeting. ..................................................

2. He’d heard of it, but he didn’t like the idea.
.................................................................

3. Erin felt real excitement and
enthusiasm. ............................................

4. It was raining hard, yetwewent to the ball
game. .......................................................

5. The airline attendant asked,‘‘Would you like
co¡ee or tea?’’ ...........................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The color TVwas too expensive, soNancy
didn’t buy it. ............................................

7. Doyou swear to tell the truth, nothing but
the truth? ................................................

8. At one timemy favorite bandwasKatrina
and theWaves. ..........................................

9. Sammywanted to go skydiving, but his
parents didn’t let him. ..............................

10. Forme, going to Paris is always a treat, for
I love its architecture. ..............................

Test yourself 18.3

Underline the coordinating conjunction in each sentence below.Then decide if the conjunction is
joining twoverbs, two adjectives, or twoprepositions.
Sample:That is a di⁄cult butworthwhile lesson. adjectives

Getting started (answers onp.79)

1. I’ll benear orbetween the stacks. ................................................................................................

2. He cameupwith aquick and e¡ective remedy. ................................................................................................

3. I hopeyouwon’tworryorbrood toomuchabout it. ................................................................................................

4. This tripwill be expensivebutworthwhile. ................................................................................................

5. I amat or nearabreakthrough. ................................................................................................

Lesson 18: Coordinating conjunctions
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More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Don’t youhate to eat and run? ................................................................................................

7. What size shirt are you looking for: small or large? ................................................................................................

8. Theycameandwent inahurry. ................................................................................................

9. At seven in themorningTamara is sluggishyet e⁄cient. ................................................................................................

10. It is not advisable to drinkanddrive at the same time. ................................................................................................

Test yourself 18.4

Write down the seven coordinating conjunctions. (Remember FANBOYS.) Answers on p.79.

1. ......................................

2. ......................................

3. ......................................

4. ......................................

5. ......................................

6. ......................................

7. ......................................
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Lesson 19: Subordinating conjunctions

Another kind of conjunction is called a subordinating conjunction. Here are some
examples of sentences with subordinating conjunctions. The subordinating conjunc-
tions are underlined.

1. She continued arguing until everyone ¢nally agreedwith her.
2. They live down southwhen theweather gets cold.
3. Jackwill buy a house once he gets a job.
4. She listened to his comments politely, even though they sounded silly.
5. They stopped talkingwhen itwasEleanor’s turn.

Subordinating conjunctions connect sentences; however, the two parts that are con-
nected are not of equal value in terms of the meaning of the whole sentence. There is a
main sentence with a subpart; the subordinating conjunction connects the subpart to
themain sentence. Here are sentences 1 through 5 again, but this timewith themain sen-
tences in bold.

6. She continued arguing until everyone ¢nally agreedwith her.
7. Theylive down southwhen theweather gets cold.
8. Jackwill buya house oncehe gets a job.
9. She listened tohis comments politely, even though they sounded silly.
10. Theystopped talkingwhen itwasEleanor’s turn.

Quick tip 19.1

Subordinating conjunctions connect a sentence with another sentence, which is a

subpart of it. The subpart sentence is called a dependent clause (or subordinate
clause). In the following sentence, the subordinating conjunction is underlined and

the dependent clause is in italics: Nick decided to try to escape, although he knew

his chances were slim.

The common subordinating conjunctions are listed below.

after even though than whenever
although how that where
as if though wherever
as if in order that till whether
as though once unless which
because rather than until while
before since what who
even if so (that) when why

You can see that sometimes a subordinating conjunction consists ofmore than oneword.

Test yourself 19.1

Underline the subordinating conjunctions in the sentences below. Use the list above to help you.
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Sample: Shewas so tired that she didn’t bother brushing her teeth.

Getting started (answers onp.79)

1. I’ll leave the noteherebecause I’m in ahurry.

2. Nick had coachedhim thoroughly, even
though theyhadn’t hadmuch time.

3. He could see the faint glowof a pipe that
Dr.Walters had lit.

4. You should stayhere since theyobviously
need you.

5. Shehasn’t called here although she’d said
shewould.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Jakewould be free once he reached the
fence.

7. Youwere behaving as if youwere the boss.

8. Theywere determined to go for awalk,
unless it was going to rain.

9. Kevin should think twice before he
speaks.

10. I amgoing to ¢nish this job even if it takes
hours.

Here are the same sentenceswe saw earlier, but this timewith the dependent clauses in
italics; the subordinating conjunctions are still underlined.

11. She continued arguinguntil everyone ¢nally agreedwithher.
12. They live down southwhen theweathergets cold.
13. Jackwill buy a house oncehe gets a job.
14. She listened to his comments politely, even though they sounded silly.
15. They stopped talkingwhen itwas Eleanor’s turn.

Notice that the subordinating conjunction is always the ¢rst word of the dependent
clause.

Quick tip 19.2

The subordinating conjunction is always the first word of the dependent clause.

In all of the examples we’ve looked at so far, the dependent clause has come after the
main sentence. But sometimes the dependent clause comes before the main sentence. In
the following examples, the subordinating conjunctions are underlined, and the main
sentences are in bold:

16. If he knew the truth,her fatherwould throw the doll away.
17. When I broughtmy ¢rst paycheck home, Iwanted to frame it.
18. Oncehe gets a job,Jackwill buyahouse.
19. When itwasEleanor’s turn, they stopped talking.

Notice that sentences 18 and 19 are the same as sentences 13 and 15, except that in senten-
ces 18 and 19 the subordinating conjunction and the rest of the dependent clause come
before themain sentence rather than after it.

Test yourself 19.2

Underline the subordinating conjunction ineachof the sentencesbelow. Ineachof these sentences,
the dependent clause comesbefore themain sentence.
Sample: Althoughhewas not happilymarried, he remained faithful to hiswife.

UN I T 6 : C O N J U N C T I O N S
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Getting started (answers onp. 80)

1. Even thoughhe calmeddown, he did not go
back to the table immediately.

2. While I enjoybeing in the yard, I hatemowing
the lawn.

3. Unless there’s a heavydownpour, I’mgoing
on that trip.

4. Whyanyonewould swim in ice coldwater,
I just don’t understand.

5. Whether you are right orwrong, Iwill
support you.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Whereverwe travel, we alwayshave fun
together.

7. As Iwas looking formykeys, I noticed a
package in front of the door.

8. Just after they crossed the river, the
drawbridge openedup.

9. Before anyone could shout awarning, the
tree fell.

10. Since you think you are so smart, tellme the
capital of Ghana!

Test yourself 19.3

Underline the subordinating conjunction in each of the sentences below. In some of them, the
dependent clause will be after the main sentence; in others, it will come before themain sentence.
Again, use the list of subordinating conjunctions to help you.
Sample: Even if you get angry, Iwill still be there for you.

Getting started (answers onp. 80)

1. Sally spent a lot of timewith the babysitter,
because hermother had towork.

2. Since you’re alwaysbusy, I decided to go to
themovieswithout you.

3. After he read the article, he decided not to
argue any further.

4. Wewillmove to Seattle, unless you can
convincemenot to.

5. As if speaking Igbowasn’t enough, this
professor speaksYoruba aswell.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. I always get anxiouswhen I am in the
doctor’s o⁄ce.

7. ThoughTatiana passed the bar exam, she
won’t be practicing lawuntil next year.

8. Did you everwonder howchildren learn
language?

9. Oncehe ¢nishes college, hewill look
for a job.

10. I took the express train so that I could arrive
on time.

Test yourself 19.4 – Grand finale

In each of the sentences below, underline the coordinating or subordinating conjunction. Also,
write C if it’s a coordinating conjunction andS if it’s a subordinating conjunction.
Sample: Iwork at themallwhen I’mhome for the holidays. (S)

Getting started (answers onp. 80)

1. I’m the owner and editor of the local
newspaper.

2. BeforeMeganhelped him,Georgewould
have to prove his loyalty.

3. There’smore thanone career that he’s
interested in.

4. They painted her housewhile shewas at
work.

5. I arrived early but I stillwasn’t the ¢rst in
line.

Lesson 19: Subordinating conjunctions
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More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. If you canunderstand this, you are a genius!

7. Because you are adear friend, Iwill share
thiswithyou.

8. Some people are aggressive yet polite.

9. Her administrative assistantwillworkon
that project until it is completed.

10. I rely onJoe to ¢xmycomputer, for he is an
electronics expert.

To enhance your understanding
Don’t confuse conjunctions with prepositions. Some words may function as either:

20a. I’ve been working hard, for I hope to be promoted. (Coordinating conjunction:

connects two sentences.)

20b. I’ve been working hard for IBM. (Preposition: introduces a noun.)

21a. John left before they served dinner. (Subordinating conjunction: connects two

sentences.)

21b. John left before dinner. (Preposition: introduces a noun.)

U N I T 6 : C O N J U N C T I O N S
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Lesson 20: Correlative conjunctions

1. Both thewindows and the doors need to be replaced.
2. Either I cookorwe order take-out.
3. Neither the French nor theBritishwerewilling to surrender.
4. If that’s a problem, then letmeknow.

You can see that the underlined conjunctions in these sentences come in pairs, for
example both/and. The two parts ‘‘go together’’ in these sentences, even though
they’re not next to each other. These conjunction pairs are called correlative
conjunctions.

Quick tip 20.1

Correlative conjunctions are two-part conjunctions. Common correlative conjunctions are:

both/and, either/or, if/then, neither/nor.

Test yourself 20.1

Underline the correlative conjunctions in the sentencesbelow.Don’t forget tounderlinebothparts.
Sample: Either theDemocratic or theRepublican candidatewillwin.

Getting started (answers onp. 80)

1. Neither younoryour friends are likely towin
that ra¥e.

2. BothLaurette andDenisehave beenworking
towards that goal.

3. Ifmy neighbor decides to plant bushes there,
then I’ll do some landscaping on my side of
the fence aswell.

4. NeitherDon’s comments nor his actions
surprisedme.

5. This athlete is likely towin either a gold or a
silvermedal.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. If the train runs on Sunday, then
Iwon’t drive.

7. Both the director and the playwright
attended the rehearsal.

8. Neither Iowanor Tennessee lies on the
shore of theAtlantic Ocean.

9. If they’re as nice as they seem, thenwe’ll all
get alongwell.

10. Youmust call either heads or tails.

Test yourself 20.2 – Grand finale

In each of the sentences below, underline the coordinating, subordinating, or correlative
conjunction. Also, write C if it’s a coordinating conjunction, S if it’s a subordinating conjunction,
andCORR if it’s a correlative conjunction.
Sample: 1. Neither the brownnor the black shoes look goodwith that out¢t. (CORR)
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Getting started (answers onp. 80)

1. Theywere pleasedwith the plan and happy
about the decision.

2. I’ll see youwhenyou
get here.

3. They’reworried because shehasn’t been
feelingwell lately.

4. Our encounterwas short but sweet.

5. If you tell the truth, then Iwon’t get upset.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Iwill be on this case till it is resolved.

7. Once she settles down in her apartment,
Jane does not plan tomove for awhile.

8. You and Imake a good team.

9. Either you or Iwill get to the bottomof
this.

10. Theydressed as though theyweremembers
of the aristocracy.

UN I T 6 : C O N J U N C T I O N S
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Answer keys: Test yourself, Getting started

questions – Unit 6

Test yourself 18.1

1. You canhide between trips andmake believe you’re innocent.
2. Was it near here or over there?
3. Roger looked around but he didn’t see anything.
4. They’ll eat chicken or turkey for dinner.
5. Mr. Joseph pulled out three letters and handed one to each of themen.

Test yourself 18.2

1. Mr.Eaglewas calledawayonbusiness, soMrs.Broxton tookhisplace at themeeting. sentences
2. He’d heard of it, but he didn’t like the idea. sentences
3. Erin felt real excitement and enthusiasm. nouns
4. It was raining hard, yetwewent to the ball game. sentences
5. The airline attendant asked,‘‘Would you like co¡ee or tea?’’ nouns

Test yourself 18.3

1. I’ll be near or between the stacks. prepositions
2. He cameupwith a quick and e¡ective remedy. adjectives
3. I hope youwon’tworry or brood toomuch about it. verbs
4. This tripwill be expensive butworthwhile. adjectives
5. I amat or near a breakthrough. prepositions

Test yourself 18.4

1. For
2. And
3. Nor
4. But
5. Or
6. Yet
7. So

Test yourself 19.1

1. I’ll leave the note here because I’m in a hurry.
2. Nick had coachedhim thoroughly, even though theyhadn’t hadmuch time.
3. He could see the faint glowof a pipe that Dr.Walters had lit.
4. You should stayhere since theyobviously need you.
5. Shehasn’t called here although she’d said shewould.
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Test yourself 19.2

1. Even thoughhe calmeddown, he did not go back to the table immediately.
2. While I enjoy being in the yard, I hatemowing the lawn.
3. Unless there’s a heavydownpour, I’mgoing on that trip.
4. Whyanyonewould swim in ice coldwater, I just don’t understand.
5. Whether you are right orwrong, Iwill support you.

Test yourself 19.3

1. Sally spent a lot of timewith the babysitter, because hermother had towork.
2. Since you’re alwaysbusy, I decided to go to themovieswithout you.
3. After he read the article, he decided not to argue any further.
4. Wewillmove to Seattle, unless you can convincemenot to.
5. As if speaking Igbowasn’t enough, this professor speaksYoruba aswell.

Test yourself 19.4

1. I’m the owner and editor of the local newspaper. (C)
2. BeforeMeganhelped him,Georgewould have to provehis loyalty. (S)
3. There’smore thanone career that he’s interested in. (S)
4. They painted her housewhile shewas atwork. (S)
5. I arrived early but I stillwasn’t the ¢rst in line. (C)

Test yourself 20.1

1. Neither you nor your friends are likely towin that ra¥e.
2. Both Laurette andDenise have beenworking towards that goal.
3. Ifmy neighbor decides to plant bushes there, then I’ll do some landscaping onmy side of the

fence aswell.
4. NeitherDon’s comments nor his actions surprisedme.
5. This athlete is likely towin either a gold or a silvermedal.

Test yourself 20.2

1. Theywere pleasedwith the plan and happy about the decision. (C)
2. I’ll see youwhenyou get here. (S)
3. They’reworried because shehasn’t been feelingwell lately. (S)
4. Our encounterwas short but sweet. (C)
5. If you tell the truth, then Iwon’t get upset. (CORR)

☞ FOR A REVIEW EXERCISE OF THIS UNIT, SEE THE WEBSITE.

UN I T 6 : C O N J U N C T I O N S
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UNIT 7: PRONOUNS

AsMelissa entered the door of the dimly lit Cathedral, Melissa held tightly toMelissa’s backpack.
Suddenly, Melissa thought that Melissa saw a shadow moving. ‘‘This is scary,’’ whispered
Melissa to Melissa.

What’s strange about the sentences in the above text? What is strange is that they’re
missing pronouns, words that replace nouns in a sentence. You’ll probably agree that
these next sentences are avast improvement on the first version:

AsMelissa entered the door of the dimly lit Cathedral, she held tightly to herbackpack. Suddenly,
she thought that she saw a shadowmoving. ‘‘This is scary,’’ whisperedMelissa to herself.

We may never find out what happens to Melissa, but replacing Melissawith pronouns
like she andhermakes her farmore palatable.

As far as pronouns go, there’s badnews and there’s goodnews.Thebadnews is that there
areanumberofdifferentkindsof pronouns.Thegoodnews is that thereareonlya fewpro-
nouns of each type. Look at the pronouns themselves and get a feel for the kinds of words
theyare. Someof the typesmayhave long labels, but the pronouns themselves areusually
shortwords.
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Lesson 21: Subject and object pronouns

Subject pronouns

Let’s look at the following sentences:
1a. Diplomats travel extensively.
1b. They travel extensively.
2a. Professor SusanFields chaired themeeting.
2b. She chaired themeeting.
3a. Ben plays cards everyweek.
3b. He plays cards everyweek.

Notice that in each sentence pair, the underlined pronoun replaces the underlined
noun.The underlined noun is doing the action in the sentence and comes before the verb.
This kind of noun is called the subject of the sentence and the pronoun that replaces it is
called a subject pronoun.

Now let’s examine these sentences:
4a. Biology is her favorite subject.
4b. It is her favorite subject.
5a. Bob seemshappy.
5b. He seemshappy.
6a. Mrs. Peters becomes agitated easily.
6b. She becomes agitated easily.

Noticeagainthat ineachsentencepair, theunderlinedpronounreplacestheunderlined
noun. Here, the underlined nouns come before linking verbs (see Lesson 9); although
they are not performing an action, they are still considered to be subjects. Again, the pro-
noun that replaces the subject is a subject pronoun.

There are only seven subject pronouns; they are listed inQuick tip 21.1.

Quick tip 21.1

The subject pronouns are: I, you, he, she, it, we, they.

Test yourself 21.1

Underline the subjectpronouns inthesentencesbelow.
Sample: Wewandered around town, looking for a place tohave lunch.

Getting started (answers onp. 99)

1. I crossed the piazza andheaded towards the
church.

2. Unfortunately, it was closed.

3. They simply stood there, waiting forme.

4. Yesterday, shewent shopping.

5. We should get together sometime.
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More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. He is the grandson of an immigrant from
Italy.

7. We often dreamabout important things.

8. You have been to their house for dinner.

9. Theyoften have interesting discussions.

10. Last night they drove to SanFrancisco.

Object pronouns

7a. Karenbought the red car.
7b. Karen bought it.
8a. The prizewas given to Steve andBill.
8b. The prizewas given to them.
9a. I’mwatching the baby.
9b. I’mwatching her.

The underlined nouns in the sentences above arenot subjects. Rather, they areobjects:
they either follow the main verb or they follow a preposition. (For more on objects, see
Unit 13.) Pronouns that replace objects, like those underlined in sentences 7b, 8b, and 9b
above, are calledobject pronouns.

There are only seven object pronouns; they are listed inQuick tip 21.2.

Quick tip 21.2

The object pronouns are: me, you, her, him, it, us, them.

You can see that two pronouns, you and it, are particularly hardworking: they can
function as either subject or object pronouns.

Test yourself 21.2

Underline the object pronouns ineachof the sentencesbelow.Theremaybemore thanonepronoun
in a sentence.
Sample: Churchill called themto ameeting.

Getting started (answers onp. 99)

1. Maryheard him.

2. The detectivewatched us
suspiciously.

3. Stop botheringme!

4. Steven sat downbetween himandher.

5. Do the students understand it?

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. My friends have never heard of them.

7. Barry gaveher a present.

8. Harry’s cousin lives near them.

9. Most competitorswere envious of him.

10. A strangeman is standing next to you
andme.

Test yourself 21.3

Decide if eachpronounbelow is a subject or object pronoun.
Sample: we subject

Lesson 21: Subject and object pronouns
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Getting started (answers onp. 99)

1. them ...................

2. he ...................

3. I ...................

4. us ...................

5. her ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. they ...................

7. she ...................

8. me ...................

9. him ...................

10. we ...................

Test yourself 21.4

Underline the pronouns in eachof the sentences below. Identify each either as a subject pronounor
an object pronoun. Keep in mind that the pronouns you and it can be either subject or object pro-
nouns, depending on how they are being used.Theremaybemore thanone pronoun in a sentence.
Sample:You really did it right. (subject; object)

Getting started (answers onp. 99)

1. The clerk had been sent toworkwith him.

2. The research required themtoworkclosely
together.

3. It is brighter than that other lamp.

4. If you know the answer, please tellme.

5. Wewill bemoving near you.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Theywere hiding in the bushes.

7. I amgiving it to you.

8. Hewent too far this time.

9. Theresa’s parentsworried
about her.

10. Shehears fromhimoften.

You know that when you’re talking about yourself, you use the pronouns I or me, and
when you’re talking about a group of people, you use the pronouns they or them. That is,
we choose different pronouns depending on the person or thing the pronouns refer to.
Pronouns that vary in this way are called personal pronouns. Subject and object pro-
nouns are types of personal pronouns; see Lessons 22 and 24 for two other kinds.

Personal pronouns that refer to the speaker in a conversation, like I andwe, are called
first personpronouns.Those that refer to the listener, like you, are called secondperson
pronouns. And those that refer to anyone or anything else, like he or they, are called
thirdpersonpronouns.

In addition, pronouns that refer to only one person or thing, like I andhe, are called sin-
gular pronouns; those that refer to more than one person or thing, like we and they, are
calledpluralpronouns.

Here’s a complete breakdownof the subject and object pronouns:
Subject Object

First person singular I me
Secondperson singular you you
Third person singular he, she, it him, her, it
First personplural we us
Secondperson plural you you
Third personplural they them

UN I T 7 : P R ONOUN S
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Lesson 22: Reflexive pronouns

Do the following sentences seem strange to you?
1. JohnSmith sawJohnSmith in themirror.
2. My friendswere talking amongmy friends.
3. Sam’s only catwas grooming Sam’s only cat.

These sentences are strange because they’re missing reflexive pronouns, those pro-
nouns that end in -self or -selves. As you can see from the sentences below,we use reflexive
pronouns whenever we refer to the same person or thing more than once in the same
basic sentence. Sentences 1^3 should be stated like this:

4. JohnSmith sawhimself in themirror.
5. Mybest friendswere talking among themselves.
6. Sam’s only cat was grooming herself.

Here are somemore examples, first without and thenwith a reflexive pronoun.
7a. The boywashed the boy.
7b. The boywashedhimself.
8a. TomandHarrywatchedTomandHarry on the video.
8b. TomandHarrywatched themselves on the video.
9a. You can see you doing that.
9b. You can see yourself doing that.

Notice that if we hear, for example, The boy washed the boy, without a reflexive
pronoun, then we assume that someone’s talking about two different boys. Similarly,
the sentence He shaved him suggests that the person (a male) who did the shaving
and the person (a male) who received the shaving are not the same. The reflexive
pronoun lets the listener know that the speaker is referring to the same person or
thing.

Quick tip 22.1 lists the reflexive pronouns.They’re easy to identify because they all end
in -self or -selves (Quick tip 22.2).

Quick tip 22.1

The reflexive pronouns are:myself, yourself, himself, herself, itself, ourselves, yourselves,

themselves.

Quick tip 22.2

All the reflexive pronouns end in -self (singular) or -selves (plural).

Test yourself 22.1

Underline the reflexive pronouns in each of the sentences below.
Sample:That computer is so smart it can repair itself.
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Getting started (answers onp. 99)

1. Johnwas a personwho always pushed
himself to the limit.

2. Watchyourself !

3. We prided ourselves on being silly.

4. The directors of that company canblame no
one but themselves.

5. I seemyself as a successfulwriter someday.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. All of you should be ashamedof yourselves!

7. Rosanna treatedherself to a lavishvacation.

8. Iwishmycar started itself in the dead of
winter.

9. Would everyone in the roomplease identify
himself ?

10. You should take better care of yourself !

Test yourself 22.2

Underline the reflexive, subject, and object pronouns in each of the sentences below. Label each as
reflexive, subject, or object. Some sentenceswill havemore than one pronoun.
Sample: Greta’s perseverance benefitted both herself and the rest of the staff. (reflexive)

Getting started (answers onp. 99)

1. I have found that I can do itwhen the room is
quiet.

2. Henoticed that sheoften immersedherself in
a book.

3. Wehaveknownher for years.

4. Some guests told us that they forced
themselves to get up at 6 A.M.

5. Youdon’t need to explainyourself tome.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Mr. Ballantine said that he appreciated us.

7. If youwant to leave, please letmeknow.

8. Who among uswants to commit himself to
another year of service?

9. Jay’swife promised herself never to do it
again.

10. Reflexive pronouns are easy to identify,
don’t you agree?

UN I T 7 : P R ONOUN S
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Lesson 23: Demonstrative pronouns

Doyou remember the underlinedwords in the sentences below?
1. Are you sure youwant this?
2. We agreed about that.
3. I’mnot sure I like these.
4. Those lookdelicious.

In Lesson 13 we talked about the use of demonstratives before a noun, for example:
this dog, that idea, these songs, those curtains. That is, we talked about demonstratives
used as determiners. But demonstratives can also be used without a noun following
them, as you can see from sentences 1^4. In these cases, because the demonstrative
replaces a noun (or noun phrase), it is called a demonstrative pronoun. For example,
in sentence 1, the demonstrative pronoun this can be replacing a noun such as spaghetti
ormagazines.

It’s easy to remember demonstrative pronouns, because there are only four of them;
they are listed inQuick tip 23.1.

Quick tip 23.1

There are only four demonstrative pronouns: this, that, these, and those.

Itmight help you remember theword‘‘demonstrative’’ if you thinkof thesewords as ‘‘dem-
onstrating’’something, in away, pointing to something.

Test yourself 23.1

Underline the demonstrative pronoun in each of the sentences below.
Sample: Lennywasn’t sure he reallywanted those.

Getting started (answers onp.100)

1. Thatwasn’t reallyHannah’s job, but I
appreciate her doing it anyway.

2. Natasha really likes these.

3. Hewasn’t good at riddles butmanaged to
solve those.

4. I never thought it would come to this.

5. These are very difficult times.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Thosewere the good old days.

7. Sean thought hewould never
see that.

8. This is absolutely unacceptable.

9. Mrs.Wallacewould rather buy these.

10. That is the funniest thing I’ve ever seen.

Test yourself 23.2

Decide if eachpronounbelow is a subject, object, reflexive, or demonstrative pronoun.
Sample: she subject
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Getting started (answers onp.100)

1. yourselves ......................................

2. those ......................................

3. me ......................................

4. we ......................................

5. itself ......................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. them ......................................

7. that ......................................

8. us ......................................

9. herself ......................................

10. these ......................................

Test yourself 23.3

Underline the pronouns in each of the sentences below. Label each as demonstrative, subject,
object, or reflexive. Some sentenceswill havemore than one pronoun.
Sample: Did you spill that onyourself ? (subject; demonstrative; reflexive)

Getting started (answers onp.100)

1. Wewere angryat ourselves. .....................................................................................................................................................................

2. He askedus to explain this. ......................................................................................................................................................................

3. It works just aswell at home. ..................................................................................................................................................................

4. Theysent these tous. .....................................................................................................................................................................................

5. Thebaseballplayerdustedhimselfoff. ..........................................................................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. You should do this for yourself. ..........................................................................................................................................................

7. This remindsme ofwhy I should respectmyself. ................................................................................................................

8. That is theway they should behave themselves. .................................................................................................................

9. We excused ourselves right after dinner. ...................................................................................................................................

10. It could bother them. ..................................................................................................................................................................................

UN I T 7 : P R ONOUN S
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Lesson 24: Possessive pronouns

Youwon’t be surprised to learn that possessive pronouns are pronouns that indicate pos-
session, or ownership. Some possessive pronouns are underlined here:

1. Mr. Smith explained his ideas to the audience.
2. Iwish I could accept their invitation.
3. That suitcase isn’tmine.
4. Yourswas the best essay in the class.

If you look closely, you’ll notice that the possessive pronouns in sentences 1^4 fall into
two groups.The ones in sentences1and 2 are followedbyanoun:his ideas, their invitation.
The ones in sentences 3 and 4 are not followed by a noun; rather, they stand on their own
in the sentence.We’ll talk about each kind separately.

The possessive pronouns in sentences 1 and 2 may look familiar to you.That’s because
they were described in Lesson 14, as part of our discussion of determiners. Like articles
(a, an, the), possessive pronouns which function as determiners can occur in the slot

house (for example, his house, our house, your house). Since they function as deter-
miners, you can understand why they are followed by a noun. In Quick tip 14.1 we called
these determiner possessive pronouns and provided the full list.We repeat them here:
my, your, his, her, its, our, their.

Test yourself 24.1

Underline the determiner possessive pronoun in each of the sentences below. Remember: deter-
miner possessive pronouns are followed by nouns.
Sample:Manyof our ideas back thenwere equally absurd.

Getting started (answers onp.100)

1. Thewomanhid her feelingswell.

2. Hewas younger than hiswife.

3. Mr. andMrs. Bradford adored
their son.

4. Thomas andNataliewere the best students
inmyclass.

5. Your eyes look very tired.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The salesman’s car does not show its age.

7. We should just packupour things andget out
of here.

8. I took a look at your face and I knew
immediately that youwere honest.

9. My daughter is very good about brushing
her teeth regularly.

10. Gamblers are secretive about their losses.

Nowonto thepossessivepronouns insentences 3and4, thekindthat canstandalone ina
sentence. Here are somemore examples:

5. TheGreens’ tent came loose in the stormbut ours remained secure.
6. Yourswas the first card I noticed.
7. The scientist hurried from that laboratory tomine.
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These possessive pronouns replace a whole noun (actually, a whole noun phrase, but we
haven’t gotten to that yet; see Lesson 28). And since the word nominalmeans ‘‘noun-like,’’
these pronouns are sometimes called possessive pronounswith nominal function.We
will simply call themnominalpossessive pronouns.

Quick tip 24.1

Nominal possessive pronouns replace a whole noun (or noun phrase). For example, instead

of saying That book is Sally’s book we can simply say, That book is hers. The nominal

possessive pronouns are: mine, yours, his, hers, its, ours, theirs.

Notice that the pronouns his and its can function either as determiner possessive pro-
nouns (seeQuick tip 14.1) or as nominal possessive pronouns (seeQuick tip 24.1).

Test yourself 24.2

Underline the nominal possessive pronoun in each of the sentences below.
Sample: Pete andCathy are convinced the ideawas theirs.

Getting started (answers onp.100)

1. The rattlesnake is his.

2. Themother needs her nourishment and the
baby needshers also.

3. Yours is the roomon the left.

4. The computer on the table
ismine.

5. Ours is the next house on the block.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Theirswill probably be the best dog in the
show.

7. Hiring theband is notDave’s responsibility ^
it is yours.

8. Whatever theneighborswant tohaulaway is
theirs for the taking.

9. Most people’s experience is probably
similar to hers.

10. His is not the only opinion thatmatters.

Test yourself 24.3

Decide if eachpossessive pronounbelow is a determiner or a nominal possessive pronoun.
Sample: yours nominal

To enhance your understanding
Don’t confuse possessive pronouns with contracted pronouns:

8a. It’s (= it is) a wonderful day. (contracted pronoun)

8b. Its positives outweigh its negatives. (determiner possessive pronoun)

9a. You’re (= you are) absolutely right. (contracted pronoun)

9b. Your shoelaces are untied. (determiner possessive pronoun)

10a. They’re (= they are) leaving. (contracted pronoun)

10b. Their leaving early was unexpected. (determiner possessive pronoun)

As you can see, the contracted pronoun is always written with an apostrophe.

U N I T 7 : P R ONOUN S
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Getting started (answers onp.100)

1. my ......................................

2. theirs ......................................

3. mine ......................................

4. your ......................................

5. her ......................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. our ......................................

7. their ......................................

8. ours ......................................

9. hers ......................................

10. his ......................................

Test yourself 24.4

Underline the possessive pronoun in each of the sentences below.Then indicate if it functions as a
determiner or a nominal possessive pronoun.
Sample: Jack’s tripwas good, but not nearly as exciting as theirs. (determiner)

Getting started (answers onp.101)

1. Listening tomusicmight interferewithyour ability to concentrate. ......................................

2. Some of theCDs are ours. ......................................

3. The prisonerwas ordered to hand over his things. ......................................

4. Inmyopinion, you should apologize. ......................................

5. Hers is the only dissenting voice in the room. ......................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The big suitcase over there ismine. ......................................

7. Someonewants to buyour company. ......................................

8. Some day thiswill all be yours. ......................................

9. The suspects had their day in court. ......................................

10. The bank is going to need her signature. ......................................

Test yourself 24.5

Decide if eachpronounbelowisadeterminerpossessivepronoun(my,our, etc.),nominalpossessive
pronoun (mine, ours, etc.), subject pronoun (I,we, etc.), object pronoun (me, us, etc.), reflexive pro-
noun (myself, ourselves, etc.), or demonstrative pronoun (this, these, etc.).
Sample: that demonstrative

Getting started (answers onp.101)

1. their ......................................

2. them ......................................

3. yourselves ......................................

4. we ......................................

5. hers ......................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. us ......................................

7. itself ......................................

8. those ......................................

9. me ......................................

10. yours ......................................

Lesson 24: Possessive pronouns
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Test yourself 24.6 – Grand finale

Underline the pronouns in eachof the sentencesbelow. Label each as determiner possessive, nomi-
nal possessive, subject, object, demonstrative, or reflexive. Some sentences will have more than
one pronoun.
Sample:Theywere convinced that shewould do a great job for them. (subject; subject; object)

Getting started (answers onp.101)

1. Their employeeswereworking during lunch. ........ ............................................................................................................

2. He askedus for the answer. ........ ..........................................................................................................................................................

3. Itmade a huge difference to her and toher friends. ........................................................................................................

4. She looked at herself in the rearviewmirror ofmycar. ........................... ...................................................................

5. Some guy introduced himself and gavemehis business card. ..............................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. You shouldn’t compare your accomplishments to theirs. ...........................................................................................

7. The candidates presented themselves and their positions to us. .........................................................................

8. Are all these hers ormine? ..................................................................................................................................................................

9. You should thankhim for bringing that to your attention. ........................................................................................

10. We saved this for last because of its complexity and because the opportunity
presented itself to include all pronoun types in it ^ but the final judgment is yours!

.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

UN I T 7 : P R ONOUN S
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Lesson 25: Interrogative pronouns

What doyounotice about the underlinedwords in the following sentences?
1. Whowent first?
2. Whatwas theman carrying?
3. Whichdid youbuy?

Youundoubtedly recognize themasquestionwords.Theyare called interrogativepro-
nouns; we list them inQuick tip 25.1.

Quick tip 25.1

Interrogative pronouns are question words. The interrogative pronouns are: how, what,

when, where, which, who, whom, whose, why. Look for the question mark to help find

them.

Youmay be wondering why these are considered to be pronouns. Like other pronouns,
interrogative pronouns represent something else, often a noun.They represent missing
information, information that’s in the answer to a question:

4a. Whowent first?
4b. Harrywent first.
5a. Whatwas themancarrying?
5b. Themanwas carrying a camera.
6a. Whichdid youbuy?
6b. I bought the red car.

Since, when we ask a question, we don’t yet know what the answer will be, we have no
choice but to use a questionword, or interrogative pronoun, to represent the information
we are asking about.

Test yourself 25.1

Underline the interrogative pronoun in each of the sentences below.
Sample:Why is his approach so exciting?

Getting started (answers onp.101)

1. Towhomdid you send the package?

2. Whose is it?

3. What can the producer do about it?

4. Howcan I believe you are telling
the truth?

5. Where have youbeen?

To enhance your understanding
Don’t confuse the following – they sound the same:

7a. Who’s (= who is) there?

7b. Whose party are we going to?
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More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Whendid you comehome last night?

7. Why is it so dark in this room?

8. Whichdoyouprefer?

9. Who gave youpermission to open that box?

10. Fromwhomdid you get this call?

Test yourself 25.2

Decide if each pronoun below is an interrogative pronoun (who, what), demonstrative pronoun
(this, these, etc.), object pronoun (me,us, etc.), or reflexive pronoun (myself, ourselves, etc.).
Sample:myself reflexive

Getting started (answers onp.101)

1. herself ......................................

2. which ......................................

3. who ......................................

4. those ......................................

5. him ......................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. itself ......................................

7. how ......................................

8. what ......................................

9. us ......................................

10. whom ......................................

Test yourself 25.3

Underline the interrogative, possessive, andsubject pronouns ineachof the sentencesbelow.Label
each as interrogative (what, who, etc.), determiner possessive (my, our, etc.), nominal possessive
(mine, ours, etc.), or subject (I, we, etc.). Some sentences will have more than one pronoun.
(Remember that interrogative pronouns are used in questions, so look for that question mark to
helpyou.)
Sample:What are you looking for? (interrogative; subject)

Getting started (answers onp.101)

1. Where did your friendhide the ball? ............................................................................................................................................

2. Whichdoes Jack like: coffee or tea? ..............................................................................................................................................

3. Ourswas the only entry in the contest. .....................................................................................................................................

4. Wekept our promise. .................................................................................................................................................................................

5. Your business is yours alone. ........ .....................................................................................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Whydidn’t youwashyour car? .........................................................................................................................................................

7. He thought that the brown coatwas his. ...................................................................................................................................

8. The bicycle ismine, not hers. .............................................................................................................................................................

9. Imailedmy package toKorea. ........ ..................................................................................................................................................

10. Whenwill he arrive? ........ .........................................................................................................................................................................

UN I T 7 : P R ONOUN S
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Test yourself 25.4

Underline the pronouns in each of the sentences below. Don’t worry about what kind of pronoun
each is. Some sentenceswill havemore thanone pronoun.
Sample:Whatwill they buy at his store?

Getting started (answers onp.102)

1. You keephurting yourself whenyou go
skiing.

2. We should get it to themas soon as
possible.

3. Whowas Bill thinking of sending themto?

4. Shehas a great opportunity to advance
herself in her company.

5. Whenwill your great novel be
finished?

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Ourhope is that one daywewill find our-
selves living it up in style.

7. Thatwill never happenunder hiswatch.

8. Her determination gave her the impetus to
improveherself.

9. Where are those new shirts you bought
yourself yesterday?

10. Our ball club prides itself on its ability to
winmost of our games.

To further enhance your understanding
As we discussed at the beginning of this Lesson, interrogatives function as pronouns – they

replace nouns. Note, however, that some interrogatives can also function as determiners –

they can precede a noun. You can see this in the examples below:

8. Which book did you read last?

9. Whose purse is on the table?

10. What name did they choose for their baby?

Lesson 25: Interrogative pronouns
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Lesson 26: Relative pronouns

Hereare somesentenceswith interrogativepronouns, like theonesyou’vealreadyseen in
Lesson 25.The interrogative pronouns are underlined.

1. Whowas laughing?
2. Whose is this?

Nowlookat the following sentences,whichcontain thesameunderlinedwords.Howare
these sentences different from sentences 1and 2?

3. I like thewomanwho lives next door.
4. He’s the engineerwhose lifewas disrupted by amessy divorce.

You’ve probably noticed that, unlike sentences 1 and 2 above, sentences 3 and 4 are not
questions.The samepronounsarebeingused, butnot to askaquestion. Instead, thesepro-
nouns are used in sentences 3 and 4 to replace a noun that’s already mentioned earlier in
the sentence.Whenused thisway, these pronouns are called relativepronouns.They are
listed inQuick tip 26.1

Quick tip 26.1

The common relative pronouns are: that, which, who, whom, whose. They refer back to a

noun in the sentence.

Test yourself 26.1

Underline the relative pronoun in each of the sentences below.
Sample:The prominent oilmanwhobought that house is not a generousman.

Getting started (answers onp.102)

1. John’s is the essay thatwas themost
well-written.

2. Hiswifewas thewomanwhomhe loved the
most.

3. There is no onewho canmakeme laughmore
thanyou.

4. Dannybought a gift which appealed to him.

5. Lastweek Imet themanwhose cousin
marriedmy friend.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. In general, Sharon is nice to peoplewhom
shemeets.

7. Iwill stand on the linewhich is shorter.

8. The personwho leaves last should turn the
lights off.

9. She saw the journeywhich shehad
undertaken stretch out before her.

10. Anna leaves a good impression on
employerswho interviewher.

Let’s look at sentences 3 and 4more closely.
3. I like thewomanwho lives next door.
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In this sentence, who lives next door? Answer: the woman. So instead of saying some-
thing like I like the woman.The woman lives next door, we replace the second occurrence
of the womanwith the pronounwho, giving us the sentence I like the womanwho lives next
door. In fact, thewordwho is doing two things: it’s representing thewoman and it’s joining
lives next door to themain part of the sentence.

4. He’s the engineerwhose lifewas disrupted by amessy divorce.
In this sentence, whose life was disrupted by amessy divorce? Answer: the engineer’s. So

instead of saying something like He’s the engineer. The engineer’s life was disrupted by a
messy divorce, we replace the second occurrence of the engineer (actually, in this case, the
engineer’s) with the pronounwhose, giving us the sentence He’s the engineer whose life was
disrupted by amessy divorce. Again, thewordwhose is doing two things: it’s representing the
engineerand it’s joininglifewas disruptedby amessy divorce to themainpart of the sentence.

In the following sentence, what broke?
5. Sam fixed the computer that broke.

Answer: the computer. So instead of saying something like Sam fixed the computer.The
computer broke, we replace the second occurrence of the computerwith the pronoun that,
giving us the sentence Sam fixed the computer that broke. Again, the word that is doing
two things: it’s representing the computer and it’s joining broke to the main part of the
sentence.

You may remember that in Lesson 19 we talked about subordinating conjunctions,
which are words that connect a sentence (the main sentence) with another sentence
which is a subpart of it.The relative pronouns here are doing the same thing and in fact,
relative pronouns are one kind of subordinating conjunction (and appear on the list
in Lesson19).

Quick tip 26.2

Relative pronouns are a type of subordinating conjunction. A relative pronoun

typically occurs soon after the noun it refers to. Example: He liked the teacher

who gave easy tests.

Test yourself 26.2

The relative pronoun is underlined in each of the sentences below.Your job is to find the noun that
the relative pronoun is referring to.
Sample: Iwatched a fewmovies thatwere really bad. (movies)

Getting started (answers onp.102)

1. They aremenwho are ambitious.

2. The salesmannoticed the potatoes that he
planted.

3. It isworthbuying stockswhich increase in
value.

4. The guestswhomwe invited aweek ago just
arrived.

5. The flight thatwas supposed to leave at 5 is
still delayed.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The patientswhose lives are in danger need
those drugs.

7. The buswhich has just arrived is scheduled
to leave for Phoenix.

8. Rebecca noticed the touristswhowere
gathered around the statue.

9. Themilk that Jane bought seems to be fresh.

10. The contractorwhomwehired did not show
up today.

Lesson 26: Relative pronouns
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Test yourself 26.3

Underline and identify the interrogative or relative pronoun in each of the sentences below.
(Remember that the interrogative pronounswill always be in a question.) In this exercise, the sen-
tenceswill only have either an interrogative or a relative pronoun, but not both.
Sample:Whyare you going? (interrogative)

Getting started (answers onp.102)

1. What can Ido about it?

2. Adam is the personwhomyouneed to
talk to.

3. I fixed the clock thatwasbroken.

4. The policewill find the personwho
committed this crime.

5. Whenwill the show start?

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Which doyouwant us to choose?

7. The restaurant inwhichwe atewas awful.

8. I don’t care for the earringswhich this
actress iswearing.

9. Several of the boyswho attended the party
became rowdy.

10. He’s happywith the solution that I’m
proposing.

To further enhance your understanding
There are also some less commonly used relative pronouns with the suffix -ever. Some

examples:

11. I’ll be happy with whatever you decide to do.

12. My mother always told me to marry whoever I wanted to.

13. They can travel with whomever they choose.

There is an important difference between the relative pronouns ending in -ever and those

we looked at earlier and listed inQuick tip 26.1. As you can see in sentences 11–13, the -ever

relative pronouns do not refer back to a noun that comes before. Rather, they represent a

noun all by themselves.

To enhance your understanding
Notice that the word that has lots of uses. These are demonstrated here:

6. I think that man is intriguing. (demonstrative determiner)

7. I think that is the way to go. (demonstrative pronoun)

8. I think that the sun will shine tomorrow. (subordinating conjunction: introduc-

ing a clause)

9. I think the car that youwant was sold yesterday. (relative pronoun: introducing

a clause and referring back to a noun)

You can have more than one that within the same sentence:

10. I think that that is the cat that belongs to you.

And that’s that!

U N I T 7 : P R ONOUN S
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Answer keys: Test yourself, Getting started

questions – Unit 7

Test yourself 21.1

1. I crossed the piazza andheaded towards the church.
2. Unfortunately, it was closed.
3. They simply stood there, waiting forme.
4. Yesterday, shewent shopping.
5. We should get together sometime.

Test yourself 21.2

1. Maryheard him.
2. The detectiveswatchedus suspiciously.
3. Stop botheringme!
4. Steven sat downbetween himandher.
5. Do the students understand it?

Test yourself 21.3

1. them object
2. he subject
3. I subject
4. us object
5. her object

Test yourself 21.4

1. The clerk had been sent toworkwith him. (object)
2. The research required themtoworkclosely together. (object)
3. It is brighter than that other lamp. (subject)
4. If you know the answer, please tellme. (subject; object)
5. Wewill bemoving near you. (subject; object)

Test yourself 22.1

1. Johnwas a personwho always pushed himself to the limit.
2. Watchyourself !
3. We prided ourselves on being sillly.
4. The directors of that company canblame no one but themselves.
5. I seemyself as a successfulwriter someday.

Test yourself 22.2

1. I have found that I can do itwhen the room is quiet.
(subject; subject; object)
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2. He noticed that she often immersed herself in a book.
(subject; subject; reflexive)

3. Wehaveknownher for years. (subject; object)
4. Some guests told us that they forced themselves to get up at 6 A.M.
(object; subject; reflexive)

5. Youdon’t need to explainyourself tome. (subject; reflexive; object)

Test yourself 23.1

1. Thatwasn’t reallyHannah’s job, but I appreciate her doing it anyway.
2. Natasha really likes these.
3. Hewasn’t good at riddles butmanaged to solve those.
4. I never thought it would come to this.
5. These are very difficult times.

Test yourself 23.2

1. yourselves reflexive
2. those demonstrative
3. me object
4. we subject
5. itself reflexive

Test yourself 23.3

1. Wewere angry at ourselves. (subject; reflexive)
2. He askedus to explain this. (subject; object; demonstrative)
3. It works just aswell at home. (subject)
4. They sent these to us. (subject; demonstrative; object)
5. The baseball player dusted himself off. (reflexive)

Test yourself 24.1

1. Thewomanhid her feelingswell.
2. Hewas younger than hiswife.
3. Mr. andMrs. Bradford adored their son.
4. Thomas andNataliewere the best students inmyclass.
5. Your eyes look very tired.

Test yourself 24.2

1. The rattlesnake is his.
2. Themother needs her nourishment and the baby needs hers also.
3. Yours is the roomon the left.
4. The computer on the table ismine.
5. Ours is the next house on the block.

Test yourself 24.3

1. my determiner
2. theirs nominal
3. mine nominal
4. your determiner
5. her determiner
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Test yourself 24.4

1. Listening tomusicmight interferewithyour ability to concentrate. (determiner)
2. Some of those CDs are ours. (nominal)
3. The prisonerwas ordered to hand over his things. (determiner)
4. Inmyopinion, you should apologize. (determiner)
5. Hers is the only dissenting voice in the room. (nominal)

Test yourself 24.5

1. their determiner possessive
2. them object
3. yourselves reflexive
4. we subject
5. hers nominal possessive

Test yourself 24.6

1. Their employeeswereworking during lunch.
(determiner possessive)

2. He askedus for the answer.
(subject; object)

3. Itmade a huge difference to her and to her friends.
(subject; object; determiner possessive)

4. She looked at herself in the rearviewmirror ofmycar.
(subject; reflexive; determiner possessive)

5. Some guy introduced himself and gavemehis business card.
(reflexive; object; determiner possessive)

Test yourself 25.1

1. Towhomdid you send the package?
2. Whose is it?
3. What can the producer do about it?
4. Howcan I believe you are telling the truth?
5. Where have youbeen?

Test yourself 25.2

1. herself reflexive
2. which interrogative
3. who interrogative
4. those demonstrative
5. him object

Test yourself 25.3

1. Where did your friend hide the ball? (interrogative; determiner possessive)
2. Whichdoes Jack like: coffee or tea? (interrogative)
3. Ourswas the only entry in the contest. (nominal possessive)
4. Wekept our promise. (subject; determiner possessive)
5. Your business is yours alone. (determiner possessive; nominal possessive)

Answer keys: Unit 7
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Test yourself 25.4

1. You keephurting yourself whenyou go skiing.
2. We should get it to themas soon as possible.
3. Whowas Bill thinking of sending themto?
4. Shehas a great opportunity to advanceherself in her company.
5. Whenwill your great novel be finished?

Test yourself 26.1

1. John’s is the essay thatwas themostwellwritten.
2. Hiswifewas thewomanwhomhe loved themost.
3. There is no onewho canmakeme laughmore thanyou.
4. Dannybought a gift which appealed to him.
5. Lastweek Imet themanwhose cousinmarriedmy friend.

Test yourself 26.2

1. They aremenwho are ambitious. (men)
2. The salesmannoticed the potatoes that he planted. (potatoes)
3. It isworthbuying stockswhich increase invalue. (stocks)
4. The guestswhomwe invited aweek ago just arrived. (guests)
5. The flight thatwas supposed to leave at 5 is still delayed. (flight)

Test yourself 26.3

1. What can Ido about it? (interrogative)
2. Adam is the personwhomyouneed to talk to. (relative)
3. I fixed the clock thatwasbroken. (relative)
4. The policewill find the personwho committed this crime. (relative)
5. Whenwill the show start? (interrogative)

☞ FOR A REVIEW EXERCISE OF THIS UNIT, SEE THE WEBSITE.
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UNIT 8: ADVERBS

Lesson 27: Identifying adverbs

We’ve saved adverbs for last because they can be a bit tricky. Adverbs do lots of di¡erent
things and can be in lots of di¡erent places in a sentence. In fact, the chances are, if you
don’t knowwhat else aword is, it’s probably an adverb.

The adverbs are underlined in the sentences below:
1. I live here. (information about location)
2. Mybrother is arriving today. (information about time)
3. She dances gracefully. (information aboutmanner)
4. That child is very sweet. (degree information about an adjective, in this case,

about sweet)
5. She works extremely e⁄ciently. (degree information about another adverb, in

this case, about e⁄ciently)

Quick tip 27.1

Adverbs generally indicate information about location, time, degree, and manner. They

provide extra information about the action in a sentence, about adjectives and about other

adverbs.

Quick tip 27.2

If you don’t knowwhat else a word is (and you’ve eliminated the other parts of speech), it’s

probably an adverb.

While unfortunately, we can’t give you a simple rule that will help you identify adverbs
100 percent of the time, the tips below will help you correctly identify adverbs in many
cases.

Quick tip 27.3

Can the word go in the following slot? Mary slept . If so, it’s probably an adverb. For

example, Mary slept peacefully. Peacefully is an adverb.

Quick tip 27.4

Can the word go in the following slot? , I gave / will give my speech. If so, it’s

probably an adverb. For example, Yesterday, I gave my speech. Yesterday is an

adverb. Or: Tomorrow, I will give my speech. Tomorrow is an adverb.
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Quick tip 27.5

Can the word go in the following slot? He is happy. If so, it’s probably an adverb. For

example, He is very happy. Very is an adverb.

Quick tip 27.6

Does the word end in the suffix -ly? Is it an adjective? If it ends in -ly and it’s not an

adjective, it’s probably an adverb (e.g. hopefully, happily, unusually).

Test yourself 27.1

Underline the adverbs in each of the sentences below.
Sample:Theyhaddeliberately been silentwhen they entered the room.

Getting started (answers onp.107)

1. She returned the bookand quietly
left.

2. I’m leaving for Europe tomorrow.

3. That horse is anunusually calm
animal.

4. The train came to a stop suddenly.

5. That remarkwas too shocking.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Whydon’t you call her sometimes?

7. Wewere told to handle themerchandise
carefully.

8. The doctor informed his patient that his
prognosiswas very good.

9. TheMorgans are not leaving today.

10. Unexpectedly, the principal ordered
everyone into the auditorium.

Many, though not all, adverbs end in -ly (rapidly, innocently, sweetly, etc.). However, some
adjectives also end in -ly, for example lovely, friendly. It’s easy to distinguish them.
Just remember that the adjectives can go in the slot the boy: the lovely boy, the
friendlyboy.

While adverbs can go before the adjective, for example the extremely friendly boy
(extremely is an adverb), adverbs cannot occupy the slot directly before the noun.That is,
one cannot say, *the extremely boy or *the innocently boy, so extremely and innocently are
not adjectives; theymust be adverbs.

Note that somenouns, for example the£ower lily, end in -lyaswell.And just to adda little
more spice to the recipe, there are some words that can be used either as adverbs or as
adjectives:

6a. That is a pretty easy book. (Pretty is similar to the word very here, and is an
adverb of degree.)

6b. That is a pretty child. (Pretty is an adjective.)
7a. You drive too fast. (Fast tells usmore about the verb drive, so it is an adverb.)
7b. This actor’s delivery was too fast. (Fast tells us more about the noun delivery,

so it is an adjective.)

UN I T 8 : A D V E R B S
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Test yourself 27.2

For eachword below, decide if it is an adverb or an adjective. Use the test for adjectives to help you
decide: the boy.
Sample: rarely adverb

Getting started (answers onp.107)

1. happily ......................................

2. ugly ......................................

3. clearly ......................................

4. gently ......................................

5. manly ......................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. predictably ......................................

7. nearly ......................................

8. proudly ......................................

9. barely ......................................

10. silly ......................................

Test yourself 27.3

Decidewhether the underlinedword in each sentence is being used as an adjective or an adverb.

Adjective Adverb
Sample: He recently increased his yearly salary. ...................

Getting started (answers onp.107)

1. Hewasbusilywriting a letterwhen the doorbell rang. ................... ...................

2. That is averyhilly road. ................... ...................

3. They fell hopelessly in love at ¢rst sight. ................... ...................

4. I never realized that you have such curly hair. ................... ...................

5. The soprano gave amasterly performance. ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Mr. Sawyer is paidweekly. ................... ...................

7. She undoubtedly deserves tophonors. ................... ...................

8. This lady eerily resemblesmy grandmother. ................... ...................

9. Janet fully concurswith her husband’s decision. ................... ...................

10. Your newhouse is very lovely. ................... ...................

Test yourself 27.4

Underline the adverbs with a solid line and the adjectives with a squiggly line in the sentences
below.
Sample: Hewas clearlyworking on a difficult report.

Getting started (answers onp.107)

1. Excitedly, themendragged theheavy sack to
the clearing.

2. I’ve checkedonthe situationvery thoroughly.

3. Adamwaited inside.

4. The old fellow left townyesterday.

5. Afterwards, he regretted his actions.

Lesson 27: Identifying adverbs
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More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Your generous gift was completely
unnecessary.

7. Let’s agree on this beforehand.

8. This o¡er is too good to pass up.

9. I often thinkof you fondly.

10. Themailman left anunopenedpackage at
the door.

Test yourself 27.5 – Grand Finale

For each sentence below, write ADVabove each adverb, ADJ above each adjective, N above each
noun, andV above eachverb.

N V ADV
Sample:The teacher looked at himcoldly.

Getting started (answers onp.107)

1. My roommate usually sleeps very late.

2. Yesterday, the girl accompanied her older

sister to themall.

3. Hewalked slowly toward the foggy

station.

4. The experienced senator quickly evaded

their probing questions.

5. Later, we took a leisurelywalkdownby the

beach.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The once popular guitarist appeared on

TVregularly.

7. Successful brokerswill surely receive

sizeable commissions.

8. We recentlyhadawonderful time inSpain.

9. Iwill take a quickdip in the inviting blue

waters of the ocean.

10. Obviously, you are not the same person

now that you were when I ¢rst met you.
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Answer keys: Test yourself, Getting

started questions – Unit 8

Test yourself 27.1

1. She returned the bookand quietly left.
2. I’m leaving for Europe tomorrow.
3. That horse is anunusually calmanimal.
4. The train came to a stop suddenly.
5. That remarkwas too shocking.

Test yourself 27.2

1. happily adverb
2. ugly adjective
3. clearly adverb
4. gently adverb
5. manly adjective

Test yourself 27.3

Adjective Adverb
1. Hewasbusilywriting a letterwhen the doorbell rang. ...................

2. That is averyhilly road. ...................

3. They fell hopelessly in love at ¢rst sight. ...................

4. I never realized that you have such curly hair. ...................

5. The soprano gave amasterly performance. ...................

Test yourself 27.4

1. Excitedly, themendragged the heavy sack to the clearing.
2. I’ve checked on the situationvery thoroughly.
3. Adamwaited inside.
4. The old fellow left townyesterday.
5. Afterwards, he regretted his actions.

Test yourself 27.5

1. N ADV V ADVADJ
My roommate usually sleeps very late.

2. ADV N V ADJ N N
Yesterday, the girl accompanied her older sister to themall.

3. V ADV ADJ N
Hewalked slowly toward the foggy station.
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4. ADJ N ADV V ADJ N
The experienced senator quickly evaded their probing questions.

5. ADV V ADJ N ADV N
Later, we took a leisurely walkdownby the beach.

☞ FOR A REVIEW EXERCISE OF THIS UNIT, SEE THE WEBSITE.

UN I T 8 : A D V E R B S
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Review matching exercise and answer key – Part I

Review matching exercise

Match the underlined word or words to the appropriate term in each set. Use each term
only once.
Sample:Merlin’s assistantwas an apprenticemagician. possessive proper noun

Set A

article particle singular noun
coordinating conjunction phrasal verb transitive verb
determiner possessive pronoun preposition

1. Michael dipped his foot in the pool. .....................................................

2. He hadmadehis fortune overnight. .....................................................

3. Don’t pickup a thing! .....................................................

4. Her gardenerwatered the lawn. .....................................................

5. The authoritieswere investigating the possibility of an illegal
smuggling ring. .....................................................

6. She always ¢gures out the answer eventually. .....................................................

7. We’ve installed a generator but not a back-up system. .....................................................

8. They need these tools for their project. .....................................................

Set B

base formof verb irregular plural noun subordinating
correlative conjunction linking verb conjunction
demonstrative determiner quanti¢er

1. You canvisitmore often. ...............................................................

2. The dentist took x-rays of her teeth. ...............................................................

3. I becamebetter and better atMonopoly. ...............................................................

4. If Bobmakesbreakfast, it will save us a lot of time. ...............................................................

5. He believes that both peoplewant to come to an agreement. ...............................................................

6. Neither his accountant nor his stockbrokerwas able to help. ...............................................................

7. She never got tired ofwatching thosemovies. ...............................................................
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Answer key: Review matching exercise – Part I

Set A

1. Michael dipped his foot in the pool. singular noun

2. Hehadmadehis fortune overnight. determinerpossessivepronoun

3. Don’t pickup a thing! phrasal verb

4. Her gardenerwatered the lawn. transitive verb

5. The authoritieswere investigating the possibility
of an illegal smuggling ring. article

6. She always ¢gures out the answer eventually. particle

7. We’ve installed a generator but not a back-up system. coordinating conjunction

8. They need these tools for their project. preposition

Set B

1. You canvisitmore often. base formof verb

2. The dentist took x-rays of her teeth. irregular plural noun

3. I becamebetter and better atMonopoly. linking verb

4. If Bobmakesbreakfast, it will save us a lot of time. subordinating conjunction

5. He believes that both peoplewant to come to
an agreement. quanti¢er

6. Neither his accountant nor his stockbrokerwas
able tohelp. correlative conjunction

7. She never got tired ofwatching thosemovies. demonstrative determiner

UN I T 8 : A D V E R B S
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PART II: KINDS OF PHRASES

Just as you know a lot about word categories without necessarily realizing that you do,
you know a lot about combining words into phrases and phrases into sentences. As we
talk about phrases and sentences, we’ll be referring to many of the word categories you
learned about in Part I, so check back there if you need to.

Let’s start by taking a look at the following sentence:
1. The little boy laughed.

If youwere asked to divide the sentence into twoparts, whatwould the parts be? Speakers
of English typically separate the sentence after thewordboy:

2. The little boy + laughed.
Other groupings, like the ones below, generally seem unnatural to native speakers of

English:
3. The + little boy laughed.
4. The little + boy laughed.

That is, we all sense that the little boy forms a unit and that laughed forms another unit.
Units like these are called phrases.

Sowecan start o¡ourdiscussionby suggesting that there are twoparts to sentence1.We
could call them Part A and Part B, or Harry and George, but we’ll use the terminology of
modern linguistics and refer to them as the noun phrase and the verb phrase.The noun
phrase in our sentence is the little boy; the verb phrase is laughed. Of course, there are
other phrases aswell.We’ll look at themost commonones in the units of Part II.





UNIT 9: NOUN PHRASES

Lesson 28: The basic structure of noun phrases

There are all kinds of nounphrases andwe candiscover themby seeing someof the things
we can substitute for the nounphrase, the little boy.Theunderlinedportions of the senten-
cesbelowareall nounphrases andanyoneof themcanreplace the littleboy in the sentence
The little boylaughed.

1. Audiences laughed.
2. Younger audiences laughed.
3. The girl laughed.
4. The little girl laughed.
5. The cute little girl laughed.
6. John laughed.
7. They laughed.
Of course, there are lots of things that cannot replace the little boy, for example:
8. *My very quickly laughed.
9. *Near his laughed.
10. *Went away laughed.

You’re probablynot surprised to learn thatMyveryquickly,Nearhis, andWentawayarenot
nounphrases.

Sowhat can be a nounphrase?
In sentences 1^6, the noun phrases all have something in common: each consists of at

least a noun. (SeeUnit 1to refreshyourmemory about nouns.)
Here are the nounphrases again, with the nouns underlined:

audiences
younger audiences
the girl
the little girl
the cute little girl
John

In sentence 1, Audiences laughed, and in sentence 6, John laughed, the noun phrase con-
sists of just a noun: audiences in sentence1andJohn in sentence 6.

Quick tip 28.1

A noun phrase can consist of a noun alone, for example, audiences, John.

Test yourself 28.1

Underline the noun phrase in each of the sentences below. In this exercise, the noun phrase will
always consist of a noun alone. Some sentencesmayhavemore thanone nounphrase.
Sample: Sugar is not very healthy.
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Getting started (answers onp.119)

1. Pirateswere looking for treasure.

2. Furniture can be expensive.

3. Boys oftenwant to be policemen.

4. People thinkmoney is useful.

5. Jeremywas eating rice.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Sometimes juriesmakemistakes.

7. Jenny visited friends yesterday.

8. Oil is thicker thanwater.

9. Joel hates bananas.

10. Writers often like towork alone.

Youcanalso see, in sentences 2^5, that anounphrase canhaveotherwords inaddition to
just a noun. Let’s seewhat those otherwords can be:

younger audiences: adjective +noun
the girl: determiner + noun
the little girl: determiner + adjective +noun
the cute little girl: determiner + adjectives + noun

(SeeUnits 3 and 4 to remindyourself about determiners and adjectives.)

Quick tip 28.2

A noun phrase can consist of a determiner, one or more adjectives, and a noun. The

determiner and adjective(s) are optional.

Test yourself 28.2

Underline the noun phrases in each of the sentences below. In this exercise, the noun phrase will
always consist of a determiner + noun; the determiner will always be an article, that is, the, a, or
an. Some sentencesmayhavemore than one nounphrase.
Sample: Aman stole the car.

Getting started (answers onp.119)

1. Thewinnerwas overjoyed.

2. The crowddispersed peacefully.

3. Aminute can seem like an eternity.

4. The dentist gave the patient a toothbrush.

5. The couple forgot to tip thewaiter.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. AMercedes costsmore than aChevy.

7. TheAndersonsbought a house.

8. The children are sleeping.

9. The lake is near the village.

10. Theprofessorpaidthestudentacompliment.

Here are some more examples with di¡erent determiners and nouns. (You may recall
fromUnit 3 that the determiner always comes before the noun.) Thewhole noun phrase is
underlined.
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11. Aman laughed.
12. Her friend laughed.
13. That lady laughed.
14. Many people laughed.

Notice that these nounphrases don’t have to appear only at the beginning of the sentence:
15. The criminal is aman.
16. I looked at her friend.
17. Doyou know that lady?
18. The clownmademany people laugh.

Test yourself 28.3

Underline the noun phrases in each of the sentences below. In this exercise, the noun phrase will
always consist of a determiner (any kind) + noun. Some sentences may have more than one noun
phrase.
Sample:Myhat blewo¡ in thewind.

Getting started (answers onp.119)

1. His doormanhailed a taxi.

2. As the doctor toured theward, a group of her
internswent along.

3. Your daughter looks great in this
picture.

4. Some people keep their jewelry in a safe
deposit box.

5. Jack’s friend is an artist.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. While driving in a snowstorm,Alex’s car
veered o¡ the road.

7. Several spectatorswanted that ballplayer
thrownout of the game.

8. The train pulled into the station.

9. Most people are proud of their country.

10. Andrea’s grandmother used to bake apie in
her kitchen for her grandchildren.

Here are examples of noun phrases consisting of a determiner plus an adjective plus a
noun (thewhole nounphrase is underlined):

19. The best fruit is grownon thewest coast.
20. Our new shoes got completely soaked.
21. That old dog ismy favorite one.
22. Every new task is challenging.

Test yourself 28.4

Underlinethenounphrasesineachof thesentencesbelow.Inthisexercise, thenounphrasewillalways
consistofdeterminer+adjective+noun.Somesentencesmayhavemorethanonenounphrase.
Sample:My young cousin got on that scary roller-coaster.

Getting started (answers onp.119)

1. That adorable babywasborn in a rundown
house in a small town.

2. The elderly womanwrote a short novel.

3. His crazy adventure beganwith those
strange letters.

4. SomeEnchantedEvening is a beautiful song
froma classic show.

5. Jackie’s famous father is a talented
immigrant fromaSouthAmerican country.

Lesson 28: The basic structure of noun phrases
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More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. These old cookies are stale.

7. A little attention often helps a
bruised ego.

8. Eachpassingmoment is a terriblewaste.

9. Our newhouse sits on the outermost edge of
this secluded island.

10. Many submittedmanuscripts are
piled up on the cluttered desk of the ¢nicky
editor.

Test yourself 28.5

For each of the underlined noun phrases below, decide if it is: determiner + noun or determiner +
adjective +noun.
Sample: Hewas not in a reasonablemood. determiner + adjective + noun

Getting started (answers onp.119)

1. The pleasure in his voicewas real. .........................................................................................................

2. That annoying customer still got a good deal. .........................................................................................................

3. Count your blessings! .........................................................................................................

4. Jonathan’s jacket is brandnew. ..........................................................................................................

5. He playswith his newgadget every day. ..........................................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. His divorce receivedmuchpublicity. ..........................................................................................................

7. Iwant the latestmodel formyo⁄ce. ..........................................................................................................

8. Let’s hope this terribleweather changes soon. ..........................................................................................................

9. I don’t care for her newattitude. ..........................................................................................................

10. Themotorcade passed byquickly. ..........................................................................................................

Here are some exampleswhere thenounphrase consists of a determiner,more than one
adjective, and a noun (thewhole nounphrase is underlined):

23. The dull brown liquid spilled onto his priceless antique carpet.
24. Elderly, in¢rm individuals really need that important healthbene¢t.
25. Aworn checkered apron hung by the sagging, unpainted kitchen door.

Test yourself 28.6

Underline the noun phrases in each of the sentences below. In this exercise, the noun phrase will
always consist of determiner + adjective(s) + noun. Some sentencesmay havemore than one noun
phrase.
Sample:The pushy, aggressive salesman at the automobile dealershipwas not helpful.

Getting started (answers onp.119)

1. The smallwhite dog ran away.

2. The close friends lovedwatching the old,
classicmovies.

3. SomeJapanese cars are rated veryhighly.

4. My lovely niece arrived in abrand new
convertible.

5. Those pesky £ies ruinedmyAustralian
vacation.
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More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Your beautiful shinyhair is enviable.

7. The crazy idea of your nutty sister turned
out to be not so crazy after all.

8. The Siamese catwas extremely sociable.

9. My reliable old friendmade a terrible
mistake.

10. This poor, hungryman is craving a hearty
hotmeat sandwich.

Don’t forget that a noun phrase doesn’t have to have a determiner. Here are some exam-
ples inwhich the nounphrases (underlined) consist only of adjective(s) and a noun:

26. Cold drinks are delicious.
27. Talented, creative actors don’t alwaysbecomebig stars.
28. Individual rights are important to preserve.

Proper nouns generally don’t have adjectives or determiners in front of them. *creative
Nicole, for example, is ungrammatical.

Sentence 7,They laughed, is yet another kind of noun phrase. In this case, the noun
phrase consists of just a pronoun, they. (SeeUnit 7 to remindyourself about pronouns.)

Quick tip 28.3

A noun phrase can consist of just a pronoun, for example he or them.

Notice that you can have a determiner before a noun, for example, themonkey, but you’d
never put one before a pronoun: *the he, for example, is ungrammatical.We also do not
usually put an adjective before a pronoun:*pretty she, for example, is ungrammatical.

Test yourself 28.7

Underline the noun phrase in each of the sentences below. In this exercise, the noun phrase will
always consist of a pronoun. Some sentencesmayhavemore thanone nounphrase.
Sample:You are always good to her.

Getting started (answers onp.120)

1. He ran away.

2. I lovewatching them.

3. Theywere extremely sociable.

4. Wewant to invite youover.

5. He did it anddidn’t even tell us about it.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Itmademe curious.

7. She left us confused.

8. I ambetter for it.

9. Youwill helpme,won’t you?

10. They left yesterday.

To sum up, the kinds of noun phrases we’ve discussed are listed below.While there are
more kinds of nounphrases, whatwe’ve donehere is to showyou somebasic ones.

Lesson 28: The basic structure of noun phrases
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noun (example:water)
adjective +noun (example: coldwater)
determiner + noun (example: a teacher)
determiner + adjective(s) + noun (example: a smart teacher)
pronoun (example: she)

Test yourself 28.8

Identify the part of speech of each word in each of the underlined noun phrases below. It will be
either: noun (alone), determiner + noun, adjective(s) + noun, determiner + adjective(s) + noun, or
pronoun (alone).
Sample: He spoke in a friendly, cooperativemanner. determiner + adjectives + noun

Getting started (answers onp.120)

1. The pleasure inyour voicewas real. ..................................................................................................

2. I still have that infamous necklace. ..................................................................................................

3. I forgot tomention it to you. ..................................................................................................

4. Mr. Bentley is a successful businessman. ..................................................................................................

5. Cobras are dangerous snakes. ..................................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Don’t forget to buy a low-fat turkey sandwich! ..................................................................................................

7. The co¡ee is too hot to drink. ..................................................................................................

8. She buys a pair of new shoes every year. ..................................................................................................

9. He took a cruisewith his rich, generous uncle. ..................................................................................................

10. Youmay not know thatwhales aremammals. ..................................................................................................

Test yourself 28.9 – Grand finale

Underline the nounphrases in the sentences below.Theremaybemore than one in a sentence.
Sample: I am sharing the relevant informationwithyou.

Getting started (answers onp.120)

1. Joe traveled often.

2. The blazing sun can cause damage
toyour skin.

3. The unlucky scientist walked
back.

4. We turned and left.

5. Those calculating
politicians responded
evasively.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The beaches of Tahiti are high onmy list of
places to visit.

7. Cigarettes are not good for yourhealth,
don’t you agree?

8. I think you should recommend this book to
them.

9. Disneyland is a popular destination for
European tourists.

10. Arnold hurried in.

UN I T 9 : N O UN P H R A S E S
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Answer keys: Test yourself, Getting started

questions – Unit 9

Test yourself 28.1

1. Pirateswere looking for treasure.
2. Furniture can be expensive.
3. Boys oftenwant to be policemen.
4. People thinkmoney is useful.
5. Jeremywas eating rice.

Test yourself 28.2

1. Thewinnerwas overjoyed.
2. The crowddispersed peacefully.
3. Aminute can seem like an eternity.
4. The dentist gave the patient a toothbrush.
5. The couple forgot to tip thewaiter.

Test yourself 28.3

1. His doormanhailed a taxi.
2. As the doctor toured theward, a group of her internswent along.
3. Your daughter looks great in this picture.
4. Some people keep their jewelry in a safe deposit box.
5. Jack’s friend is an artist.

Test yourself 28.4

1. That adorable babywasborn in a rundownhouse in a small town.
2. The elderly womanwrote a short novel.
3. His crazy adventure beganwith those strange letters.
4. SomeEnchanted Evening is a beautiful song froma classic show.
5. Jackie’s famous father is a talented immigrant fromaSouthAmerican country.

Test yourself 28.5

1. The pleasure in his voicewas real. determiner +noun
2. That annoying customer still got a good deal. determiner + adjective +noun
3. Count your blessings! determiner +noun
4. Jonathan’s jacket is brand new. determiner +noun
5. He playswith his newgadget every day. determiner + adjective +noun

Test yourself 28.6

1. The smallwhite dog ran away.
2. The close friends lovedwatching the old, classicmovies.
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3. SomeJapanese cars are rated veryhighly.
4. My lovely niece arrived in a brand newconvertible.
5. Those pesky £ies ruinedmyAustralianvacation.

Test yourself 28.7

1. He ran away.
2. I lovewatching them.
3. Theywere extremely sociable.
4. Wewant to invite youover.
5. He did it anddidn’t even tell us about it.

Test yourself 28.8

1. The pleasure inyour voicewas real. determiner + noun
2. I still have that infamous necklace. determiner + adjective +noun
3. I forgot tomention it to you. pronoun
4. Mr. Bentley is a successful businessman. noun
5. Cobras are dangerous snakes. adjective +noun

Test yourself 28.9

1. Joe traveled often.
2. The blazing sun can cause damage toyour skin.
3. The unlucky scientist walked back.
4. We turned and left.
5. Those calculating politicians responded evasively.

☞ FOR A REVIEW EXERCISE OF THIS UNIT, SEE THE WEBSITE.

UN I T 9 : N O UN P H R A S E S
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UNIT 10: PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES

Lesson 29: The basic structure of prepositional

phrases

What doyounotice about the following sentences?
1. The toy is on the red table.
2. We live near him.
3. The cute guywalkedMary to the corner.
4. The Jones family traveled aroundArizona.

Eachof these sentences contains a preposition,which is underlined.Here again are the
commonprepositionswhichwe listed in Lesson17:

about beneath into throughout
above beside like till
across between near to
after beyond of toward(s)
against by o¡ under
along despite on until
among down onto up
around during out upon
at for over with
before from since within
behind in through without
below

What follows a preposition? In sentences1^4, the prepositions are followed by:
5. the red table (determiner + adjective +noun)
6. him (pronoun)
7. the corner (determiner +noun)
8. Arizona (proper noun)

As you may remember from Lesson 28, each of these is a kind of noun phrase. In fact,
a preposition is always followed by a noun phrase, called the object of the preposition,
and theprepositionand its nounphrase formaunitwhich is calledaprepositionalphrase.

Quick tip 29.1

A prepositional phrase consists of a preposition plus a noun phrase, for example in the

closet.

We don’t have to list the di¡erent kinds of noun phrases inQuick tip 29.1, because we’ve
already identi¢ed them in Lesson 28; we can just refer to noun phrases in general. So it’s
really useful to have this concept of a noun phrase, and it’s a concept that you’ll see come
up again in other lessons.
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Here are somemore examples of sentenceswith prepositional phrases (underlined):
9. Let’s carry the sofa into the house.
10. Thatmakes sense to us.
11. Therewas a small lamp onher dresser.
12. Jeaniewas living inNewYork.
13. The boss had no love for his employees.

You can see that each prepositional phrase consists of a preposition and a nounphrase.

Test yourself 29.1

Underline the prepositional phrases in the sentences below. Look for the preposition that begins
the prepositional phrase.
Sample: Heknewa lot about that subject.

Getting started (answers onp.125)

1. The fabricwasbetween the boxes.

2. She always eats her lunchwith amethodical
thoroughness.

3. Therewas a temple near the hotel.

4. The gift was for a close friend.

5. The congressman is speaking to the press.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. My son had lunch atMcDonald’s.

7. Shewas sitting by the openwindow.

8. I never heard fromhimagain.

9. The little boy washiding under the round
table.

10. She traveledwithout her husband.

Test yourself 29.2

Here are the same sentences as in Test yourself 29.1. This time, underline the preposition with
a solid line and the noun phrase with a squiggly line within each of the prepositional phrases
in the sentences below.
Sample: Heknewa lot about that subject :

Getting started (answers onp.125)

1. The fabricwasbetween the boxes.

2. She always eats her lunchwith amethodical
thoroughness.

3. Therewas a temple near the hotel.

4. The gift was for a close friend.

5. The congressman is speaking to the press.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. My son had lunch atMcDonald’s.

7. Shewas sitting by the openwindow.

8. I never heard fromhimagain.

9. The little boy washiding under the round
table.

10. She traveledwithout her husband.

To enhance your understanding
Let’s compare two sentences with the word up:

14. I looked up your phone number.

15. I walked up the steep hill.

These sentences certainly look very similar. Each has the word up followed by a noun

phrase. But in fact, the sentences are different. For one thing, in sentence 14, up can be

moved to the other side of the noun phrase without changing its meaning:

U N I T 1 0 : P R E P O S I T I O N A L P H R A S E S
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Can a sentence containmore than one prepositional phrase?We started our discussion
of prepositional phrases with the following sentences, each of which had only one prepo-
sitional phrase (underlined):

24. The toy is on the red table.
25. We live near him.
26. The cute guywalkedMary to the corner.
27. The Jones family traveled aroundArizona.

We canexpand these sentences, adding another propositional phrase (underlined) to each:
28. The toy is on the red table in the living room.
29. We live near him inManhattan.
30. The cute guy fromArgentinawalkedMary to the corner.
31. The Jones family traveled aroundArizona in a rentedminivan.

In theory, there’s no limit to the number of prepositional phrases that a sentence can
have.Take a look at onewith quite a few prepositional phrases:

32. They landed the plane in a grassy ¢eld near the park by the river in San
Francisco.

In reality, however, each sentence we say has a ¢nite length ^ we have to stop talking at
some point!

16. I looked your phone number up.

In sentence 15, up cannot be moved:

17. *I walked the steep hill up.

Also, in sentence 14, look up is a unit; up feels closely connected to look. In fact, look up

can be replaced by a single verb and still havemore or less the samemeaning, for example,

I researched your phone number. In sentence 14, up is part of the verb and is called a verb

particle. You may recall that we talked about these verb plus particle combinations in

Lesson 11, where we said they were called phrasal verbs. In sentence 15, up is not

connected to the verb, so it is not a particle; rather, it is a preposition.

Here are some more examples of sentences with verb particles. Notice that in each of

these cases, the verb plus particle can be replaced by a single verb and the particle can be

moved.

18a. Her husband carried out the garbage. (Her husband removed the garbage.)

18b. Her husband carried the garbage out.

19a. The criminal covered up the crime. (The criminal hid the crime.)

19b. The criminal covered the crime up.

20a. Don’t just brush off her objections. (Don’t just dismiss her objections.)

20b. Don’t just brush her objections off.

In contrast, here are some more examples of sentences with prepositions. Notice that in

each case, the preposition cannot be moved to the other side of its noun phrase.

21a. He looked out the door.

21b. *He looked the door out.

22a. The hiker slowly walked up the hill.

22a. *The hiker slowly walked the hill up.

23a. Take the pot off the stove.

23b. *Take the pot the stove off.

As we discussed above, the preposition is tied to the noun phrase following it, forming a

prepositional phrase.

Lesson 29: The basic structure of prepositional phrases
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Test yourself 29.3

Underline the prepositional phrases in the sentencesbelow.A sentencemaycontainmore thanone
prepositional phrase. Look for the preposition that begins eachprepositional phrase.
Sample: She could see the light of the ¢re in the darkness beyond her tent.

Getting started (answers onp.125)

1. Andy ran into the ¢eld across the
road.

2. That ¢rstwinter had been spent inNew
Hampshire.

3. She told the story of the night she ¢rst
arrived at the house.

4. The lady in the red dress bought a bottle of
perfumewith her credit card.

5. Imetmy long lost friend at the
airport.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Sally arrived inNewOrleans around
midnight.

7. My unclewalked into the o⁄ce and
breathed a sigh of relief.

8. Wewent to see the levee along the
Mississippi River.

9. I saw this big ship on theMediterraneanSea
disappear beyond thehorizon.

10. To some people, that is one of the greatest
movies evermade.

UN I T 1 0 : P R E P O S I T I O N A L P H R A S E S
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Answer keys: Test yourself, Getting started

questions – Unit 10

Test yourself 29.1

1. The fabricwasbetween the boxes.
2. She always eats her lunchwith amethodical thoroughness.
3. Therewas a temple near the hotel.
4. The gift was for a close friend.
5. The congressman is speaking to the press.

Test yourself 29.2

1. The fabricwasbetween the boxes:
2. She always eats her lunchwith a methodical thoroughness:
3. Therewas a temple near the hotel:
4. The gift was for a close friend:
5. The congressman is speaking to the press:

Test yourself 29.3

1. Andy ran into the ¢eld across the road.
2. That ¢rstwinter had been spent inNewHampshire.
3. She told the story of the night she ¢rst arrived at the house.
4. The lady in the red dress bought a bottle of perfumewith her credit card.
5. Imetmy long lost friend at the airport.

☞ FOR A REVIEW EXERCISE OF THIS UNIT, SEE THE WEBSITE.
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UNIT 11: VERB PHRASES

Lesson 30: The basic structure of verb phrases

Remember the sentence,The little boy laughed? As we talked about earlier,The little boy
is a noun phrase (see Lesson 28) and laughed is a verb phrase. There are di¡erent kinds
of verb phrases, and we can begin to discover them by seeing what we can substitute for
the verb phrase, laughed, in this sentence. The underlined portions of the sentences
below are all verb phrases, and any one of them can replace laughed in the sentence,
The little boylaughed.

1. The little boy left.
2. The little boy chased the ball.
3. The little boy chased the red ball.
4. The little boy chased it.
5. The little boy chasedHenry.

Of course, there are lots of things that cannot replace laughed in this sentence, for
example:

6. *The little boy his extremely.
7. *The little boy near from.
8. *The little boy they.

You’re probably not surprised to learn that his extremely, near from, and they are not verb
phrases.

Have you noticed anything that all the underlined verb phrases in sentences 1^5 have
in common? Each verb phrase has a verb. In fact, in sentence 1, the verb phrase has noth-
ing in it but a verb, left. A verb phrase may also have other words, as you can see in
sentences 2^5, but the least that every verb phrase has to have is a verb. (See Unit 2 to
remind yourself about verbs.)

Quick tip 30.1

Every verb phrase contains a verb, for example laughs, left.

In sentences 1^5, the verb is the ¢rst word in the verb phrase and is its most
important part.

Test yourself 30.1

Underline the verb phrase in each of the sentences below. In this exercise, the verb phrase will
consist of only averb.
Sample:The family arrived.

Getting started (answers onp.135)

1. Freddydisappeared.

2. A youngwomancried.

3. The soldierswait.

4. I slept.

5. The little girl smiled.
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More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Themusic stopped.

7. We agree.

8. Last night the guests left.

9. Time£ies.

10. Aproblemarose.

If we look at sentences 2^5, we see that averb phrase canhavemore in it than just averb.
Let’s startwith sentence 2,The little boy chased the ball.The verb phrase is:

9. chased the ball (verb + determiner + noun)
You may remember from Lesson 28 that determiner + noun is a kind of noun phrase.
Thus, in this sentence, the verb phrase consists of a verb followed by one kind of noun
phrase.

Let’s look at the verb phrases in sentences 3^5:
10. chased the red ball (verb + determiner + adjective +noun)
11. chased it (verb + pronoun)
12. chasedHenry (verb + noun)

You can see that in each case, the verb phrase consists of averb followed bya nounphrase.

Quick tip 30.2

A verb phrase can consist of a verb plus a noun phrase, for example chased the ball.

Again, we don’t have to list the di¡erent kinds of noun phrases here, because we’ve
already listed them inLesson 28; we can just refer to nounphrases in general.

Test yourself 30.2

Underline the verb phrase in each of the sentences below. It may help to ¢rst ¢nd the verb, which is
the ¢rst word of these verb phrases. In each sentence here, the verb phrase consists of a verb +
nounphrase.
Sample:Wewelcomed them.

Getting started (answers onp.135)

1. He created amonster.

2. Frankbroke the plate.

3. Sherry and I left the house.

4. The detective examined the old broken
doorknob.

5. We resent those comments.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. I read an interesting book.

7. Their younger sister crossed the hall.

8. TheAustralian swimming teamdefeated
the French.

9. The richwife bought some insurance.

10. Courtneyordered soup.

Test yourself 30.3

Here are the same sentences as inTest yourself 30.2.This time, in each sentence underline the verb
with a solid line and the nounphrasewithin eachverb phrasewith a squiggly line.
Sample:Wewelcomed them:

Lesson 30: The basic structure of verb phrases
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Getting started (answers onp.135)

1. He created amonster.

2. Frankbroke the plate.

3. Sherry and I left the house.

4. The detective examined the old broken
doorknob.

5. We resent those comments.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. I read an interesting book.

7. Their younger sister crossed the hall.

8. TheAustralian swimming teamdefeated
the French.

9. The richwife bought some insurance.

10. Courtneyordered soup.

In Lesson 9, we talked about the fact that some verbs are action verbs, like run, write,
and discover, while others are linking verbs, like be, feel, and become. The verb phrases
we’ve looked at so far have all contained actionverbs.Verb phraseswith linking verbs are
di¡erent fromverb phraseswith actionverbs. Let’s compare two sentences:

11. John saw the teacher.
12. John is the teacher.

In each sentence, the verb phrase is underlined, and each verb phrase consists of a
verb + noun phrase. (Saw and is are the verbs and the teacher is the noun phrase.) But can
you see how the verb phrases in sentences 11 and 12 di¡er? You’ve probably noticed that
in sentence 11, the teacher is receiving the action, but in sentence 12, there is no action
(after all, is is a linking verb, not an action verb). So while the structures of sentences 11
and12 appear to be similar on the surface, the sentences are quite di¡erent inmeaning.

The following verb phrases with linking verbs are di¡erent in structure as well as in
meaning fromverb phraseswith actionverbs:

13. John is tall.
14. My sister became anxious.

Asyou (hopefully!) remember fromLesson16, tallandanxious are adjectives. Sowhen the
verb is a linking verb, it can be followed by an adjective alone. An action verb cannot be
followed by just an adjective, as you can see:

15. *John saw tall.
16. *John sawupset.

Quick tip 30.3

A verb phrase can consist of a linking verb plus an adjective, for example is tall.

An adjective which follows a linking verb and is not part of a noun phrase is tradition-
ally called apredicate adjective, as in the example John is tall (sentence 13). In contrast,
an adjective which is part of a noun phrase is traditionally called an attributive adjec-
tive, as in the exampleJohnhas a tall sister.

Test yourself 30.4

Underline the verb phrase in each of the sentences below. It may help to ¢rst ¢nd the verb, which
is the ¢rst word of these verb phrases. In each sentence here, the verb phrase consists of linking
verb + adjective.
Sample:We are hungry.

UN I T 1 1 : V E R B P H R A S E S
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Getting started (answers onp.135)

1. The argumentwas silly.

2. The dress felt comfortable.

3. Steven became sick.

4. The point of this exercise seems obvious.

5. The children got excited.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. You look happy.

7. Her voice sounds raspy.

8. She felt embarrassed.

9. The newdirector proved di⁄cult.

10. Your pie tastes delicious.

Test yourself 30.5

Here are the same sentences as inTest yourself 30.4.This time, within each verb phrase, underline
the verbwith a solid line and the adjectivewith a squiggly line.
Sample:We are hungry:

Getting started (answers onp.135)

1. The argumentwas silly.

2. The dress felt comfortable.

3. Steven became sick.

4. The point of this exercise seems obvious.

5. The children got excited.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. You look happy.

7. Her voice sounds raspy.

8. She felt embarrassed.

9. The newdirector proved di⁄cult.

10. Your pie tastes delicious.

Test yourself 30.6

Underline the verb phrase in each of the sentences below. In some sentences, the verb will be an
action verb alone or it will be followed by a noun phrase (for example, saw the cat). In other
sentences the verb will be a linking verb and may be followed by a noun phrase or by an adjective
alone (for example, lookedhungry).
Sample: He prepared his speech.

Getting started (answers onp.135)

1. Bradywas a radio engineer.

2. The king sent a clearmessage.

3. Those £owers look gorgeous.

4. Most able-bodied adultswork.

5. I recognized them.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. We adore your lovely little girl.

7. She grew impatient.

8. Your son grew.

9. Chuck became an electrical engineer.

10. The dinerswantedmore bread.

Test yourself 30.7

Here are the same sentences as inTest yourself 30.6. This time, indicate if the verb phrase you’ve
identi¢ed is: verb (alone), verb +nounphrase, or verb + adjective.
Sample: He prepared his speech. verb +nounphrase

Getting started (answers onp.136)

1. Bradywas a radio engineer. ......................................

2. The king sent a clearmessage. ......................................

Lesson 30: The basic structure of verb phrases
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3. Those £owers look gorgeous. ......................................

4. Most able-bodied adultswork. ......................................

5. I recognized them. ......................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. We adore your lovely little girl. ......................................

7. She grew impatient. ......................................

8. Your son grew. ......................................

9. Chuckbecame an electrical engineer. ......................................

10. The dinerswantedmore bread. ......................................

InLesson 30,we talked about prepositional phrases.Here are some sentenceswith their
verbs in bold and their prepositional phrases underlined:

20. TheBede family lives around the corner.
21. Please ride to the stable.
22. Heheaded toward the policeman.

Together, the verb plus prepositional phrase formaverb phrase.

To enhance your understanding
You may remember, from Lesson 8, that some verbs, for example smell, can be used as

either action verbs or linking verbs. For example:

17. That dog smells badly. (Meaning, he does a bad job of smelling things.)

18. That dog smells bad. (Meaning, for example, he needs a bath.)

In sentence 17, smell is an action verb; it refers to the dog doing the action of smelling. In

sentence 18, smell is a linking verb; it helps to tell us something about the dog but he’s not

actually doing anything – he’s being something, namely, smelly.

When a verb is used as a linking verb, it can have an adjective, like bad, after it. When it’s

used as an action verb, it can be followed by an adverb, like badly, but not by an adjective.

In Standard American English, good is used only as an adjective. So in Standard American

English, it’s not considered acceptable to say:

19. You did good.

That’s because did is an action verb, and an action verb cannot be completed with just an

adjective. So why do we often hear people saying sentences like You did good? What’s

happening is that people are starting to use good as an adverb, not just as an adjective.

Maybe in the future this usage will become more widely accepted, but right now using

good as an adverb is not considered Standard American English. (In other words, don’t say

this at a job interview, although it’s fine to say with friends.)

Similarly, people sometimes say, I feel badly, instead of I feel bad, even though they are

using feel here as a linking verb, not as an action verb. They know that usually an adverb,

like badly, follows a verb, but adverbs only directly follow action verbs, not linking verbs.

(When people incorrectly overapply a rule, it’s called hypercorrection.)
We can thus explain the difference between I feel good (‘‘I’m OK’’) and I feel well

(‘‘I have the ability to touch effectively’’): in the former sentence feel is a linking verb, in

the latter it is an action verb.

U N I T 1 1 : V E R B P H R A S E S
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Quick tip 30.4

A verb phrase can consist of a verb plus a prepositional phrase, for example drove to the mall.

Test yourself 30.8

Underline the verb phrase in each of the sentences below. It may help to ¢rst ¢nd the verb, which is
the ¢rst word of these verb phrases. In each sentence here, the verb phrase consists of a verb +
prepositional phrase.
Sample: He frequently came tomyo⁄ce.

Getting started (answers onp.136)

1. The boat £oated in thewater.

2. Janice is fromKansasCity.

3. Mrs.Miller is at the beach.

4. He looked forme.

5. The sun appeared above thehorizon.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. They live near each other.

7. I read between the lines.

8. He learned fromhis grandfather.

9. She playedwith her children.

10. Our plane £ewover theAtlantic Ocean.

Test yourself 30.9

Underline theverbphrase ineachof the sentencesbelow.Theverb phrasewill eitherbe: verb (alone),
verb +nounphrase, or verb+prepositional phrase. Look for theverb tohelpyou get started.
Sample:This is for thewhole family.

Getting started (answers onp.136)

1. Elinor rented a car.

2. The clowns never laughwith the audience.

3. The road trip ended.

4. The band playedmy favorite song.

5. They left at noon.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Brandy’s three-month-old baby smiled.

7. Our neighbors just returned from their
countryhome.

8. I found themissing piece.

9. We ran through thewoods.

10. Onholidays, theWatsons entertain.

Test yourself 30.10

Here are the same sentences as inTest yourself 30.9. This time, indicate if the verb phrase you’ve
identi¢ed is: verb (alone), verb +nounphrase, or verb + prepositional phrase.
Sample:This is for thewhole family. verb + prepositional phrase

Getting started (answers onp.136)

1. Elinor rented a car. ...............................................................................................................................

2. The clowns never laughwith the audience. ...............................................................................................................................

3. The road trip ended. ...............................................................................................................................

4. The band playedmy favorite song. ...............................................................................................................................

5. They left at noon. ...............................................................................................................................

Lesson 30: The basic structure of verb phrases
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More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Brandy’s three-month-old baby smiled. ............................................................................................

7. Our neighbors just returned from their countryhome. ............................................................................................

8. I found themissing piece. ............................................................................................

9. We ran through thewoods. ............................................................................................

10. Onholidays,TheWatsons entertain. .............................................................................................

Test yourself 30.11

Underline the verb phrase in each of the sentences below. The verb phrase will either be: verb +
adjective or verb + prepositional phrase. Look for the verb tohelp you get started.
Sample:You look pretty.

Getting started (answers onp.136)

1. Hermother lookedunder the bed.

2. Jan leaped for the shore.

3. Themorning seemedpeaceful.

4. The stockmarket fell hard.

5. She arrivedwith an empty suitcase.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. A ¢ght arose among the players.

7. TheTVhost appeared annoyed.

8. The bull ran down the narrow street.

9. It rolled under the bed.

10. The showwas disastrous.

Can averb phrasehave averb followed by both a nounphrase and aprepositional phrase?
23. HewalkedMary to the corner.
24. The dog chased themanwith the umbrella.

In these sentences, the verb phrase consists of a verb followed by a nounphrase and also a
prepositional phrase.

Quick tip 30.5

A verb phrase can consist of a verb plus a noun phrase plus a prepositional phrase, for

example drove her friend to the mall.

Canwe say the following?
25. *Hewalked to the cornerMary.
26. *The dog chasedwith the umbrella theman.

These sentences show us that when a verb is followed by a noun phrase and a preposi-
tional phrase, the nounphrase always has to be before the prepositional phrase.

Test yourself 30.12

Underline the verb phrase in each of the sentences below. In each sentence here, the verb phrase
consists of a verb + noun phrase + prepositional phrase. It may help to ¢rst ¢nd the verb, which is
the ¢rstword of these verb phrases.
Sample: I calledmywife during intermission.

UN I T 1 1 : V E R B P H R A S E S
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Getting started (answers onp.136)

1. Vivian added calciumtoher diet.

2. She knit that blanket fromanunusualwool.

3. Her housekeeper rinsed those clothes in
warmwater.

4. I likemyco¡eewithout sugar.

5. Jack andMartha bought awedding gift at
Macy’s.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. He put the steakon the grill.

7. A nervous driver pulled her smoking
Audi into the repair shop.

8. The youngmanbought his ¢rst
computerwith his father’s credit card.

9. He rescuedher from the boring party.

10. Alexmet hiswife near her o⁄ce.

Test yourself 30.13

Underline the verb phrase in each of the sentences below. The verb phrases will be either: verb
(alone), verb + noun phrase, verb + adjective, verb + prepositional phrase, or verb + noun phrase +
prepositional phrase.
Sample: He prepared his speech.

Getting started (answers onp.137)

1. Your sister is a talented pianist.

2. Their doctor operates at that hospital.

3. Robert threwhimself into the battle.

4. The o¡er soundedunrealistic.

5. Hismotherwent to the drugstore.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Yesterdaywemet a fewof our friends.

7. Last night I studied.

8. The professor sounded eloquent.

9. Wemade a deal over dinner.

10. OnTuesdays Sarah paints in her studio.

Test yourself 30.14

Here are the same sentences as inTest yourself 30.13.This time, indicate if the verb phrase you’ve
identi¢ed is: verb (alone), verb + noun phrase, verb + adjective, verb + prepositional phrase, or
verb + nounphrase + prepositional phrase.
Sample: He prepared his speech. verb +nounphrase

Getting started (answers onp.137)

1. Your sister is a talentedpianist. ....................................................................................................................................

2. Their doctor operates at thathospital. ....................................................................................................................................

3. Robert threwhimself into the battle. ....................................................................................................................................

4. Theo¡er soundedunrealistic. ....................................................................................................................................

5. Hismotherwent to the drugstore. ....................................................................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Yesterdaywemet a fewof our friends. ...................................................................................................................................

7. Last night I studied. ...................................................................................................................................

8. The professor sounded eloquent. ...................................................................................................................................

9. Wemade a deal over dinner. ...................................................................................................................................

10. OnTuesdays Sarahpaints in her studio. ...................................................................................................................................
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To sumup,we list below the kinds of verb phraseswe’ve discussed in this lesson:

verb (example: laughed)
verb + adjective (example:washappy)
verb +nounphrase (example: left the room)
verb + preposition phrase (example:walked to the corner)
verb+nounphrase+prepositionphrase (example:walkedRachel to the corner)

While there are more kinds of verb phrases, what we’ve done here is to show you some
basic ones.

UN I T 1 1 : V E R B P H R A S E S
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Answer keys: Test yourself, Getting started

questions – Unit 11

Test yourself 30.1

1. Freddydisappeared.
2. Ayoungwomancried.
3. The soldierswait.
4. I slept.
5. The little girl smiled.

Test yourself 30.2

1. He created amonster.
2. Frankbroke the plate.
3. Sherry and I left the house.
4. The detective examined the old broken doorknob.
5. We resent those comments.

Test yourself 30.3

1. He created a monster:
2. Frankbroke the plate:
3. Sherry and I left the house:
4. The detective examined the old broken doorknob:
5. We resent those comments:

Test yourself 30.4

1. The argumentwas silly.
2. The dress felt comfortable.
3. Steven became sick.
4. The point of this exercise seems obvious.
5. The children got excited.

Test yourself 30.5

1. The argumentwas silly:
2. The dress felt comfortable:
3. Steven became sick:
4. The point of this exercise seems obvious:
5. The children got excited :

Test yourself 30.6

1. Bradywas a radio engineer.
2. The king sent a clearmessage.
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3. Those £owers look gorgeous.
4. Most able-bodied adultswork.
5. I recognized them.

Test yourself 30.7

1. Bradywas a radio engineer. verb +nounphrase
2. Theking sent a clearmessage. verb +nounphrase
3. Those £owers look gorgeous. verb +adjective
4. Most able-bodied adultswork. verb
5. I recognized them. verb +nounphrase

Test yourself 30.8

1. The boat £oated in thewater.
2. Janice is fromKansasCity.
3. Mrs.Miller is at the beach.
4. He looked forme.
5. The sun appeared above thehorizon.

Test yourself 30.9

1. Elinor rented a car.
2. The clowns never laughwith the audience.
3. The road trip ended.
4. The band playedmy favorite song.
5. They left at noon.

Test yourself 30.10

1. Elinor rented a car. verb + nounphrase
2. The clowns never laughwith the audience. verb + prepositional phrase
3. The road trip ended. verb
4. The band playedmy favorite song. verb + nounphrase
5. They left at noon. verb + prepositional phrase

Test yourself 30.11

1. Hermother lookedunder the bed.
2. Jan leaped for the shore.
3. Themorning seemedpeaceful.
4. The stockmarket fell hard.
5. She arrivedwith an empty suitcase.

Test yourself 30.12

1. Vivian added calciumtoher diet.
2. She knit that blanket fromanunusualwool.
3. Her housekeeper rinsed those clothes inwarmwater.
4. I likemyco¡eewithout sugar.
5. Jack andMartha bought awedding gift atMacy’s.

UN I T 1 1 : V E R B P H R A S E S
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Test yourself 30.13

1. Your sister is a talented pianist.
2. Their doctor operates at that hospital.
3. Robert threwhimself into the battle.
4. The o¡er soundedunrealistic.
5. Hismotherwent to the drugstore.

Test yourself 30.14

1. Your sister is a talented pianist. verb +nounphrase
2. Their doctor operates at that hospital. verb + prepositional phrase
3. Robert threwhimself into the battle. verb +nounphrase + prepositional phrase
4. The o¡er soundedunrealistic. verb + adjective
5. Hismotherwent to the drugstore. verb + prepositional phrase

☞ FOR A REVIEW EXERCISE OF THIS UNIT, SEE THE WEBSITE.

Answer keys: Unit 11
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UNIT 12: AUXILIARY PHRASES

So far, each verb we’ve talked about occurs in a verb phrase. This type of verb is called
a main verb. Other verbs, called helping verbs or auxiliary verbs, are found in aux-
iliary phrases. Auxiliary phrases are among the most satisfying to describe. That’s
because the English auxiliary phrase has a regular pattern, which helps to make it
easy to understand. So here’s some help with helping verbs.
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Lesson 31: The basic structure of auxiliary phrases

What are some sentences with helping (auxiliary) verbs? Here are a few examples, with
thehelping verbunderlined:

1. She should study.
2. Shehas studied.
3. She is studying.

In these sentences, themainverb is a formof study, and the helping verb is helping to give
us additional information that we can’t get from just the main verb. (See Unit 2 to remind
yourself aboutmainverbs.)

There aren’t thatmanyhelping verbs; the basic ones are listed inQuick tip 31.1.

Quick tip 31.1

The basic helping verbs of English are:

a. can may shall will must

could might should would

b. have has had

c. am are is

was were

be been being

Now take another look at sentences 1^3, which have both a helping verb and a main
verb.Which comes ¢rst? You can see that the main verb always comes after the help-
ing verb.

Quick tip 31.2

If a sentence has both a main verb and a helping verb, the main verb is always last.

Does every sentence of English have a helping verb? Here are examples of sentences
that do not have a helping verb. Each only has a main verb, which is underlined.

4. She studies every day.
5. She studied every day.
6. He leaves at 9 in themorning.
7. He left at 9 in themorning.

Test yourself 31.1

Decide whether or not each sentence has a helping verb. Look for the main verb, which is
underlined, and see if there’s a helping verbbefore it.

Helping verb: NO Helping verb:YES
Sample: He talked about himself. ...................
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Getting started (answers onp.164)

1. Theywere arguing loudly. ................... ...................

2. The frog had jumped ¢ve feet. ................... ...................

3. You invited everyone. ................... ...................

4. Imust buy somemilk. ................... ...................

5. Harry lives inEurope. ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Jogging should increase your stamina. ................... ...................

7. I haveworked all day. ................... ...................

8. Samwill go ¢shing tomorrow. ................... ...................

9. Judy left forDallas at noon. ................... ...................

10. Joeywas chasing a rascal all day long. ................... ...................

Test yourself 31.2

Decide whether or not each sentence has a helping verb. This time the main verbs are not
underlined.

Helping verb: NO Helping verb:YES
Sample:Maggiewaswalking nearby. ...................

Getting started (answers onp.164)

1. Youmightwrite her a letter. ................... ...................

2. Congress voted on the bill. ................... ...................

3. Beth has survived that ordeal. ................... ...................

4. I could be an actor. ................... ...................

5. TheGiantswon the Super Bowl. ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. You should do that. ................... ...................

7. She couldmove nearby. ................... ...................

8. My friendwants a two-car garage. ................... ...................

9. Janmust get that report done. ................... ...................

10. The sun rose at 5 A.M. today. ................... ...................

The helping verbs belong to di¡erent subgroups, as indicated in Quick tip 31.1. We’ll take
acloser lookateachof the three types of helping verbs in thenext few lessons.
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Lesson 32: Modals

Onekindof helping verb is called amodal. Amodal adds information, such as possibility,
necessity, or requests, to the verb that follows.The modals are underlined in the senten-
ces below:

1. Ellen can do the job.
2. Iwillworry about that later.
3. You should rest before the party.
4. Dennismight change that carpeting.

There are nine basicmodals, listed below. (Theywere group (a) ofQuick tip 31.1.)

Quick tip 32.1

One kind of helping verb is called a modal. The basic modals of English are:

can could

may might

shall should

will would

must

Test yourself 32.1

Underline themodal in each of the sentences below.
Sample:William should tell you the story.

Getting started (answers onp.164)

1. Theymust delay the invasion.

2. Youwill ¢nd courage inyourheart.

3. Mr. Knightmight gowithyou.

4. You should be proud of yourself.

5. Tomorrowwemaygo to themovies.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. I could dance up a storm.

7. Lauren can name that tune in10 seconds.

8. Ashleywouldwin that race.

9. He shall travel to the countryside thisweekend.

10. Jerrymust renewhis passport thismonth.

Test yourself 32.2

Underline themodal andput a squiggly line under themainverb in each of the sentences below.
Sample: Shewill behappy.

Getting started (answers onp.164)

1. The curtainsmight hide the view.

2. Paul couldworkon the problem.

3. She can leave this afternoon.

4. Youmust go to the emergency room
immediately.

5. The childrenwill enjoy these gifts.
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More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. We should proceedwith caution.

7. Youmaybe right.

8. Onewould think so.

9. Mrs. Randallwill give you an answer
tomorrow.

10. His father canpostponehis retirementuntil
next year.

To enhance your understanding
Here are the modals again:

can could

may might

shall should

will would

must

Historically, those modals on the left have been considered present tense forms while

those on the right have been considered past tense forms. (For more on tenses, see

Lesson 37.) Note that three of the past tense forms end in the consonant d; think of it as

a reminder of the past tense suffix -ed, as in the verb stayed.

To further enhance your understanding
Some expressions are similar to modals but consist of more than one word. They are called

phrasal modals or periphrastic modals. Here are some examples, underlined in the

following sentences:

5. I am able to go.

6. I ought to go.

7. I am going to go.

8. I would like to go.

9. I have to go.

10. I need to go.

Notice that many of the phrasal modals have the same meaning as one of the one-word

modals; for example:, am able to = can, ought to = should, am going to = will.

11. I am able to go = I can go.

12. I ought to go = I should go.

13. I am going to go = I will go.

Note also that phrasal verbs end in to, which is followed by the base form of the verb.
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Lesson 33: Perfect have

Ineachof the sentencesbelow, thehelping verb is a formofhave ^ eitherhave,has, orhad ^
and is underlined. (Thesewere listed in group (b) of Quick tip 31.1.)

1. Shehad greetedmehappily.
2. Theyhave eaten dinner early today.
3. He haswrittenmanyarticles about thewealthy.

Sentences with the helping verb have are said to be expressed in the perfect aspect,
which adds information to themainverb about real-world time. For example, in sentence
2, usinghave indicates that the action began in the past and is complete.

Quick tip 33.1

One kind of helping verb is the verb have. It has three forms: have, has, and had.

Test yourself 33.1

Underline thehavehelping verb ineachof the sentencesbelow. Itmaybe in anyof the three formsof
have. In these sentences, it will always be directly before themainverb.
Sample: I have imagined this for years.

Getting started (answers onp.164)

1. The bridge had collapsed.

2. That cheerfulwomanhas saved the day.

3. My uncles have visitedus every summer.

4. Her neighborhasbeen an attorney for
twenty years.

5. Suzie had traveled to Belgiumtwice
before.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. My friend Sal hasbought two suits recently.

7. Your remarkshave entertainedme
enormously.

8. Our teacherhad sentus ane-mail yesterday.

9. That thought never has crossedmymind.

10. You and I have played chess numerous
times.

Test yourself 33.2

Underline the have helping verb and put a squiggly line under the main verb in each of the
sentences below.
Sample: Hehad annoyed his boss.

Getting started (answers onp.165)

1. Joan andSamhaveworked for hours.

2. Theirmother has spokenof you often.

3. The primeminister hadwritten to him.

4. Your daughter has grown a lot taller.

5. Shehas seen her friends twice since last
Sunday.
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More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Ourdogshavemadeamessof the living room.

7. You hadwarnedmenot to heed his advice.

8. The chef has prepared this dish perfectly.

9. Wehave thought about your suggestion
seriously.

10. The actors had rehearsed for about an hour.

Theverbhave isnotusedonlyas ahelpingverb inEnglish. It canalsobe themainverb in
a sentence. Here are some examples with have used as the main verb. Notice that when
have is being used as themainverb, it refers to the notion of possession or ownership.

4. I have a comfortable bed.
5. Shehas a beautiful home.
6. That family had a lot of problems.

Quick tip 33.2

Have can be used as a helping verb or as a main verb. When have is used as the main verb,

it refers to the idea of possession. When have is used as the helping verb, it is always

followed by another verb.

Test yourself 33.3

Decide if the forms of have in the following sentences are being used as helping verbs or as main
verbs.

Helping verb Main verb
Sample: Jack had a good time. ...................

Getting started (answers onp.165)

1. Jack has experienced a good time. ................... ...................

2. Hehas seen her often. ................... ...................

3. You have a lot of DVDs. ................... ...................

4. Shehad tacos for dinner. ................... ...................

5. Your professor has the answer to your question. ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Grandpa has slept on the couch often. ................... ...................

7. Aisha had troublewith her car thismorning. ................... ...................

8. My aunt has a treadmill in her basement. ................... ...................

9. Mrs. Stein had called the paramedics. ................... ...................

10. Theyhave donated that coat to charity. ................... ...................
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Youmayhavenoticed that sometimes there are sentenceswith two occurrences ofhave.
Here are some examples.

7. Jack hashad a bad time.
8. Themayorhadhad a close election.
9. Wehavehad a delicious dinner.

How canwe account for this? The ¢rst occurrence of have is a helping verb; the second
occurrence of have is the main verb (and refers to possession). That is, just as any other
mainverb canusehave as ahelping verb, themainverbhave canalsousehave as ahelping
verb.That results in two forms ofhave in the same sentence.
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Lesson 34: Progressive be

In each of the sentences below, the helping verb is a formof the verbbe and is underlined.
1. She is leaving on the train.
2. Iwas thinking about his behavior.
3. Theyweremanaging the restaurant.

(These were listed in group (c) ofQuick tip 31.1.) In addition to the forms is,was, andwere,
additional forms ofbe are am, are, be, been, andbeing.

Sentences with the helping verb be are said to be expressed in the progressive or con-
tinuous aspect, whichusually indicates that the action takes place over a period of time.

Quick tip 34.1

One kind of helping verb is be. It has the following forms: am, is, are,was,were, be, been,

and being.

Test yourself 34.1

Underline the formof thebehelping verb in each of the sentences below.
Sample: Hewas exercising regularly.

Getting started (answers onp.165)

1. The reporterwaswriting her story.

2. He is controlling his temper.

3. You are learning about syntax.

4. Theywerewatching amovie last Sunday.

5. I amdoing a lot of things right now.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Thepoliticians are campaigning in full force.

7. The football teamswere¢nishing the season.

8. Catherine is learning to speakFrench.

9. Those actorswere rehearsing.

10. Iwas cleaningmycloset yesterday.

Test yourself 34.2

Underline the be helping verb and put a squiggly line under the main verb in each of the sentences
below.
Sample: He is greetinghis boss.

Getting started (answers onp.165)

1. Iwas talking toHarry.

2. Irving andAnnie are studying Latin.

3. He is testing her loyalty.

4. I am taking awalk.

5. Youwere reading for hours.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The train is arriving.

7. Thewrestlers are getting ready to compete.

8. Themanagerwas closing the store.

9. I amorganizing a luncheon for him.

10. The childrenwere playing peacefully.
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Theverbbe is not used only as a helping verb inEnglish. It can also be themainverb in a
sentence, inwhichcase it’s a linkingverb. (Thiswasdiscussed inLesson9.)Asa reminder,
here are some sentenceswithbeused as themainverb:

4. I amhappy
5. Shewas an actress.
6. ThoseBroadway shows are great.

Quick tip 34.2

Be and its forms can be used as a helping verb or as a main verb. When be is used as the

helping verb, it is always followed by another verb.

Test yourself 34.3

Decide if the forms of be in the following sentences are being used as helping verbs or as main
verbs.

Helping verb Main verb
Sample: Joan is a genius. ...................

Getting started (answers onp.165)

1. Sam is looking at themail. ................... ...................

2. That conceptwas di⁄cult. ................... ...................

3. You are helping her a lot. ................... ...................

4. I amadoctor. ................... ...................

5. TheywerewatchingTV. ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Shewaswriting her termpaper. ................... ...................

7. David is a famous opera singer. ................... ...................

8. You are joking, right? ................... ...................

9. His employees are happy about it. ................... ...................

10. Jackie andRichardwere friends. ................... ...................

You may have noticed that sometimes there are sentences with two occurrences of be.
Here are some examples:

7. Andrew is being a nuisance.
8. My friendswere being courageous.
9. They are being clowns.

How can we account for this? The ¢rst occurrence of be is a helping verb; the second
occurrence ofbe is themainverb.That is, just as any othermain verb can use be as a help-
ing verb, themainverb be can also use be as a helping verb.That results in two forms ofbe
in the same sentence.
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Lesson 35: Combining auxiliary verbs

All the sentences with helping (auxiliary) verbs that we’ve looked at so far have had only
one helping verb. It’s possible, however, for a sentence to have more than one helping
verb. Here are some examples of sentences with two helping verbs; the helping verbs are
underlined. (Remember that there are three kinds of helping verbs: (a) modals (e.g.
should, can,might), (b)have, and (c) be. See Lessons 32^34.)

1. She should have studied. (modal + have)
2. Shemaybe studying. (modal + be)
3. Shehasbeen studying. (have+ be)

When a sentence has two helping verbs, which helping verb is ¢rst? If a sentence has
a modal, that will always be the ¢rst helping verb, as you can see in sentences 1 and 2. If
a sentence has both have and be as helping verbs, havewill always be ¢rst, as you can see
in sentence 3.

Canyou thinkof a sentencewith threehelping verbs? Sentences 4 and 5have threehelp-
ing verbs (underlined):

4. She should have been studying.
5. Marymight have been looking at him.

If there are three helping verbs, they are always in the following order: modal + have +
be, as you can see from sentences 4 and 5. And if there are only two helping verbs, they’re
still in this relative order, withmodal ¢rst, andhave beforebe.

Quick tip 35.1

A sentence can have zero, one, or more than one helping verb. If there is more than

one, they will always be in the following relative order: modal +have +be.

Test yourself 35.1

For each sentence below, underline themainverb.Thendecide if the sentence has zero, one, two, or
three helping verbsbefore themainverb.
Sample: Theymay rent a car at the terminal. 1

Getting started (answers onp.165)

1. Shewas focusing on themirror. ...................

2. Andy should have been enjoying his newcareer. ...................

3. Mrs. Packard’s life changed at that point. ...................

4. You can have two scoops of ice cream. ...................

5. Imight have committed a serious error. ...................
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More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Tamara hasbeenworking for 22 years. ...................

7. He could have been telling the truth. ...................

8. Thebirdswere chirpingearly in themorning. ...................

9. Gauguin painted inTahiti. ...................

10. Tomorrowwewill go to themovies. ...................

Test yourself 35.2

Underline each helping verb in the sentences below. Each sentence will have at least one helping
verb.
Sample:The children have beenworking hard.

Getting started (answers onp.165)

1. You should read this book.

2. Shehad been greetingmehappily.

3. Janicemight have gotten the £u.

4. Myquestionwas bothering him.

5. The prime suspectmight have been telling
the truth.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. He could have been a hero.

7. The journalistswill be traveling throughout
Canada.

8. I havewrittenmanyarticles about the
wealthy.

9. This hasbeen a di⁄cult time forme.

10. The trial hasbeen going on far too long.

Test yourself 35.3

Underline each helping verb in the sentences below. A sentence will have anywhere from zero to
three helping verbs.
Sample: He andBill shook hands. (Nohelping verb.)

Getting started (answers onp.166)

1. I had beenwriting to himoften.

2. Theirmother has spokenof you a lot.

3. Samwill recognize it immediately.

4. Wewere good friends.

5. You should be studying right now.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Hemayhave beenworking on the project.

7. Wehad a suddendownpour.

8. This stormwill pass soon.

9. The attorneymayhave overstated her case.

10. This relationship is improving rapidly.

Test yourself 35.4

Underline each helping verb in the sentences below and put a squiggly line under themain verb. A
sentencewill have anywhere from zero to three helping verbs.
Sample: Paulwas offering meadrink.
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Getting started (answers onp.166)

1. Theycan do the research.

2. Suzannemight be leaving sooner.

3. Papa hasbeen teasing him.

4. Imight have beenbeing too cautious.

5. The planewas late.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The studentwill have completed his
assignment by tomorrow.

7. You are being silly.

8. Everyonehas had a great time at the party.

9. The showwas a great success.

10. Itmust have been di⁄cult to do that.
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Lesson 36: The suffixes of auxiliary verbs

Each helping verb is actually a two-part package.There’s the helping verb itself, and then
there’s the e¡ect that the helping verb has on the verb that follows it.

Lookat the sentences below. In each of them, thehelping verb is a formof progressivebe
(underlined).What e¡ect does progressivebehave on the verb that follows it?

1. The childrenwereworking hard.
2. I amconsidering a new job o¡er.
3. Nothingwas limiting his development.
4. Many newadvances are emerging.
5. Sam iswatching his favoriteTVshow.

You can see that the verb after the form of be always has -ing added to its base. This -ing
formof the verb is referred to as thepresent participle in traditional grammar.

Quick tip 36.1

When the helping verb is progressive be, the next verb always has -ing added to its base

form. Example: is sleeping. The -ing verb form is called the present participle.

Test yourself 36.1

Each of the following sentences has a formof the helping verbbe. Underline thebe verb and the -ing
ending of the following verb.
Sample:Maggie is sleeping now.

Getting started (answers onp.166)

1. She is leaving on the ten o’clock train.

2. The curtainsweremasking the view.

3. Iwaswondering about his behavior.

4. Paul is leaning on hiswife’s chair.

5. They are sounding rather defensive.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Wewere attending a graduation ceremony
lastweek.

7. Jim’s parentswerewatching amovie.

8. You are trying too hard.

9. I amdreaming of a gentle snowfall.

10. ThePresidentwas addressing the nation
yesterday.

In each of the following sentences, the helping verb is a form ofhave (underlined).What
e¡ect does have have on the verb that follows it? (This is a little trickier than the pattern
withbe.)

6. Shehad greetedmehappily.
7. Theyhave eaten dinner early today.
8. That had interested the reporter.
9. Sarah hadmanaged to pry apart the shells.
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10. Carla andRaphael havewrittenmanybooks together.
11. He andBill had shaken hands.

The verb followinghavemost frequently has the su⁄x -en or -ed added to it.The form of
the verb following thehelping verbhave is traditionally called thepast participle.

Quick tip 36.2

When have is the helping verb, the next verb typically has -ed or -en added to its base form.

Examples: has eaten, have watched. The verb form following the helping verb have is

called the past participle.

Test yourself 36.2

Each of the following sentences has a form of the helping verb have. Underline thehave and the -ed
or -en ending of the following verb.
Sample:You hadmanaged the situationverywell.

Getting started (answers onp.166)

1. Thewomenhad spoken to eachother recently.

2. Unfortunately, the heroine hadmarried the
villain.

3. Andy andGeorge have enjoyed themselves
enormously.

4. My student haswritten an interesting essay
on technology.

5. Thehockey gamehas ended in a tie.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The local theater has providedmuch
entertainment over the years.

7. I have seenyou somewhere before.

8. Her brother hasbroken the vase to pieces.

9. Theyhave lied toomany times.

10. Mona’s boyfriend has surprised herwith a
wedding proposal.

The -ed and -en su⁄xes are themost common endings for past participles. However, for
historical reasons, there are actually several ways to form past participles. Note the fol-
lowing patterns of some typical verbs:

Verbbase Perfect Past participle
be have been been
see have seen seen
give have given given
arrange have arranged arranged
walk havewalked walked
play have played played

Anotherway to formpast participles is by changing avowel of the verbbase, sometimes
also adding the su⁄x -en. Some examples are:

Verbbase Perfect Past participle
begin have begun begun
sing have sung sung
speak have spoken spoken
weave havewoven woven
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Sometimes no change at all ismade to the verb:

Verbbase Perfect Past participle
hit have hit hit
come have come come

There is nomagic or hard and fast rule to determinewhat the past participle of a partic-
ular verb is.We simplyhave tomemorize it whenwe learnEnglish.

In each of the following sentences, the helping verb is amodal (underlined).What e¡ect
does amodal have on the verb that follows it?

12. The piano salesman should consider his actions.
13. Hewill recognize it immediately.
14. Samcould be a star quarterback.
15. Themajormay speak toyou later.

Quick tip 36.3

When the helping verb is a modal, the next verb is always in its base form. Example: can

study.

Test yourself 36.3

Each of the following sentences has a modal helping verb. Underline the modal and put a squiggly
line under the verb following it, whichwill be in its base form.
Sample: He should oppose their actions.

Getting started (answers onp.166)

1. Richardwill believe the truth.

2. Thewaitermight bring it.

3. Theymaybehome late.

4. We shall overcome this obstacle.

5. Iwould do it in an instant.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Themail should arrive by noon.

7. Michael can build anything.

8. Thewaitersmustwash their hands often.

9. On a clear day, you could see formiles.

10. The trainwillmake a stop inAtlanta.

What happens to the following verb if there ismore thanonehelping verb in a sentence?
Is the pattern the same when a helping verb is followed by another helping verb, rather
than themainverb? The patternswehave talked about are the same, whether there is one
helping verb ormore than onehelping verb in a sentence.You can see this in the following
sentences:

16. Theyhavebeen seeing the doctor regularly.
17. Youhavebeen observing the situation closely.

Sincehave (in bold) is a helping verb in these sentences, the next verb, be, gets the -en end-
ing (also in bold). And since be (underlined) is also a helping verb, the verb after be gets
the -ing ending (also underlined).
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Wecan also see consistent patterns in the following two sentences:
18. They shouldhave seen the doctor regularly.
19. Youmight be observing the situation closely.

In sentence 18 the modal (in bold) causes the next verb, have, to be in its base form. The
have helping verb then a¡ects the form of the next verb, themainverb see, which appears
in its past participle form, seen. Similarly, in sentence 19 the modal, might, causes the
next verb, be, to be in its base form.Then the be a¡ects the form of the next verb, the main
verb observe, which appears in its present participle form, observing.

What happens if a sentence has all three kinds of helping verbs? The pattern still
remains the same, as you can see in the next set of examples:

20. They shouldhave be en seeing the doctor regularly.
21. Youmighthave been observing the situationmore closely.

Themodal, which is the ¢rst helping verb (in bold), causeshave to be in its base form.The
have helping verb (underlined) causes the next verb, be, to appear in its past participle
form, that is, with the -en su⁄x (also underlined), and be (with a squiggly line) causes the
next verb, the main verb, to be in its present participle form, that is, ending in -ing (also
with a squiggly line).

So the overall pattern is completely consistent, whether a sentence has one, two, or
three helping verbs.

As we’ve seen, when progressive be is the helping verb, the next verb always has -ing
added to it. But sometimes verbs ending in the -ing su⁄x have a di¡erent use, as we can
see in these next sentences:

22. Skiing energizesme.
23. I love cooking.

In these sentences, the -ing word does not follow the helping verb be. Instead,
the -ing ending changes the verb into a noun. In fact, notice that the -ing word
can be replaced with a typical noun in these sentences, for example: Sugar ener-
gizes me, I love Mary. A noun that consists of a verb and the su⁄x -ing is called a
gerund.

Quick tip 36.4

A noun that consists of a verb and the suffix -ing is called a gerund. Example: Entertain-ing

is fun.

Here are somemore examples of sentenceswith gerunds:
24. Reading is one of life’s pleasures.
25. Thinking canbehardwork!
26. The criminal admitted lying.
27. They stoppedworrying about it.

Test yourself 36.4

Decide if each underlined word ending in -ing in the following sentences is being used as a verb,
part of the progressive be ‘‘package,’’ or as a noun, that is, as a gerund. To help you decide, see
whether or not the -ingword follows thehelping verbbe.
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Verb (progressive) Noun (gerund)
Sample: She likeswalking the dog. ...................

Getting started (answers onp.166)

1. They are constructing small homes in that part of town. ................... ...................

2. Hewas looking forJonas. ................... ...................

3. The candidate thought about refusing. ................... ...................

4. Giving to charity is anoldAmerican tradition. ................... ...................

5. I should have thought of responding earlier. ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Last nightwewere having lots of fun. ................... ...................

7. The employeewasbeing honestwithyou. ................... ...................

8. She enjoys listening to her iPod. ................... ...................

9. Some doctors recommend taking vitaminpills. ................... ...................

10. I amconsidering your o¡er seriously. ................... ...................

Here is a summaryof the threehelping verbswe’ve discussed in this lessonand the formof
the verb that follows each:

Helping verb Following verb
modal base form
perfecthave past participle form (typically ending in -ed or -en)
progressivebe: present participle form (always ending in -ing)

Two additional helping verbswill be discussed in Lessons 52 and 53.
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Lesson 37: Tense

The verb of a sentence gives information about tense. Speakers of English generally are
aware that, for example, the verb studies is a present tense formwhile the verb studied is a
past tense form.

Test yourself 37.1

For eachverbbelow, decide if it is in its present tense or past tense form.

Present tense Past tense
Sample: was ...................

Getting started (answers onp.167)

1. sends ................... ...................

2. felt ................... ...................

3. perceived ................... ...................

4. am ................... ...................

5. has ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. wrote ................... ...................

7. sat ................... ...................

8. walk ................... ...................

9. arose ................... ...................

10. sing ................... ...................

It’s important to understand that grammatical tense and real world time are not neces-
sarily the same.Take a look at the following sentences:

1. She studied yesterday.
2. Shewas studying yesterday.

In sentences1and 2, the tense of the underlined verbs, as seen in their forms, is past; the
time that is being talked about is also past. So in these cases tense and time are the same.

Nowconsider the following sentences:
3. I amgoing to France next summer.
4. Shehasbought the books for the course.

In sentences 3 and 4, the grammatical tense of the underlined verbs is present. (If these
verbswere past tense forms, they would bewas andhad, respectively). However, the real-
life or actual time that sentence 3 is talking about is in the future; the actual time that sen-
tence 4 is talking about is in the past. So in sentences 3 and 4 we can see that grammatical
tense and real-life time are not always the same.

For the rest of this lesson, we’ll be focusing on the tense (grammatical form) and not the
real-life time of Englishverbs.

Quick tip 37.1

Time refers to a point in real life at which something occurs. Tense refers to the grammatical

form of a verb.
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In a simple sentence, tense information is carried by only one verb. If a sentence has
helping verbs as well as a main verb, which verb shows tense? In each of the sentences
below, the verb that carries the tense information is underlined.

5. John studies.
6. John studied.
7. Johnhas studied.
8. Johnhad studied.
9. John is studying.
10. Johnwas studying.
11. Johnhasbeen studying.
12. Johnhad been studying.

You can see that in each sentence it is the very ¢rst verb that carries the tense informa-
tion, regardless of whether it’s a helping verb or themainverb.

You will notice that we have not included in our list of sentences in 5 through 12 exam-
ples of sentences whose ¢rst verb is a modal. (Recall from Lesson 34 that modals always
come ¢rst in sentences with more than one verb.) That is because in general, modals do
not carry clear tense information. Lookat the following examples:

13. Imight do it right now / today.
14. Imight do it tomorrow.
15. Imight have done it yesterday.

Asyou can see, the formof themodal is the same (might), regardless ofwhether it refers to
time in the present (sentence 13), time in the future (sentence 14), or time in the past (sen-
tence15).Wewill considermodals to be tenseless.

Quick tip 37.2

Tense information is always indicated by the first verb in the sentence, excluding modals.

Traditionally, sentences have been grouped into di¡erent types, according to the tense
of the verb. Let’s compare the following two sentences:

16. John studies every day.
17. John studied every day.

You can see that the only di¡erence between sentence 16 and sentence 17 is that in 16,
study is in its present tense form and in 17 study is in its past tense form. On this basis,
sentence 16 has present tense (or simple present tense), while sentence 17 has past
tense (or simple past tense).

Here are somemore examples, with the verbs underlined:
18. Ira sighed in relief. ( past)
19. Alice sees her often. ( present)
20. He laughed hysterically. ( past)
21. I often forget the answer. ( present)

Quick tip 37.3

Sentences with no helping verb are in either the present or past tense, depending on the

form of the verb.

Almost all verbs, like the verbs in sentences 18 and 20, form their past tense by adding the
su⁄x -ed.These verbs are called regular verbs. Some verbs, however, do not follow this
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pattern.These verbs are called irregular verbs. Some examples of irregular verbs are:
see (past tense saw),write (past tensewrote), andhit (past tensehit).

Test yourself 37.2

Decide if each sentence is in thepresentor past tense.You’ll need to¢nd theverb tomakethisdecision.
Sample: Her daughter giggled happily. past...........

Getting started (answers onp.167)

1. They deliver furniture onTuesdays. .........................................................................................

2. The senator supports that bill. .........................................................................................

3. I voted for him. .........................................................................................

4. I ate a sandwich for lunch. ..........................................................................................

5. The shortstop hit a home run. ..........................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. MichiganState beat Ohio State. ..........................................................................................

7. Our niece studies anthropology. ..........................................................................................

8. Theweather is humid today. ..........................................................................................

9. The repairman arrived at noon. ..........................................................................................

10. My daughter came for avisit. ..........................................................................................

The next two sentences have future tense (or simple future tense): they have the
modal helping verbwill, followed by the base of themainverb.

22. Johnwill study tomorrow.
23. Jessicawill visit her soon.

Quick tip 37.4

Sentences with will followed by the main verb are in the future tense.

The future tense can alsobe expressedwith themodal helping verb shall: e.g.John shall
study tomorrow. Shall has restricted usage in American English: generally, it’s used only
in formal speech styles. Consequently,we’ll ignore shall in our discussion here.

Test yourself 37.3

Decide if each sentence below is in the present, past, or future tense.
Sample:ThoseHalloweendecorationswill look scary. future.................

Getting started (answers onp.167)

1. He sleeps late onweekends. .............................................................................

2. Zachwas proud of his son. .............................................................................

3. Bethanywill getmarried soon. .............................................................................
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4. The showbeganpromptly at 8 P.M. .............................................................................

5. My sisterwill run in theNewYorkCitymarathon. .............................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The co¡ee tasted bitter. .............................................................................

7. I study inEngland every summer. .............................................................................

8. My younger brother beatme at chess. .............................................................................

9. Stu gets up at 7 A.M. everymorning. ................................................................................

10. Wewill hold a family reunion inJuly. .............................................................................

As we saw above (in sentences 4, 11, and 12), sentences with the have helping verb also
change in form to indicate tense:

24. I have bought the books.
25. I had bought the books.

The di¡erence between the two sentences is that sentence 24 is in the present
tense, while sentence 25 is in the past tense. Notice that it is only the form of have
that changes to indicate the tense information. The verb after have is always in its
past participle form, which does not change to indicate tense. Although sentences
with the have helping verb are in the perfect aspect, when we talk about a sentence
with both tense and aspect, we just use the term ‘‘tense.’’ So therefore sentence 24
is in the present perfect tense while sentence 25 is in the past perfect tense.

Quick tip 37.5

If a sentence has a form of have as a helping verb, it will have the word perfect as part of

the name of its tense.

Quick tip 37.6

The present tense forms of have are have and has. The past tense form of have is had.

Test yourself 37.4

Decide if each sentence is in the present perfect or past perfect tense. Use the form of have to help
youmake your decision.
Sample: I had believed everyword of that broadcast. past perfect..............................

Getting started (answers onp.167)

1. Shehadwanted to do everything herway. ..........................................................................................................

2. Marthahasknownabout the surprise. ..........................................................................................................

3. Samanthahaddecided to do that. ..........................................................................................................

4. I havewritten to himabout that issue. ..........................................................................................................

5. Youhavebeen a good friend. ..........................................................................................................
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More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Theyhave purchased a newhome. ....................................................................................................

7. On our trip, wehad converted $200 to euros. ....................................................................................................

8. Andyhaspromised to tell the truth. ..........................................................................................................

9. The detective had found an importantwitness. ....................................................................................................

10. TheDemocrats havewon the presidency. ....................................................................................................

What doyou think is the tense of the following sentences?
26. Johnwill have studied by then.
27. It will have been an easy test.

Since these sentences have both will and a form of have as helping verbs, they are in the
future perfect tense.

Quick tip 37.7

If a sentence haswill as a helping verb, it will have theword future as part of the name of its

tense.

Test yourself 37.5

Decide if each sentence below is in the present perfect, past perfect, or future perfect tense. Lookat
the formofhave and for the presence or absence ofwill to help you.
Sample: Our friendshave dropped by. present perfect......................................

Getting started (answers onp.167)

1. They have ¢nished the assignment. .................................................................................................

2. The alarmclockwill have gone o¡by then. .................................................................................................

3. Linda had locked the door. .................................................................................................

4. My friendJohnhas been a great help tome. .................................................................................................

5. By then, Iwill have ¢nished studying. .................................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Frankhad appeared in amovie once. .................................................................................................

7. You have encouragedmemany times. .................................................................................................

8. She haswritten a letter to her sister. .................................................................................................

9. Therehadbeen a£oodof inquiries. .....................................................................................................

10. Youwill have left a great legacy toyour children. ........................................................................................................
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Last,we come to sentenceswith a formofbe as a helping verb.These also change in form
to indicate tense:

28. I ambuying the book.
29. I was buying the book.

Thedi¡erencebetweenthe two sentences is that sentence28 is in thepresent tense,while
sentence 29 is in the past tense.Notice that the verb afterbe is in its present participle form
(that is, its -ing form), which does not change to indicate tense. Remember that although
sentenceswith thebehelping verb are in the progressive aspect, whenwe talk about a sen-
tencewithboth tense and aspect,we just use the term‘‘tense.’’ So therefore sentence 28 is in
thepresent progressive tensewhile sentence 29 is in thepast progressive tense.

As youmight expect, the following sentences are in the future progressive tense:
30. I will be leaving at three o’clock.
31. Harrywill be running themarathon.

You can see that theyhave bothwill andbe as helping verbs.

Quick tip 37.8

If a sentence has a form of be as a helping verb, it will have the word progressive as part of

the name of its tense.

Quick tip 37.9

The present tense forms of be are am, is, and are. The past tense forms of be are was and

were.

Test yourself 37.6

Decide if each sentence below is in the present progressive, past progressive, or future progressive
tense. Lookat the formofbe and for the presence or absence ofwill to help you.
Sample: Hewas racing down the steps of the library. past progressive..........................................

Getting started (answers onp.167)

1. She is packing her bags. ..............................................................................................

2. Tomwill be thinking about it all day. ..............................................................................................

3. The computerwasworking on it. ..............................................................................................

4. It will be snowing tomorrow. ..............................................................................................

5. I amgetting tired. ..............................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Theywere buying stamps at the post o⁄ce. ..............................................................................................

7. Jackiewill be starting a newbusiness. ..............................................................................................

8. You surely are kidding. ..............................................................................................

9. Themechanicwaswashinghis car. ..................................................................................................

10. Wewill be celebrating for hours. ..............................................................................................
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Since sentences can have more than one helping verb (see Lesson 35), their tenses can
have combinations of the words present, past, future, perfect, and progressive in their
names. Here are examples of each of the possible tenses:

32. Mary speaks to everyone. (present)
33. Mary spoke to everyone. (past)
34. Marywill speak to everyone. (future)
35. Mary has spoken to everyone. (present perfect)
36. Maryhad spoken to everyone. (past perfect)
37. Marywill have spoken to everyone. (future perfect)
38. Mary is speaking to everyone. (present progressive)
39. Marywas speaking to everyone. (past progressive)
40. Marywill be speaking to everyone. (future progressive)
41. Maryhasbeen speaking to everyone. (present perfect progressive)
42. Maryhad been speaking to everyone. (past perfect progressive)
43. Marywill have been speaking to everyone. (future perfect progressive)

To sumup:
(a) A sentencewithwill always has theword future in its tense name.
(b) A sentencewith ahavehelping verb alwayshas thewordperfect in its tense name.
(c) A sentence with a be helping verb followed by a verb in its -ing form always has the

wordprogressive in its tense name.
(d) For sentences withoutwill, look at the form of the ¢rst helping verb, if there is one, or

of themainverb, if there’s nohelping verb, to decide if the tense is present or past.

Test yourself 37.7

Identify the tense name of each of the verb combinationsbelow.
Sample: had thought past perfect

Getting started (answers onp.168)

1. will consider ............................................................

2. experienced .............................................................

3. will havewanted ..................................................

4. had beenwatching ..............................................

5. will be reading .......................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. were acting ..........................................................................

7. will have been studying ............................................

8. has had ....................................................................................

9. have been sleeping ........................................................

10. mention ..................................................................................

Test yourself 37.8

Identify the tense name of each of the sentences below.
Sample: Hewill be expecting great things of her. future progressive...............................................

Getting started (answers onp.168)

1. Shewasmaking some progress. ..........................................................................................................

2. Marie shrugged her shoulders. ..........................................................................................................

3. Shewill be taking a longwalk. ..........................................................................................................

4. He has had two serious operations. ..........................................................................................................

5. They had been getting numerous phone calls. ..........................................................................................................
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More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Neil is going toWashington tomorrow. .........................................................................................................

7. Clare hasbeenwatching ESPN for years. ..........................................................................................................

8. Youwill be a champion one day. ..........................................................................................................

9. Luiswill haveworked for IBM for 40 years. ..........................................................................................................

10. Iwill have been sleeping for ninehours. ..........................................................................................................
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Answer keys: Test yourself, Getting started

questions – Unit 12

Test yourself 31.1

Helping verb: NO Helping verb:YES
1. Theywere arguing loudly. ...................

2. The frog had jumped ¢ve feet. ...................

3. You invited everyone. ...................

4. Imust buy somemilk. ...................

5. Harry lives inEurope. ...................

Test yourself 31.2

Helping verb: NO Helping verb:YES
1. Youmightwrite her a letter. ...................

2. Congress voted on the bill. ...................

3. Beth has survived that ordeal. ...................

4. I could be an actor. ...................

5. TheGiantswon the Super Bowl. ...................

Test yourself 32.1

1. Theymust delay the invasion.
2. Youwill ¢nd courage inyourheart.
3. Mr. Knightmight gowithyou.
4. You should be proud of yourself.
5. Tomorrowwemaygo to themovies.

Test yourself 32.2

1. The curtainsmight hide the view.
2. Paul could work on the problem.
3. She can leave this afternoon.
4. Youmust go to the emergency room immediately.
5. The childrenwill enjoy these gifts.

Test yourself 33.1

1. The bridge had collapsed.
2. That cheerfulwomanhas saved the day.
3. My uncles have visitedus every summer.
4. Her neighbor hasbeen an attorney for twenty years.
5. Suzie had traveled to Belgiumtwice before.
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Test yourself 33.2

1. Joan andSamhave worked for hours.
2. Theirmother has spoken of you often.
3. The primeminister had written to him.
4. Your daughter has growna lot taller.
5. Shehas seenher friends twice since last Sunday.

Test yourself 33.3

Helping verb Main verb
1. Jack has experienced a good time. ...................

2. Hehas seen her often. ...................

3. You have a lot of DVDs. ...................

4. Shehad tacos for dinner. ...................

5. Your professor has the answer to your question. ...................

Test yourself 34.1

1. The reporterwaswriting her story.
2. He is controlling his temper.
3. You are learning about syntax.
4. Theywerewatching amovie last Sunday.
5. I amdoing a lot of things right now.

Test yourself 34.2

1. Iwas talking toHarry.
2. Irving andAnnie are studyingLatin.
3. He is testingher loyalty.
4. I am takingawalk.
5. Youwere reading for hours.

Test yourself 34.3

Helping verb Mainverb
1. Sam is looking at themail. ...................

2. That conceptwas di⁄cult. ...................

3. You are helping her a lot. ...................

4. I amadoctor. ...................

5. TheywerewatchingTV. ...................

Test yourself 35.1

1. Shewas focusing on themirror.
2. Andy should have been enjoying his newcareer.
3. Mrs. Packard’s life changed at that point.
4. You canhave two scoops of ice cream.
5. Imight have committed a serious error.

Test yourself 35.2

1. You should read this book.
2. She had been greetingmehappily.
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3. Janicemight have gotten the £u.
4. Myquestionwas bothering him.
5. The prime suspectmight have been telling the truth.

Test yourself 35.3

1. I had beenwriting to himoften.
2. Theirmother has spokenof you a lot.
3. Samwill recognize it immediately.
4. Wewere good friends. (Nohelping verb.)
5. You should be studying right now.

Test yourself 35.4

1. Theycan do the research.
2. Suzannemight be leaving sooner.
3. Papa hasbeen teasinghim.
4. Imight have been being too cautious.
5. The plane was late.

Test yourself 36.1

1. She is leaving on the ten o’clock train.
2. The curtainsweremasking the view.
3. Iwaswondering about his behavior.
4. Paul is leaning on hiswife’s chair.
5. They are sounding rather defensive.

Test yourself 36.2

1. Thewomenhad spoken to each other recently.
2. Unfortunately, the heroine hadmarried the villain.
3. Andy andGeorge have enjoyed themselves enormously.
4. My student haswritten an interesting essay on technology.
5. Thehockey gamehas ended in a tie.

Test yourself 36.3

1. Richardwill believe the truth.
2. Thewaitermight bring it.
3. Theymay behome late.
4. We shall overcome this obstacle.
5. Iwould do it in an instant.

Test yourself 36.4

Verb (progressive) Noun (gerund)
1. They are constructing small homes in that part of town. ...................

2. Hewas looking forJonas. ...................

3. The candidate thought about refusing. ...................

4. Giving to charity is an oldAmerican tradition. ...................

5. I should have thought of responding earlier. ...................
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Test yourself 37.1

Present tense Past tense
1. sends ...................

2. felt ...................

3. perceived ...................

4. am ...................

5. has ...................

Test yourself 37.2

1. They deliver furniture onTuesdays. present
2. The senator supports that bill. present
3. I voted for him. past
4. I ate a sandwich for lunch. past
5. The shortstop hit a home run. past

Test yourself 37.3

1. He sleeps late onweekends. present
2. Zachwas proud of his son. past
3. Bethanywill getmarried soon. future
4. The showbeganpromptly at 8 P.M. past
5. My sisterwill run in theNewYorkCitymarathon. future

Test yourself 37.4

1. Shehadwanted to do everything herway. past perfect
2. Martha has known about the surprise. present perfect
3. Samantha haddecided to do that. past perfect
4. I havewritten to himabout that issue. present perfect
5. You have been a good friend. present perfect

Test yourself 37.5

1. Theyhave ¢nished the assignment. present perfect
2. The alarmclockwill have gone o¡ by then. future perfect
3. Linda had locked the door. past perfect
4. My friendJohnhas been a great help tome. present perfect
5. By then, Iwill have ¢nished studying. future perfect

Test yourself 37.6

1. She is packing her bags. present progressive
2. Tomwill be thinking about it all day. future progressive
3. The computerwasworking on it. past progressive
4. It will be snowing tomorrow. future progressive
5. I amgetting tired. present progressive
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Test yourself 37.7

1. will consider future
2. experienced past
3. will havewanted future perfect
4. had beenwatching past perfect progressive
5. will be reading future progressive

Test yourself 37.8

1. Shewasmaking some progress. past progressive
2. Marie shrugged her shoulders. past
3. Shewill be taking a longwalk. future progressive
4. He has had two serious operations. present perfect
5. Theyhad been getting numerous phone calls. past perfect progressive

☞ FOR A REVIEW EXERCISE OF THIS UNIT, SEE THE WEBSITE.
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UNIT 13: SUBJECTS AND OBJECTS

Sentencesmaycontain several nounphrases.Thesenounphrases canhavedi¡erent jobs,
or functions, within the sentence.Take a look at the following sentence:

OnValentine’s Day, my brother bought a bouquet of £owers for his wife.

The underlined noun phrases are doing di¡erent things:mybrother is doing the action, a
bouquet of £owers is receiving the action, and his wife is receiving the £owers. In the les-
sons of this unit, we discuss in detail these grammatical functions (or grammatical
relations).
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Lesson 38: Subjects

We can identify the subject of a sentence with an action verb (see Lesson 9) by answering
the question: ‘‘Who is doing the action?’’ For example, in the sentence Confucius spoke
many words of wisdom, the action is speaking. Who is, or was, doing the speaking?
Confucius.Confucius is therefore the subject of the sentence.The subjects are underlined
in the following examples:

1. Johnbaked a cake.
2. You are going to grin and bear it.
3. Just then, the childrenwalked in.
4. He delivered a small package.
5. Mr. Bucknose, the carpenter, sleeps in the spare room.
6. Wearily, the group trudged onward.
7. I usually take a nap in the afternoon.

Generally, the subject is at or near the beginning of the sentence. More speci¢cally, the
subject is the ¢rst nounphrase (see Lesson 28) in the sentence.

Quick tip 38.1

If the main verb of the sentence is an action verb, the subject of the sentence is the doer of

the action and generally comes before the verb. It can be found by answering the question:

‘‘Who or what is doing the action?’’

Test yourself 38.1

Underline the subject in eachof the sentencesbelow. In these sentences, itwill alwaysbe the doer of
the action andwill be the ¢rst nounphrase in the sentence.
Sample: Jeanette demanded an answer to her question.

Getting started (answers onp.189)

1. The servant accompaniedHis Lordship.

2. Jean participated in theTour de France.

3. Such families have often preferred to travel
in style.

4. They could do nothing except run.

5. Mr.Towerquietly explainedall this tohis son.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The diners are arguing loudly.

7. Your uncle invitedme to accompanyhimon
his business trip.

8. TheYankeeswontheWorldSeriesmanytimes.

9. Macy’s is holding a huge sale next Sunday.

10. TheTVrepairmanhas just arrived.

The subject is underlined in the following sentences:
8. John is tall.
9. That church is impressive.
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10. Bothbrothers became architects.
11. Earlier, she had felt dizzy.

In these sentences, the subject is not performing an action ^ the verb is not an action verb.
Rather, the verb is a linking verb (see Lesson 9).When the verb in the sentence is a linking
verb, the subject canbe foundbyasking the question: ‘‘Whoorwhat is this sentence about?’’
In these cases, the subject is found at or near thebeginning of the sentence, before theverb.

Quick tip 38.2

If the main verb of the sentence is a linking verb, the subject is who or what the sentence is

about; the subject is found before the verb.

Test yourself 38.2

Underline the subject in each of the sentences below. In these sentences, it will always be who or
what the sentence is about andwill be the ¢rst nounphrase in the sentence.
Sample:The professorwas imprisoned for his beliefs.

Getting started (answers onp.189)

1. TheHotel Regina is an attractive
place.

2. It became the best-known symbol of
Paris.

3. The localmerchantswere on his side.

4. Charles looked thoughtful.

5. Christine seemed insecure.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Shewas determined tomeet Dr. Richards
again.

7. His older sister resembled her father,
unfortunately.

8. Her folks are good people.

9. Myson is destined for success as anattorney.

10. Their apology seems genuine.

Test yourself 38.3

Underlinethesubject ineachof thesentencesbelow. Inthesesentences, itwilleitherbethedoerof the
actionorwhoorwhat the sentence is about.The subjectwillbe the¢rstnounphrase in the sentence.
Sample:These proportions are inaccurate.

Getting started (answers onp.189)

1. The editor looked for new ideas for the
magazine.

2. You can rely on the experts at that company.

3. Maggie usually goes berry picking in the
summer.

4. Roger is happywith his newcomputer.

5. Theworkerswent on strike for a couple of
weeks.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Alana’s hair smells fresh.

7. I got there on time.

8. They postponed the ball game on account of
badweather.

9. Bowling is a favorite pastime ofmine.

10. Some studentsmissed the ¢nal exam.

The subject is not always right at the beginning of the sentence:
12. In the afternoon, Iusually take a nap.
13. In truth, DonDiegohad never really had a career.

Lesson 38: Subjects
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14. That day, his timingwas perfect.
15. When in the country, Jackwas upbefore dawn.

In each of these sentences, the subject is preceded by an adverb (see Lesson 27) or
adverbial clause, a group of words typically giving information about time, place,
or manner.

Test yourself 38.4

Underline the subject in each of the sentences below.The subject will not necessarily be the ¢rst
nounphrase in the sentence.
Sample: By late afternoon, he is usually exhausted.

Getting started (answers onp.189)

1. After that, their neighbor camemore often to
help them.

2. Fortunately, that university program is
accredited.

3. In themorning, I’mplanting those £owers.

4. Eventually,Mr.Mulligan broke the
silence.

5. While running for o⁄ce, the candidate
campaigned vigorously.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Generally speaking, they don’t knowmany
foreign languages.

7. Dr.Wright’s chau¡eur drovehimto the
clinic.

8. Formany reasons,Michael prefers to live in
the suburbs.

9. Thismovie lasted a long time.

10. Exciting times aremuchmorememorable
thanboring ones.

UN I T 1 3 : S U B J E C T S A N D OB J E C T S
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Lesson 39: Direct objects

As we saw in Lesson 38, a noun phrase can function as the subject of a sentence. A noun
phrase can also have other functions. For example, a noun phrase may be acted upon by
the subject and follow the verb.These noun phrases are called direct objects.The direct
objects in the sentences beloware underlined:

1. Johnbaked a cake.
2. Leah hadvisualized a simple room.
3. She is buying a small studio apartment.
4. My niece rented amovie last night.

Howcanyou tellwhich nounphrase in a sentence functions as the direct object? In gen-
eral, the direct object is the answer to the questions: ‘‘Who or what is being acted upon?
Who orwhat is receiving the action?’’ Thus, for example, in the sentenceMyniece rented a
movie last night, the direct object is a movie, since a movie is what is being acted upon
(being rented).Typically, direct objects occur immediately after the verb. (We discuss a
di¡erent pattern in Lesson 40.)

Quick tip 39.1

The direct object of a sentence is receiving the action. It can usually be found by answering

the question: ‘‘Who or what is being acted upon or receiving the action?’’ The direct object

typically occurs immediately after the verb.

Test yourself 39.1

Underline the direct object in each of the sentences below. Be sure to ask yourself who or what is
being acteduponor receiving the action.
Sample: I sawa statue in themuseum.

Getting started (answers onp.189)

1. Youmust include all relevant facts.

2. Bridget is asking numerous questions.

3. The Spanish ships needed fresh supplies.

4. Shewillwatch the baby.

5. The townspeople havewanted tax relief for
years.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Most people greeteduswarmly at the
reception.

7. I bought twobottles of Pepsi.

8. Actorsmustmemorize their lines.

9. Lastweek, Jack renewedhis passport.

10. Where did you get that sweater?

Not all sentences have direct objects. Here are examples of sentences with action verbs
that do not have direct objects.
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5. My friend laughed loudly.
6. Mr.Thomas sleptwell.
7. You’re alwaysworrying.

You may remember, from Lesson 10, that there are transitive and intransitive verbs.
Transitive verbs, like bake or rent, act on something or someone and so they have direct
objects. Intransitive verbs, like laugh, sleep, andworry, aren’t acting upon something or
someone and so don’t have direct objects.

What about these next sentences?
8. My friend stopped at the grocery store.
9. Mr.Thomas sleptwell during the night.
10. You’re alwaysworrying about something.

As you can see, these sentences have prepositional phrases, which are underlined
(Lesson 29). A prepositional phrase is not a direct object. For example, at the grocery store
in sentence 8 and during the night in sentence 9 are not being actedupon.

To sum up, only transitive action verbs have direct objects, and prepositional phrases
are not direct objects.

Test yourself 39.2

Decidewhether or not each sentence belowhas a direct object.

Direct object? Yes No
Sample: Her best friend entered the room¢rst. ...................

Getting started (answers onp.190)

1. We’ll discuss each argument. ................... ...................

2. Carterworked for a lumber company. ................... ...................

3. Those gamblers are losing theirmoney. ................... ...................

4. At 7 P.M. we left for the theater. ................... ...................

5. The children are enjoyingDisneyland. ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. I sleptwell last night. ................... ...................

7. Theywatch football on Sunday nights. ................... ...................

8. Jill andSamhave left with a friend. ................... ...................

9. Canyoupass the butter, please? ................... ...................

10. Shewants a big scoop of chocolate ice cream. ................... ...................

What about this next sentence?
11. She is a doctor.

Is a doctor receiving the action of is? Kind of a strange question, isn’t it? That’s because is
is not an action verb; it’s a linking verb (see Lesson 9). Sentences with linking verbs don’t
have direct objects, since there is no action happening in the sentence. In each sentence
below, the linking verb is italicized.The underlined portion of each sentence is not a direct
object, since it’s not being actedupon. Instead, it’s called theverb complement.
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12. My teacher resemblesTomCruise.
13. That dinnerwas delicious.
14. Her husbandbecame a lawyer.

Test yourself 39.3

Decide if the underlined phrase in each sentence below is a direct object or a verb complement.To
make this decision, you can: (1)ask yourself if something or someone is being acted upon, and/or
(2)decide if the verb is an action or linking verb.
Sample: Bill became amember of the President’s cabinet. verb complement

Getting started (answers onp.190)

1. Gerald has taken that course. .....................................................................

2. Robused this technique in his restaurant. .....................................................................

3. Adammightwithdrawhis resignation. .....................................................................

4. Themayor is soundingcon¢dent. .........................................................................

5. We quickly got ready. .....................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Hewas getting a pastrami sandwich in the deli. .....................................................................

7. She loves her newcar .....................................................................

8. Wewere best friends in high school. .....................................................................

9. I’ll take you to themovies. .....................................................................

10. He feels foolish. .....................................................................

Test yourself 39.4

Underline the direct objects in the sentences below.Not all sentenceswill have a direct object.
Sample: I put the letter in hismailbox.

Getting started (answers onp.190)

1. Our discussionwashighly entertaining.

2. Hehad a growing family.

3. She quickly got indignant.

4. Youmust be the newbaby sitter.

5. The sheri¡ arrested a suspect in the fraud
investigation.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The coachof theUniversityof Texas football
team is replacing his quarterback.

7. Theywalked in thewoods till sunset.

8. I proposed some tentative solutions.

9. He confessed on the seconddayof the trial.

10. Our planehad left on time.

Test yourself 39.5

Underline the subjects and put a squiggly line under the direct objects in the sentences below.
Sample: His companywas losing millions.

Lesson 39: Direct objects
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Getting started (answers onp.190)

1. The soldiers ¢red theirweapons.

2. Atalented designermade that hat.

3. Shehadmarried her next-door
neighbor.

4. Maria was watching her favorite soap
opera.

5. These people really irritateme.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Sonya has found the directions to the party.

7. He added salt to his soup.

8. The contestant had tomake a di⁄cult
decision.

9. Rhonda is expecting her third child.

10. Lastweek,Martin’s friendsbought a
present for his birthday.

UN I T 1 3 : S U B J E C T S A N D OB J E C T S
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Lesson 40: Indirect objects

Sometimes a noun phrase is the answer to the question: ‘‘Who or what is receiving the
direct object?’’ This noun phrase is called the indirect object. The indirect objects are
underlined in the sentences below.

1. Mary gave the information toRobert.
2. She told the truth to her granddaughter.
3. They bought a car for their teenage daughter.
4. The accountant is giving a present to her husband.

So in sentence 4, for instance, the noun phrase a present is the direct object and the noun
phrase her husband is the indirect object, since her husband is receiving the present, the
direct object.

Quick tip 40.1

The indirect object of a sentence can be found by answering the question: ‘‘Who or what is

receiving the direct object?’’

Youcan see that sentences that have indirect objectsmust alsohavedirect objects, since
indirect objects receive direct objects. The opposite is not true: sentences with direct
objects don’t necessarily have indirect objects.

Adirect object and an indirect object each follows theverb and is referred toby the term
object. The term object can also refer to objects of a preposition, that is, noun phrases
that follow prepositions. (See Lesson 29.)

Test yourself 40.1

Underline the indirect object in each of the sentences below.
Sample: Jane baked the cake forGrant.

Getting started (answers onp.190)

1. Holly left the plate for Luke.

2. She taught the principles to the class.

3. Big Bird is telling the story to all the
children.

4. His father had bought the boat forJonathan.

5. Youwill show themoney tome.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Jamie’s friend sent a textmessage toher.

7. They bid farewell to their house guests.

8. The teenage idol is throwing a party for his
fans.

9. Iwant towish good luck toyou.

10. Mydad baked apie for us.

Indirect objects are introduced by the preposition to or for. Some verbs, such as tell and
show, use to to introduce an indirect object,while someverbs, such asbuyand leave, use for.
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To and for do not function only to introduce indirect objects; often, to and forhave other
functions.Take a look at these next sentences andnotice the di¡erences between them:

5. Mary gave the baby toRobert.
6. Mary carried the baby to the corner.

In both sentences, Mary is the subject, the doer of the action, and the baby is the direct
object, the receiver of the action. In sentence 5, Robert is receiving the baby, the direct
object, so Robert is the indirect object. However, in sentence 6 the corner is not receiving
thebabyandso it’s not the indirect object. (It’s theobjectof thepreposition to; seeLesson29.)

Here’s a similar pair of sentences:
7. He got a gift for hiswife.
8. He got a gift for his birthday.

In both sentences, He is the subject, the doer of the action, and a gift is the direct
object, the receiver of the action. In sentence 7, his wife is receiving a gift, the
direct object, so his wife is the indirect object. However, in sentence 8 his birthday
is not receiving a gift, so it’s not the indirect object. (It’s the object of the preposi-
tion for.)

Test yourself 40.2

For each of the sentences below, indicate whether or not to and for are being used to introduce
an indirect object. Ask yourself if the noun phrase following to or for is receiving the direct
object.

Introducingan indirect object?
Yes No

Sample: I inspected the car for dents. ...................

Getting started (answers onp.190)

1. Johnworked that job for ¢fty years. ................... ...................

2. The professor is showing the problemto the student. ................... ...................

3. Hiswife and child brought fruit to himat the hospital. ................... ...................

4. Tomhas left the company for another job. ................... ...................

5. The visiting king thanked the president for his hospitality. ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. She sent the e-mail to her sister. ................... ...................

7. Wewill remember this general for his heroism. ................... ...................

8. I have forwarded yourmessage toyourmother. ................... ...................

9. He took his friend to the theater. ................... ...................

10. TheBlack family took a ride to the countryside. ................... ...................

Here are sentences 1^4 again, but this timewith a‘‘partner’’sentence:
9a. Mary gave the information toRobert.
9b. Mary gaveRobert the information.
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10a. She told the truth to her granddaughter.
10b. She told her granddaughter the truth.
11a. They bought a car for their teenage daughter.
11b. They bought their teenage daughter a car.
12a. The accountant is giving a present to him.
12b. The accountant is giving himapresent.

You can see that in the second sentence of each pair, the indirect object has
moved so that it comes before the direct object, rather than after it. English gives
us two choices for the position of indirect objects: (a) the indirect object can occur
after the direct object (which follows the verb), with to or for introducing it, or (b)
the indirect object can occur before the direct object (and after the verb), without
to or for.

Quick tip 40.2

An indirect object can occur: (a) after the direct object (which follows the verb), with to

or for introducing it, or (b) before the direct object (and after the verb), without to or for.

For example: Joan gave a present to Bill or Joan gave Bill a present. (Bill is the indirect

object in both sentences.)

Quick tip 40.3

To help you decide if a sentence has an indirect object, see if the sentence can be changed

from a pattern like The boys left a note for their teacher to a sentence with a pattern like

The boys left their teacher a note, or vice versa.

Note that when the direct object is a pronoun, the two patterns are not both possible, as
you can see in these next sentence pairs:

13a. Her best friend bought it for her family.
13b. *Her best friend bought her family it.
14a. Lucy sold themtoher neighbor.
14b. *Lucy sold her neighbor them.

That is, when the direct object is a pronoun, itmust comebefore the indirect object.

Quick tip 40.4

If the direct object is a pronoun, it must come before the indirect object. Example:My sister

sent it to her friend, *My sister sent her friend it.

Test yourself 40.3

Each sentence below contains an indirect object, which is underlined. Change each
sentence to the other pattern, by moving the indirect object and either deleting or adding to
or for.
Sample: Sallymade usbreakfast. Sallymade breakfast for us.

Lesson 40: Indirect objects
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Getting started (answers onp.191)

1. The principalmight show the ¢lm to her students.

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. Mrs. Hausen sent the companyher check.

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. Webought the house for our parents.

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4. The referee threwme the ball.

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5. The artist is drawing a sketch for her patron.

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. I am saving this seat formy father.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

7. Mycolleague didme a favor.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

8. Albert passed his friend a note.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

9. Shewill read her children a poem.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

10. The bosswishedmuch success to his newemployee.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Test yourself 40.4

Each sentence below contains an indirect object (not underlined). Change each sentence to the
other pattern, bymoving the indirect object and either deleting or adding to or for.
Sample: Steve gaveMary apackage. Steve gave a package toMary.

Getting started (answers onp.191)

1. Hewill send the poemtohis ¢anc�ee.

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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2. The professor is e-mailing the students his comments.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. That companybuilt a ship for the navy.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4. She drewapicture for her son.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5. Amanda’s friendwas throwing a party for her.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. I sang a lullaby toyou.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

7. The company’s president had shipped the order to them.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

8. The librarian foundGeorge a good book.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

9. The arresting o⁄cermust read his rights to him.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

10. My aunt bakedmemy favorite dessert.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Test yourself 40.5

Underline the indirect object in each sentence below. It can occur either before or after the direct
object.
Sample: Jerrymademe that bench.

Getting started (answers onp.191)

1. We found adress for her.

2. Mr. Duquesnehas brought him the plans.

3. The old hunter told us the story.

4. The instructor is ordering this book for the
students in his class.

5. I never promised you a rose
garden.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The contractorwill build a brand newdeck
forme.

7. Can’t she give hima straight answer?

8. The realtor showed thema lovely house.

9. The economist had painted a rosy picture
for his audience.

10. I got you a small present.
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Test yourself 40.6

For each sentence below, underline the direct object and put a squiggly line under the indirect
object, if there is one. Remember, the indirect object can occur either before or after the direct
object.
Sample:Thatman gothis frienda computer.

Getting started (answers onp.191)

1. The children gave the teacher an apple.

2. I brought this for you.

3. The twomenclasped hands.

4. This treatywill bene¢t allmankind.

5. She is telling the reporter the truth.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Don’t giveme that!

7. Wehave to return this to the store.

8. At themeeting, he showedushis true colors.

9. People have been telling this story for ages.

10. I bid all of you good night.
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Lesson 41: The functions of pronouns

Now that we’ve talked about subjects and objects in some detail, it’s a good idea for us to
reexamine subject and object pronouns,whichwe¢rst discussed in Lesson 21.

Take a look at the nounphrase the teacher in each of the sentences below.
1. The teacherwent home early today.

(The teacher is the subject.)
2. The students liked the teacher verymuch.

(The teacher is the direct object.)
3. The parents gave the questionnaire to the teacher.

(The teacher is the indirect object.)
Notice that the teacher has the same form whether it’s functioning as the subject, the
direct object, or the indirect object in a sentence. This is true for all nouns in English:
they don’t change formwhen they change function.

In contrast, there are subject pronouns and object pronouns (see Lesson 21). Subject
pronouns are usedwhen a pronoun is functioning as the subject of a sentence (see Lesson
38). The subject pronoun is underlined in the following sentences:

4. I read the newspaper every day.
5. She is happy.
6. We love potato chips.

Object pronouns are used in all other contexts. The three major uses for object
pronouns are: direct object (Lesson 39), indirect object (Lesson 40), and object of a
preposition (Lesson 29). The object pronouns are underlined in the following sentences:

7. My sister congratulatedme onmybirthday. (direct object)
8. The director sent her amessage. (indirect object)
9. Mrs. Ra¡sky spoke to us on the phone. (object of a preposition)

Quick tip 41.1

A subject pronoun is used when it is functioning as the subject of the sentence. An object

pronoun is used when it is functioning as: (a) the direct object of the sentence; (b) the

indirect object of the sentence; (c) the object of a preposition.

Test yourself 41.1

For eachunderlined pronoun below, indicate whether it is a subject or object pronoun. For you and
it, youwill need to look at how the pronoun is being used in the sentence.

Subject pronoun Object pronoun
Sample: I feel great. ...................

Getting started (answers onp.191)

1. She laughed at themovie. ................... ...................

2. Don’t bothermenow. ................... ...................
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3. I don’t feel guilty. ................... ...................

4. He has asked her to dance. ................... ...................

5. Chris had been living near you. ................... ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. It is not avery interestingmovie. ................... ...................

7. This does not concernus. ................... ...................

8. He disappointed his friends. ................... ...................

9. The criticswere raving about it. ................... ...................

10. It doesn’tmatter to themat all. ................... ...................

Test yourself 41.2

Eachof the sentencesbelowcontains an object pronoun,which is underlined. Indicatewhether it’s
being used as a direct object, an indirect object, or the object of a preposition.
Sample: Audra lives very far fromhim. object of a preposition

Getting started (answers onp.192)

1. My dear friend sentme a postcard from Italy. ....................................................................................................

2. Ateenager sat next tome in the theater. .....................................................................................................

3. Irma hasbought you the cookware. .....................................................................................................

4. The dog approached them. .....................................................................................................

5. That family is alwaysblaming us for their problems. .....................................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. They gave us their promise. .....................................................................................................

7. He is renting an apartment close tome. .....................................................................................................

8. I never saw it. .....................................................................................................

9. He gave her anultimatum. ....................................................................................................

10. Brandonwill even buy it fromyou. .....................................................................................................

To enhance your understanding
In the past, who and whom worked the same way as subject and object pronouns. In

particular, who was used when functioning as a subject and whom was used when

functioning as an object:

10. Who is running away? (subject: Who is doing the action.)

11. Whom does Katie like? (direct object: Whom is receiving the action.)

However, like all languages, English changes over time, and today, for all but the strictest

traditional grammarians, who is used in all contexts, except when it directly follows a

preposition (see below). So today a sentence like the following is perfectly grammatical:

12. Who does Katie like? (direct object)

U N I T 1 3 : S U B J E C T S A N D OB J E C T S
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While most of us prefer to use who in sentence 12, it’s still okay to use whom in these

contexts. It’s just not necessary to do so, and it tends to sound very formal.

Note thatwhommust be used when it follows a preposition. In the following examples,

whom and the preposition before it are underlined.

13. With whom would you like to speak?

14. To whom may I direct your question?

Lesson 41: The functions of pronouns
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Lesson 42: Implied subjects: commands

1. Open that book right now!
2. Don’t even think about crossing the street here!
3. Please be careful.

We all recognize a command when we hear one.We have seen that all sentences have
a subject, but where is the subject of these commands? Speakers of English readily
agree that these sentences do, in fact, have a subject. The subject, though not stated,
is understood or implied to be you. Thus, when someone says ‘‘Wash the dishes!’’
you know they’re talking to you. Commands are also called imperative sentences.
Inwriting, command sentences often endwith an exclamation point (!).

Quick tip 42.1

The subject of commands is an understood or implied you.

Test yourself 42.1

Indicate the subject of each sentence below. If it’s a command, specify you as the subject. (Wewon’t
be using exclamation points in this exercise.)

Subject
Sample: Eat awell-balanced diet. you

Getting started (answers onp.192)

1. These illnesses are treatable. .............................................................................................................

2. The judgehadmade a terriblemistake. ..............................................................................................................

3. Be supportive. .............................................................................................................

4. Joan’s father is an architect. .............................................................................................................

5. Standup for your rights. .............................................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Giveme abreak. .............................................................................................................

7. I can’t give it to you. .............................................................................................................

8. Don’t raise your voice tome. .............................................................................................................

9. Helpme outwith this. .............................................................................................................

10. Shewill be planting roses in that garden. ...............................................................................................................
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Test yourself 42.2

For each sentence below, indicate its subject (stated or understood), direct object, if there is one,
and indirect object, if there is one.

Subject Direct Object Indirect Object
Sample: Give themoney toHarry. you themoney Harry

Getting started (answers onp.192)

1. You can seemarks in the dirt. ...................................... ............................................ .........................................

2. That ¢lm sounds interesting. ...................................... ............................................ .........................................

3. The congregants built the temple. ...................................... ............................................ .........................................

4. Give it tome! ...................................... ............................................ .........................................

5. Weneed this computer. ...................................... ............................................ .........................................

To enhance your understanding
There are a number of ways to prove what you, as a speaker of English, intuitively know:

that you is the implicit subject of command sentences. We present one of these arguments

here.

Take a look at the following sentences:

4. I held my breath.

5. You held your breath.

6. He held his breath.

7. She held her breath.

While these sentences are grammatical, the following sentences are not:

8a. *I held your breath.

8b. *I held his breath.

8c. *I held their breath.

9a. *You held my breath.

9b. *You held his breath.

9c. *You held their breath.

Can you explain why these sentences are ungrammatical? Clearly, a person cannot hold

someone else’s breath. Thus the two underlined pronouns must refer to the same person. If

they don’t, the sentence is not grammatical, as in 8 and 9 above.

Now what about commands which contain this same expression? Look at the following

grammatical and ungrammatical commands:

10. Hold your breath!

11. *Hold my breath!

12. *Hold his breath!

13. *Hold their breath!

In fact, the only pronoun allowed in the command context Hold breath! is your.

Since we know that your must refer to the same person as the subject, it follows that the

subject in the commandmust be you. That is, even though the you is not actually stated, we

treat a command as though the subject were you.

Lesson 42: Implied subjects
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More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Don’t worry about it! .................................. ......................................... ......................................

7. Theyhave been rearranging the display. .................................. ......................................... ......................................

8. They sent Bill the bill. .................................. ......................................... ......................................

9. Watchme! .................................. ......................................... ......................................

10. Mary fell to the £oor. .................................. ......................................... ......................................

UN I T 1 3 : S U B J E C T S A N D OB J E C T S
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Answer keys: Test yourself, Getting started

questions – Unit 13

Test yourself 38.1

1. The servant accompaniedHis Lordship.
2. Jean participated in theTour de France.
3. Such families have often preferred to travel in style.
4. They could do nothing except run.
5. Mr.Tower quietly explained all this to his son.

Test yourself 38.2

1. TheHotel Regina is an attractive place.
2. It became the best-known symbol of Paris.
3. The localmerchantswere on his side.
4. Charles looked thoughtful.
5. Christine seemed insecure.

Test yourself 38.3

1. The editor looked for new ideas for themagazine.
2. You can rely on the experts at that company.
3. Maggie usually goes berry picking in the summer.
4. Roger is happywith his newcomputer.
5. Theworkerswent on strike for a couple ofweeks.

Test yourself 38.4

1. After that, their neighbor camemore often to help them.
2. Fortunately, that university program is accredited.
3. In themorning, I’mplanting those £owers.
4. Eventually,Mr.Mulligan broke the silence.
5. While running for o⁄ce, the candidate campaigned vigorously.

Test yourself 39.1

1. Youmust include all relevant facts.
2. Bridget is asking numerous questions.
3. The Spanish ships needed fresh supplies.
4. Shewillwatch the baby.
5. The townspeople havewanted tax relief for years.
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Test yourself 39.2

Direct object? Yes No
1. We’ll discuss each argument. ...................

2. Carterworked for a lumber company. ...................

3. Those gamblers are losing theirmoney. ...................

4. At 7 P.M. we left for the theater. ...................

5. The children are enjoyingDisneyland. ...................

Test yourself 39.3

1. Gerald has taken that course. direct object
2. Robused this technique in his restaurant. direct object
3. Adammightwithdrawhis resignation. direct object
4. Themayor is sounding con¢dent. verb complement
5. We quickly got ready. verb complement

Test yourself 39.4

1. Our discussionwashighly entertaining.
2. Hehad a growing family.
3. She quickly got indignant.
4. Youmust be the newbaby sitter.
5. The sheri¡ arrested a suspect in the fraud investigation.

Test yourself 39.5

1. The soldiers ¢red their weapons.
2. Atalented designermade that hat.
3. Shehadmarried her next-door neighbor.
4. Mariawaswatching her favorite soap opera.
5. These people really irritate me.

Test yourself 40.1

1. Holly left the plate for Luke.
2. She taught the principles to the class.
3. Big Bird is telling the story to all the children.
4. His father had bought the boat forJonathan.
5. Youwill show themoney tome.

Test yourself 40.2

Introducingan indirect object?
Yes No

1. Johnworked that job for ¢fty years. ...................

2. The professor is showing the problemto the student. ...................

3. Hiswife and child brought fruit to himat the hospital. ...................

4. Tom’s has left the company for another job. ...................

5. The visiting king thanked the president for his hospitality. ...................

UN I T 1 3 : S U B J E C T S A N D OB J E C T S
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Test yourself 40.3

1. The principalmight show the ¢lm to her students.
The principalmight showher students the ¢lm.

2. Mrs. Hausen sent the companyher check.
Mrs. Hausen sent her check to the company.

3. Webought the house for our parents.
Webought our parents the house.

4. The referee threwme the ball.
The referee threw the ball tome.

5. The artist is drawing a sketch for her patron.
The artist is drawing her patron a sketch.

Test yourself 40.4

1. Hewill send the poemtohis ¢anc�ee.
Hewill send his ¢ance�e the poem.

2. The professor is e-mailing the students his comments.
The professor is e-mailing his comments to the students.

3. That companybuilt a ship for the navy.
The companybuilt the navy a ship.

4. She drewapicture for her son.
She drewher son apicture.

5. Amanda’s friendwas throwing aparty for her.
Amanda’s friendwas throwing her a party.

Test yourself 40.5

1. We found adress for her.
2. Mr. Duquesnehas brought him the plans.
3. The old hunter told us the story.
4. The instructor is ordering this book for the students in his class.
5. I never promised you a rose garden.

Test yourself 40.6

1. The children gave the teacheran apple.
2. I brought this for you.

3. The twomenclasped hands.
4. This treatywill bene¢t allmankind.
5. She is telling the reporter the truth.

Test yourself 41.1

Subject pronoun Object pronoun
1. She laughed at themovie. ...................

2. Don’t bothermenow. ...................

3. I don’t feel guilty. ...................

4. He has asked her to dance. ...................

5. Chris had been living near you. ...................

Answer keys: Unit 13
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Test yourself 41.2

1. My dear friend sentme a postcard from Italy. indirect object
2. Ateenager sat next tome in the theater. object of a preposition
3. Irma hasbought you the cookware. indirect object
4. The dog approached them. direct object
5. That family is alwaysblaming us for their problems. direct object

Test yourself 42.1

Subject
1. These illnesses are treatable. these illnesses
2. The judgehadmade a terriblemistake. the judge
3. Be supportive. you
4. Joan’s father is an architect Joan’s father
5. Standup for your rights. you

Test yourself 42.2

Subject Direct object Indirect object
1. You can seemarks in the dirt. you marks
2. That ¢lm sounds interesting. that ¢lm
3. The congregants built the temple. the congregants the temple
4. Give it tome! you it me
5. Weneed this computer. we this computer

☞ FOR A REVIEW EXERCISE OF THIS UNIT, SEE THE WEBSITE.
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UNIT 14: COMPOUND PHRASES

Coordinating conjunctions, such as and, or, andbut, are very powerful. Aswe discussed
in Lesson 18, they can join any two units of the same type. Here are some examples with
and, themost commoncoordinating conjunction:

1. He gave tennis lessons to the girl and her brother. (two nounphrases joined)
2. I cooked dinnerandwashed the laundry. (twoverb phrases joined)
3. Their beautiful and charming hostess soon put them at ease. (two adjectives

joined)
4. Mymother listened tome seriouslyand patiently. (two adverbs joined)
5. The monkey ran up the tree and around its trunk. (two prepositional phrases

joined)
6. I rodemybike andTeresawalked. (two sentences joined)

In this unit, we’ll take a closer look at joined nounphrases and joined verb phrases.
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Lesson 43: Compound noun phrases

What doyounotice about this next sentence?
1. My friendworked at the diner andhis cousinworked at the diner.

While it’s a perfectly grammatical sentence, we often choose to make it less repetitious
and say instead:

2. My friend andhis cousinworked at the diner.
Since and, a coordinating conjunction, is joining two noun phrases here, my friend and
his cousin is called a compoundnounphrase.

Quick tip 43.1

Two noun phrases joined by a coordinating conjunction is called a compound noun phrase.

Here are somemore examples, with the compoundnounphrases underlined.
3. She slipped the photograph and both letters into her pocket.
4. The senator or his assistantwill attend the event.
5. I’ll be traveling toKansas andMissouri nextweekonbusiness.

Test yourself 43.1

Underline the compound nounphrases in each of the sentences below.
Sample:The public discovered that the companyand its subsidiarieswere cheating customers.

Getting started (answers onp.197)

1. Theyhadwalked formiles and
miles.

2. Henry felt guilt and shame forwhat hehad
done.

3. Vermont has lots of old houses and rustic
barns.

4. The young bride is going shoppingwith her
mother ormother-in-law.

5. Paying for gas and electricity costs a lotmore
this year than last.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Michael and I havebeenbest friends for
years.

7. DeltaAirlines andAirFrancehave£ights to
Paris from theU.S.

8. The lead actress or directorwill likely win
Oscars.

9. Audi andBMWare owned byGerman
companies.

10. The president and his foreignvisitor held a
joint press conference.
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Lesson 44: Compound verb phrases

What doyounotice about this next sentence?
1. Frank ran to the store and Frank purchased a few items.

While it’s a perfectly grammatical sentence, we often choose to make it less repetitious
and say instead:

2. Frank ran to the store and purchased a few items.
Since and, a coordinating conjunction, is joining two verb phrases here, ran to the store
andpurchased a fewitems is called a compoundverbphrase.

Quick tip 44.1

Two verb phrases joined by a coordinating conjunction is called a compound verb

phrase.

Here are somemore examples, with the compoundverb phrases underlined.
3. The general ran forward and led the troops.
4. She remained calmand followed her instincts.
5. His advisor presents himwith good ideasbut rarely helps himcarry themout.

Test yourself 44.1

Underline the compoundverb phrases in each of the sentences below.
Sample: I’ll phone themand listen to their ideas.

Getting started (answers onp.197)

1. Theyoften call each other and talk all
afternoon.

2. Adamwrote letters to the companyand spoke
to their representatives.

3. He invented theproductbut lostmoney in the
process.

4. Stephen £ew to Europe andvisited his
childhood friend.

5. I received yourmessage yesterday but
couldn’t respond to it immediately.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. OnSaturday nights Samantha dresses up
andmeetswith her friends.

7. Once amonth or sowe stay home andorder
dinner in.

8. Politicians do not alwayswalk thewalk and
talk the talk.

9. Onhot summer days, theO’Briens drive to
the beach and enjoy the sun.

10. This couple ¢ghts but always
makes up.

Test yourself 44.2

Underline the compound noun phrases and verb phrases in the sentences below. A sentence may
containmore thanone compoundphrase.
Sample: He and shewill probably leave onFriday and return onSunday.
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Getting started (answers onp.197)

1. Thehorse stepped back and rolled its
eyes.

2. Amanda iswearing long sleevesbut carrying
a parasol.

3. WhenKathy and her daughter travel to
Boston, they always visit Harvard andMIT.

4. OnSundaysMr. Adams andhis neighbor
play golf and have lunch in the clubhouse.

5. He loves to cook and entertain.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. His youngest son is afraid of thunder and
lightning.

7. Yourhusband shouldwork hard at his job or
¢nd another one.

8. Harry andhis friend often travel to
Washington andvisit the Smithsonian.

9. It is commonknowledge that theYankees
and theRedSox are bitter rivals.

10. Thatwould ruin her reputation and end
her career.

UN I T 1 4 : C OM PO UN D P H R A S E S
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Answer keys: Test yourself, Getting started

questions – Unit 14

Test yourself 43.1

1. Theyhadwalked formiles andmiles.
2. Henry felt guilt and shame forwhat hehaddone.
3. Vermont has lots of old houses and rustic barns.
4. The young bride is going shoppingwith hermother ormother-in-law.
5. Paying for gas and electricity costs a lotmore this year than last.

Test yourself 44.1

1. Theyoften call each other and talk all afternoon.
2. Adamwrote letters to the companyand spoke to their representatives.
3. He invented the product but lostmoney in the process.
4. Stephen £ew to Europe andvisited his childhood friend.
5. I received yourmessage yesterday but couldn’t respond to it immediately.

Test yourself 44.2

1. Thehorse stepped back and rolled its eyes.
2. Amanda iswearing long sleeves but carrying a parasol.
3. WhenKathy and her daughter travel to Boston, they always visit Harvard andMIT.
4. OnSundaysMr. Adams andhis neighbor play golf and have lunch in the clubhouse.
5. He loves to cook and entertain.

☞ FOR A REVIEW EXERCISE OF THIS UNIT, SEE THE WEBSITE.
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Review matching exercise and answer key – Part II

Review matching exercise

Match the underlinedword or words in each sentence to the appropriate term in each set.
Use each termonlyonce.
Sample:Warren gavehimself an extra serving. verb phrase

Set A

compoundnounphrase object pronoun prepositional phrase
indirect object perfect tense future tense
modal predicate adjective

1. He haswritten toyou every day. .........................................................

2. Mrs.McLean is sending the recipe to her sister-in-law. .........................................................

3. He understandsmebetter than anyone. .........................................................

4. His companionswill take their canoe across the river. .........................................................

5. RichardwasworkingwhenMiguel andSamcameby. .........................................................

6. Thebuilding is near the stream. .........................................................

7. Itmight be the largestmuseum in theworld. .........................................................

8. Those decisions can be di⁄cult. .........................................................

Set B

compoundverb phrase past participle subject pronoun
direct object present participle
mainverb progressive tense

1. I’ll buy the foodand thencook it. ..........................................................

2. Theyhadcomeback tobuy two copies of thenewspaper. ..........................................................

3. Matt ishurrying tohis o⁄ce. ..........................................................

4. The oldmanwas chanting a song she’d neverheard before. ..........................................................

5. Molly selectedher dress early in theday. ..........................................................

6. Herhorsewasbehavingcalmly. ..........................................................

7. Johnnyhadeatenagoodbreakfast. ..........................................................
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Answer key: Review matching exercise – Part II

Set A

1. He haswritten toyou every day. perfect tense

2. Mrs.McLean is sending the recipe to her sister-in-law. indirect object

3. He understandsmebetter than anyone. object pronoun

4. His companionswill take their canoe across the river. future tense

5. RichardwasworkingwhenMiguel andSamcameby. compound nounphrase

6. The building is near the stream. prepositional phrase

7. Itmight be the largestmuseum in theworld. modal

8. Those decisions canbe di⁄cult. predicate adjective

Set B

1. I’ll buy the food and then cook it. compoundverb phrase

2. Theyhad comeback to buy two copies of the newspaper. subject pronoun

3. Matt is hurrying to his o⁄ce. present participle

4. The oldmanwas chanting a song she’d never heard before. direct object

5. Molly selected her dress early in the day. mainverb

6. Her horsewasbehaving calmly. progressive tense

7. Johnnyhad eaten a good breakfast. past participle

Review matching exercise – Part II
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PART III: GETTING STARTED WITH SENTENCES

As you’ve seen, in language we combine words to form phrases.We also combine phrases
to form sentences, and there are various kinds of sentences. For example, there are state-
ments and questions, simple sentences and combinations of sentences, and negative sen-
tences and positive sentences. In Part III, we begin to explore di¡erent kinds of
sentences, looking at the functions of sentences (Unit 15), how sentences can be combined
(Unit 16), and the relationships between di¡erent sentences (Unit 17). Our goal is to help
you recognize some of themore common and important sentence types.





UNIT 15: THE FUNCTIONS OF SENTENCES

Lesson 45: Identifying sentences by function

Oneway that a sentence canbe described is according to the job that it’s doing in a conver-
sation. Compare these sentences:

1. That clownwas funny.
2. Is she a physician?
3. Pleasewash the dishes.
4. What an excitingmovie!

You know that sentence 1 is making a statement, sentence 2 is asking a question, sen-
tence 3 is giving a command, and sentence 4 is expressing a strong emotion.These func-
tions are summarized inQuick tip 45.1.

Quick tip 45.1

Sentences that make a statement are called declaratives; sentences that ask a question are

called interrogatives; sentences that give a command are called imperatives; sentences

that express strong emotion are called exclamations.

Here are a fewmore examples:
5. Edward’s parents live on a farm. (declarative)
6. Have you accepted the fact that she’ll nevermove? (interrogative)
7. Don’t believe aword she says! (imperative)
8. That’s silly! (exclamation)

Test yourself 45.1

Identify each of the sentences below as either declarative, interrogative, imperative, or
exclamation.
Sample: Howold are younow? interrogative

Getting started (answers onp. 206)

1. I’m shocked! ................................................................................................................

2. Rose andCharles are gettingmarried in that house. ................................................................................................................

3. What a surprising announcement! ................................................................................................................

4. Theweatherwas awful yesterday. ................................................................................................................

5. Watch out for that car! ................................................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Didn’t wehave fun together? ................................................................................................................

7. What a performance! ................................................................................................................

8. Would youwant to rent amovie tonight? ................................................................................................................
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9. Thatwas ridiculous! ..........................................................................................................................................................................................

10. Write that down, please! ..........................................................................................................................................................................................

Let’s take a closer look at questions:
9. Doyou like learning about sentences?
10. What doyou like best?
11. Youwould rather be listening tomusic, wouldn’t you?

These sentences demonstrate three di¡erent kinds of questions. Sentence 9 is an exam-
ple of a yes/no question, because it can be answered with just a ‘‘yes’’ or ‘‘no.’’ Here are
somemore yes/no questions:

12. Did you enjoy themusic?
13. Is the televisionworking?
14. Are you interested in applying for that job?

Quick tip 45.2

A yes/no question is one that can be answered by ‘‘yes’’ or ‘‘no.’’

Sentence 10 is called a wh- question because it begins with a wh- word, or question
word.

Quick tip 45.3

A wh- question begins with one of the following wh- words (question words): when,

where, what, why, which, who, whom, how. Example: Where is the meeting?

Notice thathow is awh-word, even though it doesn’t beginwithwh-.
Wh- questions cannot be answered with a ‘‘yes’’ or ‘‘no.’’ Imagine the following bizarre

dialogues:
15a. What time is it?
15b. Yes.
16a. Where are you going?
16b. No.
17a. Whichdress should Iwear?
17b. Yes.

You get the point.
Here are somemore examples ofwh- questions:

18. Whydid they buy that house?
19. When shouldwemeet?
20. Howdoes thatwork?

The third kind of question, called a tag question, is demonstrated by sentence11above.
Here are somemore tag questions:

21. He’s having a great time, isn’t he?
22. It rained last night, didn’t it?
23. Mrs.Williamswasworking hard, wasn’t she?

UN I T 1 5 : T H E F U N C T I O N S O F S E N T E N C E S
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In tag questions, there’s a regular statement followed by a tag; the tag is underlined in
these examples.

Quick tip 45.4

A tag question contains a statement followed by a tag, such as could you? aren’t they?

hasn’t he? Example: She is leaving soon, isn’t she?

Test yourself 45.2

Decide if each question below is ayes/no question, wh- question, or tag question.
Sample:Whydid he call his attorney? wh- question

Getting started (answers onp. 206)

1. He’s not really crazy, is he? .........................................................................................................................

2. Which is yours? ........................................................................................................................

3. Are you interested? ........................................................................................................................

4. Is the evidence against himcompelling? .........................................................................................................................

5. Wehave seen this before, haven’t we? .........................................................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Howdid you respond to his question? .........................................................................................................................

7. Whendid they leave last night? ........................................................................................................................

8. Are you leaving already? ........................................................................................................................

9. Joan is an accomplishedwoman, isn’t she? ........................................................................................................................

10. Is there anything left in the cookie jar? ........................................................................................................................

Lesson 45: Identifying sentences by function
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Answer keys: Test yourself, Getting started

questions – Unit 15

Test yourself 45.1

1. I’m shocked! exclamation
2. Rose andCharles are gettingmarried in that house. declarative
3. What a surprising announcement! exclamation
4. Theweatherwas awful yesterday. declarative
5. Watch out for that car! imperative

Test yourself 45.2

1. He’s not really crazy, is he? tag question
2. Which is yours? wh- question
3. Are you interested? yes/no question
4. Is the evidence against himcompelling? yes/no question
5. Wehave seen this before, haven’t we? tag question

☞ FOR A REVIEW EXERCISE OF THIS UNIT, SEE THE WEBSITE.
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UNIT 16: COMBINING SENTENCES

Lesson 46: Simple sentences

Most of the sentences we’ve looked at so far in this book are simple sentences, which
means that they are sentences that aremade up of just one sentence. But sentences can be
made up of more than one sentence. Let’s start by looking at a few sentences and compa-
ring them.

1. The little boy laughed.
2. The little boy laughed and the little girl smiled.
3. The little boy laughed and the little girl smiled and their dog ran around in

circles.
You can see that sentence 2 consists of two sentences joined by and and that sen-

tence 3 consists of three sentences joined by and. Each of the sentences that make
up a larger sentence is called a clause. So sentence 1 contains one clause, sentence
2 contains two clauses, and sentence 3 contains three clauses. Just as words combine
to form phrases, phrases combine to form clauses, and clauses can combine to form
sentences. A clause must contain at least a noun phrase functioning as the subject
and a main verb.

Quick tip 46.1

A clause is a free-standing sentence or a sentence within a sentence; a clause or sentence

contains at least a subject and a main verb.

Quick tip 46.2

A sentence can contain one or more clauses.

Here are somemore examples of sentences containing only one clause:
4. Thatmagazine looks interesting.
5. The o⁄cer followed the rules.
6. She greetedme at the door.

Notice that each contains only one subject and one verb phrase.

Quick tip 46.3

A sentence that contains only one clause, that is, one subject and one verb phrase, is called

a simple sentence.

Are the following simple sentences?
7. on the £oor
8. the extremely tall boy
9. were reading newspapers on the train
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None of these contains both a subject and a verb phrase, and so these are not sentences at
all; they’re just phrases.Youmay recognize sentence 7 as a preposition phrase, sentence 8
as a nounphrase, and sentence 9 as averb phrase. (SeeLessons 28, 29, and 30.)

Test yourself 46.1

In each simple sentence below, underline the subject and put a squiggly line beneath the verb
phrase.
Sample: David listened to her response.

Getting started (answers onp. 231)

1. The committee presented its ideas
to Congress.

2. I stayed in bed that day.

3. Nobodymoved.

4. My favorite hotel is on ParkAvenue.

5. I overslept today.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. We enjoy cruising on theMississippi River.

7. Our cousin lives about an hour fromus.

8. The young architect arrives in his o⁄ce at
8:30 A.M. eachweekday.

9. Whales aremammals.

10. Rain is good for the environment.

Test yourself 46.2

Decide if each itembelow is a simple sentence or just a phrase.
Sample: walking nearby phrase

Getting started (answers onp. 231)

1. I have never eaten caviar. ..............................................................................

2. The department stores are having a sale thisweekend. ..............................................................................

3. Expensive antique jewelry. ..............................................................................

4. Ourhome on the ranch. ..............................................................................

5. Fresh-cut £owers on the table. ..............................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Sailing around theworld. ..............................................................................

7. Sangmy favorite song. ..............................................................................

8. She is paying for her own tuition. ..............................................................................

9. Exercising can leave you exhausted. ..............................................................................

10. The bus is approaching. ..............................................................................

What about sentences like the following?
10. Thatmagazine and those books look interesting.
11. The o⁄cer and hismen followed the rules.
12. She and her husband greetedme at the door.

UN I T 1 6 : C OMB I N I N G S E N T E N C E S
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The underlined part of each sentence is a compound noun phrase (see Lesson 43) and is
considered to be one subject. So these sentences are all simple sentences.The same thing
is true of compoundverb phrases:

13. Thatmagazine looks and seems interesting.
14. The o⁄cer followed the rules and saved the day.
15. Shemet and greetedme at the door.

The underlined parts of sentences 13^15 are compound verb phrases (see Lesson 44) and
each is considered to be one verb phrase. So, again, these sentences are all simple
sentences.

Lesson 46: Simple sentences
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Lesson 47: Compound sentences

As we mentioned in Lesson 46, a sentence can contain more than one sentence within it,
for example:

1. Jane put the glass vase on the table and hermother picked it up.
This is an example of a compound sentence. It actually contains two sentences. The

¢rst is: Jane put the glass vase on the table.The second is: Her mother picked it up. Since a
sentencewithin a sentence is called a clause, we can also say that sentence 1contains two
clauses. Just as a simple sentence must contain at least a subject and a verb phrase, each
of the sentences (clauses) within a compound sentence must contain its own subject and
verb phrase.

Recall fromLesson18 that conjunctions, likeand, or, andbut, join things. In fact, the two
sentences within sentence 1 are joined by the conjunction and. Recall also that there are
twokinds of conjunctions, coordinatingand subordinating.The sentences in acompound
sentence are joined together by a coordinating conjunction. As we discussed in Lesson
18, there are three common coordinating conjunctions; they are and, or, and but. Four
less common ones are for, so, yet, and nor. (Remember FANBOYS, which contains the ¢rst
letter of each.)

Quick tip 47.1

A sentence that is made up of two or more sentences (clauses) joined by a coordinating

conjunction (most commonly and, or, and but) is called a compound sentence.

Test yourself 47.1

Each of the sentences below is a compound sentence consisting of two sentences (clauses).
Underline each of the sentenceswhich is in the compound sentence.
Sample: I felt restless after breakfast and Iwandered around thehouse.

Getting started (answers onp. 231)

1. Andre pulled the car into the street,
andBethbegan reading the directions.

2. She enjoyed shopping for food, but she
especially enjoyed cooking.

3. I can do this now, or I cando it later.

4. Dandoes not feelwell, yet hewants to
go in towork.

5. Wemissed our £ight, sowehave to
wait around the airport for the next
available one.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Hedoesnot like to changehismind, nor ishe
willing to compromise.

7. You deserve your good fortune, for you have
a heart of gold.

8. The players are running onto the ¢eld, and
then they are beginning to practice.

9. Stephanie likes to go to concerts, but she
will not see an opera.

10. You canpaywith cash, or you can take out a
loan.
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Test yourself 47.2

Decide if each sentence below is a simple sentence or a compound sentence. Remember that a
simple sentence contains just one sentence (clause) while a compound sentence contains at least
two sentences joined by a coordinating conjunction.
Sample:Wallace stared at him in the grocery store. simple

Getting started (answers onp. 231)

1. He can’t blameher for the problem. ...............................................................

2. Beth left the library, and sheheaded straight home. .................................................................

3. Hewaswatching her, but shewas pretending not to notice. ...............................................................

4. We like hima lot. ...............................................................

5. The coachwants towin, but hewill be happywith a tie. ...............................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. It will be a sunnyday. ................................................................

7. Jeremy likes hiswife’s newdress. ................................................................

8. Iwill have a bowl of soup, but I don’t want salad. ...............................................................

9. Samcalledme at noon. ...............................................................

10. Hewill be going to PennState, or he’ll study atTempleUniversity. ...............................................................

Acompound sentence can containmore than two sentences:
2. Nora was Zach’s stepmother but she treated him like her other children and he

trusted her completely.
Here, the three sentences that make up this sentence are: (1) Nora was Zach’s step-

mother; (2) she treated him like her other children; (3) he trusted her completely. So the
sentenceThere was a glass vase on the table andJane picked it up contains two sentences,
or clauses. The sentence Nora was Zach’s stepmother but she treated him like her other
children and he trusted her completely contains three sentences, or clauses. In fact, a
compound sentence can contain any number of sentences, though we usually limit
ourselves to just a few:

3. He turned his head away and he pretended to ignore her but he continued
to listen toher and in fact hehung onher everyword. (4 sentences or clauses)

Keep inmind that youcan’t tell if a sentence is simple or compoundbyhowlong it is; you
need to see if it contains one or more than one complete sentence within it. For example,
the following sentence, although it is long, is just a simple sentence:

4. The tall man with the violin case quickly climbed the stairs to the abandoned
warehouse near the railroad tracks.

This is a simple sentence because it has just one subject, the tall man with the violin case,
and one verb phrase ^ notice that there is just one verb, climbed. (The sentence is just
long because it contains a few preposition phrases.) And the following sentence, although
it is short, is a compoundsentence:JohnlaughedandMary cried. It’s a compoundsentence
because it contains two sentences that can stand alone: John laughed;Mary cried. Each of
these has its own subject andverb phrase.

Lesson 47: Compound sentences
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Test yourself 47.3

Each sentence below is either a simple or compound sentence. Identify the number of
clauses in each sentence. If there is more than one clause in the sentence, underline each
clause.
Sample:The bearwatched hismovements closely. 1

Getting started (answers onp. 231)

1. Vickiwas always looking at herself in themirror, butMaryAnn
was extremely self-con¢dent, and shenever gaveherself a secondglance. ...................

2. Her fatherwas devoted to her. ...................

3. Our ¢rm’sCEOwill be £ying to Chicago nextweek, but he’ll be returning
the same day. ...................

4. The lady in the elegant blue dress entered thewell-lit roomwith her perky little
dog in her arms. ...................

5. Our boatwas hitwith strongwinds, andwehad to return to our cabins. ...................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. We don’t havemuch time left in the zoo, butwe should visit the bird cage, and
wemust see themonkeys, orwe should at least feed the goats in the petting area,
but I de¢nitely want to take a look at the elephants. ...................

7. We can catch amovie, orwe canvisit amuseum, butwewon’t be seeing a
Broadway show. ...................

8. Many peoplewalk in thewoods in autumn. ...................

9. The economy is gettingworse, andmany people areworried about their jobs. ...................

10. My car is getting old, and it’s pretty bangedup, but I hope to get another
year out of it. ...................

Keep in mind that a compound phrase (Lessons 43 and 44) is not the same thing as a
compound sentence. For example, the following sentence has a compound noun phrase
(underlined):

5. The teacher graded the students’exams and their papers.
We’ve certainly got a coordinating conjunction, and, in sentence 5. However, the question
is, what is the and joining? If we look at what’s on each side of the and, we ¢nd the follo-
wing:The teacher graded the students’ exams, which is a sentence, and their papers; their
papers is not a sentence by itself. In this case, the conjunction and is joining two noun
phrases: the students’ exams and their papers. It’s not joining two complete sentences, and
so the sentence is not a compound sentence but is a simple sentence.

Test yourself 47.4

Decide if each sentence below is a simple or compound sentence. Remember that a compound
sentence contains a complete sentence on either side of the conjunction.
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Sample: Kyle turned around and stared at the screen. simple

Getting started (answers onp. 231)

1. It was a scene of joy but one thing spoiled themoment. ...............................................

2. The boxer fell to his knees but hemanaged to get backup. ...............................................

3. The designer and his assistants quickly brought order to the chaos. ...............................................

4. Mattwas driving toNewYorkwith his kids and his neighbor’s son. ...............................................

5. I like to drink co¡ee or tea after dinner. ...............................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Theweather is alreadygetting chilly, but I amnot ready forwinter just yet. .................................................

7. His speech should be brief and to the point. ...............................................

8. Youmust get ready immediately or I’ll leavewithout you. ...............................................

9. The £ight attendant o¡eredmebeef or chicken for the entr�ee. ...............................................

10. She likes classicalmusic but rarely goes to concerts. ...............................................

Lesson 47: Compound sentences
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Lesson 48: Complex sentences

In the l ast le sson , we t al ke d about c omp ou nd s e nte nc e s s uch a s :
1. Beth said hello tohermother’s friend and then shewalked outside.

Each of the sentences (clauses) that is part of the compound sentence plays an equal role
in the sentence; one clause is not superior to or more important than the other, in terms
of the structure of the sentence.

Now let’s look at some other sentences:
2. Harrywas only ¢fteenwhenhismother sent himaway to school.
3. Mr. Edwards looked her straight in the eye although he wasn’t really

sincere.
4. Iwon’t tell you the answer unless you agree to help.

Sentences 2^4 also each contain two sentences, or clauses, which are combined to
make a larger sentence. However, one of these sentences is more important than the
other.The more important sentence is called themain clause, or independent clause;
the less important sentence, the one that is a subpart of the main clause, is called the
dependent clause or subordinate clause (see Lesson 19). Each clause, whether it’s a
main clause or subordinate clause, has its own subject and verb phrase. Sentences
that contain a main clause and at least one dependent clause are called complex
sentences.

The main clause of each of the following sentences is in bold; the dependent clause is
underlined:

5. Harrywas only ¢fteenwhenhismother sent himaway to school.
6. Mr. Edwards looked her straight in the eye although he wasn’t really

sincere.
7. Iwon’t tellyou the answer unless you agree to help.

Quick tip 48.1

A complex sentence consists of at least two sentences (clauses): a main clause and a

dependent clause. The dependent clause is a subpart of the main clause and adds

information to it. Example, with the dependent clause underlined: Sally visited her before

she moved.

Recall that, in a compound sentence, the clauses are joined by a coordinating con-
junction such as and, or, and but. In a complex sentence, the dependent clause is joined
to the rest of the sentence by a subordinating conjunction. (We introduced subordinat-
ing conjunctions in Lesson 19; you may want to check back there to refresh your mem-
ory.) The common subordinating conjunctions of English are repeated here for
reference.
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after even though than whenever
although how that where
as if though wherever
as if in order that till whether
as though once unless while
because rather than until which
before since what who
even if so (that) when why

Quick tip 48.2

A dependent clause is joined to another clause by a subordinating conjunction such as

although, if, where.

Quick tip 48.3

The easiest way to identify a dependent clause is to look for a subordinating conjunction

and see if it’s followed by a sentence. If it is, then the subordinating conjunction plus the

sentence directly following it is a dependent clause.

Test yourself 48.1

For each complex sentence below, underline the dependent clause. Remember to look for the
subordinating conjunction,which is the ¢rstword of the dependent clause.
Sample: Helen stared in dismayat the £oor after she opened the dining roomdoor.

Getting started (answers onp. 232)

1. His father is returning to Londonbecause
the furniture is arriving.

2. Selma smiled at himalthough shehadnever
felt less like smiling.

3. He felt a great a¡ection forhis guardianuntil
he discovered the truth.

4. I amgoing to solve this crossword puzzle
even if it takesme all day.

5. James accepted the jobbefore he checked
with hiswife.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Sammy passed the ¢nal exameven though
hehad not studied hard.

7. You are behaving as if youwere the
boss.

8. Iwill not speak toyouunless you tellme the
truth.

9. NewOrleans has not been the same since it
was devastated by a hurricane.

10. Al tries to speakFrenchwhenhe is in
Montreal.

In the complex sentences we’ve looked at so far, the dependent clause follows the main
clause. But sometimes the dependent clause comes before the main clause. (Again, see
Lesson 19.) In these next examples of complex sentences, the dependent clauses are
underlined:

Lesson 48: Complex sentences
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8. After he uttered her name, an awful silence fell on the room.
9. Whilewehurried to the restaurant, the rain continued to pour.
10. Even though shewas a di⁄cultwoman, theyhad a goodmarriage.

Test yourself 48.2

For each complex sentence below, underline the dependent clause. Remember to look for the
subordinating conjunction, which is the ¢rst word of the dependent clause.The dependent clause
will either be before or after themain clause.
Sample: If you continue on this highway, you’ll end up in thewrong place.

Getting started (answers onp. 232)

1. WhenElizabethspoke,Benlistenedattentively.

2. Before you blamehim, think about your own
responsibility.

3. You should pay for automobile insurance
even if your car is old.

4. Unless the train arrives soon,we’llmiss our
appointment.

5. The district attorneywon’t rest till he ¢nds
the perpetrator.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. While youwere away, important changes
took place.

7. As you know,UCLAwon thePac-10
championship.

8. If you reallywant it, Iwill loanyoumy
laptop.

9. After hewas released from thehospital, he
had to rest for aweek.

10. She is going to succeedwherever she ends up.

Test yourself 48.3

For each complex sentence below, underline the subject of the dependent clause (not of the main
clause).
Sample: I had an interesting conversationwith himwhilewewerewalking home.

Getting started (answers onp. 232)

1. Even though the village supported the
emperor, it still paid numerous taxes.

2. I like to sit on the balconywhen the
weather is nice.

3. Georgediditbecauseherecognizedthewoman.

4. Once I havemade upmymind, Iusually do
not change it.

5. Someone rang the doorbellwhilewewere
having lunch.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Zacharywasbehaving as thoughheknew
the answer.

7. Shewas not surewhether she should travel
to that country.

8. The bus arrived at the station before I could
¢nish the newspaper.

9. They started learning Chinese so that they
could understand their in-lawsbetter.

10. After you left, I beganwashing the dishes.

A complex sentence contains only one main clause, but it can contain more than one
dependent clause. In the following examples, there is a main clause and two dependent
clauses. The main clause is again in bold; the dependent clauses are underlined. Notice
thatwe sometimes have £exibility in terms of the placement of each of the clauses.

UN I T 1 6 : C OMB I N I N G S E N T E N C E S
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11a. Harrywasonly¢fteenwhenhismother sent himaway to school, althoughhe
lookedmuch older.

11b. When his mother sent him away to school, Harry was only ¢fteen, although
he lookedmuch older.

11c. Although he looked much older when his mother sent him away to school,
Harrywas only ¢fteen.

12a. I won’t tell you the answer unless you agree to help, because this issue is
con¢dential.

12b. Unless you agree to help, I won’t tell you the answer, because this issue is
con¢dential.

12c. Because this issue is con¢dential, unlessyouagree tohelp, Iwon’t tellyouthe
answer.

Test yourself 48.4

For each sentence below, decide if it is a simple sentence or a complex sentence. Some complex
sentenceswill havemore thanone dependent clause.
Sample:Those twobrothers always dress alike. simple

Getting started (answers onp. 232)

1. The two horses thrived on the ranch because they received excellent care. ..................................

2. Another little girl will be arriving at the school before noon today. ..................................

3. The old housekeeperwelcomedherwarmlywhenhermotherwas present. ...................................

4. The general returned homewith his family. ....................................

5. Aswe approached our destination, we became rather emotional. ....................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. When the actor entered the stage, the audience clapped enthusiastically. ....................................

7. If youpromise not to tell anyone, Iwill let you in on a secret,
even though I shouldn’t. ....................................

8. We are not going to the beachuntil it stops raining. ....................................

9. Unless you stop complaining,we are turning right around. ....................................

10. He likes foreignmovies a lot. ....................................

Test yourself 48.5

For each sentence below, indicate if it is a simple sentence, a compound sentence, or a complex
sentence. Be sure to determine the kind of conjunction (coordinating or subordinating) in order to
helpyoudecide.
Sample:Wewere always polite to one another althoughwewere never close. complex

Getting started (answers onp. 232)

1. She pursued her goals relentlessly but she didn’t always achieve them. .....................................................

2. I havemade numerousmistakes over the years. .....................................................

3. Iwon’t tell you unless you agree to help because I can’t take the risk. .....................................................

Lesson 48: Complex sentences
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4. Jason and Ilenehad to renew their passports before they could
leave the country. .............................................................................

5. Babyboomerswere bornbefore this century. .............................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. He insisted, but I still did not believe him. .............................................................................

7. You canwatchTV all night long, or you can study for your exam. .............................................................................

8. WhileMr. Kaganwas atwork, the air conditioning stopped
working at his house. .............................................................................

9. I have knownhim sincewemoved to this town. .............................................................................

10. Ashley andBrianwanted to shop at that store. .............................................................................

Complex sentences can have di¡erent kinds of dependent clauses. The ones we’ve
talked about so far are called adverbial clauses because, like adverbs, they typically tell
us more about a verb, adjective, or another adverb. For example, in the sentence,Things
improved after Mr. Eliot arrived, the underlined dependent clause is telling us something
about the time of the action.

In other complex sentences, dependent clauses canbeused as nounphrases.Take a look
at the following pair of sentences:

13a. That statement is silly.
13b. WhatMark just said is silly.

In sentence 13a, that statement is a noun phrase. In sentence 13b, what Mark just said is a
dependent clause which is functioning as a noun phrase of the main sentence.When a
dependent clause is functioning as a noun phrase, it’s called a noun clause. Here are
somemore sentence pairs inwhich the second sentence of the pair has a dependent clause
(underlined) acting as a nounphrase.

14a. I know the truth. simple sentence
14b. I know that you’re right. complex sentence
15a. It remains unknown. simple sentence
15b. Why they left town remains unknown. complex sentence

Notice that noun clauses look just like other dependent clauses: they beginwith a subor-
dinating conjunction and contain both a subject and a verb phrase. However, when a
sentence has a noun clause, the rest of the sentence cannot always stand alone; it needs
the noun clause to be complete. For example, in sentence 15b, remains unknown is not a
complete sentence.

Test yourself 48.6

Underline the dependent clause in each of the complex sentences below. It will be either an
adverbial clause or a noun clause.
Sample:Whatever youdo is acceptable.

UN I T 1 6 : C OMB I N I N G S E N T E N C E S
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Getting started (answers onp. 232)

1. I’ll staywithJeanette until Peter comes
home.

2. Thatmycandidatewillwin is
obvious.

3. AlthoughMrs. Craft was tired, she insisted
onmaking us dinner.

4. Wewere quite con¢dent thatwehadmade the
right decision.

5. Theywant to ¢ndoutwhy thewaitresswas so
rude to them.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. He did not knowwhich highway led to the
Canadian border.

7. The assistantmanager knew that she
was not going to be promoted this
time.

8. Whereverwe travelwe like to visit
museums.

9. I can speak Italianbetter thanyoucan speak
French.

10. Wewere tired ofwaiting, sowe left.

We’ve been telling you to look for the subordinating conjunction to help you ¢nd the
dependent clause. But what about these next sentences (with the dependent clauses
underlined)?

16a. I know that you’re right.
16b. I know you’re right.
17a. You believed that the defendantwas innocent.
17b. Youbelieved the defendantwas innocent.

As you can see, we can delete the subordinating conjunction that in a noun clause
when the dependent clause follows the main clause. However, if the dependent
clause comes before the main clause, the subordinating conjunction that cannot be
deleted:

18a. That her daughter is talented hasbeen obvious for years.
18b. *Her daughter is talented has been obvious for years.
19a. That the defendantwas innocent became clear during the trial.
19b. *The defendantwas innocent became clear during the trial.

Quick tip 48.4

In a noun clause, the subordinating conjunction that can be deleted following a main

clause. Example: I think (that) it’s going to rain.

So when you don’t see a subordinating conjunction in a sentence, but the sentence has
more than one subject and verb phrase, ask yourself if you can insert that somewhere. If
so, thenyou’ll know youhave a dependent clause.

Test yourself 48.7

Underline the dependent clauses in eachof the sentencesbelow. In somecases, the conjunction that
will have beendeleted.
Sample: Theyknewshewould escape.

Lesson 48: Complex sentences
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Getting started (answers onp. 232)

1. Theydon’t believe that her partnerwill keep
hisword.

2. Mrs.Webbwas sure her piewouldwin the
baking contest.

3. That Andy is the best in the class doesn’t
surpriseme.

4. Weheard youwere accepted toGeorgetown
LawSchool.

5. It is true that I amgoing to become apartner
in this ¢rm.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Thismandoes not think you are a good
writer.

7. Jackie always thought that one day she
would be a leading actress.

8. You knew that Iwould be throwing a
surprise party for you.

9. The landlord assumed that all his tenants
would be paying rent on time.

10. The little girl pretended shewas dancing
withMickeyMouse.

Test yourself 48.8

Decide if each sentence is simple, compound, or complex. Keep in mind that sometimes the
subordinating conjunction thatmayhave beendeleted.
Sample: She toldme Iwasn’t giving upyet. complex

Getting started (answers onp. 233)

1. Mymother changed the subject, but it was too late. .......................................................

2. He proposed to herwhen she graduated fromcollege. .......................................................

3. Aman fromthe sawmillwas overseeing the project. .......................................................

4. Iwant a piece of apple pie. .......................................................

5. I had been hoping you could come to the game. .......................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. If you take the kids to themovies, I can get some rest. .......................................................

7. The president saidwe should all conserve fuel. .......................................................

8. You cando the food shopping ¢rst, or you candoyour other errands. .......................................................

9. Justin generally eats his soupwithbread and butter. .......................................................

10. I know thewoman in the blue dress. .......................................................

There’s another very common type of subordinating clause, called a relative clause.
Here are some examples:

20. I’ll tellmyhusband,whowill be home soon.
21. The personwhoknowsher best isRichard.
22. Miss Livingston had hermoney in the bank that failed.

Since there’s quite a bit to say about relative clauses, we ‘ve given them their own lesson,
which is next.

UN I T 1 6 : C OMB I N I N G S E N T E N C E S
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Lesson 49: Sentences with relative clauses

Awell-known children’s story starts with the line, This is the house that Jack built. It
continues,

This is themalt that lay in the house that Jack built.This is the rat that ate themalt that lay in the
house that Jack built.The story continues until it endswith the following sentence:This is the
farmer sowinghis corn, that kept the cock that crowed in themorn, thatwaked the priest all shaven
and shorn, thatmarried theman all tattered and torn, that kissed themaiden all forlorn, that
milked the cowwith the crumpledhorn, that tossed the dog, thatworried the cat, that killed the rat,
that ate the malt that lay in the house that Jack built.

(www.amherst.edu/�rjyanco94/literature/mothergoose/rhymes/
thisisthehousethatjackbuilt.html, retrievedNovember 9, 2008.)

This storygivesusagooddemonstrationof complex sentenceswith relative clauses,which
are a kind of dependent clause (see Lesson 48). For example, in the sentenceThis is the house
that Jack built, themain clause isThis is the house, and the dependent, relative clause is that
Jackbuilt.The relative clause acts as an adjective: itmodi¢es the nounphrase the house, tell-
ing usmore about it.This iswhy relative clauses are also referred to as adjective clauses.

Quick tip 49.1

A relative clause (adjective clause) is a kind of dependent clause; it provides additional

information about a noun phrase in the main clause. Example (relative clause underlined):

I brought the cookies that are on the plate.

In each sentence below, the relative clause is underlined, and the noun phrase which
the relative clause is modifying is in bold.The main clause can stand on its own as a sen-
tence without the relative clause; the relative clause just provides additional informa-
tion about the noun phrase it’s modifying and cannot stand alone. Like other clauses, a
relative clause has its own subject andverb phrase.

1. She transferred the plate to the tray that she justwashed.
2. Blanche thought about themanwhowas living in Italy at the time.
3. He called the company that usually supplies the pipes.

Test yourself 49.1

Underline the relative clause in each of the sentences below.
Sample:Mr.Sanderswaswearing a suit that he bought in Italy.

Getting started (answers onp. 233)

1. He paid no attention to the newspaperwhich
was next to him.

2. The police arrested themanwhomtheyhad
been looking for.

3. Mrs. Petersonwas reaching for the phone
thatwas nearest her chair.

4. Hemight recognize thewomanwho is
hosting the show.

5. Cli¡ bought a present thatwas just perfect
for his girlfriend.
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More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. I am renting an apartment that has two
bedrooms.

7. Shemet someonewhose daughter
had graduated fromDukeUniversity.

8. Are you going to eat the desert that I baked
especially for you?

9. He came to the partywith a friendwhom
I haven’t seen in ages.

10. You should pay for your vacation
with the money that I gave you.

The relative clause doesn’t necessarily follow themain sentence (clause); it can also be
within the main sentence. In the following sentences, the relative clause is underlined
and the main sentence (clause) is in bold. In sentences 4 and 5, the relative clause follows
themain clause; in sentences 6 and 7, it’s inside themain clause.

4. I’vebrought thehorsewhich hasbeen specially trained.
5. We tipped thewaiterwhohad servedus sowell.
6. Themanwhowas living in Italy at the timeknewall the facts.
7. The company that usually supplies the pipeshas gone outof business.

Again, if the relative clause (the underlined part) is removed, the main clause can still
stand on its own as a sentence.

Test yourself 49.2

Underline the relative clause in each of the sentences below.The relative clause may be anywhere
in the sentence.
Sample: Abusiness thatmanufactures engines can be di⁄cult to run.

Getting started (answers onp. 233)

1. She gave him a smile that lit upher face.

2. The professorwho gives easy tests is on
sabbatical this semester.

3. The approacheswhich aremost likely to
succeed are too complicated.

4. Thehotelwhich is near the shore doesn’t
openuntil April.

5. Are you satis¢edwith the computer that
your parents bought for you?

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The playerswho just entered the stadium
arewearing blue jerseys.

7. Those strawberries that you brought are
absolutely delicious.

8. Iwill vote for the candidatewhose values
are close tomine.

9. Thegymthatshebelongstoisonlyamileaway.

10. He is stillmadly in lovewith thewoman
whomhemarried15 years ago.

We’ve seen (in Lesson 48) that other dependent clauses are linked to the rest of the sen-
tence by subordinating conjunctions.The same is true of relative clauses.Those subordi-
nating conjunctions which link relative clauses to the rest of the sentence are called
relativepronouns, andyoumayremember thatwe talkedabout theminLesson26.Therela-
tive pronounwhich introduces the relative clause is underlined in the sentencesbelow:
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8. I just read a bookwhich had a really exciting ending.
9. The soldierwhom I’mwriting to recently camehome on leave.
10. She signed a dealwith the publishing company that gave her the best o¡er.

Note thatwords that are relative pronouns can also be used in otherways. For example,
who can be used as a relative pronoun, but it can also be used as a questionword, as in the
sentence,Whomarriedher?

Quick tip 49.2

Relative clauses begin with one of the relative pronouns: that,which,who,whom,whose.

Test yourself 49.3

Each of the sentences below contains a relative clause. Underline the relative pronoun that begins
the relative clause.
Sample:The studentwhom I spoke towas confused.

Getting started (answers onp. 233)

1. Thehotel chain that Greg founded has since
gone out of business.

2. He phoned thewomanwhowaswriting the
article.

3. Jill resents themanwhose fatherwon the
lottery.

4. Thehighwaywhich I take towork needs
repair.

5. TheTVshow that she likes best is on
Sunday nights.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. TheDVDplayerwhichyouboughtwasway
too expensive.

7. Iwould like tomeet thewomanwhoyou
raved about.

8. Studentswhose names are not on the class
roster should seeme after class.

9. We are going to patronize the pharmacy
which has just openedup.

10. I don’t read all themagazines that
I subscribe to.

Just as a sentence can have more than one dependent clause, it can have more than
one relative clause.We saw this earlier, in the sentences about Jack, and see it here
as well:

11. Pablo married the womanwhose sister lived in a house which was next door to
the one that I bought from themanwhohad ¢rst built it.

Even though this sentence is very long and contains four relative clauses, it is still per-
fectly grammatical.

Test yourself 49.4

Underline the relative clauses in each of the sentences below. A sentence may have more than one
relative clause.
Sample: The man whom he had rescued turned out to be the criminal whom the police were
looking for.

Lesson 49: Sentences with relative clauses
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Getting started (answers onp. 233)

1. She turnedon thebroadcastwhichdealtwith
the scandal that had recently been in the
news.

2. Buck stood behind the counterwhich
dominated his small restaurant.

3. The photographerwho took the picture
which appeared in the paper that was most
widely readwon aPulitzer Prize.

4. I can’t ¢nd themessage that you sentme.

5. No onewhobreaks the law should get
awaywith it.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The cruise thatwe booked 6months ago
through the agent whomyou recommended
is leaving nextweek.

7. The furnace that heats the housewhichwe
purchased with the cash that we won in the
lottery that we played 5 years ago needs to
be replaced.

8. Did you ever compute the number of days
that youhave spenton thenovel that youare
writing?

9. Friendswhokeeps theirword are the kinds
of friends that I like.

10. The parking garagewhich is on the top £oor
of the building that is on the corner of the
intersection is almost always full.

You may be wondering why relative pronouns are called pronouns.You know that pro-
nouns replace nounphrases in a sentence. Aswe discussed inLesson 26, all of the relative
pronouns exceptwhose do the same thing.

Quick tip 49.3

A relative pronoun connects the relative clause to the rest of the sentence. All of the

relative pronouns (except whose) also replace a noun phrase in the relative clause.

(Whose replaces a determiner.)

Let’s review how Quick tip 49.3 works in the following sentence, whose relative clause is
underlined:

12. Blanche thought about themanwhowas living in Italy.
What noun phrase is the relative pronoun who replacing? The who refers to the noun
phrase theman.

Here’s another example:
13. He called the company thatusually supplied the pipes.

In this case, what does the relative pronoun that replace? It replaces the noun phrase the
company.

Test yourself 49.5

For each sentencebelow, underline the relative clause andput a squiggly line under themain clause.
Sample: Natalie usually wears clothes that look £attering on her.

UN I T 1 6 : C OMB I N I N G S E N T E N C E S
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Getting started (answers onp. 233)

1. I ammeetingMr. Arnold at themuseumthat
he supports.

2. The labelwhich contains thewarning is not
very clear.

3. The robber opened the casewhich contained
themost cash.

4. The policy that the president is
implementing should be successful.

5. I contacted the youngmanwhosewallet
I found on the subway.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Shirley is not satis¢edwith the interest that
she is getting in her bank account.

7. Economistswho canpredict the duration of
recessions are rare.

8. Doctorswho overcharge patients should be
prosecuted.

9. Iwas impressedwith the authorwho gave a
lecture at the library yesterday.

10. The salesmanwho calledwas very
persuasive.

Test yourself 49.6

Underline the dependent clause in each of the sentences below. It will either be a relative clause, a
noun clause, or an adverbial clause.
Sample:Thehistorianvisitedmost of the sites that hewrote about.

Getting started (answers onp. 234)

1. The architect’s design includes awindow
that faces the courtyard.

2. She understoodwhat youwere trying to say.

3. If you’re hungry, this townhas a fantastic
Greek restaurant.

4. It is obvious thatwehave to reevaluate our
plan.

5. The o¡er that I have givenyou is a
fair one.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Her cousins need to knowwhether she’ll be
going to Boston thisweekend.

7. Even if youdon’t feel good, you should
de¢nitely attend the convention.

8. The strangerwho said hello to uswore
elegant clothes.

9. The salesman can’t rememberwhat he
promised his customer.

10. TheywatchedTVwhen they got home.

Let’s take a look at the following sentence:
14. Themanwhom I interviewedwas not veryknowledgeable.

Aswediscussed above, the sentence contains a relative clause,whomI interviewed,which
beginswith the relative pronounwhom.Will this sentence still be grammatical if the rela-
tive pronoun,whom, is left out?

15. Theman I interviewedwas not veryknowledgeable.
If you think this sentence sounds ¢ne, you’re absolutely right.Here are somemore examples:

16a. The permit that the builders applied forwas denied.
16b. The permit the builders applied forwas denied.
17a. The celebritywho Jack photographed left the theater early.
17b. The celebrityJack photographed left the theater early.

You will notice that when the relative pronoun is omitted, as in sentences 15, 16b,
and 17b, one noun phrase is directly followed by another noun phrase: the man + I in

Lesson 49: Sentences with relative clauses
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sentence 15, the permit + the builders in sentence 16b, and the celebrity + Jack in sen-
tence 17b. So if you see a sentence that has two noun phrases next to each other, check
to see if the sentence would still be grammatical and mean the same thing if you put a
relative pronoun between the two noun phrases; this will help you identify relative
clauses.

Quick tip 49.4

A relative pronoun may be omitted before a noun phrase. Example: The movie (that) I saw

was exciting.

Test yourself 49.7

Underline the relative clause in each of the sentences below. In some cases, the relative pronoun
will have beendeleted.
Sample:Thewaiter set the table hehadplaced outside the restaurant.

Getting started (answers onp. 234)

1. The little square in the townwevisited
contained benches.

2. Other famous peoplewill be performing at
the theater thatmybrotherworks at.

3. The pilotwho£ew the aircraftmust have
beenwell trained.

4. My neighbor owns thehorsewhichwon this
race.

5. The guest I invited is sleeping on
the sofa.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. We left a nice tip for thewaiterwho served
our delicious dinner.

7. The tennis racket I bought for youwasmade
abroad.

8. The authorwhose book I am readingwill go
on a promotional tour.

9. The thing I like best about Jill is her positive
attitude.

10. Thewomanwho is running formayor of this
city iswell known.

Whenwe look at relative clausesmore closely, we ¢nd that there are actually two types:
restrictive relative clauses and nonrestrictive relative clauses. Compare the follow-
ing sentences; the relative clauses are underlined.

18. Bridget likes doughnuts that have chocolate frosting.
19. She likes Peter Bolton, who is her son’s piano teacher.

In sentence18, the relative clause that have chocolate frosting is telling us exactlywhich
doughnuts Bridget really likes. The clause is telling us that Bridget doesn’t necessarily
like all doughnuts; she speci¢cally likes those that have chocolate frosting.This kind of
relative clause, which limits or restricts the noun phrase it’s modifying, is called a
restrictive relative clause.

In contrast, in sentence19, the relative clausewhoisher son’s piano teacher is telling us
something about Peter Bolton, but if we omit this relative clause, we still know who
Peter is, althoughwe don’t know the extra information that he is her son’s piano teacher.
This type of relative clause is called a nonrestrictive relative clause. It’s always separa-
ted from the main sentence by commas. (You can think of it as being separated from the
main clause by commas because it’s not essential.) When we say a sentence with a
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nonrestrictive relative clause, we usually pause at the commas separating it from the
main sentence.

Here are some more examples to help clarify the di¡erence between restrictive and
nonrestrictive relative clauses:

20. The employeeswhowere upset came to themeeting.
21. The employees, whowere upset, came to themeeting.

What’s thedi¡erence inmeaningbetweenthese twosentences?According to sentence20,
only those employees who were upset came to the meeting. The other employees didn’t
come to the meeting.That is, sentence 20 restricts the employees who came to the meeting
to only thosewhowere upset. Sentence 20 thus contains a restrictive relative clause.

What we know from sentence 21 is that employees came to the meeting. In addition, we
know that those employees were upset. The clause provides additional information
about the employees but doesn’t restrict, or limit, which employees came to the meeting.
There may be other employees who were also upset but who didn’t come to the meeting.
This clause is a nonrestrictive relative clause.

Again, notice that in sentence 21 the relative clause is separated from the main clause
by commas. Sentence 21is also saidwith pauseswhere the commas are.

Note that one can always remove a relative clause, of either type, and still end upwith a
grammatical sentence. However, if the restrictive relative clause is removed, some of the
information needed to fully identify the nounphrasewe’re talking about ismissing.

Quick tip 49.5

A restrictive relative clause limits the noun phrase which it is modifying; a nonrestrictive

relative clause does not. A nonrestrictive relative clause is separated from the main clause

by pauses, and, when written, it is separated from the main clause by commas. Examples:

The dogs which were friendly were being trained as Seeing Eye dogs (restrictive). The

dogs, which were friendly, were being trained as Seeing Eye dogs (nonrestrictive).

Test yourself 49.8

Decide if each relative clause, underlined in the sentences below, is a restrictive or nonrestrictive
relative clause.
Sample:The laundrywhich had just been foldedwas on the counter. restrictive

Getting started (answers onp. 234)

1. Mrs. Smith, who owns thehouse, was not interested in selling. ...............................................................

2. A huge truck,which someonehadpainted bright yellow,
stood in the driveway. ...............................................................

3. The childrenwhohad just comeback fromthe class tripwere restless. ...............................................................

4. Themaid broke an antique lamp,whichwas very valuable. ...............................................................

5. The painting I brought homewill be perfect for the den. ...............................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The busheswe planted last year are growing nicely. ...............................................................

7. Brianna ismad at John,who o¡ended her family. ...............................................................

8. I am returning your bicycle, whichyou lentme lastweek. ..............................................................

Lesson 49: Sentences with relative clauses
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9. The studentswhomade the presentationdid a great job. ............................................................................

10. This road, whichwehave traveledmany times, is treacherous. ............................................................................

Test yourself 49.9

Underline the relative clause in each of the sentences below. Then decide if it is restrictive or
nonrestrictive.
Sample: Rome,which is a lovely city, was her ¢rst destination. nonrestrictive

Getting started (answers onp. 234)

1. The Frenchmanwho is fromLyons completed the project. ................................................

2. The general, whoknewnothing about thematter, nonetheless
voiced his opinion. ................................................

3. A small disturbance, whichwas getting louder and louder,
¢nally attracted our attention. ................................................

4. Jeremy,whowasblushing profusely, askedTatiana for somehelp. ................................................

5. Jimwasn’t the person shewanted tohire. ................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The young lady, whose hobby was stamp collecting, was charming. .......................... ...................

7. Themanwho is having a drink at the bar looks familiar. ................................................

8. The taxi I called tookme to the airport. ................................................

9. Her report, which she prepared carefully, waswell received. ................................................

10. The children, who are playing with their new toys, are unusually quiet. ........................... ...................

To further enhance your understanding
A relative clause can modify any noun phrase in a sentence, whether that noun phrase is

functioning as a subject, direct object, indirect object, or object of a preposition. For

example, in sentence 25, the relative clause refers to the direct object of the main clause:

25. My sister likes the house which has a large swimming pool.

And in sentence 26, the relative clause refers to the indirect object of the main clause:

26. My sister sold the house to a family that has three children.

To enhance your understanding
Proper names are not modified by restrictive relative clauses. Here is an example:

22a. George, who is an architect, is a good friend of mine. (nonrestrictive)

22b. *George who is an architect is a good friend of mine. (restrictive)

Since the identity of a proper noun is already well defined, it makes sense that restrictive

relative clauses do not modify proper nouns.

Notice that if we want to be very specific about a proper name, to differentiate it from

others with the same name, then using a restrictive relative clause is entirely appropriate:

23. The George who is an architect is a good friend of mine. (restrictive)

24. The France that I am familiar with is a very lovely country. (restrictive)
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Lesson 50: Compound-complex sentences

Youknow (fromLesson 47) that sentence1is a compound sentence:
1. Martha leftme a note but I can’t ¢nd it.

You also know (fromLesson 48) that sentence 2 is a complex sentence:
2. She answered him impatientlywhenhe questioned her credentials.

Like all compound sentences, sentence 1 contains at least two complete sentences
joined by a coordinating conjunction, in this case but. And like all complex sentences,
sentence 2 contains a main clause with at least one dependent clause; the dependent
clause beginswith a subordinating conjunction, in this casewhen.

Butwhat about this next sentence?
3. I’ll leave amessage for the plumber but I’mnot sure that he’ll get it.

You won’t be surprised to learn that sentences such as sentence 3, which are both com-
pound (two clauses connected with but) and complex (two clauses connected with that),
are called compound-complex sentences.These are sentences that contain at least two
main clauses, and at least one of themain clauses has at least one dependent clause.

Quick tip 50.1

A compound-complex sentence is a combination of a compound and a complex sentence: it

has at least twomain clauses and at least one dependent clause. Example: His friends were

always there for William, and he appreciated the help that they often gave him.

Here are somemore examples of compound-complex sentences, with the complete sen-
tences in bold and the dependent clauses underlined:

4. While the house looked nice from the outside, the £oors were sagging and
thewallswere crumbling.

5. Thewomanwho lives next door isvery friendlybut I forgot her name.
6. I thanked him forhis e¡ortsbuthe insisted that hehadn’tminded.
7. If we don’t hurry, we’ll have to see a di¡erent movie, or we’ll have to come

back later.

Test yourself 50.1

Decide if each sentence below is a complex or compound-complex sentence.
Sample: He realized that theyhad been investigating his private life. complex

Getting started (answers onp. 234)

1. They arewalking quickly down thehallwhich connects their lab to the
main o⁄ce. ..............................................

2. The castle looked beautiful in the sunlight, and it dominated the countryside
whichwas around it. ..............................................

3. TheMercer family has gone on the vacationwhich they’ve been planning
for years. ................................................
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4. Hewas angry at his friend, but he decided that hewasn’t going to tell him. ...................................................

5. We don’t knowwhetherwe’ll succeed, but it’s important thatwe try. ...................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Since youmoved, a lot of thingshave changed. ...................................................

7. Mr. Burns’s son can’t buy a house until he ¢nishesmedical school, but
he is already saving for it. ...................................................

8. I amnot going to sign the contract untilmy lawyer looks it over. ...................................................

9. Wewill go to the concert, but I amwarning you thatwewill have to
wait on line for tickets. ...................................................

10. Themechanic said thatwe should checkour tire pressure everyweek. ...................................................

Test yourself 50.2

Decide if each sentence below is a simple, compound, complex or compound-complex sentence.
Sample: Her older son,whose namewasEdward,moved into the city ¢rst. complex

Getting started (answers onp. 234)

1. If you travel toNewYork, you should de¢nitely visitTimes Square. ..........................................................

2. He dried his facewith a towel. ..........................................................

3. I like the view frommyapartment, but it can get very noisy outside. ..........................................................

4. Once you arrive inEurope, you should callme. ..........................................................

5. It is obvious tome that youhave to limit your spending, or you’ll have to
look for a second job. ...............................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. He is sleeping soundly, but he needs to get up soon. ..........................................................

7. They buya newspaper almost everymorning. ..........................................................

8. The game started before I got there. ..........................................................

9. Valeriewill be happywhen she gets the news. ..........................................................

10. I invitedCarrie over and she joinedme for adinnerwhichwas delicious. .............................................................
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Answer keys: Test yourself, Getting started

questions – Unit 16

Test yourself 46.1

1. The committee presented its ideas to congress.
2. I stayed in bed that day.
3. Nobody moved.
4. My favorite hotel is on Park Avenue.
5. I overslept today.

Test yourself 46.2

1. I have never eaten caviar. simple sentence
2. The department stores are having a sale thisweekend. simple sentence
3. Expensive antique jewelry. phrase
4. Ourhome on the ranch. phrase
5. Fresh-cut £owers on the table. phrase

Test yourself 47.1

1. Andre pulled the car into the street, and Bethbegan reading the directions.
2. She enjoyed shopping for food, but she especially enjoyed cooking.
3. I can do this now, or I cando it later.
4. Dandoes not feelwell, yet hewants to go in towork.
5. Wemissed our £ight, sowehave towait around the airport for the next available one.

Test yourself 47.2

1. He can’t blameher for the problem. simple
2. Beth left the library, and sheheaded straight home. compound
3. Hewaswatching her, but shewas pretending not to notice. compound
4. We like hima lot. simple
5. The coachwants towin, but hewill be happywith a tie. compound

Test yourself 47.3

1. Vicki was always looking at herself in the mirror, but MaryAnn was extremely self-con¢dent,
and she never gaveherself a second glance. 3

2. Her fatherwas devoted to her. 1
3. Our ¢rm’sCEOwill be £ying toChicago nextweek, but he’ll be returning the same day. 2
4. The lady in theelegantbluedress entered thewell-lit roomwithher perky little dog inherarms. 1
5. Our boatwas hitwith strongwinds, andwehad to return to our cabins. 2

Test yourself 47.4

1. It was a scene of joy but one thing spoiled themoment. compound
2. The boxer fell to his knees but hemanaged to get backup. compound
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3. The designer and his assistants quickly brought order to the chaos. simple
4. Mattwas driving toNewYorkwith his kids andhis neighbor’s son. simple
5. I like to drink co¡ee or tea after dinner. simple

Test yourself 48.1

1. His father is returning to London because the furniture is arriving.
2. Selma smiled at himalthough shehadnever felt less like smiling.
3. He felt a great a¡ection for his guardianuntil he discovered the truth.
4. I amgoing to solve this crossword puzzle even if it takesme all day.
5. James accepted the job before he checkedwith hiswife.

Test yourself 48.2

1. WhenElizabeth spoke, Ben listened attentively.
2. Before you blamehim, think about your own responsibility.
3. You should pay for automobile insurance even if your car is old.
4. Unless the train arrives soon,we’llmiss our appointment.
5. The district attorneywon’t rest till he ¢nds the perpetrator.

Test yourself 48.3

1. Even though the village supported the emperor, it still paid numerous taxes.
2. I like to sit on the balconywhen theweather is nice.
3. George did it because he recognized thewoman.
4. Once I havemade upmymind, Iusually do not change it.
5. Someone rang the doorbellwhilewewere having lunch.

Test yourself 48.4

1. The twohorses thrived on the ranchbecause they received excellent care. complex
2. Another little girlwill be arriving at the school before noon today. simple
3. The old housekeeperwelcomedherwarmlywhenhermotherwas present. complex
4. The general returned homewith his family. simple
5. Aswe approached our destination, we became rather emotional. complex

Test yourself 48.5

1. She pursued her goals relentlessly but she didn’t always achieve them. compound
2. I havemade numerousmistakes over the years. simple
3. Iwon’t tell you unless you agree to help because I can’t take the risk. complex
4. Jason and Ilenehad to renew their passports before they could leave the country. complex
5. Babyboomerswere bornbefore this century. simple

Test yourself 48.6

1. I’ll staywithJeanette until Peter comeshome.
2. Thatmycandidatewillwin is obvious.
3. AlthoughMrs. Craft was tired, she insisted onmaking us dinner.
4. Wewere quite con¢dent thatwehadmade the right decision.
5. Theywant to ¢nd outwhy thewaitresswas so rude to them.

Test yourself 48.7

1. Theydon’t believe that her partnerwill keephisword.
2. Mrs.Webbwas sure her piewouldwin the baking contest.
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3. That Andy is the best in the class doesn’t surpriseme.
4. Weheard youwere accepted toGeorgetownLawSchool.
5. It is true that I amgoing to become apartner in this ¢rm.

Test yourself 48.8

1. Mymother changed the subject, but it was too late. compound
2. He proposed to herwhen she graduated fromcollege. complex
3. Aman fromthe sawmillwas overseeing the project. simple
4. Iwant a piece of apple pie. simple
5. I had been hoping you could come to the game. complex

Test yourself 49.1

1. He paid no attention to the newspaperwhichwas next to him.
2. The police arrested themanwhomtheyhad been looking for.
3. Mrs. Petersonwas reaching for the phone thatwas nearest her chair.
4. Hemight recognize thewomanwho is hosting the show.
5. Cli¡ bought a present thatwas just perfect for his girlfriend.

Test yourself 49.2

1. She gave hima smile that lit upher face.
2. The professorwho gives easy tests is on sabbatical this semester.
3. The approacheswhich aremost likely to succeed are too complicated.
4. Thehotelwhich is near the shore doesn’t openuntil April.
5. Are you satis¢edwith the computer that your parents bought for you?

Test yourself 49.3

1. Thehotel chain that Greg founded has since gone out of business.
2. He phoned thewomanwhowaswriting the article.
3. Jill resents themanwhose fatherwon the lottery.
4. Thehighwaywhich I take towork needs repair.
5. TheTVshow that she likes best is on Sunday nights.

Test yourself 49.4

1. She turned on the broadcast which dealt with the scandal that had recently been in the
news.

2. Buck stood behind the counterwhich dominated his small restaurant.
3. The photographerwho took the picturewhich appeared in the paper thatwasmostwidely read

won aPulitzer Prize.
4. I can’t ¢nd themessage that you sentme.
5. No onewhobreaks the law should get awaywith it.

Test yourself 49.5

1. I am meeting Mr. Arnold at the museum that he supports.
2. The label which contains thewarning is not very clear.
3. The robber opened the case which contained themost cash.
4. The policy that the president is implementing should be successful.
5. I contacted the young manwhosewallet I found on the subway.

Answer keys: Unit 16
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Test yourself 49.6

1. The architect’s design includes awindow that faces the courtyard.
2. She understoodwhat youwere trying to say.
3. If you’re hungry, this townhas a fantastic Greek restaurant.
4. It is obvious thatwehave to reevaluate our plan.
5. The o¡er that I have givenyou is a fair one.

Test yourself 49.7

1. The little square in the townwevisited contained benches.
2. Other famous peoplewill be performing at the theater thatmybrotherworks at.
3. The pilotwho£ew the aircraftmust have beenwell trained.
4. My neighbor owns thehorsewhichwon this race.
5. The guest I invited is sleeping on the sofa.

Test yourself 49.8

1. Mrs. Smith, who owns thehouse, was not interested in selling. nonrestrictive
2. Ahuge truck,which someonehadpainted bright yellow, stood in the driveway. nonrestrictive
3. The childrenwhohad just comeback fromthe class tripwere restless. restrictive
4. Themaid broke an antique lamp,whichwas very valuable. nonrestrictive
5. The painting I brought homewill be perfect for the den. restrictive

Test yourself 49.9

1. The Frenchmanwho is fromLyons completed the project. restrictive
2. The general,whoknewnothing about thematter, nonethelessvoicedhis opinion. nonrestrictive
3. A small disturbance, whichwas getting louder and louder, ¢nally attracted our

attention. nonrestrictive
4. Jeremy,whowasblushing profusely, askedTatiana for somehelp. nonrestrictive
5. Jimwasn’t the person shewanted to hire. restrictive

Test yourself 50.1

1. They arewalking quickly down thehallwhich connects their lab to themain o⁄ce. complex
2. The castle looked beautiful in the sunlight, and it dominated the countrysidewhichwas

around it. compound-complex
3. TheMercer family has gone on the vacationwhich they’ve been planning for years. complex
4. Hewas angry at his friend, but he decided that hewasn’t going to tell him. compound-complex
5. We don’t knowwhetherwe’ll succeed, but it’s important thatwe try. compound-complex

Test yourself 50.2

1. If you travel toNewYork, you should de¢nitely visitTimes Square. complex
2. He dried his facewith a towel. simple
3. I like the view frommyapartment, but it can get very noisyoutside. compound
4. Once you arrive inEurope, you should callme. complex
5. It is obvious tome that you have to limit your spending, or you’ll have to look for a second

job. compound-complex

☞ FOR A REVIEW EXERCISE OF THIS UNIT, SEE THE WEBSITE.
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UNIT 17: RELATED SENTENCES

Lesson 51: Looking at related sentences

One interesting characteristic of language is that sentences canbe related, in aconsistent
way, to other sentences.What do we mean by this? Let’s start by looking at some related
sentenceswhichwe’ve seen before.

1a. She lookedup the answer.
1b. She looked the answer up.
2a. Wewill just drop o¡ the ¢les.
2b. Wewill just drop the ¢les o¡.
3a. The professor pointed out the correct answer.
3b. The professor pointed the correct answer out.

You can see that onemember of each pair is related to the other in a systematicway: the
verb and its particle (both underlined) can either be next to each other or the particle can
be on the other side of the next noun phrase. (See Lesson 11.) The important point here is
that we can’t change the structure of a sentence in any randomway. For example, we can’t
say *She up looked the answer.

Let’s look at other examples of related sentences:
4a. Mary gave the information toRobert.
4b. Mary gaveRobert the information.
5a. She told the truth to her granddaughter.
5b. She told her granddaughter the truth.
6a. They bought a car for their teenage daughter.
6b. They bought their teenage daughter a car.

Once again, you can see that these indirect object pairs are related to each other in a sys-
tematicway. (SeeLesson 40.)Andagain,we can’t just randomlychange them; for example,
we can’t say, *MaryRobert the information gave.

Here’s onemore example of related sentences:
7a. I know that you’re right.
7b. I know you’re right.
8a. You believed that the defendantwas innocent.
8b. Youbelieved the defendantwas innocent.
9a. The residents of the village feel that the newhighway is important.
9b. The residents of the village feel the newhighway is important.

Here, while theword that can be deleted (see Lesson 48) , we can’t delete just anything. For
example, we can’t say *I that you’re right.

Test yourself 51.1

Change each sentence below into its related ‘‘partner,’’ using the examples above as a guide.
Sample: His editor put down themanuscript. His editor put themanuscript down.
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Getting started (answers onp. 250)

1. They brought their concerns to the clergyman.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. I have an ideayou’ll like thismovie.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. You should hand your ticket to the £ight attendant.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4. By noon, Jackie had turned in her assignment.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5. I ordered youyour favorite book.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. She knows thiswill disappoint hermother.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

7. Please put your pens down!

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

8. He promised his friend a good time.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

9. The accountant ¢gured that hewould spend about three hourswith his client.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

10. They gavemoney to their local chapter.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

So far, the related sentence pairs we’ve looked at have the samemeaning. For example,
She looked up the answer and She looked the answer up mean exactly the same thing. But
sometimes sentences are related to each other in a consistent way, even though their
meanings are not the same. For example, here’s a statement:

10a. Amanda isworking today.
Canyou turn it into ayes/no question (Lesson 45)? The related yes/no question is:

10b. IsAmandaworking today?
No native speaker of English would make the yes/no question something like, *Working
Amanda today is. That’s because there’s a systematic relationship between statements
andyes/no questions, even though they don’t have the samemeaning.

Try another one:
11a. That boyhas eaten an enormousbreakfast.

The related yes/no question is:
11b. Has that boy eaten an enormousbreakfast?
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Here are somemore examples:
12a. Hankwas laughing.
12b. WasHank laughing?
13a. That artist had chosen to represent animals in his drawings.
13b. Had that artist chosen to represent animals in his drawings?
14a. You can see the old hotel near the railroad station.
14b. Canyou see the old hotel near the railroad station?

Another example of related sentences can be seen when we look at statements and tag
questions (Lesson 45).

For example, here’s a statement:
15a. Molly should do that.

Canyou turn it into a tag question (Lesson 45)? The related tag question is:
15b. Molly should do that, shouldn’t she?

No native speaker of English would respond with the tag question, *Mary should do that,
can’t they? That’s because, again, there’s a systematic relationship between statements
and tag questions, even though they don’t have the samemeaning.

Try another one:
16a. The students arewaiting to have lunch.

The related tag question is:
16b. The students arewaiting tohave lunch, aren’t they?

Here are somemore examples:
17a. Hehadmailed the letter yesterday.
17b. He hadmailed the letter yesterday, hadn’t he?
18a. Mr. Peterswaswearing a hatwith awide brim.
18b. Mr. Peterswaswearing a hatwith awide brim,wasn’t he?
19a. Rebeccawillwait for her.
19b. Rebeccawillwait for her, won’t she?

SeeLesson 53 for further discussion of yes/no questions and tag questions.
So far, we’ve been looking at sentence types that we’ve already come across in other les-

sons. However, there are many more sentences in English that are related. In the next
two lessons, we’ll take a closer look at two sets of related sentences that we have not dis-
cussed before.

Lesson 51: Looking at related sentences
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Lesson 52: Active and passive sentences

So far in this bookwe’ve seen lots of sentenceswith the following pattern:
1a. Thewitch kidnapedEsmeralda.

In this sentence, the witch is the subject (the doer of the action); kidnaped is an action
verb, and Esmeralda is the direct object (the receiver of the action). (See Lessons 38 and
39.) Thiswordorder ^ subject ¢rst, thenverb, thendirect object ^ is typical of English sen-
tences. Sentences like this, with the subject before its verb, are called active sentences
(or are said to be in the activevoice).

Quick tip 52.1

Sentences with the subject before the verb are called active sentences. Example: Charley

repaired this computer.

What doyounotice about this next sentence?
1b. Esmeraldawas kidnaped by thewitch.

It hasbasically the samemeaningas sentence1a, butwith adi¡erent structure.We can see
that the noun phrase the witch is still the subject; however, it no longer occurs before the
verb. It occurs after the verb and following the word by. The direct object noun phrase,
Esmeralda, is nowbefore the verb. Sentenceswith this pattern are calledpassive senten-
ces (or are said to be in thepassivevoice).

Quick tip 52.2

Sentences which do not have the subject before the verb are called passive sentences.

Example: This computer was repaired by Charley.

Here are somemore examples of active andpassive sentence pairs:
2a. My friendmentionedhis excellent reputation. (active)
2b. His excellent reputationwasmentioned bymy friend. (passive)
3a. Nellie sent theBrowns a present. (active)
3b. TheBrownswere sent a present byNellie. (passive)
4a. The bird ate theworm. (active)
4b. Thewormwas eaten by the bird. (passive)

Test yourself 52.1

Decide if each sentence is active or passive.Tohelp you decide, see if the subject (doer of the action)
is before or after the verb.
Sample:The storywas told by a great writer. passive

Getting started (answers onp. 250)

1. The landscaperwashired byher neighbor. .................................................................................................

2. Timchose the pastries. .................................................................................................
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3. Christine had driven about thirty or fortymiles that day. ........................................................................................

4. Little Suzie’s picturewas taken byher grandmother. ........................................................................................

5. We are cooking something for lunch. ........................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. This investormade a lot ofmoney. ........................................................................................

7. Hewas appointed by themayor. ........................................................................................

8. The voteswere counted by the election commission. ........................................................................................

9. The soprano is singing a famous aria. ........................................................................................

10. My credit card companyhas responded tomy inquiry. ........................................................................................

In order for an active sentence to have a related passive sentence, it must have a direct
object. Unlike the sentences we have looked at so far in this lesson, the following senten-
ces do not have a direct object; therefore they don’t have related passive sentences.

5. The train arrived late.
6. We are traveling toMexico.
7. Harry studied.

Active and passive sentences are related to each other in a systematic way. Let’s look
more closely at this relationship by examining sentences 8a and 8b.

8a. The policeman saw the criminals. (active)
8b. The criminalswere seenby the policeman. (passive)

We will see that there are ¢ve ways in which passive sentences like 8b di¡er from active
sentences like 8a.We’ll nowdiscuss each of the characteristics of passive sentences.

First, aswementioned inQuick tip 52.2, the subject (doer of the action) follows the verb:
8b. The criminalswere seenby the policeman.

Second, thewordby precedes the subject:
8b. The criminalswere seen by the policeman.

Third, the noun phrase that follows the verb in the active sentence occurs before the
verb in the passive sentence:

8b. The criminalswere seenby the policeman.
Fourth, passive sentences have a form of be (am, is, are,was,were, be, being) before the

verb:
8b. The criminalswere seenby the policeman.

We talked about auxiliary, orhelping, verbs inLessons 31^36; thepassivebe is also a kind
of helping verb.

And ¢fth, themainverb following the passivebe is in a special form:
8b. The criminalswere seenby the policeman.

Youmay recognize this special formof the verb as the past participle formof the verb, the
same form of the verb that follows the helping verb have. (See Lesson 33.) That is, just as
each of the other helping verbs has an e¡ect on the verb following it (see Lesson 36), the
passive be also has an e¡ect on the verb following it: the verbmust be in its past participle
form.

Use the following exercises to help you focus in on the di¡erences between active and
passive sentences.

Lesson 52: Active and passive sentences
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Test yourself 52.2

In the passive sentences below, underline the passive behelping verb and put a squiggly line under
the past participle formof the verb that follows it.
Sample: Roller-coasters are designed by that company.

Getting started (answers onp. 250)

1. Amazing results are produced by that
approach.

2. MarjorieKelly was given ¢rst prize by the
judges.

3. Thosewordswere spoken byAbraham
Lincoln.

4. This actor’s suit was designed byArmani.

5. Onehundred newairplaneswere ordered by
SingaporeAirlines.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The rebelswere attacked by government
soldiers.

7. Columbia Pictureswasbought bySony.

8. Aquickdealwas struck by the negotiating
team.

9. Gandhi is admired by people all over the
world.

10. TheWall StreetJournal is read bymany
company executives.

Test yourself 52.3

Convert each active sentence below to its related passive sentence.
Sample:The principal gavemyclass the award. My classwas given the award by the principal.

Getting started (answers onp. 250)

1. The tenant ¢led the complaint.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. The advertising agency presentsmany ideas.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. The politicians analyze the questionnaires.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4. Flood damaged their house.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5. My colleagues complimentedme.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. This law ¢rmhiredJoan’s daughter.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

7. Charity helps the needy.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

8. Some travelers buy £ight insurance.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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9. Hens produce eggs.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

10. My grandfather built that house.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Test yourself 52.4

Convert eachpassive sentence below to its related active sentence.
Sample:Themessagewas read by the oldman. The oldman read themessage.

Getting started (answers onp. 250)

1. Graham is touched byher remarks.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. The towerwasbuilt by awell-known architect.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. The silence is brokenby the alarmbell.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4. Mexicowas conquered byCortez.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5. Chinese is spokenbymore than a billion people.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The sofa is delivered on timeby the furniture store.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

7. My ¢ngerwas stuckby a pin.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

8. TheTonyAwardswere broadcast byCBS.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

9. This statuewas sculpted byBernini.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

10. iPodwas introduced byApple Computer.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

We’ve said that passive sentences contain the word by. Let’s compare by in these next
two sentences:

9. The twobagswere lost byDina.
10. She lives by the seashore.

Lesson 52: Active and passive sentences
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Although both bys are prepositions, their functions are not the same. In sentence 9, by
is in a passive sentence, letting us know that the doer of the action (in this case, Dina) is
following. But in sentence 10, the seashore is not doing anything; rather, by is telling us
about location.

Test yourself 52.5

Each of the sentences below contains the word by. Decide if it is being used as a marker of the
passive or to indicate location.
Sample:Therewere toomanycars parked by the school. location

Getting started (answers onp. 250)

1. The trooper is pleased by the strategy. ......................................................................

2. The building by the bank is new. ......................................................................

3. Hewas confused by that new information. ......................................................................

4. This afternoonwe rested by the pond. ......................................................................

5. The rallywas attended by college students. ......................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. They don’twant to buy thehouse by thehighway. ......................................................................

7. The lost puppywas found by its owner. ......................................................................

8. The newlywedsweremarried by their hometownpriest. ......................................................................

9. The case is tried by a newly elected judge. ......................................................................

10. Shewas reading by the ¢replace. ......................................................................

As we mentioned, passive be (in all its forms) is a kind of helping verb, occurring right
before the main verb. In a sentence that has other helping verbs as well, the passive be is
always the last one.You can see that in the following sentences, where the form of the pas-
sivebe is underlined and the other helping verbs are in bold:

11. The letterwillbe answered byMcCarthy.
12. The letterhasbeen answered byMcCarthy.
13. The letter isbeing answered byMcCarthy.
14. The letter should havebeen answered byMcCarthy.

Quick tip 52.3

The passive be helping verb is always placed after all the other helping verbs, right before

the main verb. Example: The table has been set by the waitress.

Test yourself 52.6

Underline the formof the passive behelping verb in the passive sentences below. Remember that it
will alwaysbe the last helping verb in a passive sentence.
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Sample:They could have been seen by the reporters.

Getting started (answers onp. 251)

1. Myo⁄ce is being redecorated by two
newcomers to the ¢eld.

2. The stophad beenplanned by the tour guide.

3. Her housemight have been damaged by the
storm.

4. This book should be read bycurious
students.

5. The long awaited picturewill be unveiled by
the painter next Sunday.

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. The trashwasbeing collected by the
sanitation department.

7. Youmight be pleased byhis generosity.

8. The Finnish runnerwasbeing overtaken by
the runner fromKenya.

9. That business should havebeen shut down
by the authorities.

10. Joseph’s carmust be repaired by the
dealership.

Test yourself 52.7

Each of the sentences below is an active sentence with one or more helping verbs. Convert each
active sentence below to its related passive sentence.
Sample:Matt should read this newspaper. This newspaper should be read byMatt.

Getting started (answers onp. 251)

1. The tenants have ¢led the complaint.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. The advertising agency is presenting the ideas.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. The politicians have analyzed the questionnaires.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4. The author should have given amore interesting speech.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5. Imight have forgotten thewhole thing.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Thehotelmanagementmaybe building anotherwing.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

7. Someonemust have noticed this.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

8. A live bandwill entertain thewedding guests.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Lesson 52: Active and passive sentences
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9. Badweather has delayedus.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

10. Careless campers can start forest ¢res.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

The following sentences are also passive sentences, but they’re di¡erent from the ones
we’ve talked about so far.

15. The bankwas robbed.
16. A landscaperwas hired at last.

In these passive sentences, the by and the subject are missing. That is, instead of saying
The bank was robbed by someone, we have the option of simply saying The bank was
robbed, if we don’t feel it’s necessary to say bywhom.This kind of passive sentence, where
the subject noun phrase is missing, is called a truncated passive. Here are some more
examples:

17. Mydinnerwas prepared quickly.
18. That proposal has alreadybeen discussed.

Quick tip 52.4

A truncated passive is a passive sentence without the by and subject noun phrase. Example:

The proposal was discussed.

Test yourself 52.8

Eachof the sentencesbelow is apassive sentence.Decide if it is a full passive ora truncatedpassive.
Look for theby+nounphrase to help you decide.
Sample:The gamewas lost by the team. full passive

Getting started (answers onp. 251)

1. The stories of hiswealth have been exaggerated byothers. .............................................................................

2. That bestsellerwaswritten by TonyMartin. .............................................................................

3. The bridge has been repaired. .............................................................................

4. The store is beingwatched. .............................................................................

5. We should have beenwarned by the contractor. .............................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Thiswatchwas given tomebymyuncle. .............................................................................

7. Another pyramid hasbeenunearthed. .............................................................................

8. My articlewill be published by a prestigious journal. .............................................................................

9. I ambeing paged right now. .............................................................................

10. Elephants have been hunted illegally for their ivory. .............................................................................
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Test yourself 52.9

Decide if the following sentences are active or passive. Some of the passives are truncated.
Sample:The chef ismaking a sauce for the pasta. active

Getting started (answers onp. 251)

1. The celebritywas spotted at eight in themorning. ...........................................................

2. Tom is carrying two large glasses. ...........................................................

3. The oldmanmight have been looking at his host suspiciously. ...........................................................

4. The companywas sold. ...........................................................

5. The stophad beenplanned by the tour guide. ...........................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. Shewas thoroughly surprised byhim. ...........................................................

7. Imight have been exaggerating. ...........................................................

8. The lasagnawas cooked in the brand newoven. ...........................................................

9. The ship is circling the island. ...........................................................

10. Nice thingswere said about him. ...........................................................

To enhance your understanding
Let’s compare another active/passive pair of sentences:

19a. Their aunt visits the children every Christmas.

19b. The children are visited by their aunt every Christmas.

In sentence 19a, why is the verb visits rather than visit? Since their aunt is one person,

we say visits. If there were more than one aunt, we’d say: Their aunts visit the children

every Christmas. So in an active sentence, the first noun phrase, the subject, controls the

form of the verb.

What happens when the direct object of the sentence, the children, is before the verb, as

in the passive sentence 19b? You can see that the first noun phrase, the children, is now

controlling the form of the verb: we say, the children are visited by their aunt every

Christmas (because there is more than one child). Even though there’s still only one aunt,

aunt is no longer controlling the form of the verb. The important thing to keep in mind is

that in a sentence it is always the noun phrase before the verb, whether or not it’s doing the

action, that controls the form of the verb.

Lesson 52: Active and passive sentences
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Lesson 53: Positive and negative sentences

The following are allpositive sentences:
1. Iwill think about it.
2. Timothyhas called her.
3. The teacherwas listening.

Can you turn them into negative sentences, using the word not? The related negative
sentences are:

4. Iwill not think about it.
5. Timothyhas not called her.
6. The teacherwas not listening.

(Of course, native speakersoftenputnot in contractions, saying, for example, Iwon’t think
about it instead of I will not think about it; we will not be focusing on the contractions in
our discussion here.)

No native speaker of English would make the negative sentence something like, *I will
think about not it. That’s because there’s a systematic relationship between positive and
negative sentences, even though they don’t have the samemeaning.We’re not usually con-
sciously thinking about how to make a sentence negative, but we know how to do it, and
we do it in a consistentway.

Can you ¢gure out exactly where you put not in a sentence when youmake it negative?
Here are some negative sentences, with not underlined and the helping verb in bold. (See
Lesson 31for a reminder about helping verbs.)

7. Iamnot going there nextweek.
8. That phonemightnotwork.
9. Shehasnotwritten tome often.

Where does thenot go? You can see that it goes right after the helping verb.
What if a sentence has more than one helping verb? Again, the not in each sentence

below is underlined; the helping verbs are in bold.
10. That phone shouldnothaveworked.
11. Shehasnotbeenwriting tome often.
12. Those people shouldnothavebeen attending the conference.

What pattern do you notice? You can see that not is always placed after the ¢rst helping
verb.

Quick tip 53.1

A sentence is made negative by inserting not after the first helping verb.

Test yourself 53.1

For each of the sentences below, insert thewordnot tomake the sentence negative.
Sample: I should turn around. I should not turn around.
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Getting started (answers onp. 251)

1. Nate hasbeen busy lately.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. Youmight ask your father.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. Interest rates are going up.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4. It could have been a hurricane.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5. Iwill be playing soccer tomorrow.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. George hashad enough.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

7. She could have been saying that.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

8. Hewas being photographed.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

9. This companywas sued for fraud.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

10. I can be persuaded to changemymind.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Nowmake the following sentence negative:
13. Iwent there lastweek.

Youprobably endedupwith the following:
14. I did not go there lastweek.

Howdid did enduphere? Let’s look at somemore examples to ¢gure it out:
15a. Shewrites tome often.
15b. Shedoesnotwrite tome often.
16a. Many important people attended the conference.
16b. Many important peopledid not attend the conference.

If we look at one of these sentences, such as I went there last week, we can see that it has a
mainverb,went, but no helping verb. Sowhen a sentence has no helping verb but we need
one, for example, to make the sentence negative, we use a form of do as the helping verb.
Notice that in that case, the tense information is not on the main verb, but on the form of
do instead (do, does, did). This is exactly as expected.You may recall from Lesson 37 that

Lesson 53: Positive and negative sentences
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tense is always indicated by the ¢rst verb; since do, and not themainverb, is the ¢rst verb
in the sentence, it is the one that carries the tense information.This leaves themain verb
in its base form. (The same is true for person and number information, distinguishing
between do and does.)

Test yourself 53.2

For each of the sentences below, insert the word not where it is needed to make the sentence
negative. Some sentences will have helping verbs; some will not, so insert the appropriate form of
dowhere it is needed.
Sample:The soldier helped his comrade to his feet.The soldier did not help his comrade to his feet.

Getting started (answers onp. 251)

1. This pathwill lead you to the stable.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. Frankhad beenwalking for hours.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. Mr. Clay returned as soon as he could.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4. The principal of this school is thinking about retiring.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5. Theyhave a swimming pool.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

More practice (answers on thewebsite)

6. You could have beenmore forthcoming.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

7. That company imports products fromCanada on a regular basis.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

8. She hasbeen awaitress for a long time.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

9. He tries towrite poetry twice aweek.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

10. This could behappening to you.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Quick tip 53.2

In negative sentences, we use a form of do as the helping verb if the sentence does not

have any other helping verb. Example: He does not like spaghetti.
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There is one main verb that doesn’t use do to form a negative sentence, even when the
sentencehasnohelping verb: that exception isbe. In thesenext examples, there is nohelp-
ing verb, just the main verb be (underlined); you can see that no form of do is needed to
formanegative sentence.

17a. She is awake now. (positive sentence)
17b. She isnot awake now. (negative sentence)
18a. The judgeswere in their chambers. (positive sentence)
18b. The judgeswerenot in their chambers. (negative sentence)

To enhance your understanding
The verb do has a number of different uses. Here are some examples:

19. I did not study. (helping verb)

20. I did it. (main verb)

21. I did think of it! (emphasis)
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Answer keys: Test yourself, Getting started

questions – Unit 17

Test yourself 51.1

1. Theybrought the clergyman their concerns.
2. I have an idea that you’ll like thismovie.
3. You should hand the £ight attendant your ticket.
4. By noon, Jackie had turned her assignment in.
5. I ordered your favorite book for you.

Test yourself 52.1

1. The landscaperwas hired byher neighbor. passive
2. Timchose the pastries. active
3. Christine had driven about thirty or fortymiles that day. active
4. Little Suzie’s picturewas taken byher grandmother. passive
5. We are cooking something for lunch. active

Test yourself 52.2

1. Amazing results are produced by that approach.
2. MarjorieKelly was given ¢rst prize by the judges.
3. Thosewordswere spokenbyAbrahamLincoln.
4. This actor’s suitwas designed byArmani.
5. Onehundred newairplaneswere orderedby SingaporeAirlines.

Test yourself 52.3

1. The complaintwas ¢led by the tenant.
2. Many ideas are presented by the advertising agency.
3. The questionnaires are analyzed by the politicians.
4. Their housewas damaged by £ood.
5. Iwas complimented bymycolleagues.

Test yourself 52.4

1. Her remarks touchGraham.
2. Awell-known architect built the tower.
3. The alarmbell breaks the silence.
4. Cortez conqueredMexico.
5. More than a billion people speakChinese.

Test yourself 52.5

1. The trooper is pleased by the strategy. passive
2. The building by the bank is new. location
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3. Hewas confused by that new information. passive
4. This afternoonwe rested by the pond. location
5. The rallywas attended by college students. passive

Test yourself 52.6

1. Myo⁄ce is being redecorated by twonewcomers to the ¢eld.
2. The stophad beenplanned by the tour guide.
3. Her housemight have been damaged by the storm.
4. This book should be read bycurious students.
5. The long awaited picturewill be unveiled by the painter next Sunday.

Test yourself 52.7

1. The complaint hasbeen ¢led by the tenants.
2. The ideas are being presented by the advertising agency.
3. The questionnaires have been analyzed by the politicians.
4. Amore interesting speech should have been givenby the author.
5. Thewhole thingmight have been forgotten byme.

Test yourself 52.8

1. The stories of hiswealth have been exaggerated byothers. full passive
2. That best-sellerwaswritten byTonyMartin. full passive
3. The bridge has been repaired. truncated passive
4. The store is beingwatched. truncated passive
5. We should have beenwarned by the contractor. full passive

Test yourself 52.9

1. The celebritywas spotted at eight in themorning. passive
2. Tom is carrying two large glasses. active
3. The oldmanmight have been looking at his host suspiciously. active
4. The companywas sold. passive
5. The stop had been planned by the tour guide. passive

Test yourself 53.1

1. Nate has not beenbusy lately.
2. Youmight not ask your father.
3. Interest rates are not going up.
4. It could not have been a hurricane.
5. Iwill not be playing soccer tomorrow.

Test yourself 53.2

1. This pathwill not lead you to the stable.
2. Frankhad not beenwalking for hours.
3. Mr. Clay did not return as soon as he could.
4. The principal of this school is not thinking about retiring.
5. They do not have a swimming pool.

☞ FOR A REVIEW EXERCISE OF THIS UNIT, SEE THE WEBSITE.
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Review matching exercise and answer key – Part III

Review matching exercise

Match the underlined word or words in each sentence to the appropriate term. Use each
termonly once.

Sample: AfterKatie escorted hermother home, shewent out to look forwork.
adverbial clause

compound-complex sentence full passive truncated passive
compound sentence relative clause wh- question
imperative tag question yes/no question
negative sentence

1. Alexandramet a girlwho lived in an apartment across the street. ...................................................................

2. Doyou feel that you can trust him? ...................................................................

3. Kirkwrote out a receipt and then they signed it. ...................................................................

4. I have not actually seen a new version of thatmovie. ...................................................................

5. That robot cando all the things that the techniciandoesbut it
can do thembetter. ...................................................................

6. Remember to bring those papers. ...................................................................

7. The citywas rebuilt by its residents. ...................................................................

8. The roadswere built last year. ...................................................................

9. Atreaty should be binding, shouldn’t it? ...................................................................

10. Whydid Lukebuy that house? ...................................................................

Answer key: Review matching exercise – Part III

1. Alexandramet a girlwho lived in an apartment
across the street. relative clause

2. Doyou feel that you can trust him? yes/no question
3. Kirkwrote out a receipt and then they signed it. compound sentence
4. I have not actually seen a new version of thatmovie. negative sentence
5. That robot cando all the things that the techniciandoesbut it

can do thembetter. compound-complex sentence
6. Remember to bring those papers. imperative
7. The citywas rebuilt by its residents. full passive
8. The roadswere built last year. truncated passive
9. Atreaty should be binding, shouldn’t it? tag question
10. Whydid Lukebuy that house? wh- question
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List of Quick tips

Unit 1: Nouns

Quick tip 1.1 If you can put the word the in front of a word and it sounds like a unit, the

word is a noun.

Quick tip 2.1 Concrete nouns refer to things we can perceive with one of our senses.

Abstract nouns cannot be perceived by our senses.

Quick tip 2.2 If you can put his in front of a word and it sounds like a unit, the word is a

noun.

Quick tip 4.1 Animate nouns refer to things that are alive; inanimate nouns refer to

things that are not alive.

Quick tip 5.1 If you can pluralize a noun in a sentence, it is functioning as a count noun.

Quick tip 5.2 If you can usemanywith a noun (when it is pluralized), it’s a count noun. If

you can use much with a noun, it’s a noncount noun.

Quick tip 5.3 If you can use fewerwith a noun (when it is pluralized), it’s a count noun. If

you can use less with a noun, it’s a noncount noun.

Quick tip 6.1 Nouns that are actual names, for example Mary, are called proper nouns.

Nouns that are not names are called common nouns, e.g. girl.

Quick tip 6.2 One way to identify a proper noun is to ask yourself: is this a noun I would

capitalize, no matter where it is in a sentence? If so, it’s a proper noun.

Unit 2: Verbs

Quick tip 7.1 If a word can have should in front of it and the phrase sounds complete, the

word is a verb. Examples: should leave, should sail, should discover, should complain.

Leave, sail, discover, and complain are all verbs.

Quick tip 7.2 If a word can have to in front of it and the phrase sounds complete, it’s a

verb. Examples: to leave, to sail, to discover, to complain. Leave, sail, discover, and

complain are all verbs. (Note that we’re not talking here about two, too, or the to that

indicates direction, as in Let’s go to the park.)

Quick tip 9.1 The forms of the irregular verb be are: am, are, is,was,were, be, been, being.

Quick tip 9.2 If you can substitute a form of be for a verb and the meaning of the

sentence is basically the same, the verb is probably being used as a linking verb. The verb

be and its forms are also linking verbs.

Quick tip 9.3 If you can substitute a form of seem for a verb and the meaning of the

sentence is basically the same, the verb is probably being used as a linking verb.
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Quick tip 9.4 Linking verbs are followed or modified by adjectives, while action verbs are

followed or modified by adverbs.

Quick tip 10.1 Action verbs that act upon something are called transitive verbs. Action

verbs that do not act upon something are called intransitive verbs.

Quick tip 10.2 If a verb (in any of its forms) can be put in one of the following slots, it is

transitive: (a) What did you ? (b) Who did you ? If a verb cannot be put in one

of these slots, it is intransitive.

Quick tip 10.3 If a verb (in one of its forms) can be put in one of the following slots, it is

transitive: (a) He something. (b) He someone.

Quick tip 10.4 If a verb (in one of its forms) can be put in the following slot, it is

intransitive: He .

Quick tip 10.5 Some verbs can be either transitive or transitive. These can occur in both

of the following slots: (a) He something / someone. (b) He .

Quick tip 11.1 If you can substitute a single verb for a verb and theword following it, you

probably have a phrasal verb. For example, you can say, She pointed out the truth to us or

She showed the truth to us. Point out is a phrasal verb.

Quick tip 11.2 If you canmove a particle away from its verb, you have a phrasal verb. For

example, since you can say both She looked up the answer and She looked the answer up,

look up is a phrasal verb.

Unit 3: Determiners

Quick tip 12.1 There are only three articles in English: the, a and an.

Quick tip 13.1 There are only four demonstratives in English: this, that, these, and those.

Quick tip 14.1 The determiner possessive pronouns are:my, your, his, her, its, our, their.

Quick tip 15.1 Words of quantity, quantifiers, can act as determiners and precede a

noun. Some examples are: all, some, several, and much.

Unit 4: Adjectives

Quick tip 16.1 If you can put a word between the and a noun (for example,

the boy), then that word is an adjective.

Unit 5: Prepositions

Quick tip 17.1 Prepositions are words, usually small, that typically indicate information

about direction, location, or time. There is only a small number of prepositions in English.

Some commonly used examples are at, from, in, on, and to.
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Quick tip 17.2 If you can put a word in one of the empty slots in one of the following

sentences, the word is a preposition: I walked the table. It happened

that time.

Unit 6: Conjunctions

Quick tip 18.1 There are three common coordinating conjunctions in English. They are:

and, or, and but. Four less common ones are for, so, yet, and nor.

Quick tip 18.2 A commonly used way to remember the coordinating conjunctions is to

think of FANBOYS: F (for), A (and), N (nor), B (but), O (or), Y (yet), S (so).

Quick tip 19.1 Subordinating conjunctions connect a sentence with another sentence,

which is a subpart of it. The subpart sentence is called a dependent clause (or subordinate

clause). In the following sentence, the subordinating conjunction is underlined and the

dependent clause is in italics: Nick decided to try to escape, although he knew his chances

were slim.)

Quick tip 19.2 The subordinating conjunction is always the first word of the dependent

clause.

Quick tip 20.1 Correlative conjunctions are two-part conjunctions. Common correlative

conjunctions are: both /and, either /or, if /then, neither /nor.

Unit 7: Pronouns

Quick tip 21.1 The subject pronouns are: I, you, he, she, it, we, they.

Quick tip 21.2 The object pronouns are: me, you, her, him, it, us, them.

Quick tip 22.1 The reflexive pronouns are: myself, yourself, himself, herself, itself,

ourselves, yourselves, themselves.

Quick tip 22.2 All the reflexive pronouns end in -self (singular) or -selves (plural).

Quick tip 23.1 There are only four demonstrative pronouns: this, that, these, and those.

Quick tip 24.1 Nominal possessive pronouns replace a whole noun (or noun phrase). For

example, instead of saying That book is Sally’s book we can simply say, That book is hers.

The nominal possessive pronouns are: mine, yours, his, hers, its, ours, theirs.

Quick tip 25.1 Interrogative pronouns are question words. The interrogative pronouns

are: how,what,when, where, which,who,whom,whose,why. Look for the questionmark

to help find them.

Quick tip 26.1 The common relative pronouns are: that, which, who, whom, whose.

They refer back to a noun in the sentence.

Quick tip 26.2 Relative pronouns are a type of subordinating conjunction. A relative

pronoun typically occurs soon after the noun it refers to. Example: He liked the teacher who

gave easy tests.
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Unit 8: Adverbs

Quick tip 27.1 Adverbs generally indicate information about location, time, degree, and

manner. They provide extra information about the action in a sentence, about adjectives

and about other adverbs.

Quick tip 27.2 If you don’t know what else a word is (and you’ve eliminated the other

parts of speech), it’s probably an adverb.

Quick tip 27.3 Can the word go in the following slot? Mary slept . If so, it’s

probably an adverb. For example, Mary slept peacefully. Peacefully is an adverb.

Quick tip 27.4 Can the word go in the following slot? , I gave / will give my

speech. If so, it’s probably an adverb. For example, Yesterday, I gavemy speech. Yesterday

is an adverb. Or: Tomorrow, I will give my speech. Tomorrow is an adverb.

Quick tip 27.5 Can the word go in the following slot? He is happy. If so, it’s

probably an adverb. For example, He is very happy. Very is an adverb.

Quick tip 27.6 Does the word end in the suffix -ly? Is it an adjective? If it ends in -ly and

it’s not an adjective, it’s probably an adverb (e.g. hopefully, happily, unusually).

Unit 9: Noun phrases

Quick tip 28.1 A noun phrase can consist of a noun alone, for example audiences, John.

Quick tip 28.2 A noun phrase can consist of a determiner, one or more adjectives, and a

noun. The determiner and adjective(s) are optional.

Quick tip 28.3 A noun phrase can consist of just a pronoun, for example he or them.

Unit 10: Prepositional phrases

Quick tip 29.1 A prepositional phrase consists of a preposition plus a noun phrase, for

example in the closet.

Unit 11: Verb phrases

Quick tip 30.1 Every verb phrase contains a verb, for example laughs, left.

Quick tip 30.2 A verb phrase can consist of a verb plus a noun phrase, for example

chased the ball.

Quick tip 30.3 A verb phrase can consist of a linking verb plus an adjective, for example

is tall.

Quick tip 30.4 A verb phrase can consist of a verb plus a prepositional phrase, for

example drove to the mall.

Quick tip 30.5 A verb phrase can consist of a verb plus a noun phrase plus a prepositional

phrase, for example drove her friend to the mall.
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Unit 12: Auxiliary phrases

Quick tip 31.1 The basic helping verbs of English are:

a. canmay shallwillmust
couldmight shouldwould

b. havehashad
c. amare is

waswere
be beenbeing

Quick tip 31.2 If a sentence has both a main verb and a helping verb, the main verb is

always last.

Quick tip 32.1 One kind of helping verb is called amodal. The basic modals of English are:

can could

may might

shall should

will would

must

Quick tip 33.1 One kind of helping verb is the verb have. It has three forms: have, has,

and had.

Quick tip 33.2 Have can be used as a helping verb or as a main verb. When have is used

as the main verb, it refers to the idea of possession. When have is used as the helping verb,

it is always followed by another verb.

Quick tip 34.1 One kind of helping verb is be. It has the following forms: am, is, are,was,

were, be, been, and being.

Quick tip 34.2 Be and its forms can be used as a helping verb or as a main verb. When be

is used as the helping verb, it is always followed by another verb.

Quick tip 35.1 A sentence can have zero, one, or more than one helping verb. If there is

more than one, they will always be in the following relative order: modal +have +be.

Quick tip 36.1 When the helping verb is progressive be, the next verb always has -ing

added to its base form. Example: is sleeping. The -ing verb form is called the present

participle.

Quick tip 36.2 When have is the helping verb, the next verb typically has -ed or -en

added to its base form. Examples: has eaten, have watched. The verb form following the

helping verb have is called the past participle.

Quick tip 36.3 When the helping verb is amodal, the next verb is always in its base form.

Example: can study.

Quick tip 36.4 A noun that consists of a verb and the suffix -ing is called a gerund.

Example: Entertain-ing is fun.

Quick tip 37.1 Time refers to a point in real life at which something occurs. Tense refers

to the grammatical form of a verb.

Quick tip 37.2 Tense information is always indicated by the first verb in the sentence,

excluding modals.
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Quick tip 37.3 Sentences with no helping verb are in either the present or past tense,

depending on the form of the verb.

Quick tip 37.4 Sentences with will followed by the main verb are in the future tense.

Quick tip 37.5 If a sentence has a form of have as a helping verb, it will have the word

perfect as part of the name of its tense.

Quick tip 37.6 The present tense forms of have are have and has. The past tense form of

have is had.

Quick tip 37.7 If a sentence haswill as a helping verb, it will have the word future as part

of the name of its tense.

Quick tip 37.8 If a sentence has a form of be as a helping verb, it will have the word

progressive as part of the name of its tense.

Quick tip 37.9 The present tense forms of be are am, is, and are. The past tense forms of

be are was and were.

Unit 13: Subjects and objects

Quick tip 38.1 If the main verb of the sentence is an action verb, the subject of the

sentence is the doer of the action and generally comes before the verb. It can be found by

answering the question: ‘‘Who or what is doing the action?’’

Quick tip 38.2 If the main verb of the sentence is a linking verb, the subject is who or

what the sentence is about; the subject is found before the verb.

Quick tip 39.1 The direct object of a sentence is receiving the action. It can usually be

found by answering the question: ‘‘Who or what is being acted upon or receiving the

action?’’ The direct object typically occurs immediately after the verb.

Quick tip 40.1 The indirect object of a sentence can be found by answering the question:

‘‘Who or what is receiving the direct object?’’

Quick tip 40.2 An indirect object can occur: (a) after the direct object (which follows the

verb), with to or for introducing it, or (b) before the direct object (and after the verb),

without to or for. For example: Joan gave a present to Bill or Joan gave Bill a present. (Bill is

the indirect object in both sentences.)

Quick tip 40.3 To help you decide if a sentence has an indirect object, see if the sentence

can be changed from a pattern like The boys left a note for their teacher to a sentence with

a pattern like The boys left their teacher a note, or vice versa.

Quick tip 40.4 If the direct object is a pronoun, it must come before the indirect object.

Example: My sister sent it to her friend, *My sister sent her friend it.

Quick tip 41.1 A subject pronoun is used when it is functioning as the subject of

the sentence. An object pronoun is used when it is functioning as: (a) the direct

object of the sentence; (b) the indirect object of the sentence; (c) the object of a

preposition.

Quick tip 42.1 The subject of commands is an understood or implied you.
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Unit 14: Compound phrases

Quick tip 43.1 Two noun phrases joined by a coordinating conjunction is called a

compound noun phrase.

Quick tip 44.1 Two verb phrases joined by a coordinating conjunction is called a

compound verb phrase.

Unit 15: The Functions of sentences

Quick tip 45.1 Sentences that make a statement are called declaratives; sentences that

ask a question are called interrogatives; sentences that give a command are called

imperatives; sentences that express strong emotion are called exclamations.

Quick tip 45.2 A yes/no question is one that can be answered by ‘‘yes’’ or ‘‘no.’’

Quick tip 45.3 A wh- question begins with one of the following wh- words (question

words): when, where, what, why, which, who, whom, how. Example: Where is the

meeting?

Quick tip 45.4 A tag question contains a statement followed by a tag, such as could you?

aren’t they? hasn’t he? Example: She is leaving soon, isn’t she?

Unit 16: Combining sentences

Quick tip 46.1 A clause is a free-standing sentence or a sentence within a sentence; a

clause or sentence contains at least a subject and a main verb.

Quick tip 46.2 A sentence can contain one or more clauses.

Quick tip 46.3 A sentence that contains only one clause, that is, one subject and one verb

phrase, is called a simple sentence.

Quick tip 47.1 A sentence that is made up of two ormore sentences (clauses) joined by a

coordinating conjunction (most commonly and, or, and but) is called a compound sentence.

Quick tip 48.1 A complex sentence consists of at least two sentences (clauses): a main

clause and a dependent clause. The dependent clause is a subpart of the main clause and

adds information to it. Example, with the dependent clause underlined: Sally visited her

before she moved.

Quick tip 48.2 A dependent clause is joined to another clause by a subordinating

conjunction such as although, if, where.

Quick tip 48.3 The easiest way to identify a dependent clause is to look for a

subordinating conjunction and see if it’s followed by a sentence. If it is, then the

subordinating conjunction plus the sentence directly following it is a dependent clause.

Quick tip 48.4 In a noun clause, the subordinating conjunction that can be deleted

following a main clause. Example: I think (that) it’s going to rain.

Quick tip 49.1 A relative clause (adjective clause) is a kind of dependent clause; it

provides additional information about a noun phrase in the main clause. Example (relative

clause underlined): I brought the cookies that are on the plate.
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Quick tip 49.2 Relative clauses begin with one of the relative pronouns: that, which,

who, whom, whose.

Quick tip 49.3 A relative pronoun connects the relative clause to the rest of the sentence.

All of the relative pronouns (except whose) also replace a noun phrase in the relative

clause. (Whose replaces a determiner.)

Quick tip 49.4 A relative pronoun may be omitted before a noun phrase. Example: The

movie (that) I saw was exciting.

Quick tip 49.5 A restrictive relative clause limits the noun phrase which it is modifying; a

nonrestrictive relative clause does not. A nonrestrictive relative clause is separated from

the main clause by pauses, and, when written, it is separated from the main clause by

commas. Examples: The dogs which were friendly were being trained as Seeing Eye dogs

(restrictive). The dogs, which were friendly, were being trained as Seeing Eye dogs

(nonrestrictive).

Quick tip 50.1 A compound-complex sentence is a combination of a compound and a

complex sentence: it has at least two main clauses and at least one dependent clause.

Example: His friends were always there for William, and he appreciated the help that they

often gave him.

Unit 17: Related sentences

Quick tip 52.1 Sentences with the subject before the verb are called active sentences.

Example: Charley repaired this computer.

Quick tip 52.2 Sentences which do not have the subject before the verb are called

passive sentences. Example: This computer was repaired by Charley.

Quick tip 52.3 The passive be helping verb is always placed after all the other helping

verbs, right before the main verb. Example: The table has been set by the waitress.

Quick tip 52.4 A truncated passive is a passive sentence without the by and subject noun

phrase. Example: The proposal was discussed.

Quick tip 53.1 A sentence is made negative by inserting not after the first helping verb.

Quick tip 53.2 In negative sentences, we use a form of do as the helping verb if the

sentence does not have any other helping verb. Example: He does not like spaghetti.
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Glossary

abstract noun: does not have physical attributes. Example:history. Contrast
concrete noun.

actionverb: indicates action. Example: go. Contrast linking verb.
active sentence: a sentence expressed in the active voice. Contrastpassive

sentence.
active (voice): a sentence inwhich the subject, de¢ned in terms ofmeaning, occurs

before themainverb. Example:Abetter teambeat us. Contrastpassive (voice).
adjective: refers to a characteristic of a noun. See attributive adjective;predicate

adjective.
adjective clause: see relative clause.
adverb: refers to a characteristic of averb, adjective, or another adverb. It generally

indicates information about location, time, degree, ormanner. Example: quickly.
adverbial clause: a dependent clause that functions as an adverb in themain clause

of a complex sentence. Example: It is obviouswherewewentwrong.
animate noun: a humanor an animal. Example: child. Contrast inanimate noun.
article: a determiner that indicateswhether or not a noun is a speci¢c oneknown to

both the speaker and the listener.The articles are: the and a/an. Seede¢nite
article; inde¢nite article.

attributiveadjective: occursbefore anoun inanounphrase.Example:aninteresting
movie. Contrastpredicate adjective.

auxiliary verb: seehelping verb.
auxiliary phrase: a phrasewhose principal component is a helping (auxiliary) verb.

Example:havebeenwondering.
base form: seeverbbase.
clause: a free-standing sentence or a sentencewithin a sentence. Seemain clause;

dependent clause;adverbial clause;nounclause; relative clause.
commonnoun: refers to general categories ^ things other than speci¢c names.

Example: book. Contrastproper noun.
complex sentence: contains onemain clause and at least one dependent clause.

Example:Meredithwas driving toworkwhen she received aphone call fromher
mother. Contrast simple sentence; compound sentence; compound-complex
sentence.

compound-complex sentence: consists of at least twomain clauses (compound) and
at least one dependent clause (complex). Example:Although I like travelingwith
you, I amvery tired and I have to¢nish aproject in the o⁄ce. Contrast simple
sentence; compound sentence; complex sentence.

compoundnounphrase: contains two ormore nounphrases joined by a
coordinating conjunction. Example:Andy andhis two sonswent to the park.

compoundphrase: a phrase containing two ormore linguistic units of the same type
(such as nounphrases, prepositional phrases, adverbs, sentences), joined by
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a coordinating conjunction. Example: up the block and around the corner. See
compound nounphrase; compoundverbphrase.

compoundpreposition: seephrasalpreposition.
compound sentence: contains two ormore sentences joined by a coordinating

conjunction. Example:You canpayme now, or you canpayme later. Contrast simple
sentence; complex sentence; compound-complex sentence.

compoundverbphrase: contains two ormore verb phrases joined by a coordinating
conjunction. Example:He likes spaghetti but rarely orders it.

concrete noun: possesses physical attributes. Example: table. Contrast abstract
noun.

conjunction: a functionword that connects grammatical units such aswords,
phrases, and sentences. See coordinating conjunction; subordinating
conjunction; correlative conjunction.

continuous (aspect): seeprogressive (aspect).
coordinating conjunction: connects any two units that are the same type, such as

sentences (I go or he goes), nouns (milk and cookies), verbs (drink and drive),
determiners (Jack’s and Nancy’s), prepositions (at or near), adjectives (healthy
and nutritious), or adverbs (softly but forcefully). The three most common
coordinating conjunctions are: and, or, and but. Four less common ones are:
for, so, yet, and nor. Contrast subordinating conjunction; correlative
conjunction.

copula: the linking verbbe.The forms ofbe are: am, are, is, was, were, be, been,
being. Example:She is happy.The term is sometimes used to refer to any linking
verb.

correlative conjunction: a two-part conjunction. Commoncorrelative
conjunctions are: both / and, either /or, if /then, andneither /nor. Example:Either
I cook orwe order take-out. Contrast coordinating conjunction; subordinating
conjunction.

count noun: a noun that is countable. Count nouns can be usedwith the
determiners a/an,many (as opposed tomuch), and fewer (as opposed to less), and
can have plural forms. Example: abook,manybooks, fewerbooks. Contrast
noncount noun.

declarative sentence: expresses a statement. Example:The sun rises every
morning. Compare imperative sentence; interrogative sentence;
exclamation.

de¢nite article: the determiner the, usedwith a noun that has speci¢c identity.
Example: the ¢nal exam. Contrast inde¢nite article.

demonstrative: a determiner or pronounwhose reference is de¢ned in context,
‘‘pointing’’ to something or someone. See demonstrative determiner;
demonstrative pronoun.

demonstrative adjective: seedemonstrative determiner.
demonstrative determiner: this and that (singular) and these and those (plural)

whenused before a noun. Example: thismorning. Also calleddemonstrative
adjective. Contrastdemonstrative pronoun.

demonstrativepronoun: this, that, these, thosewhenused alone, without a
following noun. Example: I want this. Contrastdemonstrative determiner.

dependent clause: the secondary clause in a complex sentence in terms ofmeaning
and structure, forming a subpart of themain clause. Example:Manypeople feel

Glossary
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good in themorningafter they’ve had a good night’s sleep. Also called subordinate
clause. Contrastmainclause.

determiner: one of several types ofwords occurring before a noun. Example: some
people. See article;demonstrative;possessive;quanti¢er; interrogative
determiner.

determiner possessive pronoun: a possessive pronounused before a noun.
Example: ourdecision.The determiner possessive pronouns are:my, your, his, her,
its, our, their. Also calledpossessivepronounwithdeterminer function;
possessive adjective. Contrastnominalpossessive pronoun.

direct object: a nounphrase that functions as the recipient of the subject’s action. In
most sentences, expressed in the active voice, the direct object occurs after the
mainverb. Example:Wemet Anne in the restaurant. Also calledobject. Contrast
subject; indirect object.

exclamation: a sentence that expresses strong emotion anddoes not necessarily
contain a subject and amainverb. Example:What a day!Contrastdeclarative
sentence; imperative sentence; interrogative sentence.

¢rst personpronoun: seepersonalpronoun.
future perfect progressive tense: indicated by themodalwill (or shall) and perfect

havehelping verbs followed by thebeen (past participle) formof the progressivebe
helping verb and the present participle formof the next verb. Example:Mystudents
will have been studying.

future perfect tense: indicated by themodalwill (or shall) helping verb followed by
perfecthave and the past participle of the next verb. Example:Mystudentswill have
studied.

future progressive tense: indicated by themodalwill (or shall) and progressivebe
helping verbs followed by the present participle formof the next verb. Example:My
studentswill be studying.

future tense: indicatedwhen themodal helping verbwill (or shall) is followed by the
mainverb. Example:Mystudentswill study. Also called simple future tense.

gerund: a noun that is derived fromaverbby adding the su⁄x -ing. Example:
Cooking is fun.

grammatical function: the role a linguistic unit playswith respect to other units
within a grammatical structure. Example: the nounAnne functions as the subject
in the sentenceAnnewent to sleep, as the direct object in the sentenceWemetAnne in
the restaurant, and as the indirect object in the sentenceSomeone sent apresent to
Anne. Also calledgrammatical relation.

grammatical relation: see grammatical function.
helping verb: averb that augments themainverb and as suchbelongs to an auxiliary

phrase. Example: Imight call you today. Also called auxiliary verb. Seemodal;
perfecthave;progressivebe;passivebe. Contrastmainverb.

human (animate) noun: a person. Contrastnonhumannoun;nonhumananimate
noun.

hypercorrection: producing an incorrect formby applying a general rule beyond its
correct domain (‘‘overapplying’’a rule). Example:Whenproducing *I feel badly
instead of I feel bad, the use of an adverb tomodify actionverbs is extended to
linking verbs aswell.

imperative sentence: a command. Example:Giveme ahug! Contrastdeclarative
sentence; interrogative sentence; exclamation.
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inanimate noun: a thing. Contrast animate noun.
inde¢nite article: the determinera/an, used before a singular nounwhose identity

is not speci¢c.The avariant is usedwhen the nextword beginswith a consonant
sound; the anvariant is usedwhen the nextword beginswith avowel sound.
Example: amystery; an experience. Contrastde¢nite article.

independent clause: seemainclause.
indirect object: a nounphrase that functions as the recipient of the direct object. In

most sentences, expressed in the active voice, the indirect object occurs after the
mainverb, either before the direct object or after it. Example:Someone sent Anne a
present;Someone sent apresent toAnne. Contrast subject;direct object.

in¢nitive: either the verbbase (example: read) or to+ verbbase (example: to read).
interrogative determiner: questionword occurring before a noun.The

interrogative determiners are:which,whose, what. Example:Which option do you
prefer?Contrast interrogativepronoun.

interrogativepronoun: questionwordused alone,without a following noun.
Common interrogative pronouns are: how,what, when, where, which, who,whom,
whose, why. Example:Which do youprefer?Contrast interrogative determiner.

interrogative sentence: expresses a question. Example:Arewehaving fun? Seeyes/
no question;wh-question; tag question. Contrastdeclarative sentence;
interrogative sentence; exclamation.

intransitiveverb: does not act on something; it is not followed by a direct object.
Example: I sleep. Contrast transitiveverb.

irregular plural: formed bymeans other than adding -(e)s to a noun. Example: geese.
Contrast regular plural.

irregular verb: does not form its past tense by adding the su⁄x -ed. Example: see
(past tense saw). Contrast regular verb.

linking verb: a verbwhich does not express action. Rather, itsmain function is to
relate (link) the subject to a complement. Example:They seemed anxious.Themost
common linking verb is be (see copula). Contrast actionverb.

main clause: the primary clause in a complex sentence in terms ofmeaning and
structure. Example:Manypeople feel good in themorningafter they’ve had a good
night’s sleep. Also called independent clause. Contrastdependent clause.

mainverb: the principal verb of a sentence or phrase; it belongs to averb phrase.
Example: Imight call you today. Contrasthelping verb.

massnoun: seenoncount noun.
modal: a type of helping verb that expresses categories ofmodality, such as

possibility andnecessity. Example: Imight visit you tomorrow. Seephrasalmodal.
negative sentence: expresses negation by including thewordnot after the ¢rst

helping verb. Example:Youhave not beenhonestwithme. Comparepositive
sentence.

nominalpossessivepronoun: a possessive pronounused alone, without a
following noun.The nominal possessive pronouns are:mine, yours, his, hers, its,
ours, theirs. Example:That book is hers. Contrastdeterminer possessive
pronoun.

noncount noun: a noun that is not countable. Noncount nouns can be usedwith the
determinersmuch (as opposed tomany) and less (as opposed to fewer), but notwith
the inde¢nite article a/an, and they do not have plural forms. Example:much
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furniture; less furniture; *a furniture; *furnitures. Also calledmassnouns.
Contrast count noun.

nonhumananimate noun: an animal. Contrasthuman animate noun.
nonhumannoun: an animal or a thing. Contrasthumannoun.
nonrestrictive relative clause: does not limit the reference of the nounphrase it

modi¢es. Example:All the students, who studiedhard, didwell on the ¢nal exam,
meaning that all students didwell on the ¢nal examand all students studied hard.
Compare restrictive relative clause.

noun: commonly de¢ned as referring to a person, place, thing, or idea. It is the
principal component of a nounphrase (exceptwhen replaced by a pronoun). See
abstract noun; animate noun; commonnoun; concrete noun; count noun;
human (animate) noun; inanimate noun;noncountnoun;nonhumananimate
noun;nonhumannoun;possessive commonnoun;possessive proper noun;
proper noun.

nounclause: adependent clause that functionsasanounphrase in themainclause of
a complex sentence. Example: It is obvious that you are a learnedwoman.

nounphrase: a phrasewhose principal component is a noun, or its replacement, a
pronoun. It ful¢lls various grammatical functionswithin a sentence, such as
subject, direct object, and indirect object. Example: these £owers; you.

number: a grammatical category that refers to the distinction between singular (one
entity) andplural (more thanone entity) in nouns and pronouns. Example: bush, I
(singular); bushes, we (plural).

object: refers to direct object, indirect object, or object of a preposition.
object of apreposition: the nounphrase that follows the preposition in a

prepositional phrase. Example: to us.
object pronoun: the formof apersonal pronoun that is usedwhen thepronounhas an

object function.This happenswhen the personal pronoun is the direct object,
indirect object, or object of a preposition. Example:George sawher (direct object);
George sent heramessage (indirect object);Georgeheard fromher (object of a
preposition).The object pronouns are:me, you,her,him, it,us, them. Contrast
subject pronoun.

particle: the secondword in a phrasal verb. It follows the verb, fromwhich it can be
separated. Example:We lookedup the answer / We looked the answerup.

passive (voice): the structural con¢guration of a sentence in which the
subject, de¢ned in terms of meaning, does not occur before the main verb.
The main verb appears in its past participle form, preceded by the helping verb
passive be. Example:We were beaten by a better team. Contrast active (voice).

passivebe: the verbused in the formation of the passive voice.
passive sentence: a sentence expressed in the passive voice. See truncatedpassive.

Contrast active sentence.
past participle: a verb formmost commonly ending in the su⁄x -ed or -en (other

forms exist). It is used in the formation of the perfect aspect and the passive voice.
Example:Wewere beaten by abetter team.

past perfect progressive tense: indicated by thehad formof the perfecthave
helping verb followed by thebeen (past participle) formof the progressivebe
helping verb and the present participle formof the next verb. Example:My
studentshadbeen studying.
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past perfect tense: indicated by thehad formof the perfecthavehelping verb and the
past participle formof the next verb. Example:Mystudents had studied.

past progressive tense: indicated by thewas orwere formof the progressivebe
helping verb and the present participle formof the next verb. Example:Mystudents
were studying.

past tense: indicatedwhen themainverb is not preceded by a helping verb and has
the su⁄x -ed added to its base. Example:Mystudents studied. Also called simple
past tense. See irregular verb for exceptions.

perfect (aspect): indicates a time period prior to another time period. It is expressed
by perfecthaveplus the past participle formof the following verb. Example:Wehave
eaten already.

perfecthave: the helping verbused in the formation of the perfect aspect.
periphrasticmodal: seephrasalmodal.
personalpronoun: a type of pronoun that hasdi¡erent forms, depending onwhether

it refers to the speaker (¢rst person), listener (second person), or anyone/anything
else (third person). See object pronoun;possessivepronoun; re£exivepronoun;
subject pronoun.

phrasalmodal: amodal consistingofmore thanoneword.Example:Youare able to do
this.

phrasalpreposition: a preposition consisting ofmore than oneword. Example:
across from.

phrasalverb: a verb consisting of twowords. Example:She pointed out the truth. See:
particle.

phrase: a groupof relatedwords formingagrammaticalunit that doesnothavebotha
subject and amainverb. Aphrasemayalso contain a singleword if thatword is
de¢ned as the principal component of the phrase. Example: verb phrasesmay
contain a number ofwords (writes amessage), or just oneword (writes). See
auxiliary phrase; compoundphrase;nounphrase;prepositionalphrase;verb
phrase.

plural: seenumber.
plural pronoun: seenumber
positive sentence: expresses an assertion. Example:Youhave beenhonestwithme.

Comparenegative sentence.
possessive: indicates towhomor towhat a nounphrase belongs. Seepossessive

pronoun;possessiveproper noun;possessive commonnoun.
possessive adjective: seedeterminer possessive pronoun.
possessive commonnoun: functions as an adjectivewhenpreceding a noun.

Example:The girl’s shoes.
possessive pronoun: seedeterminer possessivepronoun;nominalpossessive

pronoun.
possessive pronounwithdeterminer function: seedeterminer possessive

pronoun.
possessive pronoun with nominal function: seenominalpossessivepronoun.
possessive proper noun: functions as a determiner in a nounphrase. Example:

Mary’s red shoes. Seeproper noun.
predicate adjective: occurs following a linking verb in averb phrase. Example:The

moviewas interesting. Contrast attributive adjective.
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preposition: a functionword before a nounphrase that typically indicates
information about direction, location, or time. Example: from the kitchen. See
phrasal preposition.

prepositionalphrase: a phrase consisting of a preposition and a nounphrase.
Example: in the store.

present participle: a verb formending in the su⁄x -ing. It is used in the formation of
the progressive aspect.

present perfect progressive tense: indicated by thehave orhas formof the perfect
havehelping verb followed by thebeen (participle) formof the progressive be
helping verb and the present participle formof the next verb. Example:Mystudents
have been studying.

present perfect tense: indicated by thehave orhas formof the perfecthavehelping
verb and the past participle formof the next verb. Example:Mystudent has studied.

present progressive tense: indicated by the am, are, or is formof the progressivebe
helping verb and the present participle formof the next verb. Example:Mystudents
are studying.

present tense: indicatedwhen themainverb is not precededbyahelping verb and its
formcorresponds to the verbbase or verbbase followed by -(e)s (be is a notable
exception). Example:Mystudents study;Mystudent studies. Also called simple
present tense.

progressive (aspect): information that the durationof the actionor state signi¢ed by
themainverb extends over a period of time. It is expressed by progressivebe jointly
with the present participle of the following verb. Example:We are eatingdinner.

progressivebe: the helping verbused in the formation of the progressive aspect.
pronoun: a functionword that replaces (stands in for) a linguistic unit,most

commonly a nounphrase. Seedemonstrative pronoun; interrogativepronoun;
personalpronoun; relative pronoun.

proper noun: refers to a speci¢c name; beginswith capital letters. Example:New
York. Contrast: commonnoun.

quanti¢er: a determiner that indicates amount or quantity. Example: all topics.
re£exivepronoun: replaces the second of twonounphrases that refer to the same

person or thingwithin the same clause.The re£exive pronouns are:myself,
yourself,himself,herself, itself, ourselves, yourselves, themselves. Example:Harry
sawhimself in themirror.

regular plural: formedwith the su⁄x -(e)s added to nouns. Example: gardens, boxes.
Contrast irregular plural.

regular verb: forms its past tense by adding the su⁄x -ed to the verbbase. Example:
walk (past tensewalked). Contrast irregular verb.

relative clause: a dependent clause that adds information about a nounphrase in the
main clause of a complex sentence. A relative clause is introduced by a relative
pronoun,whichmaybe omitted before a nounphrase. Example:The ice-cream
(that) you bought forme tastes delicious. See restrictive relative clause;non-
restrictive relative clause.

relativepronoun: a subordinating conjunctionwhich introduces a relative clause
and refers back to the preceding nounphrase. Example:He liked the teacherwho
gave easy tests.The common relative pronouns are: that,which,who,whom,
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whose. Other relative pronouns, suchaswhatever,whoever,whomever,whosever (all
ending in -ever), represent, rather than refer back to, a nounphrase. Example:They
can travelwithwhomever they choose.

restrictive relative clause: limits the reference of the nounphrase itmodi¢es.
Example:All the studentswho studiedhard didwell on the ¢nal exam, meaning that
all and only those students didwell on the ¢nal examwho studied hard. Compare
non-restrictive relative clause.

secondpersonpronoun: seepersonalpronoun.
sentence:minimallycontains a subject andamainverb, except for exclamations and

imperatives. See active sentence; clause; complex sentence; complex-
compound sentence; compound sentence;declarative sentence; exclamation;
imperative sentence; interrogative sentence;negative sentence;passive
sentence;positive sentence; simple sentence.

simple future tense: see future tense.
simple past tense: seepast tense.
simple present tense: seepresent tense.
simple sentence: made up of just one sentence (contains only one clause). Example:

Paris is the capital of France. Contrast compound sentence; complex sentence;
compound-complex sentence.

singular: seenumber.
singular pronoun: seenumber.
subject: a nounphrase that functions as theperformerof anactionverbor the topic of

a linking verb. Inmost sentences, expressed in the active voice, the subject occurs
before the verb. Example:Annewent to sleep;Anne is a dentist. Contrastdirect
object; indirect object.

subject pronoun: the formof a personal pronoun that is usedwhen the pronoun
functions as the subject.The subject pronouns are: I, you,he, she, it,we, they.
Example:He is happy. Contrastobject pronoun.

subordinate clause: seedependent clause.
subordinating conjunction: connects themain clause and the dependent clause in a

complex sentence. Example:Manypeople feel good in themorningafter they’ve had a
goodnight’s sleep. Contrast coordinating conjunction; correlative conjunction.

tag question: a statement followed by a question‘‘tag.’’ Example:She is leaving, isn’t
she? Contrastyes/no question;wh-question.

tense: the formof averb throughwhicha grammar indicates informationabout time.
See future tense; futureperfect tense; futureperfect progressive tense; future
progressive tense;past tense,past perfect tense;past perfect progressive
tense;past progressive tense;present tense;present perfect tense;present
perfect progressive tense;present progressive tense.

thirdpersonpronoun: seepersonalpronoun.
transitiveverb: acts on something; it is followed by a direct object. Example: I threw

the ball. Contrast intransitiveverb.
truncatedpassive: a passive sentence inwhich the subject, de¢ned in terms of

meaning, is not expressed. Example:The proposalwas discussed.
verb: the principal component of averb phrase. It indicates action or state of being.

See actionverb;helping verb; intransitiveverb; irregular verb; linking verb;
mainverb;phrasalverb; regular verb; transitiveverb;verbbase.
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verbbase: the formof averb that contains no grammatical information. It occurs in
the in¢nitive expression, among others. Example: to go.

verb complement: a unit that occurs after a linking verb and refers back to the
subject. Example:The patient seemed anxious.

verbphrase: a phrasewhose principal component is amainverb. Example: saw a
movie.

wh-question: beginswith awh-word (interrogative pronoun). Example:Where is the
meeting?Contrastyes/no question; tag question.

yes/no question: canbe answeredwith a‘‘yes’’or ‘‘no.’’ Example: Is today Sunday?
Contrastwh-question; tag question.
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Index

active see sentence, active
adjective 33^34, 51, 58^60, 104

attributive 128, 130
demonstrative seedeterminer, demonstrative
possessive see pronoun, determiner

possessive
predicate 128, 130

adjective clause see clause, relative
adverb 103^104
article 45, 46

de¢nite 46
inde¢nite 46

aspect see perfect; progressive

base form see verb base

clause 207
adverbial 172, 218
dependent 73^74, 214^220, 221, 222, 229
independent see clause,main
main 214
noun 218^219
relative 220, 221^226, 228

nonrestrictive 226^228
restrictive 226^228

subordinate see clause, dependent
see also sentence

command see sentence, imperative
conjunction 69, 97, 193

coordinating 70, 193^195, 210
correlative 77
subordinating 73^74, 97, 214^215, 219

continuous see progressive
contraction 28, 246
copula 28; see also verb, linking

demonstrative 45, 48, 87; see also determiner,
demonstrative; pronoun, demonstrative

determiner 45^53, 224
demonstrative 87
interrogative 95

dialect xi

function, grammatical 169^186,
203

gerund 154

hypercorrection 130

in¢nitive 66; see also verb base

modal see verb, helping

noun 3, 35, 113, 154
abstract 5^6
animate 12
common 18

possessive 51
concrete 5
count 14^17
human 12
human animate see noun, human
inanimate 12
mass see noun, noncount
noncount 14^17
nonhuman 12
nonhuman animate 12
proper 18^19, 117, 228

possessive 50^51
number 9

plural 9^11, 84
irregular 9, 10
regular 9, 10

singular 9, 84

object 40, 82^84, 169, 238
direct 35, 173^174, 177
indirect 177^179, 235
see also object of a preposition; pronoun,

object
object of a preposition 121, 183

part of speech 1, 8, 60
particle 38, 39, 40, 123, 235
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passive see sentence, passive; see also passive
be; truncated passive

passive be see verb, helping
past participle 152^153, 154, 155,

159, 239
perfect see perfecthave; see also tense
perfecthave see verb, helping
phrase 111

auxiliary 138
basic structure of 139

compound 193, 212
noun 111

basic structure of 113^118
compound 194, 209, 212

prepositional 121, 174
basic structure of 121^123

verb 111
basic structure of 126^134
compound 195

plural see number
possessive 45, 50^51; see also noun, common,

possessive; noun, proper, possessive;
pronoun, possessive

possessive pronounwith determiner
function see pronoun, determiner
possessive

possessive pronounwith nominal function
see pronoun, nominal possessive

preposition 65^66,76, 123, 185
compound see preposition, phrasal
phrasal 67
see also object of a preposition

present participle 151, 154, 155, 161
progressive see verb, helping; see also tense
progressive be see verb, helping
pronoun 81

contracted 90
demonstrative 87
determiner possessive 50, 90
functions of 183^185
interrogative 93
nominal possessive 90
object 83^84, 183
personal 84
possessive 50^51, 89^90; see also pronoun,

determiner possessive; pronoun,
nominal possessive

re£exive 85
relative 96^97, 98, 223, 224, 225^226
subject 82^84;183

quanti¢er 45, 53
question see sentence, interrogative
questionword see pronoun, interrogative

relation, grammatical see function,
grammatical

sentence 201
active 238^239, 245
complex 214^216, 218, 221
compound 210^211, 212
compound-complex 229
declarative 203
exclamation 203
functions of 203^205
imperative 186^187, 203
interrogative 203

tag question 204^205
wh- question 204
yes/no question 204

negative 246^249
passive 238^239, 241^242,

244, 245
positive 246
simple 157, 207^209, 210, 211, 212
see also clause

singular see number
Standard American English xi
subject 170^172, 184, 186^187, 207, 238^239; see

also pronoun, subject

tense 156^162, 247^248
future 158
future perfect 160
future perfect progressive 162
future progressive 161
past 157
past perfect 159
past perfect progressive 162
past progressive 161
present 157
present perfect 159
present perfect progressive

162
present progressive 161
simple future see tense, future
simple past see tense, past
simple present see tense, present

truncated passive 242; see also passive;
passivebe
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verb 23
action 27, 30^34, 128, 130, 170, 173^174
auxiliary see verb, helping
helping 138^139

do 247^249
modal 141^142, 148, 153^155, 157, 158
passive be 239, 242
perfecthave 143^145,148,151^155,159^160,

162
periphrastic see verb, helping, modal,

phrasal
phrasal 142
progressive be 146^147, 148, 151, 153^155,

157, 161^162
intransitive 35^37

irregular 28, 157^158
linking 27^28, 30^34,128, 130, 147, 174; see

also copula
main 138, 139,144^145, 147, 157,170^171, 207,

247^249
phrasal 38^39, 123, 142
regular 157
transitive 35^37
see also verb base

verb base 25
verb complement 174^175
voice see sentence, active; sentence,

passive

word category see part of speech
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